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NOTE
The Collection presents works carried out in 1961 - 1962, devoted

to problems of the study of the atmosphere by means of weather satellites
and to the interpretation and use of satellite data in meteorology.

The problems discussed in the articles offer new ways of approaching
satellite meteorology and new perspectives for its development.

The Collection will be of interest to experts in the field of
meteorology and related disciplines, and to candidates for advanced
degrees and graduate students in geophysics.
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K. S. Shifrin and N: P. Pyatovskaya

SHORTWAVE RADIATION FIELD ABOVE TYPICAL UNDERLYING SURFACES 1)

1. Introduction. The Interpolation Problem. Statement of the Problem

The use of artificial earth satellites (AES) in meteorology has cre-

ated a number of new problems.

The present article will deal with the determination of the shortwave

radiation for tr p earth--atmosphere system (E—A) by means of AES. Since

the intensity of solar irradiation is well known, the problem consists in

determining the flux of outgoing shortwave radiation (OSR) through a hori-

zontal area at the upper boundary of the atmosphere, i.e., at an altitude

of about 30 km. This will enable us to determine the amount of solar heat

absorbed in a vertical column of air and by the earth's surface, and the

part of this energy which can be consumed in weather-forming processes.

Unfortunately, the indirect data obtained from instruments mounted

aboard the AES cannot provide the OSR fluff for fundamental reasons, since

the satellites orbit at altitudes considerably greater than 30 km. This

applies to both narrow-sector and wide-sector instruments (NSI and WSI).

A narrow-sector receiver of shortwave radiation gives individual

values of the brightnesses of small areas of the earth's surface under

most diverse angles. A wide-sector receiver "sees" a vast area of the

earth, and its data cannot be converted into values of radiance at indi-

vidual points with the required degree of accuracy. a

The use of direct measurements made by AES for any forecast, quanti-

tative or synoptic, requires the solution of two problems.

1) A method must be found for the conversion from individual values

1) The work was carried out in 1961 and presented at a conference of
the Main Administration of the Hydrometeorological Service on 10 January
1962.
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of OSR intensities to QSR fluxes through a horizontal area at the upper

boundary of the atmosphere. If photometric terms are used, the problem

consists in calculating the energy radiance R of 1 cm  of the external

surface of the earth's atmosphere from individual values of the energy

brightness B measured by the instruments aboard the AES.

2) It is necessary to develop a method of conversion from the indi-

vidual values of the radiances (fluxes) R, calculated at different points

of the trajectory which are usually taken at random and at different

times, into values of R at the nodes of a proper preselected grid. These

values should be either synchronized or averaged in some equivalent man-

ner. Knowing the values at the correct nodes, we can then construct maps

of the OSR field which describe either this' field at a single physical

instant of time or an average field during a certain time interval.

These two problems make up the complete problem involving the de-

velopment of a method of conversion of the information obtained from the

AES into the OSR field.

Below, we shall deal only with the first problem. For this reason,

we shall say a few words about the second problem in order to avoid re-

turning to it.	 tz^
The.roLlem of interpolation is not specific for measurements madeP	 P	 P

with an AES. It also arises in the plotting of a field of any meteoro-

logical element by means of its earth-bound measurements at certain ran-

dom points (stations and posts). In view of the large number of data,

the methods should be adapted to computers. Using a given program, the

computer should carry out the space-time interpolation of a two-dimension-

al field at the nodes of a given grid, smoothing out its random nonrepre-

sentative values, and should plot the maps of the field of this element.

2
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The set of problems involved constitute a new chapter in meteorology which

has been worked on intensively in the last few years and has been termed

the method of objective analysis of meteorological fields.

The field is smoothed out by means of a polynomial of the second or

third degree in horizontal coordinates (American method.) or by means of

a climatological average in the region of the node (Swedish method) . A

new method, the so-called optimum interpolation, has been developed at

the Main Geophysical Observatory by L. S. Gandin. It is based on the idea

of finding values providing the minimum mean square quadratic error of in-

terpolation. The initial data are those on the statistical structure of

the field of the element. Adopting the hypothesis that the field of de-

viations of the meteorological element from its norm is statistically

homogeneous and isotropic, L. S. Gandin developed a method of interpolation

for use with the electronic computer "Ural -111.

All: these methods are of course fully applicable to our -problem as

well. In order to obtain an acceptable accuracy, it is impVM-ant that

neighboring values be fairly close to one another. More precisely, the

methods of objective analysis may be applied to any set of original data,

but in certain cases, the interpolation errors may be very large. One

can indicate the "smoothness" of the original data for which the interpo-

lation errors will not exceed a given mag: itude. Because of the abrupt

change in brightness which takes place with the sighting device mounted

aboard the AES crosses the edge o a cloud, the boundary of a snow cover

or a water reservoir, etc., we can obtain sufficiently smooth data only

if we use averaged values of the brightness. This averaging may be per-

formed directly with the optical instrument if the latter is equipped

with an appropriate conical adapter, or during the treatment of the

3
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observational data obtained from the NSI.

If the distance between the nodes of our grid - the lattice constant -

is of the order of 300 km, and if the NSI scans the earth continuously,

about 90 separate measurements should be averaged for each node. Actually,

the number .of points used for averaging is considerably smaller. It de-

pends on the field of vision of the instrument and the location of the

points aimed at, i.e., the frequency of interrogations. It is difficult

to indicate a priori the values of the characteristics which will insure

an adequate smoothness of the values, since it is necessary to have data

on the statistics of the linear extent of the cloud systems, snow covers,

water reservoirs, and generally, data on the statistical structure of the

optical inhomogeneity of the atmosphere and earth's surface.

If smoothness is not obtained, the regions of averaging must be en-

larged, but this leads either to an increase in the distance between the

nodes of the grid, or to a loss of the necessary detail in the fields and

maps of the OSR. At this point, we are faced with the important problem

of determining the optimum field of vision and of F r parameters of the

instrument, a complete solution of which can be given after sufficient

information from the AFS has been received. Let us add that without pre-

liminary information on the OSR field, one should not use the methods of

objective analysis either, since they require data on the statistical

-structure of the OSR field in the vicinity of a specific node.

The main problem consists in the fact that a method should be de-

veloped for converting the NSI readings to radiance values, i.e., a method

should be indicated for handling the data of an NSI so that by using them

one can obtain values of R within the required accuracy. Because of the

large volume of information to be processed, the proposed method should

be designed for use with computers.

4
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The relation between the brightness B and flux R is given by the

formula

R= B(0, 3 Cos 0dw.	
(1 .11)

From the formal point of view, the problem facing us is completely

undefined, since we wish to find the total integral from one value of

the function under the integral sign. Obviously, the conversion from

B to R is possible only if the angular structure of the energy bright-

ness is known under actual conditions. For instance, if it is found

that the angular structure of the brightness of the E--A system is Lam-

bertian, i.e., B is independent of the sighting angle ® and azimuth cp,

then

R=+Bo	 (1.2)

this would mean that in order to obtain the OSR flux, it is necessary to

simply multiply by n the data obtained from the NSI.

Unfortunately, this simple dep andence does not occur. The structure

of the brightness field of the system Ew--A depends on the relation be-

tween the brightness of the earth's surface and the brightness of the

haze, and generally turns out to be rather complex. We shall study it

for typical underlying surfaces: water, grass and snow. This constitutes

the object of the present work. We shall consider the atmosphere as be-

ing a standard one, and in our numerical calculations we shall take the

altitude of the AFS to be H = 700 km, the field of vision of the NSI to

be P = 30 , and the field of vision of the WST, S = 1300 (this is the

angle from which the earth is seen by an open receiver).

	

For a standard radiation model of the atmosphere, we shall take an	 --

optical thickness r0 
= 0.3, % horizontal range of visibility at the earth's

surface So = 20 km, and the amount of precipitated water and carbon dioxide,

5
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Fig. 1. Delationship between
the angular coordinatts on the
AES and earth (general case).

respectively, w  2 0 = 2.1 g/cm2 , and w00 2 = 264 atm cm.

2. Geometry of the Problem )

Let us examine the geometrical relationships of the coordinates of

the sighted point on the ground to the coordinates of the satellite and

the sighting angles (Fig. 1).

We shall place the origin of the coordinates at the center of the

earth 0. The AES is located at point A. The plane ZOY is defined by the

axis of rotation of the earth OZ and the direction OA, r is the earth's

radius, and R is the distance from the AES to the center of the earth.

The satellite is oriented, and its axis is directed along OA. The opti-

cal axis of the instrument aboard the AES is directed toward point C.

We shall introduce a spherical coordinate system into the satellite.

Axis Oz is directed along OA, and axis x lies in the orbital plane. Let

y and p be the spherical coordinates formed by an arbitrary ray in the

system of the satellite. Point C has coordinates # and cp in the frame of

reference related to the center of the earth. The ray CA in the spheri-

cal frame of reference, in which the center is located at point C.and

axis Z' is directed toward the zenith, has the coordinates ® and 6. Axis

1) This section was written with the participation of V. Yu. Kolomiytsov.

6
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Z' lies in the meridian plane and is directed toward the equator. Point

A has the polar coordinates R and 1^ (in the reference frame related -to

the earW .

It can be shown that the following formulas are valid:

COs . _	 $in a sin Y cos µ + (R —! cos r)'cos a	 (2.1)
r	 •

Cos
^^— IWo7 Sin IL	

(2.2)♦ aint

Cos = R cos t -^ l
OS r (2.3)

i	 cos e	 i

	

cos — sine i ig ^	 a^	 (sin T cos µ sin 8 + Cos Y cos 3).	 (2.4)

Here 1 is the length of segment CA
l^I^cosT— jar — stns Yl^ •

	

•	 (2.5)

If the axis of the instrument moves within the plane perpendicular

to the orbital plane, we should set µ = -2 in the preceding formulas. In

this case, it is convenient to introduce the angle a between the direc-

tions OA and OC. From the triangle OCA we immediately obtain some very

simple formulas for the geometrical relations in latitude scanning:

s=aresin(^ slnT^—Y.
(z.6)

= arc cos (Cos 8 Cos a).	 (2- 7)

The sighting angle 8 will be

	

8=a+1.	 (2.8)
r

Formulas (2.6)-(2.8) make it possible to find the coordinates of

point C and angle 0 from the coordinates of the AES (R, $) and from

angle y.

3. basic Photometric Relations

Narrow-sector receiver. Let s be the surface of the sighted area,

the spectral plane of the brightness (w/cm ster. AX), s0 the

area of the input 9 of the receiver, the angle formed by the ray with

to
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Fig. 2. Photometric relation-
ships for an NSI (a) and a
WSI (b).
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the normal to the area s (Fig. 2a) . The spectral density of the energy

flux FM reaching the entrance pupil of the receiver will be

F(x) =B(6, X)scos A ^ *.	
(3.1)

Since
s c^ = aw	

(3.2)

is the solid viewing angle of the receiver, then

FW = B(9, ]L)so ew	
(;:3)

or, if we introduce % %), the curve of the spectral sensitivity of the

receiver ( including the transmission of the optical system, filters, etc.),

we obtain, for the energy flux reaching the receiver,

w	 (3.4)
^(®)=Awse B(9, a)71 A=ewsoB(®^) ^,	 (3.5)

In the last formula, we switched to the effective wavelength X and

to the effective transmission of the system ?^

i == j g Qk) dX.	 (3.6)

Wide-sector receiver. Let 2# be the viewing angle of the WSI. The.

meaning of the other symbols is apparent from Fig. 2b.. Considering the

plane of the receiver to be parallel to the earth, we have

8
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.so

F se J da p8 (p. is. 8, ^) cos= 8
j	

)P•pq Htg+. cos' 8= H1 +t2 '
(3.7)

F so 
H=bi 

da B jp, a, 8, qj ty . f ts)s

For the energy flux, we have

0 SM JF (k) ,q (k) A.	 (3-8)

If the surface is homogeneous and Lambertian, Lien B = const and

F sm—soH s8:.

	

-- 
M2(H2 +ao) 	(3.9)

If we introduce the viewing angle of the WSI

( 3.10)

we find for F

	

F ='sQAwwB 
H7 }PPS = sodu^B	 ( 3.11)

0

or

0=f F'A=soA.2fu ".	 (3,12)

Formulas (3.5) and (3.12) establish the relation between the bright-

ness of the surface and the magnitude of the signal 4 measured by the

receiver.

The WSI signal was obtained by integrating over a very large area.

It is unsuitable for obtaining a detailed picture of the OSR field.

Let us determine the fractions of the various partc in the total

signal of the WSI. Assuming that the brightness of all the parts of the

earth's surface within this field of vision of the WSI is the same, and

equal to B, the signal will be (Fig. 3)

0==B 2^lstn6► cos9d8-- " B(1--cos27Q).	 (3.13)

.	
4



Fig. 3. Geometrical relation-
ships for a 'BSI.

_Jolof

Here H is the height of the receiver above the earth's surface. The

contribution of the various parts is giver. by the formula

6) .^ 7; a 1— cos 2T
(To)	 Oslo -	 (3.14 )

We shall now assume that the luminous surface is Lambertian, but

that the brightness of its various parts is determined by their illumina-

tion, which is different for different locations. If the receiver and

the .sun are at the zenith, the illumination of the different parts is

given by the factor cos i (Fig. 3), and we have (with the symbols of

Section 2)
Sint— r stnl. sin g =(1 +a)sinT,

( 3.15)

where R is the an gle between the ra y and the zenithal direction.

i-

When Y changes from 0 to y0 = 650 9 angle	 changes from 0 to 90o,

and the sun's altitude i, from 0 to 250 . The total signal of the WSI.

P will be	 24
d'' (7^ r dp B cos 9 sin 8 d8; ,

i
B -- A3-A a° cos t.	 (3.16)

Here AE_A is the albedo of the E—A system, and I 0 is the solar

constant.

10
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As before, the fraction of the contribution of the various parts

71 0 (y) to the total signal will be

00 (70F
	

( 3.17)

The graphs of the functions T and I s versus the radius r (distance

in kilometers from the base of the perpendicular) are given in Fig. 4.

We see that for the curve of 1*, 50 % of the signal comes from an

area with a radius of about 500 km, and that the fraction of the portion

with a 150 km radius (one-half of the distance between the nodes) amounts

to only 10%. It is evident that the use of data of open receivers for

the determ_s nation of R from a square 300 km on one side is impossible.

Data from NSI measurements are necessary.

4. Method of calculating the spectral density of brightness

General formula for brightness. Let us consider a parallel beam of

solar rays of intensity I 0M incident at angle i to the zenith. The

brightness B sighted by the receiver oriented downward is equal to the

sum of the brightness caused by scattering in air B  and by the reflec-

tion from the sighted area of the earth's surface B2:

B(e) =— B, (0) + B2 (9).	 ( 4 .1)
B, = 10 (1) " D. B2 =-L ET=  f0 (k) rB*T, (4.2)

Here D is the brightness of the atmospheric haze, T is the trans-

parency of the atmosphere, r is the albedo of the riurface, and B • is a

function characterizing the conversion of the incident flux I O into the

illumination on earth E (see Refs. 1 9 2).

E's^fo8'.

where

Be 	 2RO c03 t	 (4.3)
4t(3—'^tj(1—Aj sQ

11
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B (l) -,

The quantity I0 00 is known

signed experimentally. In order
•

calculate the values of D, B any
zW

ea

so

64

ao

40) D
'^" rB*^•	(4.4)

[2], and the values of r( h) are as-

to determine B. we have to know how to

i T.

U	 OW IOU /VVV 	 QVV	 LVVV	 c"v r.KA*

Fig. 4. Contribution of various parts of the earth's
surface to the total signal of the WSI.

The method of calculating these quantities is given in Refs. [1-3].

It is based on a certain schematization of the processes of conversion

of shortwav- radiation in the atmosphere, and is illustrated in Table 1.
'M

Table 1

Spectral region Multiple scattering Absorption

Visible X s 0.75 µ	 +	 -

Infrared a>0.75 µ	 -	 +

For the coefficient of attenuation by an aerosol b(z, X) , the fol-

lowing formula has been adopted:

b be-ft 	 (4.5)

	 I

	Here b1 e
_-Oz 

is the coefficient of scattering on a coarse-particle
	 I

aerosol, b2 = 0.007 1/km on a "fine" aerosol, the latter being considered

uniformly distributed over the entire troposphere. In calculating the

r
i

.	
a

12
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atmospheric transparency, both the scattering and the absorption in gases

have been taken into account (in accordance with Ref. [31).

The transmission function for the various layers was calculated by

using the method of Ref. 131.

Calculat ion of the hazel) . In calculating the haze in the visible

region of the spectrum in accordance with t he concept pres-anted in Ref.

[11, instead of the exact formula

D'(k)—D(k) fo(^)	
(4.6)

we used the approximate formula (39') from [11

D' (1) = D (0,550) 1_ •	 (4-7)

In order to evaluate the accuracy of formula (4.7) 9 we compared the

integrals for the visible region of the spectrum (0.4-0.75 µ) with the

values of D; (X) given by formulas (4.6) and (4.7). The haze averaged

over the azimuth cp was examined for the following 300 cases: z[l, 2, 39

5 9 10 km] , angles i[20, 40, 60, 800 ] and G[0, 20, 40, 60, 850] , and al-

bedo A[0, 0.2 9 0-751-

In all these cases, the deviation of the approximate value from the

exact value did not exceed a few percent. This means that for the visi-

ble region X = 0.550 µ may be regarded as the effective wavelengths.

With the above-indicated accuracy, the haze may be calculated here by

means of formula (4.7).

In calculating the haze in the infrared region, we proceeded from

the fact that in this case all the optical thicknesses are small Or (k) <

< 0.2) . Therefore, we can simply write

1Y This section was written in cooperation with V. Yu. Kolomiytsov.

1 3
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(^o) = D (0.2)Z .	 (4,8)

i.e., introduce the dependence of D on X through the dependence of Iro

on	 An estimate shows that for all X Z 0.75 µ the error of this ap-

proximate formula does not exceed 106. Using the tables of [1 and 2j,

which list the values of D (0.2), we can calculate D('r.0 ) from formula

(4.8) for any wavelengths in the infrared region. For the integral haze

we have

	

^	 1^	 0.863

	

B•v 	 DQo) f 1.(a)dX—	 DO..) cal/cm2 min ster,	 ( 4 . 9)

sin ce
0.75

f 1. (a),A — 0,863 cal/cm2 min;
61.4

D^ _'^B ik 	 o.st t--0.2 f 'To ^) 10 00 _	 D (0,2) cal/cm2 min star;
^L73

since	 1 21

z J 
=o (1) 1. (k) dl = 0,511.

a7s	
( 4.10)

Finally, we obtain for the integral haze (over the entire shortwave

portion) B 

Bl = 10,863D (0,3) + 0,511 D (0,2)] 	 cal/cm2 min s t e r . 	 ( 4 .11)

D should be substituted into the first term for the values I0 = 0.3

and S0 = 20 km, and into the second term for TO, = 0.2 and S O = 20 km.

Spect ral indicatrixes of scattering. A correct choice of- scattering

indicatrixes is basic to a calculation of the haze. Thus far, we have

taken the same indicatrix for all X. The method of calculation can be

refined if spectral indicatrixes are taken into account. They were cal-

culated from the formulas of Ref. Ell.

It (T9 1) --=(A) xP (7) + C O ". (7. A)• 	
(4.12.)

to
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Here)(y, X) is a spectrally normalized indicatrix, y is the angle

of scattering ,7Cp (y) is the Rayleigh normalized indicatrix, )C a(y, X) is

the spectrally normalized aerosol indicatrix, and P( I k) and 9") are the
0	 0

"weights" with which both components are introduced into the total indi-

catrix ( it is known that off) + 0) .1 ) .
Sr• 20am. t0 • Q3

6t:

1d0	
6	 .IO •

	 0

t30 —_ — _

Fig. 5. Total spectral scattering indicatrixes for various
wavelengths.

1-A-0.4 1 j 2-1-0.55. IA. :-JL -0.82 ^ . ^->! - i.5t ^, 5-1 -2.45 ^.

In order to calculate jt(y j x) from (4.12) , data on 0 (X) , p(a) , qM r

Ya (y, X) are necessary. The values of 2'0 (X) were taken from Ref. [.3], and

we calculated those of PM and qM in the range of 0.4-2.5 µ from the

formulas of Ref. [1] with an increment AX = 0.05 µ (for the visible re-

gion) and for the inf ,ared region for a values indicated in Ref. [3]. We

calculated the data on )Ca (y,X) from the data of Ref. [9]. In this work,
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the shape of the aerosol indicatrix is uniquely related to S 0 (Q. By

determining S0 ( A) for various X's and assuming that the experimental

data in Ref. [9) can be extended over the entire spectral region of 0.4-

2.5 0, we calculated the spectral indicatrixesXa ( y, X) and then 7r(y, X).

Results of the calculations are given in Table 2 and Fig. 5. The last

column of Table 2 gives the values of the parameter 'K. characterizing the

degree of Elongation of the indicatrix as calculated from the formula
s

x1 =	 x (Y) stn j cos 7 d7 .

It is interesting to note that as X increases, the total indicatrix

initially stretches up to X = 0.82 µ, then begins to contract.

Calculation of the fluxes. The brightness of the reflected beam B2

will be

2A
B,=

14 10

 (11
; rTB#d), cal/cm min. ster.	 (4.13)

For a flux due to the haze ( R1 ) and reflected from the earth's sur-

face ( R2 ), we find the following working formula by using the trapezoidal

formula:

Il^,s =09 275 If 1-2 (201 4- f 1.2 (40') + 1,12 f j.2 (60') +
+ 0,625]:.2 (85°)1 	' " 2

cal/cm min.,	 (4.14)

where the functions f are obtained by averaging the brightness over the

azimuth cQ

l^.z (0) = stn 20 181.2 (®, 0') + 2B1.2 (®• 90') + Bl 2 (e. 180')1 (4.15)

The total flux R will be

R=R,+R2•	 (4.16)
5. Results of the calculation of the field of shortwave radiation

The calculations were performed for zenithal distances of the sun

i equal to 20, 40, 60, 800 and for different _.heights over the earth's

16
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surface 0 5 z 5 10 km and the spectral region of 0.4 5 X s 2.5 µ. Three

typical surfaces were considered: water, grass, and snow. For grass,

use was made of experimental datxk on brightness coefficients borrowed

from Refs. [4, 51. The snow surface was assumed to be Lambertian, and

data on its spectral albedo were taken from Ref. [8] .

A problem of serious difficulty is that of r for water. It is known

that for a real water surface, the reflection indicatrix is stretched in

the direction of specular reflection. However, there are practically no

reliable quantitative data on the brightness indicatrix of the sea (we

are dealing here both with reflected light and with a beam emerging from

the sea) .

Observations snow that the formation of a sea swell changes the an-

gular structure of the reflected flux appreciably, making it less stretch-

ed, but that it has little effect on the magnitude of the reflected flux.

Therefore, for the albedo of a water surface, we adopted values ob-

tained from calculations using Fresnel formulas [61, and the angular

structure was assumed to be Lambertian.

Angular structure of the OSR field. By integrating with respect to

X the data on the spectral brightnesses calculated for the three studied

surfaces by means of formulas (4.11) and (4.13), we obtained the bright-

ness indicatrixes.

Let us examine the data for the OSR.

Fig. 6 illustrates the ''brightness indicatrixes of the haze above

snow, grass and water for i = 20, 40, 60, and 80°. We shall note the

appreciable anisotropy of the OSR field, reflecting the anisotropy of the

atmospheric scattering indicatrix.

17
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Fig. 6. Brightness indicatrixes of atmospheric haze
over water (1) , grass (2) , and snow (3) .

i1g. 7 gives the brightness indicatrixes determined by reflection

from the earth's surface for the- same cases as in Fig. 6. Fig. 8 gives

the total OSR fi.eld.

Of major importance is . the relation between the OSR flux and the

brightness. As an illustration, we shall cite the relation e = B(RR
for OSR for four values of i (20, 40, 60, 800 ) and the three surfaces.

The values of a in i/ster are given in Table 3.
For the angle 0 under consideration, the highest deviation from

f

E = 0.32 9 corresponding to an isotropic reflection from the E—A system,

amounts to about 20%. The deviations will be greater if averaging over

19
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-.10,or

the sighting azimuth (p is not performed. This important problem is

analyzed in more detail in Ref. [7).
as Ca^^Ch. z IYJ/h . S ^C .

.s

,^	 I

I

/^^

60'!

. 0S: —:—~

^s60' 40'
X

♦. 4d '

t 60
.

fS

i

•	 60'

^	 85,	
a/

B2 cal/cm min, ster.	 B2 cal/cm2 min. ster.

Fig. 7• Brightness indicatrixes caused by
reflection from water ^'1), grass (2), and

snow (3).

Spectral flux densities RM. We calculated the spectral density

of ascending and descending fluxes for a family of z levels (G, 0,5. 2.9

2 9 39 5, 10 km).

As an illustration, we shall examine the data on ascending fluxes.
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Fig. 8. OSR field over water (1) , grass (2) ,
and snow . (3) .

They are shown in Fig. 9-11. Also given is the dependence of the ascend-

ing flux on the wavelength a for all three surfaces for two limiting values

of 1 (20 and 800 ) and different heights z over the earth's surface. Xµ

is plotted along the horizontal axis and R(X) in w/m 2 is plotted along the

vertical axis for the interval DA _ 0.01 p. These figures show that as

the reflection coefficient of the earth's surface increases, the ascend-

ing flux increases [owing to an increase in the term R 2 (z)]. The spectral

variation of RM for all three surfaces under consideration is mainly

determined by the curves of I O M and r(a) . All three figures show two

maxima (at A equal to 0.45 and 0.55 µ) corresponding to the maxima of the

21
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curve I0 ( a), while Fig. 10 shows a third maximum at X = 0.75 µ for grass,

due to the abrupt rise in the curve r(k) in the band of chlorophyll (about

0.7 µ). The spectral variation of R( A) is also appreciably affected by

the transmission function T. The absorption bands of H2O and CO2 are

visible on all three figures.

R(A) w/m 0.01 µ
14 C%

W	 ' Igo

	

'•^	 ...........JKV
Q8

	

•	 _ A^w

46.N:

02	 ^s

Q4 0.6	 Od	 W	 42	 14	 .16	 1.8	 2.0	 22	 Z.4 A t

Fig. 9. Spectral density of the total flux-of
reflected radiation over water (i = 200).

RM w/m2 0.01 µ
3S(

IP
Fig. 10. Spectral density of a total flux of

reflected radiation over grass ( i = 200 ) .
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Tabl e 3

1 	 Water	 Grass Snow

20	 0.36	 0.28 0.33
40	 0.37	 0.29 0.33
60	 0.38	 0.32 0.34
80	 0.36	 0.34 0.35

The variation of R(k) with the height above the earth differs with

the type of reflecting surface. 	 Thus, in the case of water, for all i,

RM increases with the height, and the increase is particularly great

for the visible region of the spectrum (owing to the increase in the

brightness of atmospheric haze).	 A similar variation was obtained in the

case, of grass for i equal to 80 and 60°.	 For i equal to 40 and 200 for

grass in the infrared region, the variation of R(k) with the height was

opposite.	 For snow at i = 80 and 60°, as z increased, RM increased for

the entire spectrum considered, and for i = 40 and 20°, as z increased,

RM decreased for X s 0.55 p.	 At X > 0.55 p, R(k) increased with z.

'R( a) w/m 0.01 4

%06%

tr0	 ` ..	 ........ 3KI/

`' ,•

42-

44 46 oa W 42 44 46 to 2.0 2.2 2.4 ZI

Fig. 11. Spectral density of a total flux of
reflected radiation over snow (i = 800).
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As i increases, the ascending flux R M decreases for grass and snow

at all heights above the earth ' s surface and for all X. For water, the

albedo increases considerably with i, and as a result, the ascending flux

for water changes little with an increase in i.

Integral fluxes. By integrating R( A) with respect to X from 0.4 to

2.5 0, we obtain the values of R19 R2 and R in cal/cm 2 min., (Tables 4-6).

Let us examine the structure of the integral ascending flux. Fig.

12-14 show the change of the ascending flux and both of its components

with height, i.e., of the quantities R u , R2 and R for the three surfaces

under consideration ( snow, grass, water) for four i [20 9 40, 60 9 8001.

The values of the ascending fluxes in cal/cm 2 min are plotted along the

vertical axis, and the height z is plotted in kilometers along the hori-

zontal axis. It is evident from the figures that in all cases, the flux

R1 due to . the atmospheric haze increases monotonically with the height

from 0 (at z = 0). the most rapid increase in R  taking place in the lower

layer of the troposphere ( from 0 to 3 km) ; above 3 km, the increase in Rl i
slows down somewhat.

On the contrary, the flux R2 due to the reflection from the earth's

surface decreases with the height for all the cases under consideration,

and again the most rapid decrease of R2 is observed in the lower layer

of the troposphere ( from 0 to 3 km), while above 3 km the change of R2

with the height is small.

As z increases, the total ascending flux R for grass and water rapid-

ly increases in all cases in the lower  layer of the troposphere ( from 0

to 3 km) and more slowly at levels above 3 km. It approaches asymptoti-

cally a constant value which may be termed the flux of outgoing shortwave

radiation Ra,.
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Table 4

Flux of ascending shortwave radiation flux due to haze at
various levels, R  (cal/cm2 min).

1-20°	 I	 1.. 40P	 I	 1-W	 I	 /-O' D

! KM
%-*& 11

,
raSS% 5hv . V fer 1 ^ ►',1Ss l S^^w `wester' rdss S.,a^ I^ a71r'.4 rays l sn^ w

0	 0	 0	
A 0
	 0	 0	 0	 I0	 ^0

0,5 .03230.0518 0,106 0,0331 0,0x37 0,0335 0,0235 0,0372 0,0571 2.O1CO 0,0185 0,0259
1.0 0,0431 0,07EZ 0,167 0.0-''SA.C375 0,138 0,913.5 0,C563 0,0^39 O,i 70 0,03C7 0,0417
2.0 0,0539 0.103 0.215 O,C:^7I O.C387 0.180 O,45S5 0,0767 0,132 O,t3.0310.G151;;0,0531
3.0 0.0718 0.114 0.233 0,0712 O,CSO2 0.2CO 0,CS76 O,CS61 0,148 0,04761O,C529J,C-3.3
5.0 0,0784 0.124 0,254 0.0771 0,107 0,215 0.0751 0,0315 0,161 O.C553 O.C507 0,0716
10.0 0.0859'0.136 0.279 0.0353 0.119 0.235 0.0328 0,104 0.176 0.072510.079-1 O.C395

Table 5

Flux of ascending shortwave radiation at various levels, caused
by radiation reflected from the earth R 2 (cal/cm2 min) .

! ItM
I - 200 t - 40" 1- 60°	 1- 80°

fifer Irat5 5h^w 1 'ter^c^rasS Show We7t;Frgrass
I^

snow uIater ^TraO shovJ
0 0335 0,278 0,801 0,0312 0.221 0.630 0,0390 0,133 0,382 0,0396 0,0345	 076
0.5 0,0275 0,236 0. 690 0.0254 0,186 0,533 0,0320 0,111 0,323 0,0325 0,0235 ► 0,("`Al
1.0 0,0255 0,222 0,633 0.0236 0,175 0,499 0.0293 0.104 0,292 0,0305 0,02690,0750
2.0 0.0239 0,206 0.579 0,0217 0.164 0.458 0,0273 0,0380 0,2.63 0,0278 0,0252 3+,03;,9
3,0 0,0226 0,200 0,555 0,0203 0,160 0,439

042210
0,0263 0,0956 0,252 0,0268 0,0243 1 ).C32-9

5,0 0,0217 0,195 1 0,533 0,02+30 0.154 0254 0,0992 0,250 0,0257 0 G24CEO,C3i8
10.0 0,0207 0.19,`^.508 0.0192 0.149 0:4-0310: 024310.093010,240. 0,0248 0.023110.C317

Table 6

Total flux of ascending shortwave radiation at various levels R
(cal/cm2 min).

1- 20°	 (	 1- 400 	I -	 1 .600 	 A	 t - £0°
! KM

ler f ',f aS51 Shaej k akrl q.raSi Shea, ^ µd^E'r I ctraSS ^ Shca. t wd{er I qrc^ r 'S^aa)

0 4,0035 0.278 0.801 0,0312 0.221 0.630 O.CL390 0.133 0.3820.0395b,M15^0.C976
0,5 0,0598 0,288 0,796 0,0585 0.230 0,632 0,0305 0,148 0,390 0,0.185 0,0-170 0,110
1:0 0,0736 0,301 0,800 0,0702 0,242 0,637 0.0733 0.162 0,392 0.0575 0,057810,117
2.0 0,0873 0.309 0.794 0,0844 0,253 0,633 0,0368 0.175 0,395 0,GS81 0.071x10.124
3.0 0.0944 0,314 0,793 0,0920 0,259 0,639 0.0939 0.182 0,4CO 0.0714 0,07750, 12

?110,0 0,107 0,335 0,787 O,IOf 0.27v 0.643 0,107 0,205 0,416 0:097310: 102;0,151

R„ 10,115 10.34010,78010.112 
1

0.284

1

0.6.5010.115 

1

0.220

1

0.42510,100 10.112 

1 
0.162
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For snow ( i = 40, 60 and 800 ) in the lower layer of the troposphere,

R 4ncreases only slightly, and for i z 20 0 , it even decreases somewhat.

Above 3 km, R remains practically constant, i.e., equal to R m. In Figs.

12-14, RCD is designated by a dotted line. The values of R m are listed

in Table 6.

	

cal/cm2 min	 cal/cm minr .-.^ a^ ••.• ^ .ice -	 .

	

e=?0'	 I BANo'	 0.30	
.,^,,.

010 

0.50

O^OS

. 
0

0110

=60•

t=d0•
	 0

AM

0.50

1=80'

OAS

0[1
 4. 6 8 f0 0 ? 4 6 8 to z INM

V. . . . . . . .	 .
2 4 6 d • 100 ? 4 6 d 10  seta

Fig. 12. Integral ascending	 Fig. 13. Integral ascending flux
flux of shortwave radiation	 of shortwave radiation versus al-
versus altitude for water.	 ti tude for grass.

It is evident that as the sun's altitude decreases, the OSR flux

decreases more appreciably the greater the reflectivity of the earth's

surface. For water, the OSR flux remains practically unchanged as i in-

creases.

Data on the calculation of the descending fluxes are given in Tables

7 and 8.
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Fig. 14. Integral ascending flux of shortwave
radiation versus altitude for snow.

Table 7

Flux of direct solar radiation at various levels
striking a horizontal surface (cal/cm2 min).

A Km 1—E0°1-200 1e400 1a60°
0.0
0.6

1,116
1.200

0.853
0.930

0,468
0,531

0.0742
0,09921.0 1.247 0.972 0.565 0,1182,0

3.0
1,318
1,370

1,0.10
1,083

0.621
0.651

0.145
5.0 1.430 L,141 0.702

0,867
0,10.0 1.551 1,253 0.798 0.249



Table 8

Flux of scattered radiation at various levels
over typical underlying surfaces (cal/cm2 min).

l rM
1-200
grJ55 Sncn!
 1 — 400

k,ater ^^r^?s5 $nvru
1 — 60° 1— 80°

u^dtt'+' .;^'`ft'r'^cjrdS3 ^ Snaw :.uttr :^^ds'S, Save.

0.0 0.203 0,210 0,232 0,173 0.179 0,235 0,142 0,144 0.174 0,069. 0,06&7,0,0722
0.5 .163 0.167 0.216 0.141 0,145 0.182 0.121 0.122 0.141 0.06-13 0.0616 0.064.4
1.0 .138 0.140 0.179 P 115 0.113 0.146 0,101 0.102 0.117 0,0597 0,0575 0,0586
2.0 .0927 0. M9 0.123 (= :3050.0&370.103 0.07 .17 0.07 .17 0.0810 0.4184 0.4184 0,0462
300 .0697 0.0714 0 0,0772 0.0575 0.0578 0,0351 0,0117 0,4105 0,0395
S.0 0.0134 0,0507

:014
0.0542+00445

0 : 06110.0625 
0,0145 0,0553 0.0417 0.01200,4157 O.a326 O,a317 0,0303

10.0 ,0275 0.0284 0.03G2^0.0249 0.0256 0.0313 0,0242 0,024310.0283 0.0215 0.0198 0.0190

The albedos for various z were calculated from the data of Tables

6-8. Fig. 15 shows the variation of the albedo with the height above

grater, grass and snow for four i .
ax

A

Fig. 15. Change in albedo with
altitude over various underlying

surfaces.
water; 2 -grass; 3 - snow.

p ---= === ^t!TO•

t	 i	 I	 Olost

6. Conclusion

The method developed above for calculating the OSR field enabled us

to perform a detailed analysis of the angular structure of the field.

The main conclusion to be dr giwn from this analysis is that as @ in-

creases, the brightness of the haze B l (®} increases, and the brightness

of the reflected beam B2 Q) usually decreases. The behavior of the re-

sulting function depends on the relation between the absolute values of

these brightnesses, and the main factor governing the variability of the

28
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angular structure is the variability of the surface albedo: the optical

properties of the atmosphere are more or less standard. A more detailed

analysis of this basic fact is given in the second part of Ref. [7].
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K. S. Shifrin, V. Yu. Kolomitsov', N. P. Pyatovskaya

DETERMINATION OF THE FLUX OF OUTGOING SHURTwAVE RADIATION
BY MEANS OF ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE

1. Introduction. Statement of the Problem.

The problem of determining the flux of outgoing shortwave radiation

(OSR) from measurements made by an artificial earth satellite (AES) was

formulated in general fashion in [1]. It consists in the development of

a method for converting the readings of a narrow-sector receiver (NSR)

mounted aboard the AES into values of R - the flux of OSR over the sighted

point of the earth's surface. In [11 it was noted that this conversion

can be made if the angular structure of the OSR field is known.

NSR gives values of brightnesses I for various areas sighted by the

NSR at a given instant. In general, I will depend on a large number of

various parameters characterizing the optical properties of the sighted

area lalbedo A and reflection indicatrix 1) and of the atmosphere (distri-

bution of the aerosol, 1720, optical properties of the aerosol, etc.) , on

the location of the NSR, and the zenithal distance of the sun i

I =I `A ° n, Say Z0, w,,,O, Wco,, 0 , 7+ oe,
	

(1.1)

In accordance with the formulation developed in [1], we included al?,.

the optical propertie3 of the atmosphere in the parameters So. 'ro. Wfi lo, Wcoe

The problem facing us is to find a method of determining the flux of OSR

from the sighted area by using the known value of I. This flux R will

also depend on a whole series of parameters.

R -' R (A• 71, So, % oH2O , tuco,, 1)•
	

(1.2)

Let us note that the dependence of R on the indicatrix is much less

pronoanced than that of I.
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The problem consists in the determination of R from the known I when

e',cf,i, are given. The knowledge of I makes it possible to determine only

one parameter, whereas R actually depends on a set of parameters. It is

obvious that a single-valued calculation is not possible in this case.

It is necessary to develop a single-parameter method of calculation in

which R would be related only to V (6, T. r) .	 All other parameters should

be fixed at all their typical average values. A correct choice of the

model and of the typical values of the parameters will make it possible

to determine the most probable value of the flux of OSR corresponding

to the given value of ,_/=!(9, 4p, i).

The variability of R may be described by the eigiression

o jl i dR dy -}- .. • 11 = consr	 (1-3)
y	/

The differential AR is located on the hypersurface'_/(®, (p, i) = const.>

OR depends both on the range of variability of the parameter (dy) and on

the sensitivity of R to the given parameter OR)(—a )

The problem now amounts to the determination of the parameter which

has the greatest influence on R; this is. the parameter which. should be

determined from the readings of the instruments aboard the AES.

2. Choice of the Main Parameter

Analysis of the results obtained from calculations of the field

structure above typical underlying surfaces, carried out in the first part

of [1], shows tn4; I and R are most strongly affected by the albedo of

the surface A, the nature of the reflection indicatrix '1I and the vertical

transparency o f the atmosphere rp .

Vertical transparence of the atmospheres . All the calculations

were carried out for a standard radiation model of a real atmosphere.

In this model, the optical thickness of the atmosphere for A = 0.550 µ

is taken to be constant and equal to o =0,3	 Let us see what actually

_e
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happens, i.e., how the transparency of the real atmosphere actually fluc-

tuates in the range of X = 0.550 p around the standard value T„=0,3 which

we have adopt.;d (see [27 i • We shall turn to the data obtained by observa-

tions of S. I. Sivkov and Ye. P. Barashkova in Karadag for 1942,  1948, and

i94%% Using a Michelson actinometer equipped with OG1 and RG2 Schott fil-

ters, they obtained data on fluxes of shortwave radiation in the spectral

region of 0 .509-0.644 µ and calculated the trouble factors T'.

In 12J, 2,591 cases of observations were examined. The mean value

of T • was found to be

T • _ NT 
i = 2,77.

This value should be referred to the average wavelength of the filter,

i.e., to
= 0,644 + 0.509 

== 0,577 ,`2
^

The optical thickness of the atmosphere for this I will be

t^ = 2,77 . 0,0906 = 0,251

(0.05 ,06 is the Rayleigh thickness for x). For this wavelength, I ' will be

tF= 0,267;' in our model. We see that the figures are fairly close to each

other. It is significant that for Karadag, which is a region of very

high transparency, the mean optical thickness based on 2,591 cases turned

out to be 6% lower than the standard optical thickness which we adopted

for the atmosphere as a whole.

In [2], curves of the probability distribution of the various values

of 'were plotted on the basis of observational data. The average curve

is shown in Fig. 1. It was found that about 650 of all the observations

were within 120% of the average value of r .

Let us now see how the variability of the transparency affects the

brightness of the OSR.

I
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Fig. 1. Statistical structure of
vertical transparency.

..7 T'

aT

f7W

From formulas (4.1) and (4.2) of [1] , we find
elf	 T° 	 A d^ (B*T)l.	 (2.1)j

Sinct dB* 	 (except for states with a low sun), we have

dl fO ̂
 
aD -- sec 9AB*T	 (2.2) .(hp	 s  dta

It is o *rious that the right-hand member . will have its highest value

when A = 0, i.e., that
i of	 1 OD

0-to = D dso

Assuming, in accordance with the above, that (o:o =n ,2 ' and using the
TD

results of 131 and [4], we obtain about 10-15% for a' 'a,esociated with

fluctuations o f G p based on formula (2.2) , and 5% for 'R. These esti-

mates show the magnitude of the error which may arise when a standard

value of Z0 is used.

Reflection indicatrix and albedo of the underlying surface. Of these

two factors characterizing the reflection of the earth's surface, the one

-4—
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having the greater importance is the magnitude of the albedo A. The al-

bedo changes very apr.reciably, and as is evident from Table 1, the bright-

ness of the OSR reacts directly to the value of A. For example, when i

40° and e = 45° for changes of A from 0.7. to 0-3, I changes from 5 x 10-2

to 1.i^ x 10-2 cal/cm2 min ster.

Hence, we are obliged to examine the standard reflection indicatrix.

It is known that on the average, 55;6 of the earth ' s surface is cover-

ed with clouds. Of the remaining 45%. 15% consists of land. This means

that in 70% of the cases the instrument aboard the AES will sight sections

with a Lambert reflection indicatrix. For this reason, we have adopted

this indicatrix as our standard.

Thus, the readings of the NSR aboard the AES should be used to deter-

mine the unknown albedo A of the sighted section. To a given value of A

there corresponds a certain structure of the OSR flux and hence, a certain

value of the OSR flux.

Generally speaking, the albedo of a surface depends on the wavelength,

and it should not be defined by a single number. However, the signal

measured by a black receiver generally does not depend very strongly on

the form of the function A (k), but is determined by the average, or more

accurately, the effective value of the albedo A ef . This is an albedo

with a constant spectrum giving the same value of the integral :intensity

as the real underlying surface. It is obvious that a given surface will

have different values of 
Aef 

for different combinations of 8 and y for a
given i. Nevertheless, if this spread in A ef leads to slight deviations

in the values of R (i, Aef ) (OSR fluxes calculated for a constant - spectrum

albedo) from the true values of R for a given underlying surface, thee. any

Ae f may be used to determine the OSR fluxes.

t
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We carried out calculations for two "poor" cases:

a) A (k)— l^ 0,75 <^ ^ 2,55;

6) A (k) = ( 1 0,4 < i < 0,75 4i
( 0 0,75 C a < 2,5 P

It was found that in both cases the error did not exceed 5% for 9 s
S 600 for any i and cp. Since under actual conditions the albedo has a

smoother variation than in the examples which we considered, we can use

the effective albedo in our calculations and characterize the real surface

by this single number.

3. Calculation of the brightness Allowing for Absorption

The purpose of our calculations was to obtain data on the radiation

balance of the system earth--atmosphere (E--A). For this reason, a cor-

rect allowance for the absorption is very important.

Earlier in [1], in calculating the atmospheric haze, we assumed that

only pure scattering takes place in the atmosphere. This assumption was

justified for the visible portion of the spectrum, but in the infrared

portion, it is necessary to allow for absorption. We shall indicate a

method of calculating the brightness by introducing absorption functions

for water vapor and carbon dioxide. In the calculation, the atmosphere

will be divided into eight layers, as was done in [5]. Since in the in-

frared region of the spectrum the optical thickness is quite small [6],

we shall confine ourselves to an analysis of the scattering of the first

order. In this case, the OSR field is made up of five components (Fig.

2)•

1 - Direct radiation immediately scattered backward;

2 - Direct radiation which passed through the atmosphere, was re-

fleeted by the earth ' s surface and traversed the atmosphere again;

3 - Radiation which was scattered forward, was reflected by the

-6-
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i	 Fig. 2. Diagram of the forma-
tion of an OSR beam (single
scattering).
Legend: 1)Direct solar ray.

iA

earth's surface and sent back through the atmosphere;

4 - Radiation which was reflected and scattered forward;

5 - Radiation which was reflected, scattered back, then reflected

again and which passed through the atmosphere.

The first and fourth component give a field of atmospheric haze,

while the second, third and fifth give a field of reflected radiation at

the upper boundary of the atmosphere.

We obtained the formulas for the calculation of all these quantities

by numerical integration in accordance with [5].
t

The spectral brightness of the hazf D (k, i, 8. cp) for an albedo A = 0

( first component) is calculated from the formula
8	 CD 	 a,

!°o (1, ^, 0+ 0 = foM a^ 7i sec 9 ^^ T O , c) T (a, 0)-,(a),	 (3.1)

lei,
where Y is the scattering angle given by the relation

cos 7 -- cos 8 cos i + sin 9 sin !Cos	 (3.2)

X X (Y) is the spectral indicatrix of scattering calculated in [1]

T'k -- 1 ( ^) are the optical thicknesses o f the layers Zk - 1 over which

the summation is made (the boundaries of the layers7kare shown-in Table

9 of 151, and the optical thicknesses are given in [6]; 10  is the flux

density of solar radiation striking the upper boundary of the atmosphere,
_m	 m

and i ts values are given in [4] .
IT 

(^► 1) and T(.%, 0)1 are the transmission

..Or
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functions in the atmosphere from level k to the upper boundary. They are

calculated in accordance with the method given in [5].

For the fourth component I refl (I1, i,^ ® , A), we obtain:

A)==
  AEa,.(a. 0 

sec 8 	 /^	 /^
2r.1	 ` R-.1 (k) T l", 8)	 X

R := i	 •^	 R
X 	 r(a, 9) I f, (k, H), (3.3)

i-1	 0

1^l^. e) = 1% (7p) -+- xj% (Tp )1 ^ w, .
(3.4)

where	 cosri •=- cos 9ocos H + sin 9osin 9 cos 45°
cos 7p = cos Op' cos 9 — sin 9p sin A cos 45'

(3.5)

s	 ,
z	 ev+ i

Amy _	 dy. . f
	

stn t dl	 2 (cos 90 — cos 9P +11 (3.6)•
0

19Pis equal to 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 900 .	 It is obvious that
'

l Awp= 2 •
P

The values of the quantity Qf,	 are 7.5, 22 .5, 37.5, 52. 5, 67.5
p—i

and 82.50.

Tcosli) (3.7)

is the spectral illumination of the earth's surface by direct rays;

T(A, 6p) 0
	 is the transmission function of the atmosphere from the

ground level  t o level  k.

Combining expressions (3.1) and (3.3), we obtain the intensity of the

haze at the upper-boundary of the atmosphere

	

n	 _ 	 (3.8)

	

f p \^•	 A)•t. e r ^, !4 ) ---- ^D (^•, 1, H, ^) T JD c^, ^. e, 1

After integrating with respect to X, we find the integral intensity

of the haze ID (t, 8, 4p, A) in the infrared region

	

Iolt., 6, 7, A) =^^ ID ('•,,, ^. 0, v, A) Aa„ •	 (3-9)
a

where the summation integrals AX  were borrowed, from 151.

For the integral intensity of reflected radiation Irefl (i, a s A)

(second, third and fifth component) at the upper boundary of the atmos-

phere-in the infrared region, we obtain

l'



	

1 f I•(1. 0. A)= A  VB('`' t• A)T (k, ^) I ^^"•	 (3.10)

	

•	 ^	 o

a"where T(X, e) is the transmission function of the atmosphere from the
0

earth ' s surface to the upper -boundary;

E (A, 1, A) = Edir(^,, I) + Es Q, 1, A)	 ( 3.11)

is the total illumination of the earth's surface by direct light Edir and
scattered light Es.

The first component pertains to the second beam, and the second com-

ponent to the third and fifth beams
s

• 3 s+,

	

ZA,1, A) = f f B° (k, 1, 0, tp, A) cos 0 sin 0 dO d?,	 (3-12)

	

BM (L, 1. 0, t• A) = B° (19 1. e, + B* (1, 1, e. A)	 (3-13)

	is .the sky luminance
s
, where	

nBOO 1. ®, ?) /OQL) s4A Sec 0 6d T (I, Q I X
R.l	 R

XTPLO. e)^t.-,(^),	 •(3.14)

cos 7 = cos 8 cos / + sin 0 stn 1 cos ip,	 ^(3.15)
i	 R

B' (1, 1. e, A) = A 
,A

.1) sec 8	 tl—, (^) T (^. 0) X

X ` T(1,eJ ^ Fic^• e)•	 (3.16)

F. (^. e) = Ixa (7p) + ax (7v) 14 wo•	 (3-17)

The brightness Bi pertains to the third beam. B B pertains to the

fifth beam. For each Awp there are two different scattering angles, yp

and y D is

	

° cos 7, _ — cos 0; cos 0 + stn 0p sin 0 cos 450 	 (3-18 )
•	 cos	 cos 0; cos 8 —sin 8; stn 0 cos 45°

3g
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4. OSR field for a cloudless atmosphere

We carried out the calculations of the OSR field for the following

values of the parameters: i (zenithal distance of the sun) [20, 40, 60,

800 1, 9 (sighting angle CO, 15, 30 9 45, 60, 75°1, q (azimuth) [D, 45 9 901

135, 1800 1 A [0 9 0.2 9 0.5 9 0.75 9 11 for the standard radiation model. of

the atmosphere. Tables 1-3-give the values of the functions j.j(®, qP, i, A).

R—R(t. A)	 and of the total illumination of the earth E, respectively.

Fig. 3 illustrates the function .Z te) for A = 0 and cp, equal to 0 and

1800 for four i values. when A = 0, the OSR field is formed only by the

haze. The brightness VA increases considerably with 9 . When cp = 0

the curves Z(Of	 in the region B.. ¢gam- ` show that the dependence on i

changes to the opposite dependence: the curves intersect. This is read-

ily explained by the 'act that at small B , larger i values correspond

to smaller values of the indicatrix, and the reverse is true at larger

6 . The dependence on B is very strong at large B and is practically
nil for 10<30P	 This is understandable, since large {j correspond to the

stretched front portion of the scattering indicatrix and to large scatter-

ing thicknesses. Small a ,..however, correspond to the rear portion of

the indicatrix. The dependence of I on cp increases with rising 6 and i,

since at large 19 and i the scattering angle changes considerably from

q)=0 to q) =1860.

As the albedo increases, both the values of the haze and those of

the field of reflected radiation increase, and therefore the brightnesses

and the flux of the OSR field increase on the average by one order of mag-

nitude as the albedo changes from 0 to 1. This is illustrated in Figs. 4

an d 5.

ft
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Table 2

OSR Flux (cal/cm min)

A
7•	 0	 0.2	 0.5	 0.75	 1,0

20	 0,,07'30,289	 0.633	 0.936	 1,254
40	 0.0723 0.253	 0.501	 0,741	 0,994
60	 0.0728 0.176	 0.334	 0.497	 0.628
80	 0.0544 O.0007	 0,126	 0.162	 0.199

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the intensity of the outgoing radia-

tion on the albedo of the earth's surface for four values of i and two

extreme values of 8 ; 0 and ?50 ; the vertical dashes represent the limits

of change in I with m for E = 75 0 (it is known that for d = 00 the in-

tensity of I is the same for 9).	 -^
Z C41 C k., z n^ i n. sfen .

v = Ise	 u	 T=o'	 j

all 
1

1

........ 4	 OAS	 '

1

I	 %

PLOY•

B° 7^- 60 ds 30 15 0 15 30 45 60 J,58°

Fige , 3. Intensity of outgoing radiation versus e0.
1 - i=200 ,  2 - i=400, 3 - i=600 ,  4 - i=800.

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the flux of outgoing radiation on

the albedo of the underlying surface for all four i values.
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rig, 4. Intensity of outgoing radiation versus albedo
of earth's surface (cloudless atmosphere)

. Arb. designations, see Fig. 3.
From Figs. 4 and 5 it is obvious that the dependences of I and R on

the albedo are almost linear, and that the higher i, the slower is the 	 c
increase of the OSR field with a rise in A. This is explained by an in-

crease in the relative contribution of the haze to the OSR with a rise in

i.

The intensity of reflected radiation decreases with an increase is

8 9 i.e., it has a course which is opposite to that of the haze. For

this reason, when A V& 0 9 the relation of I to B depends on the relation

between the brightness of the haze and the reflected radiation.

a.3--
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Table 3

Total illumination of the Earth'i Surface
by Shortwave Radiation (cal/cm min)

.r	
A

0 0.2 0.5 0.75 1.0

10 1.358 1.376 1.408 1.432 1.461
40 1.064 1.098 1.119 1.141 1.163
f,0 0.658 0.665 0.682 0.693 0.703
6o 0.156 0.160 0.164 0.167 0.170

As the albedo increases, so does the contribution of the reflected

radiation, particularly for small i, and the dependence of I on 9 char-

Rcteristic of the haze smoothes out.

This is illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7, which show the indicatrixes

of the brightness of the OSR field for two i values '_0 and 80°) , four

azimuths cf (0.90, 180 and 270°) and three albedos A (0 9 0.5 and 1)

Let us analyze the relationship between the brightnesses in the

various directions and the total fluxes.

To this end, we first have to determine A from the known value

T. 1, 	A)' for given 8, rf, i.	 Introducing this value of A into

Table 2 9 we find the flue R.

Thus, we compiled special tables relating I. A and R for given

i, 8, V. They are given in the appendix (Tables I-IV! (I in cal -
102/cm min ster 9 R in cal ^ 102/cm2 min). We shall note that on this

scale, the brightness does not exceed 50 units, and the fluxes, 150

units. These tables make it possible to determine R from the known

HSR signal coming from the AES and the given 1 9 89 If-

Analysis of the relation between I and R makes it possible to evalu-

ate the degree of Lambert character of the system E--A. Let us turn to

FYg. 8, which shows the functions R = R(I) for e equal to 0 and 75° for'

different i values averaged over cp. The sawie figure shows the Lambert

J
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straight line. It is apparent from Fig. 8 that in almost all the cases

the points do not lie on the straight line. At small I values (albedo

of about 0.1), if the averaging over 9 is not performed, the deviations

reach 35% and about 10% at large I values (albedo of 0.8-1).

The degree of deviation from Lambert character depends only slight-

ly on the sun's altitude in the range i = 20-60°. The deviation is

small for a surface with a large albedo, since in this case the light

of the haze plays a minor part as compared to the reflected flux.

For the Lambert straight line,

Rawl.	 (4.1)

Values of R deviating from nI by more than _10% for'() <60° are

printed in bold face in Tables I-IV.

5, Cloudy Atmosphere. General Case

In the case of a cloudy atmosphere, the OSR field should be calcu-

lated for a continuous cloud cover located at an altitude of 4,000 m

(this is the average altitude of the clouds for the entire globe). The

calculations were made by using the same meth*d and for the same param-

eter values as in the ca ge of a cloudless atmosphere. For X = 0.55 µ,

the optical thickness of . the above-cloud layer i4 .0.108 . In order to

distinguish this case from the cloudless atmosphere, we shall designate

the intensities and fluxes by I' and R'. The results of the calculations

are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

All that has been stated in section 4 concerning the OSR field for

a cloudless atmosphere also applies to a cloudy atmosphere. However,

since the above-cloud .layer is more transparent than the entire atmos-

phere, the OSR field in the ease of a continuous cloud cover will be

closer to an isotropic field.

4&
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f We shall now consider the relation between bri ghtnesses in the

various directions and the field fluxes. Tables were compiled (anal-

ogous to the case of the cloudless atmosphere) relating V, A' and R'

for given i values, 8 , 4p. They are given in the appendix (Tables V-

VIII). The data for the angles 9 0 and 750 (averaged over 9) for all
angles i are shown in Fig. 9.

Table 5

OSR Flux (R' cal/cm min)

.A
to

0 0.2 0.1, I	 0.75 1.0

20 0.0277 0.312 0.742 1.109 1.483
40 0.0280 0.258 0.607 0,899 1.201
60 0.0290 0.178 0.402 0.539 0.784
80 0.0335 0.0784 0.146 0.203 0.283

As is evident from Fig. 9, deviations from the Lambert line in the

presence of clouds are smaller than in the case of a cloudless atmos-

phere. - At all i s 600 , the data fit satisfactorily on the Lambert straight

line, while at i = 800 the deviation is considerably greater. We shall

compare the observations of the OSR field for a cloudy and a cloudless

case under identical conditions. At albedos close to 0.

I> P9 it>R'.
	 (5.1)

When the albedo increases, the inequalities are reversed. As in

the case of the cloudless atmosphere, the dependence of I' and R' on

the albedo are approximately linear. The data of Tables 4 and 5 to-

gether with the data of Tables 1 and 2 make it possible to calculate

the OSR field for the case where the reflecting surface (cloud) is lo-

cated at any intermediate height between z = 0 km and z = 4 km. For

an intermediate height the data can be determined by interpolation.

IN
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In the presence of a continuous cloud, the conversion from the read-

ings of the NSR to the fluxes may be accomplished by using tables re-

lating I $ and R' (see Tables V-VIII) . These tables were based on the

fact that the principal factor determining the fluxes in the case of

cloudiness is the cloud thickness, or more accurately, the albedo of the
1

E	 cloud layer. The brightness of the above-cloud haze which is determined

by the height of the upper boundary of the clouds and above—, :loud aerosol
I

is usually less than the reflected brightness. A correspondingly minor
r

part is played by an exact knowledge of the height of the upper cloud

boundary. For this reason, the calculations for the cloudy case were 	 j

carried out for the climatological average of this parameter, 4 km, and

for the above-cloud haze corresponding to the standard radiation model

of the atmosphere.

Let' us examine a general case where the earth's surface and a partly

cloudy layer are sufficiently visible in the M Ad of vision of the NSR*
a
r

f

I



Let I be the fraction of the field of vision occupied by the clouds;

: 1 corresponds to the case of complete masking, and 11 = 0 to the case

of a cloudless sky. It is readily seen that in a stratified cloud which

usually extends without broeaks over treat distances, the parameter 71

assumes mainly two values„ 0 or 1. This is immediately apparent when one

compares the area of a strip of width d ( d being the diameter of the

sighted spot) and of width 2n1 (1 is the radius of tbt zone occupied by

the cloud) with a zone area (n13 . The fraction of intermediate cases

is obviously of the order of magnitude

2wJd	 2d	

(5.2)

When 1 r-1 500 km, a will be about 15%. In this case, the two methods

discussed above will make it possible to solve the problem. If the in-

formation available to us is insufficient for the choice of one or the

other method, this may be done by using the data on the magnitude of the

signal..

As a rule, the albedo of ground covers, A, satisfies the inequality

A s 30, and usually for clouds, A Z 40.

Using the table relating I and R. we arrive at the following values

of the critical signals of the NSR (Table 6).

Table 6

	

i° . . , . . . . . . 20	 4o	 60

	

Icr . . . . . . . . . 13	 10	 7

	

I^ cr . . . . . . . . 19	 16	 11

If the measured signal satisfies one of the iKe"lities

	

,. l>"^r,	 (5.4)

we can confidently conclude that the case (5.3) involves sighting a

ground cover and case (5.4) involves clouds or snow. If the signal is

S`o



intermediate

this may be either dirty snow or ice, or a case where I =4 1. If the

available information is insufficient, it is impossible to distinguish

these signals ( by the magnitude of the signal alone).

It is significant, however, that in the solution of the problem

with which we are faced, the impossibility of differentiating these

cases does not affect the conversion method. In the range of angles

which we have examined, the Lamber t character of the OSR field for a

cloudless and a cloudy atmosphere at moderate and high albedos is approx-

imately the same. For this reason, the conversion from the signal to

the flux may be accomplished by any method. We shall illustrate this

with Table 7, which shows the OSR fluxes corresponding to NSR signals ob-

tained from a treatment by the cloudless method, R, and the cloudy methodl

R', as well as the values of the albedo A and A'.

>,rs

too Table 7

1 600 , cP = 90°
0-45° 860°

f	 !^ A A'	 R R` A ' A# R R`

4 13 13	 14.4 12.5 10.5 13 13 12.5
10 45.5 37.5	 31.8 31.0 Y9.0 38 32.8 31.5
18 86 70	 56 58 87 71 55.4 C J.0

s

We see that with the exception of the case involving small albedos,

the fluxes obtained by the two methods agree within 3%. ^ence, the

treatments should be carried out by using the cloudless method (Tables

I-IV), which thus insures an accuracl of the order of 3% for any A. It
is significant that we do not have to know the value of the filling

parameter 71.
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6. Use of the data of a wide-sector receiver

In Eli we used the structure of a WSR signal and showed that it is

formed by averaging over a large surface and a wide .range of angles l9

and e►. Therefore, the system earth-atmosphere may be considered a Lam-

bertian system without much error, and the average ( based on the sighted

region) albedo of the E--A system may be calculated from the formula

A	
too	 1	 .

P—A 	 Cos t cos Y Qw	 (6.1)
•

Here T• is the system measured by the WSR (see UJ) . In order to

calculate the integral in the denominator of (6.1), it is sufficient to

know the sun's altitude i0 relative to an oriented satellite (sun's al-

titude at the point below the satellite on earth) . The sun's altitude

i for the section of the earth's surface visible from the satellite at

angles Y and p will be

cos t= —4 sln to sin y cos µ + (R — t cos T) cos to	
(6.2)r

The integral in (6.1)
28
rdp coslcos i sM 7d7	 (6. 3)

is determined numerically from the geometrical. characteristics of the

AES .

When f0 = 0 (this variant was discussed in E1]), angle i changed

from 0 to 250 9 and correspondingly cos i changed from 1 to 0.91. If we

assume for approximation that i ms i0 over the entire region, the integral

(6.1) will be (Y0 = 650)

cos l0 1 cos i duo - 2,57 cos to Stec..	 (6.4)	
1

.r

and

A.A ==1.22
 So cosioio	 (6.5)

-2:1..
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Let us note that this formula corresponds exactly to the one which

results from the assumption that the flux of outgoing radiation (radia-

tion vector) is directed along a radius from the center of the earth.

Indeed, in this case the flux R of outgoing radiation at level H O (upper

boundary of the atmosphere) is obviously related to the flux at level H

by the relation

R(H)	 (no + r)z	 R(H)='	 (6.6)

It is evident that

	

R(H@)=AE—AE=A3—A So COS l.	 (6.7)

Hence
O• 

Ro-+—n)
-{- r=

	

^^""' = cos to  	
.

(6.8)

Substituting H = 700 km and HO = 30 • km, we find

it -}-r 2=1,22,

i.e., the formula (6-5)-

Thus, the data from the WSR make it possible to determine the average

value of the OSR field and A E_A for the entire region sighted. Viese

quantities are of interest for a macro description of the ',rightness field

of the earth in connection with the problems of radiation climatology for

various p roblems of physics of the earth as a planet, etc.P	 P Y	 p	 ,

The conversion ftcr a WSR reading to R is given by relation (6.6)

	

R=1,224)'.	 (6.9)

It can be calculated more accurately from the formula

R	 9 CO3 l
j cos l cos 7d.. 	 (6.1o)•

where the integral in the denominator is calculated from the geometry

and kinematics of the AIS using (6.2). Tables of values of c should be

63
F
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compiled for specific laun,.hings and situations.

7. Albedo of the earth—atmosphere system. Bulance of the

short-wave rvdiation of thtm atmosphere.

Using Table 2, one can readily obtain the values of the albedo of

the earth—atmosphere system for a cloudless atmosphere (Table 8).

Table 8

Albedo of Earth—Atmosphere System

A
^o

0	 I 0.2 I 0.5 
I	 I 1.0

0 0.0414 0.183 0.401 0,582 0.762
20 0.0441 0.187 0,403 0,532 0,762
40 0,0540 0.195 0.463 0.582 0.753
60 0,0823 0.216 x,416 0,583 -0.749
80 0,238 0,331 0,470 0,555 0,701

We shall derive the formula for the albedo AE_A . To do so, we shall

noie th_lt the following; simple relation exists between the OSR flux tin

the range 0.4 s ), s 2.5 iA) , the zenithal distance of the sun i and the

albedo of the earth's surface A:

R==10,07+ 1.31 (cost— 0,07)Aj cal/cm min	 (7.1)

This formula gives R for all 0 s i s 800 within 5%. Hence, we find

the formula for the albedol of the system earth—atmosphere

0.07 sec 1 	 y — 0 07 ec ^.	 `A3-A	 i,,^ 	 -!' 1.69 (	 (7.2 )

To an approximation, this formula will apply far the albedo of the

E—A system over the entire short-wave range

	

A3_A=0,041 sect $0,73(1 0,07sec i)A. 	(7.3)

1. Let us note that our calculations are =.tricted by the "pyranometric"
range X = 0.4--2.5 µ. In this range, the solar constant S O is equal to

1.69 cal/cm?- min.

7! .'^•
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When 1 : 600 we have, for examples

AF_A * a 0.08 + 0.67Ao	 (?o4)

We shall estimate the influence of absorption in the atmosphere on

the albedo of the earth—atmosphere system. If the absorption of short-

wave radiation in air is not taken into account, we obviously have the

following relation for AE..-A

So cos I(1 —AE_A)=E(1—A)•
	

(7.5)

Here SO in the solar constant. On the left is the quantity of solar

radiation absorbed by the earth--atmosphere systems and on the right, the

quantity of radiation absorbed by th

sumed that the process of absorption

R	 face. From formula (7.5) it follows

AF-A == I

e earth's surface. Thus, it is as.

takes place only on the earth's sur-

tha t

E(1—A)
SO Cos I •	 ( 7.6)

In C41 , the following expression was obtained for the illumination

on the earth's suC

E =°lo (1) B' (to, to A)•

Hence, for a standard atmosphere we obtain

A. %L- A =1- 0— A) cost • (7* 7).

Let us compare the data of Table 8 . with the result given by formula

(7.7). We shall consider the case where i = 400.

Table 9

A

0	 0.1	 0.5	 1

Table 8	 • •	 0.054	 0.12	 0.41	 0.76
Formula (7.7)..	 0.100	 0.18	 0.52	 1.0D
A % 0 . 0 0 0 . .	 85	 50	 27	 32
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The data of Table 9 show that a disregard of absorption is too

rough an approximation: the errors in the calculation of the albedo

of tee earth.—atmosphere system turn out to be very large. For the

earth, they are on the average of the order of 45%. The short-wave

radiation balance for a cloudless atmosphere is given by the formula

B : (F—R) - E(1—A) a F(1--AE—A ) - E(1—A).	 (7.8)

Here F = 1.69 cos i cal/cm min is the flux of short-wave radia-

tion at the upper-boundary of the atmosphere.

As an illustration, we shall assume that at 1-6T, 9=45°. T — SOO , the

deviation on the NSR scale was found to be 0.052 cal/cm min ster.

Using the appendices of Table III, we find A = 0.2, and from Tables

2 and 3 we get R = 0.18 cal/cm min, E = 0.67 cal/cm 2 min.

Thus, for the balance of short-wave radiation of an atmospheric

column 1 cm  in cross-section, we have, based on (7.8),

B = (0.85--0.18) -- 0.67(1-0.2) = 0.134 cal/cm2 min = 5.46 cal/cm hr.

This value represents 16% of the incident flux F. This figure

agrees with the experimental data on the short-wave radiation balance.

For example, according to the measurements of N. P. Pyatovskaya for an

atmospheric layer 0-3 km

average of 0.135 cal/cm2

heat was used to heat an

In the case of a cli

thick, the value of g amounted to an annual

min ([7J, p. 141). If it assumed that all this

atmospheric column, then dt = 0.034 deg/hr.

)udy atmosphere, we have the same formula (7.8) for

the calculation of B. The main difficulty here is the determination of

the total radiation on the earth. We can indicate the following method

of solving this problem:

1) From the NSR data we find the albedo of the clouds (using

Tables V—VIII) and AE—A;

*.
r(O



2) We find the total radiation on the earth by using the statisti-

cal relationships between the albedo of the clouds and E;

3) Base4 on the albedo charts of the earth's surface, or else in

a completely approximate manner by taking A = 8% for the sea and A = 20%

for land, we find B from (7.8).

Needless to say, the accuracy of this method is low. However, in

the case of a cloudy sky, the data on the albedo which we obtain from

an AES constitute utterly insufficient information for a more precise

solution of the problem of determining the short-wave ra.aiation balance.

It should be added that by using a complete picture of the data from the

AES, for example, data on the albedo of a surface in the absence of

cloudiness (during the previous orbit), we can eliminate the error in-

volved in the use of albedo charts. Having accumulated material from

systematic airplane (or probe) measurements of the albedo and transpar-

ency of clouds, one can refine the * relations between E and A and hence

improve the method of calculating b from the NS R data. The precision of

the determination of B -can of course be improved if the program of radi-

ation measurements with AES is expanded.

8. conclusion

The method developed above makes it possible to determine an OSR

flux from the readings of an NSR aboard an AFS and from the known geo-

metrical characteristics i,'9 , ep• It is assumed that no other informa-

tion on the nature of the sighted area is available. The method is very

simple and makes it possible to treat a large mass of data in an opera-

tive manner. The method may be improved if some specific properties of

the sighted area are considered, Bach as the non-Lambertian character of

the earth's surface. This improvement involves a considerable complica-

tion of the calculations.

1_24-
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For a cloudless atmosphere, the method which we have developed makes

it possible to determine in an operative manner the radiation balance of

the atmosphere. Fo a cloudy atmospher' this cannot be done on the basis

of the AES data alone. Simultaneous measurements on the earth's surface

are also necessary.
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Table V

:elation between Brightness of OSF Field, Albedo, and Flux
(cloudy atmosphere)

i a 200

0

1 0 1 15 1 30 1 45 1 60 1 75 1 0 1 15 1 30 1 45 1 60 1 75
If C'

0-180
	

0-180

-, 0,11f

A'

0

1

-
1 0,9 1.0 1.0 0,5 - - 3,5 3.5 3,5 (	 3,0
2 3.0 3.0 3.1 2,5 2 ? 1 0.7 6,5 6,5 6,5 6.0
3 5.0 5.1 5,2 5.0 4,3 3,0 9.5 9.5 9,5 9,5
4 7.1 7.1 7.3 7,0 6,4 5.3 12.5 12.5 12,5 12,5
S 9,1 9.2 9.4 9.0 8,6 7.6 15.0 15,0 16,0 15,0
6 11.2 11.2 11.5 12,0 10.7 10,0 18.0 18,0 19,0 19.5
7 13.2 13.3 13,6 13.5 12,9 12.2 21,0 21,0 21.5 21.5
S 15,3 15,4 15,8 15,5 15.0 14.8 24.0 24,5 25,0 24,5
0 17,4 17.5' 17.9 17.5 17.2 17.2 27,5 27,5 28,0 27,5
10 19.5 19,6 20.0 20,0 19,3 19.5 30,0

1 36.0

30,0 31,5 31,5
11 21.6 21,7 22.1 22.0 21.5 21.8 32.0 32,0 32,5 32,5
12 23.0 23.8 24.2 24,0 23,6 241 36,5 36,5 36.5
13 25.7 25.8 26,3 26,0 25,3 26,4 40,0 40.0 40,0 40,0
14 27.8 27.9 28.4 28,0 27.;1 28.7 42.5 42,5 42.5 42.5
15 29.9 30,0 30.5 30.0 30,,k 31.0 45.5 45,5 46,0 45.5
16 31.0 32,1 32.6 32.5 32.2 33.4 47.0

1

48,0 50,0 49,0
17 34,2 34,2 34.7 34,5 34.4 35,8 51.5 51.5 52.5 52,0
18 36.3 36.3 36.8 36.5 36.5 38.2 54,0 54,0 55,5 55.0
19 38.4 38.4 38.9 38.5 38.7 40.6 57.0 57.0 58.5 57,5
20 40.5 40.5 41.0 41.0 40.8 43,0 60.5 60.5 61,0 61.0
21 42.6 42.5 43.1 43.0 43.0 45,3 64.0 63,5 61.0 64.0
22 44.7 44.6 45.2 45.0 45.1 47,7 67.0 67,0 67,0 67.0
23 46.8 46,6 47.3 47.0 47.3 50,0 69,5 69,5 69.5 69.5
24 48.9 48,7 49.4 49,0 49,4 52.4 73.0 73.0 73,0 73.0
25 51.0 50,7 51.5 51,5 51.6 53,7 75.5 75.5 76.5 76,5
26 53.1 52,8 53,5 53,5 53,7 57,0 78.5 78.5 79,5 79,5
27 55,1 54,8 55.5 55,5 55.9 59.3 81.5 81,5 82,0 82,0
28 57.2 56,9 57,5 57,5 58,0 61.5 84.5 84.5 85.5 85.5
29 59.2 58.9 59,5 59.5 60.2 63.8 87.5 87,5 88.0 88.:'
30 ' 61.3 61.0 61,5 61,5 62,3 66.0 90,0 90,0 91,0 91,0
31 63.0 63.0 63.5' 63,5 64,5 68,3 93.0 93.0 94,0 9.1,0
32 65,0 65.0 65,5 65.5 66.6 70.5 96.0 96,0 97,0 97,0
33 67.0 67,0 67.5 67.5 68,8 72.8 99.0 99.0 IGO 100
34 69.0 69,0 69.5 69.5 71,0 75,0 102.5 102.5 143 103
35 71,0 71,0 71.5 71.5 73.1 77.2 105 105 106 105
36 73.0 73.1 73.5 74.0 755.3 79,5 103 103 109 109.5
37 75.0 '75.2 75.5 76.0 77,4 81.8 1 11 111 111.5 112
38 •77.0 77.3 77,5 78.0 79.6 84,0 114 114 114.5 115.5
39 79.0 79.4 79.5 80,0 81.7 86.3 117 117 117.5 118
40 81.0 81.5 81,5 82.5 83,9 88.5 119.5 120.5 120,5 122
41 83,0 83.5 83.5 84,5 86.0 90.7 122,5 123.5 123,5 125
42 85.0 85,5 85,5 86.5 88.2 93.0 125.5 126.5 126.5 123
43 87.0 87.5 87,5 88,5 90.3 535,4 128 129.5 129.5 LA
44 89,0 89,5 89,5 90.5 92,5 97.7 132 132.5 132.5 132
45 91.0 91.5 91.5 92.5 94,6 100 135 135.5 135.5 134,5
46
47

93.5 93,5 93.6 S+,0 S6.8 - 138
141

138.0
141.5

139
142

141
143.595.0 95.5 95,7 9,,0 98.9 -

48 26,5 97.5
1 100
97.8 99.0 - - 142.5 141,5 145 146.5

49 98.0 100 - - - 145 148.0 148 -

- . _

5.0 3,5
8.0 6.5
12,0	 9,S
14.5 13.0
18,0 17,0
21.0 19,5
24.0 24,0

j 27,0 21.0
29.5 30,0
3.2.0 32.5
36.0 36,5
40.0 .40,0
'42.5 44.0
45,5 47.0
48,0 50,0
51,5 54,0
55,0 57.0
58,5 61,0
61.0 64,0
64.0 67.0
67,0 71,0
69,5 74,0
73.0 77,0
76.5 82,0
80,0 84,5
33,0 87.5
86,0 91.0
89.0 92,5
91,5 97,5
95.5 101
99,0 101
102.5 109
^05	 111
03	 114
11	 117.5
14	 121
18	 124
21	 127.5
24	 130
27.5 135
30 138
33	 141
34.5 145
41	 148
43.5 -
46.5 -
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Table VI

Relation between Brightness of OSR Field, Albedo, and Flux
(cloudy atmosphere)

i = 400

IS	 30	 45	 60 175	 0	 is 130 I 45	 60	 75I
i 

0-180	 0-180
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	 it

-'S

0
1°

01

2

4

6

S

10

12

14

16

18

20

22
23
24

26
27
28
29
30

32

34

36

38

0

1.2
4.0
6.5
90
11:6 b
14.1
16.7
19.3
21.9
24.5
27.0
29.5
32.0
34.5
37.2
40.0
42.5
45.0
47.5
50.0
52.5
55.0
57.5
60.0
62.5
65.0
67.5
70.0
72.5
75.0
77.5
80.0
82.5
85.0
87.5
90,0
92.5
95.0
97.5
100

4,5
5,5
9,0
11.5
14.5
17.5
20,5
23,0
26.5
29.0
32.0
35.0
37.5
40.5
43.5
46.0
49.0
52,0
55,0
57.5
60.5
63,0
66.0
65,,5
72.0
75,0
77.5
80,0
82.5
85.5
88,0
91.0
93.5

O0

1.5
3.1
6.5
8.9
11.5
14.1
16.7
19.4
22.0
24.5
27.0
29.5
32.0
34,5
37.2
40.0
42.5
45.0
47.5
50.0
-52.5
55.0
57.5

62.5
65,0
67.5
70.0
72.5
75.0
77.5
80.0
82,5
85.0
87.5
90.0
92.5
95.0

100

T.
4,0
6.6

i 9.1
11.7
14,2
16.8
19.4
22.0
24,6
27,0
29.5
32,0
34.5
37,2
40.0
42.5
45,0
47.5
50.0
52.5
55.0
57.5
60.0
63.0
65,5
63,0
70,5
73,0
76,0
78.5
81.0
83.5
86.5
89,0
91.5
94.0
96,5
99,0

0,5
3.5
6.0
8.5
11.0
14.0
16.5
19.0
22.0
24.5
27.0
29,5
C32.0
34.5
37.0
40.0
42,5.
45.0
47.5
50.0
52.5
55.0
57.5
60.0
63.5
65.5
68.0
70.5
73,0
76,0

81:0
83,5
86.5
89,0
91.5
94.0
96,5
99.0

2.5
5.0
7.8
10.4
13.0
16,0
19.0
21.5
24,0
26,5
29.5
32.0
35,0
37,5
40,0
42,5
45.5
48,0
50.8
53,5
56.0
53.5
61.5
64,0
66,5
69,0
72.0
74,5
77.0
79,5
S2.0
85.0'
87,5
90.0
93.0
95,5
98.0

/ 1

4
6
10
13
16
19
22.5
25
28
31
34

S9.5
42,5
45.549
52
55
57,5
60,5
63.5
65.5
69.0
72.5
75
78
82
84
87
90
92.5
96

102

14
18

3,5
7.5
10
13
16
19
22.5
24.5
28
31
34
37
39.5
42.5
45.5
49

55
57,5
60.5
63,5
66.5
69.0

755
78
82
84
87
90
92,5
95

102
105
108
111	 i,
114

120

4
7.5
10
13
16
19
22,5
25
28
31

37
39.5
42.5
45.5
49

55
57,5
60,5
63,5
66,5
69,0
72,5
75,5
78,5
82.5
84.5
87.5
91
94
97
100
103,5
106.5
109.5
112,5
115.5
119

3
7
9.5
12,5
15,5
19
22
24.5
28
31

37
39,5
42,5
45,5
49

55
57.5
60.5
63,5
66.5
69,0
72,5
75.5
78,5
82.5
84,5
87.5
91
94

100
103,5
105,5
109.5
112.5
115.5
119

5
8.5
12
15
17,5
21
24.5
27.5
30.5

37
39.5
43,5
46
49
52
55.5
58.5
61.5
64,5
67.5
70,5
74
77
so
83
86.5
89
92
95

102

10 1
111,5
114.5
117.5

I +

7.5

13
16
19.5
23.0
26.5
29.5
33
36,5
39,5
43,5
46
49.5

55
49.5
63
66,5
69
73
75.5
79
82.5
86.5
E`0
92.5
96

102,5
105.5
108
112
116.5
120
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L. R. Rakipova

CALCULATION OF OUTGOING RADIATION FLUXES OF THE EARTH—ATMOSPHERE

SYSTEM BY MEANS OF MEASUREMENTS OF LONG-WAVE RADIATION WITH

ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES

The first problem to be solved in approaching the derivation of for-

mulas for the conversion from fluxes of long-wave radiation at the level

of the AES to the fluxes of outgoing radiation is the accuracy with

which the long-wave radiation must be measured by the AES. In determin-

ing the permissible error in the measurement of long-wave radiation by

the AES, it is necessary to use the quantitative characteristics of the

time and space variability of the fluxes of outgoing radiation. To this

end q F. N. SIiekhter's radiation diagram was used to calculate the out-

going radiation for the Voyeykovo station for four months (January, June

and July 1957, December 1958) and for the Tashkent station for two months

(December 1959 and July 1960). The average absolute and relative devia-

tions of the outgoing radiation for each period from its mean monthly

value E in cal/cm2 min are given in Table 1.

The average diurnal anomalies and interdiurnal variabilities of the

outgoing radiation for each month have values of the same order (Table

2).

The characteristics of the spatial dispersion of the fluxes E are

given below . (Table 3).

The following conclusion may be drawn from the estimates cited. In

order to be able to use the data on outgoing radiation obtained from AES 9

both as climatological characteristics and for the analysis of the space-

time interrelationship of fluxes of outgoing radiation with fields of

meteorological elements, particularly for quantitative weather forecasting,

fW
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the theoretical error of the long -wave radiation measurements made by the

AES should be less than the average estimates obtained for the time and

space variability of the outgoing radiation. We can now begin the solu-

tion of the following two basic problems:

1. To obtain formulas for converting the measured radiation into

fluxes of outgoing radiation for , wide-sector instrument with ar., un-

limited viewing jangle and for a scanning narrow-sector instrument. The

magnitude of the permissible measurement error will make it pos =sible to

determine the order of magnitude of the various factors affecting the

long-wave radiation so that they can be considered in the conversion for-

mulas.

2. To determine the feasibility of conversion from asyncbronous

fluxes of outgoing radiation to values pertaining to a single physical

moment or time interval. Without such a cjnversi^)n, the charting and

physical analysis of the outgoing radiatio n are impossible.

la. In solving the first problem for a wide -sector instrument, one

must evaluate the effects of the horizontal inhomogeneity and anisotropy

of t=ie field of outgoing radiation. The flux of long-wave radiation Eh

incident on a horizontal area at point A (Fig. 1) is represented as fol-

lows:

Fe a	 ^.2 coszcosYR2s1nBd8dP.
(1)

It may be assumed that I(z) = I (0)*(z). Here I(z) is the intensity

of the long-wave radiation in the direction of the nadir angle y; z is

the zenithal angle of point M on the emitting surface corresponding to

angle y; R is the distance from the center of the earth to the radiating

surface located at height h 0 above sea level (above the surface, the

a
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Table 2
Vo a kovo ITashkent

Jan June July Dec Dec Tilly

1.957 1957 1957 1957 1959 1960

Average daily zum (calfcm2 day) 464 505 542 465 433 610

Average absolute anoma l y 20 21 15 18 21 28
Average relative anomaly (/) 4.3 4.2 2.8 3.9 4.9 4.6

Average absolute interdiurnal
variability 17 20 15 15 17 27

Average relative interdiurnal
variability O 3.7 4.0 2.8 3.2 3.9 4.4

Table 1

Average absolute and relative deviations of E for individual cases

Period	 Period

vv v v v v v v
.. N eO ^t N r

Voyeykovo Dec. 1958
January 1957

.	 •	 .	 . .	 .	 0,y 0,325
.	 ..	 . 0,319 tS.E .	 .	 .	 . 41 

0.322 0,326
. .	 0.013 0,014 0,012 0,015

AE ... .

. .	 0.31S110.324

. .	 0.0160.016 0,012

13.7

eE
-- °/o	 . .
B

. .	 4,0	 4.3 3.7 4.6
% ..	 5.0	 4.9

t
Tashkent 

June 1957 Dec. 1959
`	 .	 .	 .	 .. . 0.351 0 0354 0.350 0,354 E	 .	 . 0.298 0,301 0,31v 0.301
AR	 .	 .	 ... . 0,017 0,020 0.023 0.020 AE .	 .	 .	 .	 . . 0.016 0,014 0,020 0,016
AN •I•	 • . 4,8 5,6 6,6 5.6

E 
°le	 o 5.3 4,6 6,6 5,3

o

July 1957 'July 1960

.	 ..	 . ..10,378 0.378 0.375 0.375 E	 . 0.414 0.454 0,460 0.419

At . . . . .. 0,015 0,017

14 03

0.016 0.018 Ai.	 .	 .	 .	 . . 0,024 0.031 0,023 O.0 1

6E •1• .	 . 4,0 4.5 4.8
AE 

°lo . 5.8 6,8 6.0 5.0
B E

t
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Fig. 1. Geometrical diagram of
the calculation of outgoing radi-
ation measured by a wide-sector
instrument

fluxes of ascending long-wave radiation are subjected to a geometrical

attenuation only); b0 is the central angle defining the segment of spheri-

cal surface visible to the instrument; the function *(z) characterizes

the angular distribution of the intensity of the outgoing radiation.

A

Generally speaking, because of the horizontal inhomogeneity of the

real radiation fields at the upper boundary of the atmosphere, in formu-

la (1), one should not take out from under the surface integration sign

the magnitude of the intensity of outgoing radiation I(0) in the direc-

tion perpendicular to the elementary radiating areas (or the isotropic

radiation fluxes corresponding to this area) . For this reason, even for

conditions of isotropic radiation, the instrument , will generally give

some average weighted characteristic of th , radiation field which has no

direct meteorological meaning.

In order to elucidate the degree of horizontal inhomoger e.i ty of the

type of radiation in which we are interested, i.e., radiation leaving

the atmosphere, some statistical treatments have been undertaken. Mean.

square deviations from average territorial values were determined at 27

points of the territory of the Soviet Union for each of four periods for

73
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August 15, 1960 (Table 3).

The relative values of the deviations turned out to be comparable

to the proposed actual measurement error of the loner wave radiation

aboard the AES. This fact will make it possible to consider the flux

of outgoing radiation constant for large areas of averaging, and to ob-

tain a simple relation between the ascending flux of long-wave radiation

at the height of the AES, Eh , and the flux of outgoing radiation Eh
0

for the existing wide-sector instruments both with a limited and unlimited

viewing angle In the case of isotropic radiation.

Fi =ak (7)E,u -

Table 3

..

Characteristics of the horizontal inhomogeneity of the
field of outgoing radiation E for the territory

of the Soviet Union for 15 August 1960.
i

1	 Period

.	 1	 I	 2

	

pw E. . • • . . . . . . 0.352	 0.374	 0.367 0.354

	

• . • . • . . . . . . 0.022	 0.023	 0.029	 0.024

	

.. . . . . .. 6.2	 6.2	 7.9	 6.6
BO

It is obvious that this will determine only the climatological char-

acteristics Eh in their dependence on the seasons and the climatological
0

zones. The coefficient k(y) for a given limited viewing angle of the

instrument of the height of the AES. For the limiting case, i.e., an

unlimited viewing angle, k depends on the height of the AES.

k k -- R2
° (R + h)2

Let us note that instruments viewing angles of less than 20 0 make

it possible to determine values of radiation fluxes having a moderate

area and any degree of horizontal inhomogeneity (both outgoing and

74
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reflected), since in this case it is possible to take out the weight
^Y^ — cos T cuss	 \function	 ^	 c from under the integration sign in formula (1)

with a maximum error of 2% (if the height of the A,,S is no more than

800 km) .

In order to take into account the effect of anisotropicity of the

field of outgoing radiation, use was made of data on the angular distri-

bution of the intensity of outgoing radiation obtained for the family

of models of the atmosphere given by K. Ya. Kondrat'yev and K. Ye.

Yakushevskay,a [1]. Based on standard data on the temperature stratifi-

cation and distribution of humidity in the atmos phere up to an altitude

of 39 km (data of London [2] and Murgatroyd 13D, the angular distribu-

tions of the outgoing radiation were calculated for a spherical atmos-

phere:

(1) For winter and summer conditions at a latitude of 65 0 N.L., for

a clear sky and for the case of continuous cloudiness with an upper bound-

ary at an altitude of 3 km.
M

(2) For summer conditions at the equator, for a clear sky and cases

of continuous cloudiness with an upper boundary at altitudes of 3 and 9

km.

Thus, we have models of a very warm and humid atmosphere (equator),

a very cold and dry one (650 N.L., winter), and an intermediate one (650

N.L., summer).
i

It may therefore be assumed that the real stratifications will be

situated between the two extreme models.

Having integrated equation (1) for a given i(y) , we shall get the

relation between Eh and the isotropic radiation flux Eh in the form
o

Era^b.	 (3)
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Coefficient a appears in (3) because of the introduction of the

function *(y) into ( 1). The relation between the anisotropic flux Eah
0

and the isotropic flux Eh will be obtained from the known formula for

the calculation of radiation fluxes
._.	 T

,Ea& =!-- 2+c ^ 1(z)coszs1nzdz=2A 1(0) j (z)coszstr► zdz =bE. ,	 (4)

s

where bs2 f (z) cos z sin zdz.

Substituting (4) into ( 3), we obtain the desired relation between

Eh and Eah
0

B^ k,F &
	 (5)

Here k,= -a-ko is the conversion factor used for converting the ani-

sotropic flux of outgoing radiation into a measured flux.

For the families of models of the atmosphere under consideration,

the mean value of the ratiobw as found to be 0.988. Thus, the correc-

tion for anisotropy for a wide-sector instrument was found to be con-

siderably less than the determination error Ea related to the horizontal

inhomogeneity of the field of outgoing radiation. Obviously, the same

kind of relation is preserved for real stratifications between these

quantities. Therefore, one should not introduce a correction for the

anisotropy in o'Lo coefficient k0.

lb. In solving the problem involving the conversion of measured

radiation into fluxes of outgoing radiation in the case of narrow-sector

instruments, one should evaluate only the effect of anisotropicity. To

this end, the following corrections

7e ^
where or is the scanning angle, should be introduced 'into the conversion
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factor for a narrow-sector instrument in the case of isotropic radiation

2
k YO (Y0 is one-half of the viewing angle of the instrument).

In g •neral, for different stratifications of the atmosphere, the

quantities *(n) and b have their own values. However, treatment of the

data by means cf the angular distribution of the intensity of outgoing

radiation for the family of typical models of the atmosphere discussed

above has shown that for scanning angles of practical interest (car s 600 ) ,

the angular intensity distribution of outgoing radiation for all models

may be represented by a single average function TOO which is very close

to the corresponding curve obtained by Iamomoto et al. [4J by averaging

*(Cr) for 106 real stratifications (Table 4). The mean square deviation

for individual models does not exceed 2%, and the maximum error,' 3%. The

quantity b = 0.98.

Therefore, the formula EA R _iot_ )E should be valid for a large

group of real stratifications.

Table 4

Average functions of the angular distribution of outgoing radiation.

Maximum	 ( ac<°;ording

	

• e	 relative	 to the data
•	 t^) (a) ^'	 error	 of Iamomoto

( °,b)	 et al)

0 1.00 0 0 1.00
28002 0.99 0 0 0.99
460 18' 0.97 1 2 0.97
54047' 0,.94 2 3 0.93
62030' 0.88 4 6• 0185

Note.	 The values of angle a are given for an altitude of the AFS
equal to 700 km.

2a. In order to determine the possibility of obtaining some syn-

chronous characteristics with the aid of asynchronous measurements of

fluxes of outgoing radiation, .calculations of diurnal sums of outgoing
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radiation were made, since such sums are of direct interest for numerical

weather forecasting. The diurnal sums were calculated from the total num-

ber of diurnal periods ( four periods) of aerological observations (exact

diurnal sums) and from one and two periods ( approximate diurnal sums) .

To this end, use was made of data obtained from calculations for four

months at the Voyeykovo station ( two winter ones and two summer ones) ,

for two months at the Tashkent station, and also for 27 points on the ter-

ritory of the Soviet Union for 15 August 1960. The ratio of the mean

square deviations of the approximate sums to the mean value of the exact

sum for each of the samples under consideration did not exceed 6% (Table

5)•

Table 5

Relative determination errors of daily sums of outgoing radiation
based on values of E for one and two periods

Period

Month and year 	 1^ 1 2— 1 3 j 4 1 1-3 ->,4

Voyeykovo

January 1957 3 2	 3 - 2 -
July 1957 4 3	 5 3 3 2
July 1957 2 4	 4 3 2 2
December 1958 2 2	 2 2 1 1

Tashkent

July 1960 4 4	 4 4 1 2
December 1959 3 2	 3 3 4.3 o.4

Territory of the Soviet ?Tnion
15 August 1960 6 5	 6 3 4 1

Consequently, the diurnal sums of outgoing radiation may be obtained

within the accuracy with which the instruments will operate even if a

single measurement of long-wave radiation per day is made by the AES, while

two measurements per day make this result more accurate to within an error

comparable to the theoretically permissible one for measuring long-wave

radiation.
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K. Ya. Kondrat'yev, Kh. Yu. Niylisk

SOME RESULTS OF THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

OF THERMAL RADIATION OF THE EARTH AS A PLANET UNDER ACTUAL

CONDITIONS

Metereological investigations of the upper layers of the atmosphere

by means of rockets and satellites have been vastly expanded in the last

fev years. The main purpose of these investigations is to study the

structure and composition of the atmosphere and also to determine the

radiation field therein. It should be noted that in treating measurement

data and interpreting them scientifically, it is necessary in many cases

to have a preliminary theoretical solution of the problem under considera-

tior,,,. However, many problems connected with the determination of metereo-

logical and radiation characteristics in the atmosphere have thus far been

insufficiently studied. For instance, most of the investigations devoted

to the problem of the radiation balance of the earth--atmosphere system

give only an idea of the averaged values o-f the radiation fluxes ( see Refs.

(1-121). Only in the work of F. Moeller [141 were calculateo -,s undertaken

of the geographical distribution of the radiation balance of the tropo-

sphere for various synoptic situations. This study is limited, however,

by the analysis of only one of the components of the radiation balance.

A very small number of papers have been devoted to the theoretical study

of the outgoing radiation of the earth—atmosphere system under conditions

of concrete synoptic situations. * In Refs, [14, 151 calculations of the

intensity of outgoing thermal radiation were made within certain spectral

intervals by using concrete data on thF, stratification of the atmosphere

above the territory of the U.S .A. It should be noted that the angular

distribution of the intensity of outgoing thermal radiation was calculated
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only for the case of a "model" atmosphere [11, 161.

The authors of Ref. [16] carried out theoretical calculations for

the purpose of studying the laws of the angular distribution of the in-

tensity of outgoing radiation of the earth—atmosphere system in various

regions of the spectrum. Since .n this work the angular distribution of

outgoing radiation was obtained for the mean latitudinal and mean seasonal

stratification of the atmosphere, the results given there are important

in the elucidation of general rules of the distribution of outgoing radia-

tion in the atmosphere and for the determination of the climatic char-

acteristics of the latitudinal zone considered. The present work con-

tinues this study for real atmosphere conditions. We have calculated the

angular intensity distribution of outgoing radiation for a point located

at an altitude H = 300 km for certain specific synoptic situations. The

initial meteorological data used were the results of aerological sound-

ings at several points on the territory of the U.S.S.R. for three dates:

20 July 1956, 25 February and 30 March 1960 (all soundings were made at

night). Calculations of the outgoing radiation intensity were made for

zenithal angles equal to 0 9 +30, +50 9 +60 9 +65, +700 , ±720450, +72°5213011,

+730 , ±73007'30", +73015' within the confines of six vertical sections

of the atmosphere. It should be stated that in the case under considera-

tion, 720 45 , 10" is the "critical value" of the zenithal angle (at a >

> 72045'10" the sighting ray traverses the atmosphere without touching

the earth's surface) .

In the present work, the radiation intensity was calculated by means

of the graphical method ( from a radiation nomogram) proposed in Ref. (181.

This method is based on the following relation:

I== f PwdE. .
	 (1)
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where I is the intensity of outgoing radiation over the spectral inter-

val 6, Pa is the transmission function of the atmosphere for the spectral

region A. E 
a is the radiation intensity of an absolute black body in this

interval; E o is defined by the formula

	

E. (T) — j, (7) E (T).	 (2)

Here f A(T) is the proportion of the radiation intensity of the ab-

solute black body corresponding to the spectral interval 6, and E(T) is

the integral radiation intensity of the absolute black body. As we know,

E, E a and f A are functions of the temperature of the radiator.

In order to simplify the calculations, the following relation is

pro.posed in Ref. [181.

	

Ea(T)=fsE(T)$ 	 (3)
where f^ is some average value of the function f^(T). In other words,

the temperature dependence of f a is not taken into consideration. The

accuracy of expression (3) depends on the temperature contrasts in the.

atmosphere and on the location in the spectrum of the interval A under

consideratian. For spectral regions where the relation f^ = f a(T) is

strongly expressed, the use of f a in many cases provides only tentative

results (for example, in summer for partial cloudiness, when the tempera-

ture of the earth's surface differs considerably from the temperature of

the upper cloud boundary. In the present work, the values of I were

determined from formulas (1) and (2), and comparisons were made between

these results and the corresponding intensity values obtained from (1)

and (3). The outgoing radiation intensity was calculated for spectral

intervals of 4.88-8.70, 10.55-11.01, 12 -18, and 2.27-250 µ. Values o.f

the transmission function of the atmosphere borrowed from Ref. C181 were

used for these spectral regions.
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It is known that the principal sources of thermal radiation in the

atmosphere are the earth, the clouds, water vapor, carbon dioxide and

ozone. In the present work, the earth and clouds were assumed to be an

absolutely black body, and the effective absorbing masses of H 2O, COZ

and 03 were calculated by means of . the following formulas (see Refs.

1179-191):

W;^ j p, C h) ds

X; a^ p ̂
(-f- )

0'Ods	 ( 4)

ins*	 (^ )0-ads
J	 `

Here w  , us , ms are the a 'fective absorbing masses of water vapor,

carbon dioxide and ozone in the path of the rays; Pu -, Pu and 
Pm are the

densities of H2O, CO 2 and 0 3 in the atmosphere, p is the air pressure,

and PO is some standard value.

The values of the humidity, temperature and pressure in the path

of the ray in the atmosphere were determined by using graphs of isolines

of these quantities. Such graphs were plotted on the ba&is of the above-

mentioned aerological data within the confines of six vertical sections

of the atmosphere (see Table 1) 1) . Let us note that for cases 1, 2, and

3, the graphs of the vertical sections of the atmosphere were plotted up

to a height of 25 km, and for cases la, 2a, and 3a, up to 20 km. The

path of the ray through the atmosphere is given on these graphs as a

function o.f the zenithal angle, allowing for the spherical shape of the

earth and atmosphere.

The program of aerological soundings does not include measurements

of the total content and vertical distribution of carbon dioxide and

1) In Table 1,.q designates the specific humidity in.the atmosphere.



i
	 ozone in the atmosphere. Therefore, in order to determine 

pu 
and Pm , it

is necessary to use some average values of these quantities, making use

of the results of speci=al studies of the distribution of CO 2 and 0 3 in

the atmosphere. For carbon dioxide, use was made of the generally adopted

average value of its volume concentration in air, 0.03. The values of

the density of ozone in the atmosphere were taken from Ref. [211, where

the vertical distribution of 0 3 was given as a function of the time of

year and geographical latitude.

It should be noted that the data of aerological soundings usually

do not exceed an altitude of 15-25 km, and in many cases the values of

the humidity above 10-15 km must be considered unreliable (in most cases,

such data are completely lacking for the upper part of the troposphere

and for the stratosphere) . The abser.ce of necessary data on the strati-

fication of the atmosphere at sufficiently high altitudes makes it im-

possible to calculate the true outgoing radiation. In Ref. 131, the out-

going radiation was identified with the ascending flux of thermal radiation

at the level of the tropopause, and it was shown that this assumption in-

troduces an error of no more than 6;6. Similar conclusions were obtained

in other investigations (for example, in Ref. 15]). .It may be assumed,

however ., that the intensity of the outgoing radiation propagating at large

zenith angles is substantially affected by the atmospheric layers in the

upper troposphere and stratosphere as well. This is due to the fact that

the path length  of the ray in such a case is many times greater than the

corresponding length of a vertical ray, so that the effective absorbing

masses of water' vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone have very large values.

It should be noted that a particularly important part is played by the

upper layers of the atmosphere in the creation of the ascending thermal
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Table 1

General characteristics of vertical sections of the
atmosphere under consideration

a

Date Direction

0

041 Characteristics of the vertical sections of the
4j C: atmosphere under consideration
v do
0 •ri
to to

A

30	 Odessa- Partial cloudiness.	 Low tropopause (--► 8-10

Aug	 Pechora-	 1 km).	 At altitude of tropopause, .relative minimum
1960	 Yakutsk of temperature and specific humidity ( -650 at

rr 0.03 g/kg).	 At altitude of 12 km,	 temperature
inversion (-57°), stratosphere nearly isothermal
(-67, -71°) .	 Above the tropopause, a slight in-
crease in specific humidity (up to/'— 0.05 g/kg
at 25 km altitude at the center of the section
and up to n. 0.3 g/kg at its edges) . 	 At ground
level ,	 dry (q ;^:% 1.5-3.0 g/kg).

Odessa- Almost total cloudiness. 	 Low tropopause
"'obol'sk-	 la (r-8-10 km) . 	 Above the clouds at altitude of
Borzya about 11 km, relative minimum of temperature and

specific humidity (... -65° and ti 0.01-0.02 g/kg).
In the stratosphere, cold and warm regions al-
ternate along the section.	 Above the tropopause
increase in specific humidity which is small at
the center of the section (0.1 g/kg at 20 km
altitude), but increases appreciably at its
edges (up to ti 0.2-0.4 g/kg at 20 km altitude).
At ground level, q %:e 1-4 g/kg.

25	 Kaliningrad Slight cloudiness. 	 Low tropopause (-,--8-10
Feb	 -Salekhard	 2 km) .	 Relative minimum of temperature and spe-
1960	 -Borzya cific humidity around the tropopause ( ^1 -55, -65°

and ,r- 0.003-0.04 g/kg).	 At 1^-25 km altitude,
cold (,-,-65°) and warm ( t%, -4 5 ) regions combine.
At (a --:s 30-70°, inversion of specific humidity
with a maximum at 2-3 km altitude.	 For negative
zenith angles, a very dry atmosphere; for posi-
tive a l increase of q above the tropopause (^
0.5-0.9 g/kg at 20 km altitude) . 	 At ground
level, dry (q ., 0.2-1.0 g/kg) .

Odessa- Complete cloudiness.	 Low tropopause ( N 8-10
.Tobol'sk-	 2a km).	 At altitude of tropopause, relative minimum
Borzya of temperature, and specific humidity (^.-65° and

'r• 0.1 g/kg) .	 In the s tratosphere along the sec-
tion, cold and warm regions are found and a
slight increase in temperature with increasing
altitudes observed.	 Above the tropopause, in-
crease in specific humidity, faster for positive
zenith angles (up ton. 0.55 g/kg at 20 km alti-
tude for +a and up to ti 0.25 g/kg for -cx) .
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Partial cloudiness. High tropopause
17 km).km). Around the tropopause, relative minimum
of temperature and specific humidity 	 50 and
^+ 0.02-0.04 g/kg). In the stratosphere, increase.
in temperature and specific humidity (up to -40o
and n.1.5 g/kg at 25 km altitude) . At ground
level, q %ze 10-12 g/kg.

Partial cloudiness. Tropopause at moderate
altitude (11-12 km). At the altitude of the tropo-
pause, relative minimum of temperature and spe-
cific humidity (-50, -550 and '0.04 -0.05 g/kg).
In the stratosphere along the section, cold ( -509
-560 ) and warm (-43, -44 ) combine. Above the
tropopause, increase in specific humidity (up to
,̂ 0-3-0. 4  g/kg at 20 km altitude) . At a %z^ 72 0 at

12-14 km altitude, relative humidity maximum (^..
0.25 g/kg) . At ground level, q ^ 6-11 g/kg.

20 Yerevan-
Jul Tobol'sk-	 3

19 56 Yakutsk

20 Odessa-
Jul Tobol'sk-	 3a

19 56 . Bo r zya

radiation in cases where the source of radiation is only the atmosphere

itself (zenith angle Ot > 72 045'10" in cloudless weather.

For want of aerological data for atmospheric layers above 20-25 km,

we were able to calculate the true values of the intensity of ascending

thermal radiation only up to this level. For this reason, for all the

cases considered in the present work, the values of I were calculated as-

suming that z' = 20 km (z' is the upper boundary of the "radiation" at-

mosphere). In order to evaluate the role of the atmospheric layer from

20 to 40 km in the creation of outgoing long-wave radiation, values of

the intensity.'of outgoing radiation for cases 1, 2 and 3 were also cal-

culated with the assumption that z' = 40 km. The values of the pressure

and temperature in the 30-40 km. layer were borrowed from Refs. L201 and

[8], respectively. Data on the water content of the stratosphere are

fairly contradictory at the present time 15, 6, 9 9 10 9 22-261. According

to Ref. [24] 9 the average values of the specific humidity at.an  altitude

of 30 km fluctuate between 0.002 and 0.2 g/kg. In the present work, the

value q = 0.006 g/kg, taken from Ref. [10], was used for the 30-40 km
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layer. In the 25-30 km layer, the values of q, T and p were obtained by

interpolating between their values at 25 and 30 kmo

Results of calculations of the intensity of outgoing the r mal radia-

tion based on formaulas (1) and (2) are given in Appendices 1-6. Here

I 1 , I 29 1 3 and I4 designate respectively the values of the intensity in

the spectral regions of 2.27 -250 µ (integral radiation) , 10.55-11.01.9

4.88-8.70 and 12 -18 µ. Appendices 1-6 also list data on the total ef-

fective content of water vapor in the path of the ray (w s ) and on the

height and temperature of the radiating black surface (i.e., the surface

of the earth or clouds) . ( The angular intensity distribution of the in-

tegral outgoing radiation is also shown in Fig. 1).

The results given for the calculation of I show a strong dependence

of the values of the intensity of outgoing thermal radiation on the

cloudiness conditions. The presence of clouds in the atmosphere strongly

decreases the intensity of outgoing thermal radiation, particularly in

summer, when considerable contrasts are observed between the temperatures

of the earths surface and of the surface of the clouds. For instance,

in case 3a, the difference I i (el = +300 ) - I1 (a = -300 ) reaches 0-057 cal/

cm 2 min-1 ster 
1, which amounts to 46% of I l (a - +300 ). The difference

I
3 
(CV = +300 ) - 1 3 (a = -300 ) is equal to 0.0093 in this case ( ^J 70% of

the value of 1 3(a = -30). However, even in winter, the intensity of out-

going radiation in the r,!!^gions of cloudy weather differs appreciably from

the intensity for a clear sky. In case 2, I l k.	 - 700) - I 1Ot = -650 ) =

= 0.024 cal cm 2 min -1 ster-1 9 and in case la, I1 ( or = +700) - I1 (at = +720

45') = 0.042 cal cm-2 min-1 ster-1 . Such results are in good agreement

with the results of Ref. [161, according to which at 650 N.L. I1 ( a = 00)

under conditions of a clear sky exceeds the value of I 1 (a = 00 ) by 0.045
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1,01'1,

cal cm 
.2 

min-1 ster
-1
 in cloudy weather, and the value of 1 3 (a _ OP ) in

the presence of clouds decreases by 0.0077 cal cm -2 min-1 ster-1 0 The

physical cause of the decrease in the intensity of outgoing thermal radia-

tion in the cloudy regions is the low temperature of the upper boundary

of the clouds and of.the above-cloud atmosphere (the clouds absorb prac-

tically all of the ascending thermal radiation, screening the upper at-

mosphere from the effect of the atmosphere under the clouds and from

that of the earth).

In a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere, as the zenith angle in-

creases from zero to its critical value (a 720451, a slight decrease

in I takes place, and when a > 72 045', the intensity values decrease

sharply [11, 161. This is the so-called "infrared darkening towards the

limb of the earth" and the "infrared darkening towards the limb of the

atmosphere." As already mentic ed in Ref. [16], under partial overcast

conditions, the infrared darkening towards the limb of the earth and at-

mosphere may be masked by a change in intensity in passing from a clear

sky to cloudy zones. This is also confirmed ty the results of the present

work (Appendices 1 -6 and Figs. 1 and 2). However, the nature of the angu-

lar intensity distribution of the outgoing radiation also depends on the

distribution of the temperature and that of the substances absorbing the

radiation in the atmosphere. As already mentioned, if the atmosphere is

horizontally homogeneous and its temperature drops with increasing alti-

tude, there takes place an infrared darkening towards the limb of the

earth and atmosphere. However, if the temperature increases with the al-

titude, the intensity of the outgoing radiation increases in the direc-

tion of the zenith angle (assuming that 0 s { ar 1 s 72045 1 )- In this case

there takes place an "infrared lightening towards the limb of the earth."
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For jai s 72'45 1 under clear weather conditions, an increase in tempera-

ture with the altitude is offset to some extent by a decrease in the

content of the radiation-absorbing substances. Therefore, the angular

distribution of the outgoing radiation may vary considerably in this

case depending upon the vertical distribution of the radiation-absorb-

ing substances in the atmosphere-and on the values of its temperature.

It is evident, however, that the infrared darkening towards the limb of

the atmosphere slows down in the case of temperature inversion, so that

in the actual atmosphere the magnitude , of the infrared darkening depends

on a set of many meteorological factors.

It follows from the above that the infrared lightening towards the

limb of the earth is observed in the following cases: 1) when the tem-

perature of the radiating surface and of the atmosphere rises with in-

creasing ,al, 2) when the total absorbing mass of the atmosphere increases

with increasing `a!, 3) when the temperature inversion in the atmosphere

is fairly	 nounced. The infrared lightening towards the limb of the

atmosphere (in cloudless weather) is an indication of temperature in-

version and of arr increase in the content of the radiation-absorbing

substances with increasing altitude. For instance, in case 1 I(a = _ t'00)

> I(a = ± 650 ) > I(a = ± 600 ), whi:;h is due to a rise in the temperature

of the earth's surface with increasing a. In case la, I(a = 72045 1 ) ft

ft I(a = 720 52'30") ft I(a = 730)• Here, the infrared lightening towards

the limb of the atmosphere is masked by the clouds, the temperature of

the upper boundary of which is equal to -590 , and above the clouds the

temperature inversion takes place. In case 2 9 the cause of the increase

in intensity associated with a change in a from -50 to -650 is a rise in

the temperature of the atmosphere in a horizontal direction. In case 2a,
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the temperature inversion begins at 10-11 km. For positive at values,

the intensity increases here with increasing a ( the temperature of the

upper boundary of the clouds remains almost unchanged), and for negative

a! values, I decreases slightly toward larger values of a ( the tempera-

ture of the upper boundary of the clouds also decreases with increasing

ar). In case 3a, I(a = - 70 0 ) > I(a = -650 ) since 
tzo ( a = - 700 ) > tzo

(o► - 650 ), which is associated with a temperature inversion in the

atmosphere above the clouds.

Fig. 2. Angular distribution of outgoing radiation in the spectral
intervals of 10 .55-11. 01 µ (I2 ), 4.88-8.70 p (13), and

12-18 p ( 10 for case 3.
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The characteristics of the temperature and humidity distribution

in the atmosphere also account for the relatively slight variations of

I associated with the change in ral from 730 to 73015 1 . The synoptic

situ ,itions under consideration are in most cases characterized by tem-

perature and humidity inversions above the tropopause ( see Table 1) .

For this reason, the values of the factors determining the outgoing

radiation may be approximately the same for all of the above-indicated

directions. For instance, in case 2, I(a = 73°)	 I(a _ 73°07'30") AS

I(a = 73°15' ). Here the decrease in the total absorbing mass with an

increase in a is offset by a temperature and humidity inversion of the

tropopause, as a result of which the part played by the upper atmosphere

in the creation of I is relatively important. Let us note that simi-

lar results were obtained in Ref. [161, where it was shown that a pro-

pounced infrared darken i ng towards the limb of the atmosphere slows

down appreciably beginning at values of the zenith angle of 73°-73°10'•

As an example of a more detailed analysis of the influence of the

horizontal inhomogeneity of the atmosphere on the values of the inten-

sity of outgoing thermal radiation, let us examine the angular distri-

bution of I in case 3 (see Fig. 1 and 2 and Appendix 3).

In the central portion of this section (a = 0 	 + 650 ), a continu-

ous cloudiness is observed, the height of the upper boundary of which

is equal to about 10-12 km. At a = 0° for all the spectral intervals

under consideration, there is a relative minimum in the intensity of the

outgoing radiation. The cause of this minimum is the low temperature

of the surface of the clouds (- 47.4 0 ) and of the above-cloud atmosphere

(starting from the upper boundary of the clouds up to a height of 20 km,

the temperature flucVaates between -50 and -45 0 ). As the values of ^a!
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increase from 0 to 650 , the atmosphere becomes gradually warmer in the

horizontal direction (up to ,-- -420 ). For zenithal angles of -30, 30

and 500 , the temperature of the upper boundary of the clouds is re-

spectively equal to -45,5, -45 and -450 0 Consequently, I(or = +500)

a I(ar = + 300 ) > I a = 0LO ). Subsequently, as the zenith angle increases,

so does the height of the upper boundary of the clouds, and its tem-

perature (see Appendix 3). As a result, I(ar = -600 ) < I(cr = -500 ) <

I((r = -300 ) and I(a = 600 ) < I(or = +500). In this case, the change in

the horizontal. distribution of the humidity in the atmosphere is not

reflected by the results of the calculations of the intensity, and the

determining factor in this case is the temperature of the radiating sur-

face and of the atmosphere. A comparison of the I values of zenithal

angles of ± 60 and ± 650 shows a slight increase in intensity in passing

from )o = 60o to (or = 650 , despite the fact that the temperature of

the surface of the clouds remains unchanged. As in the preceding case,

the increase in intensity

larger lcvl. It should be

exception is the spectral

ft I2 (or = +500 ) and I2 (a =

a considerable transparexii

is due to a ware of the atmosphere toward

noted that in both of the indicated cases, an

region of 10.55-11.01 µ, where I2 (a = +300)

+ 600 ) = I2 (or = + 650 ) . This is explained by

-y of the atmosphere in the spectral interval

under consideration, as a result of which I 2 for small absorbing masses

of water vapor practically depends only on the temperature of the radia-

tion- surface.

At a zenith angle of ± 700 , there are no clouds, and the radiating

surface is the earth, with a temperature of about 190 . As a result, in

all of the spectral regions under consideration there takes place a sharp

increase in the values of the intensity of outgoing radiation.
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Furthermore, the values of the intensity at a = - 700 slightly exceed

its values at at = 70°. Apparently, this is caused by the fact that the

water content of the atmosphere is greater at a = 70°.

The absorption of the ascending radiation of the earth in the at-

mosphere has a considerably greater effect on the results of calculations

of the intensity of outgoing radiation at a = 72 045'. In this case, in

passing from a = 70° to a = 72 045 1 , the slope of the path of the ray

through the atmosphere increases considerably, as a result of which

Ms • (a = 720451 >> Ms '(a _ 70°). (Ms • is the total absorbing mass of the

atmosphere alcng the path of the ray) . Thus, a small temperature rise

(from 19 to 20.50 ) is offset by an increase in the effective absorbing

mass, and consequently I(a = 72045 1 ) < I(a = 700).

When a = 7204 5 1 , high cold clouds are observed, and therefore the

curve of the intensity of outgoing thermal radiation has a sharp mini-

mum in this case. Beginning with a = -72 °52'30", .a typical picture of
infrared darkening towards the limb of the atmosphere takes place (see
•i

Figs. 1 and 2). It should be mentioned that at zenith angles a = -72 04519

-?3°15' , the sighting ray crosses a dry and cold region of the atmosphere

(at heights of 15 to 20 km, a temperature of the order of -55 to -50° is

observed). In the stratosphere at heights z > 24 km, a considerable

warming of the atmosphere takes place. For this reason, the values of

I(z' = 20) are considerably smaller than the values of I(z' = 40), and

the drop of the curve I(z' = 20) at a > 73° fails to slow down almost

completely.

The case of at = 72°52'30" is of particular interest because of the

exceptional position of the clouds-along the path of the ray. In this

case, the sighting ray traverses the atmosphere at the lowest point of

the ray's path (4.2 km), then continues to a height of 7 km, where it
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meets the clouds. In other words, the main sources of radiation in this

case are the surface of the clouds (with a temperature of -140 ) and the

warm layers of the lower troposphere at heights of about 4-5 km (with a

temperature of the order of 00 ) . Since the path of the ray in the vi-

cinity of its lowest point is practically parallel to the earth's sur-

face, the mass of the atmosphere in the interval of 5-4.2-5 km is very

large. . As a result of this value, the intensities of the outgoing ther-

mal radiation for a = 72052'30" are very high compared to the values of

I in the case of z0 = 0. It should be noted that an analysis of the

stratification of the atmosphere based on the data of a determination of

outgoing radiation intensity is rather difficult in this case.

When a 2:.730  a typical picture of in frared darkening towards the limb

of the atmosphere is observed. It should be mentioned that in this case,

relatively high temperatures (of the order of -45, -40 0 ) prevail in the

lower stratosphere (15 - 25 km) and that the temperature and specific

humidity rise very quickly with the altitude (q increases from 0.1 g/kg

at an altitude of 15 km to 1.2 g/kg at 25 km) . For this reason, the
i
a	 values I(cx = 73007'30") and I a = 73015') are exceptionally high, while

the values of the intensity at z' = 20 km differ little from the corre.

sponding values at z' = 40 km.

From a practical standpoint, the angular distribution of the inten-

sity of outgoing radiation in case 1, when ct 65-730 , is of particular
a

interest (see Fig. 1 and Appendix 1). Since in passing from a = 650 to

&= 700 there is a sharp drop in the intensity curve, then by measuring

this intensity one might erroneously assume that an infrared darkening

towards the limb of the atmosphere is observed . and - that the limb of the

earth's disk has already been passed., Actually, when cy = 650 there are.
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no clouds, and when a ► = 700 , high cold clouds appear (t z = -650), as a
0

result of which the values of the radiation intensity decrease sharply.

When ar = 70-730 , the values of I undergo almost no change. The infrared

darkening towards the limb of the atmosphere is masked by the presence

of the high cold clouds of the atmosphere. Hence, it follows that in

this case one should not determine the limb of the earth's disk solely

by means of the data obtained by measuring the outgoing thermal radiation.

Taking into consideration the limited scope of this article, we shall

not analyze in detail the angular distribution of the outgoing radiation

for other sections of the atmosphere. It is clear, however, that the laws

and principles of the analysis are similar for all the cases under con-

sideration.

As we know from the general theory of the transfer of thermal radia-

tion in the atmosphere, the effect of any atmospheric layer on ascending

thermal radiation depends on the temperature of the radiating surface,

distribution of temperature in the atmosphere and content and distribution

of the substances absorbing (radiating) thermal radiation in the atmos-

phere. For or > 72045' in clear .weather, as a rule I (z' = 40) > I(z' = 20) ,

since the only radiator in this case is the atmosphere itself, and the

absorbing mass for the case of z' = 40 km is always greater than for the

case of z' = 20 km. If the outgoing radiation consists of radiation of

the earth's surface (or clouds) and of atmospheric radiation, and the

temperature of the atmosphere decreases with increasing altitude, then

I( , z' = 40) < I(z' = 20). In the case.of temperature inversion, the ef-

s
feet of the 20-40 km layer may be considerably diversified [I(z' = 40) 2

ZI(z' = 20)J. This is also reflected by the results of the present work

(Appendices 1-6 and Figs., 1 and 2). It turns out that the 20-40 km layer
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of the atmosphere appreciably affects the value of the outgoing radia-

tion intensity only when a > 72045', and for smaller zenith angles, the

differences I (z' = 40) - I(z' = 20) are within the limits of error of

the determination of . I . For example, when ley < 72045' , the ratios

Il z' 
_4o)do not exceed N2%, and the ratios

I (z' = 40) - I (z' = 20)
P-4%. When ja i > 7,2045' in clear weather,13 z' = 0)

these ratios are quite variable (P-1-40%) depending upon the specific

stratification of the atmosphere. The insignificant role of the 20-40

km layer of the atmosphere in the creation of outgoing radiation of the

earth and atmosphere is chiefly explained by the low pressures in the

upper atmosphere, as a result of which the effective absorbing masses

are very small there. For instance, even assuming that q = 0.2 g/kg

("humid stratosphere") the effective water vapor content in the 30-40

km layer is only 0.000035 cm when cx = 00 and 0.000348 cm when at = 72045 t -

However, as was mentioned above, the role of the upper atmosphere in the

creation of I is considerably greater for a = 72045' in clear weather,

when the source of the outgoing thermal radiation is only the atmosphere

itself. Therefore, an accurate calculation of the intensity of outgoing

radiation for cx > 72045' requires the knowledge of the stratification of

the atmosphere up to altitudes of ti 40-50 km.

Appendices 7-9 contain values of the ratios 
12 , 13 , and 14 (in
Il Il	Il

This makes it possible to evaluate the intensities of the radiation in

the spectral regions under consideration as compared to the integral in-

tensity Il . The thermal radiation in the interval of 10.55-11.01 p does
t

not exceed about 596 of the integral radiation, and in the intervals of

4.88-8.70 p and 12-18 µ, it amounts to 4-10% and 27-36% of Il , respective-
I

ly. The ratio I2 depehds strongly on the temperature t
z	 In cloudy

1	 0
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I
weather, I? is approximately one-half its value in clear weather, when

1
cr < 72045' . In the case of absence of a radiating surface (a > 720451,

I2 for a cloudless sky is only 0.02-0.2% of the values of I1.
I

In the absence of clouds for a < 72045', the values of	 for winter
1

soundings are, 7-8% and 9-10% in summer. For a "cold radiator" (cloudy

sky for all of values, and also in the case where the radiator is only
I

the atmosphere above 10 km), the values of 
13 

amount to 4-5%. One can
I	 1

assume that the ratio 13 depends not only on the temperature of the
1

radiating surface but also on the temperature distribution of the atmos-

phere.
I

The ratio I4 is practically independent of the temperature of the
1

radiating surface and atmosphere; the cloudiness conditions are also very

weakly reflected by its values
I

where a < 72045', 
I4 

undergoes
1

29%. In cloudy weather, it is

In the case where a > 720451,

in the zenith angle. Hence it

(see Appendices 9 and 1-6). In the case

little change and varies between 26 and

somewhat greater than in clear weather.
I

the values of 
I4 

increase with an increase
1

follows that the relative part played by

carbon dioxide in the upper atmosphere is greater than in the vicinity

of the earth's surface.

In order to evaluate the relative part played by the content of

water vapor in the atmosphere and b the temperature  of the radiatingter p r	 p	 Y

surface in the creation of outgoing thermal radiation, let us examine

the correlation between I and w s • and between I and t  . Typical ex-
0

amples of such correlations are given in Figs. 3-5. It turns out that

the correlation between I and w 6* for all of the spectral intervals con-

sidered is relatively weak. The scatter of the points is particularly

great for large values of wa*. This is apparently a manifestation of
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Fig. 3. Correlation between the effective content of water vapor
in the atmosphere and the outgoing radiation within the

spectral interval of 4.88 -8.704.

1 - in clear weather for a > 72045 1 , 2 - in the presence of a
radiating surface in the atmosphere.

the vertical distribution of temperature

contribution of individual layers of the

is substantially de ,;ndent. In cloudles

better correlation between -I and w s* for

by the absence of a radiating surface in

in the atmosphere, on which the

atmosphere to the creation of I

s weather, there is a somewhat

cr > 72045'- - This is explained

this case, the radiation of such

a surface playing an important part in the creation of outgoing radiation.

Indeed, as is apparent from Fig. 4 and 5 1 there is a fairly good correla-

tion between I and tZ , particularly for the interval of 10.55-11.01 µ,
o

where the absorption ( radiation) by the atmosphere is slight. The de-

pendence of I on t  is somewhat less pronounced in the case of summer
0
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Fig. 4. Correlation between the temperature of the radiating
surface and the integral outgoing radiation.

1 - for cases where z 	 0; 2 - for cases where z  = 0.

soundings during clear weather, when the relative part played by the humid

and warm atmosphere in the creation of I is very important.

As already mentioned, additional calculations of the outgoing radia-

tion with the use of fa were carried out in the present article in order

to estimate the accuracy of such a determination of I for various spectral

intervals (Fig. 6). Results of these calculations show that for spectral

regions of 12-18 and 10.55 and 11.01 p, the use of average values of f16

gives satisfactory results whose deviations from the exact values of I

do not exceed about 0.001 cal cm-2min-
1ster-1 (in most cases, they were=

within 0.0001-0.0003 cal cm 2min-lster-1). However, for the interval
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Fig. 5. Correlation between the temperature of the radiating
surface and the outgoing radiation within the spectral 	 1

interval of 10.55-11.01 P.
1 - for cases where z0 =jA 0; 2 - for cases where zo 0.

4.88-8.70 µ, the use 'of f involves fairly large errors. In this case,

the values of f
16 
which were determinct' for clear weather should not be

used in the presence of clouds, and vice versa. Because of the rapid

variability of the ;;unction fA(T) with the temperature in the interval

of 4.88-8.70 P. the use of fa should be considered inadvisable here.

Table 2 lists the main seasonal values of the intensity of outgo=

ing radiation for the latitude 65° N.L. taken from Ref. [16]. Since the

calculations of the present work were based on meteorological data in

temperate latitudes (45-650 N.L.), the mean seasonal values of I for 65°
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N.L. may be to some extent characteristic of the cases considered in the

present work as well.

Compari3on of the data in Table 2 with our results (Appendices 1-6)

permits an approximate estimate of the deviation of specific values of

the outgoing radiation intensity from its main climatological values.

Thus, it is possible to account in some measure for the influence of the

horizontal inhomogeneities of the atmosphere and of the characteristics

of a specific, real stratification of the atmosphere on the intensity of

outgoing thermal radiation. For example, in case la, the differences

I l,av-Il' I^?,av-I2' 13,av-13, and I4,av-I4 are respectively equal to

0.020, 0.0006 9 0.0021 9 and 0.006 cal cm -2m^,n-lster-1 ( 279 35 9 44 and 29%

of the value of Iav). The differences Iav-I at r > 720 45 1 are very vari-

able; they amount to over 50% of I av in some cases (cf. Table 2 and Ap-

pendices 1-6). Thus, the deviations from the mean climatological values

of the intensity of outgoing thermal radiation may be very large in cer-

tain synoptic situations.

Summarizing all of the above, we shall note that the horizontal in-

homogeneity of the atmosphere has an appreciable effect on the angular

intensity distribution of outgoing radiation. Whereas in the "model

atmosphere" the angular distribution of I is characterized by a relative-

ly smooth curve, for the case of a real atmosphere the. dependence of the

intensity of outgoing radiation on the zenith angle and azimuth is very

variable and has sharp maxima and minima. Hence, in calculating fluxes

of outgoing radiation under actual conditions, it is necessary to take

into account as accurately as possible the change in intensity of the

zenith angle and azimuth.
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1

I
Fig. 6. Angular distribution of outgoing radiation within spectral

intervals of 10.55-11.01 µ (I2 ), 4.88-8.70 µ (I 3), and 12-
18 µ (I4 ) for case 2, assuming that z' = 40 km.	 1

1 - from formulas (1) and (2); 2 - from formulas (1) and (3), where	 J
f  for the above indicated spectral intervals is equal to 0.026,
0.070 and 0.28, respectively.

Table 2
Mean seasonal values of the intensity of outgoing thermalradiation

in the case where tP _ 650 N.L. (cal cm min ste: )

Q	 o

	

.	 a 0°	 a 72 45	 a ®72054

'	 sd=0	 sa =9KM	 za=0	 zo =9K1	 ro=0	 zo =9KU	 J

	

,.	 I.	 I• i' J1 .0 118	 0,073	 0,092	 0,072	 0,075	 0,074h	 0,0048.	 •0,0017	 0,0037	 0,0017	 0,0015	 0,0017
18 .	 0,0125	 0, f X048	 0,0070	 0, 0048.	 0,0058	 0,0049

0,032	 0,021	 0,027	 0,021	 0,025	 0,022

The authors express their thanks to V..I. Yegorova, who analyzed and

prepared the meteorological material for this work.
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Appendix 4

Values of the intensity of outgoing radiation of the -'arth
and atmosphere for case la

it	 If3_

s	 ip RM	 ^^	 Mr; tM

,,

0.043 0.0256 0.00001 0.00123 0.0092
-73 07 30 - - 01186 0.0313 O.C302 O.CO1G1 0,0108
-73 00 00 9.7 -54.9 0.074 0.0549 O.00119 0.00276 0.0153
-72 52 30 9.2 -53.0 0.047 0.0564 0.00126 0.00,293 0.0154
-72 45 00 9.0 -53.0 0,032 0,0566 0.00126 0.00293 0.0155

-700 10.0 -64.S 0.014 0,0516 0.00091 0.00225 0.0142
-65 9.9 -58.8 0.,0082 0.0542 0.00107 0.00276 0,0155
-60 9.8 -56.5 0.0063 0.0577 0.00116 0,00289 0.0153
-50 9.2 -56.0 0.0018 0.0565 0.00116 0.00293 0,0158
--30 9.0 -57,9 0,0019 0.0544 0.00110 0,00276 0,0153

0 9.0 -58.0 0.0014 0.0526 0.00110 0,00272 0,0151
30 9.2 -59.0 0,0021 0.0536 0.00107 0.00259 0.0148
50 9.4 -59,3 0,0041 0,0536 0.00107 0.00255 0.0148
60 9.6 -60.0 0.0055 0.0527 0.00141 0.00250 0.0147
65 9.7 --00.0 0.0073 0,0536 0.00141 0.01255 0,0148
70 0.0 -5.0 1.03 0.0935 0.00372 0.00862 0.0232

72°45'00' 10,0 -60,0 0.039 0,0511 0.00141 0.00263 0.0153
72 52 30 10,2 --60,0 0,049 0.0541 0,00104 0,00263 0.0152
73 00 00 10.0 -60,0 0.065 0.0544 0.00101 0.0'0263 0.0153
73 07 30 - - 0,207 0,0343 0.00002 0.00197 0,0116
731500 - - 0.130 0.0333 0.00002 0.00199 0.0107

Appendix 5

Values of the intensity of outgoing radiation of the earth
and atmosphere -for case 2a

a 2p K M l^ m, C 

!1

ca

0.02&.

I	 /Z	 I

llo&h	 b7i'"

0,00001

/3	 (

.	 seer,'!

0.00153

/4

0,0099-73°15'00• - --- 0,061
-73 07 30 - -- 0,115 0.0307 0,00001 0,00155 0.0106
-730000 11.1 -65.0 O,OGO 0.0503 0,00090 0,00225 0,0140
-72 52 30 11,0 -65,0 0,044 0,0500 0.00090 0.00225 0,0141
-72 4500 10,7 -64.2 0.039 0.0505 0.00097 0,00229 0.0141

-70° 10,0 --65,0 0,020 0.0195 0,00091 0,00214 0,0138
--65 10,0 -65.0 0,0098 0,0513 0,00094 0.00228 0.0145
-60 10.0 -64.1 0.0073 0.0524 0,00097 0,002.36 0,0147
--50 9,8 -62.0 0.0417 0.05.32 0.00099 0.00246 0,0152
-30 9,4 -58.6 0. OW . 0,0551 0.00110 0.00280 0.0159

0 9.0 -56.4 0,0043 0,0575 000115 0.00,301 0,0164 
30 9.0 -56.5 O.OM 0.0574 0.00114 0.00293 0,0162
s0 9.0 -56.1 0. 0068 0e0572 0.00113 0,00`193 0,0162
60 9.0 -56.0 0089 0.0586 0,00112 0.00300 0,0166
65 9.0 56.6 0.013 0.05,32 0,00111 0.00'303 0,0164
70 8.8 -56.0 0.062 0.0594 0,00115 0,00311 0.0170

72°45'00' 8.0 4-51.8 0,129 0.0524 0,00118 0,013364 0,0173
72 52 30 8.0 -55.0 0,171 0,0620 0.00120 0,0365 0.0179	 t
73 00 00 - - 0,49'2 0.0.157 ONOW O.M301 0.0135
73 07 30 - -- 0.344 0.0129 0.030005 0.0,3289 0.0143
73 15 00 - - 0.163 0.0368 0.00002 0.00246 0,0119
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Appendix 6
Values of the intensity of outgoing radiation of the earth

and atmosphere for case 3a

ft f3 	 ` 1,
s se an ty ty >r, c^ „ y _^

0.204 0.0401 0.00043 0,00293 0.0131
730730 - - 0.378

113.6

0,0165 O.00004 0.05331 0,0153
-73 00 00 - - 1.02 0.0516 O.Or'016 0.04395 0,019.1 

725230 - - 0.04`1 0.W230 0.00 G2 0,0231
-72 45 OD 0,0 10,0 89.1 0,05J55 0,00400 0.00717 0,0240

-700 10.2 -45.5 003 0,0698 0.001M 0.04147 0.0201
-65 10.7 -43.6 0.011 0.Ot4iS 0,00139 0.04112 0.0191.)
-60 11,0 --49.0 0.018 0,0678 O.GO140 0.04103 0.0190
-50 11.0 -49.0 0.010 0.0671 0.00139 O.OG 199 O.OI S9
---30 11.0 -49.0 0070 0.0665 0.00139 0. CO399 0.0190

0 0.0 16.2 2.18 0.1219 0.00524 0.0132 0.0331
30 0,0 16,2 2.65 0,1232 O.G0525 0.0133 0.0327
50 0.0 16.2 3.81 0.1179 0.00521 0.0124 0.0314
60 010 16.2 5,10 0.1171 O.CO513 0.0114 0.0307
65 0,0 16,3 5,56 0,1135 0.00507 0.6109 0.0297
70 0.0 16.4 11,6 0,104-4 0.04182 0,00934 0,0274

72°45'00' 8,3 -34,0 0.352 0.0762 0.00241 0,00514 0.0211
72 52 30 8.5 -37.0 0.392 0.07.19 0,00191 0.00454 0.0207
73 00 00 9.8 a -46.0 0.271 0.0698 0.00152 0.04!24 0.0193
73 07 ZO -- - 0.248 0.0409 0.00043 0.0O270 0.0139
73 1500 - - 0.104 0.0358 0.00001 0.042'29 ( 0,0117

Appendix 7
I

Value of the ratio (^)
IZ1

2'-2OKm z -40xm I'-'20KRI2' - 40KH t'-20Ku 2' °40 Km 1' =20 KH

I	
23 	331 2 3 la

-73°15'00' 0.02 0.05 0,04 0.03 0,03 0,04 0.01 0,03	 0.07
-73 07 30 0.03 0,05 0,03 0,02 0.01 0.10 O.OG 0.03	 0.03
730000 0,18 0,18 0,03 0,06 0,48 0,44 2.17 1.79; 0.31

-72 52 30
45 00-72

0.19 0.18 0.46 OAS 4.31 4,11 2.23 1.90 1 '2.v
0,19 0,19 3.80 3,77 2.26 2.13 2,23 1.Sr2	 4.19

-70'
--65

4.60
4.05

4.60
4.05

3.70
1.99

3,69
1.96

4.62
1.96

4.61
1.94

1.76
1,97

1.8'1 2.19
1.M! 2.09

-60 3,61 3,63 2,03 1,93 1,97 1,95 2,01 1,85''2.06
1-50 3.46 3,46 2,02 1.99 2.07 2.05 2.05 1.86	 2.07

--30 3.31 3,31 2,0^3 2.03 2.21 2,20 2.0'2 2.00; 2.09
0 2.86 2,86 2.06 2.05 2.17 2.14 2,09 2.00 	 4.30
30 2,83 2.88 2.99 2.9.3 2.22 2.20 2.00 1.00 	4.26
50 3.01 3.01 2.96 2,96 2.16 2.15 2.00 1.91	 4.42
60 3,50 3,50 ''2,92 2.92 2.01 200 1,97 1,91	 4.33
65 3.73 3,73 2,97 2.97 1.93 1.96 1.31 1.91. 4.41
70 1.85 1.81 3,07 3,05 4,55 4.59 3.93 1.94 	 4.49

72045'00' 2.00 1.93 3.46 3.41 4.29 2.00 2.01 1.59	 2.6872 5230 1,79 1,73 0.66 0.66
0

4,05 1.79 1.9'2 1,941 2-S">73 00 00
73 07 30

1.76
0.02

1.70
0.05

0.17
0.18

0.20
0.22

52
0.10

1.76
0.03

1.91
0.0 6

0,13,1 2,13
0,01	 0.0173 15 00 0.03 0.03 9.10 0,14 0.08 0.03 0.06 0.05 0,03
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Appendix 8
I

Value of the ratio I (^)
1

e-20KNit' "4OKN Z'" 20KNlz' --4OKN t' ZOKN t'- 40 KM t'.20 KN

r 3 3 la
I	

2a 13a

-73015000' 4.59 4.35 3.68 3,71 4,94 6,68 4,80 5.39 7.31
-73 07 30 4.64 4.46 4.27 4.49 6.07 6.76 5.13 5.05 7.12
-73 00 00 4.44 4.38 4.48 4.21 7.33 7.71 5.03 4.47 7.66
-72 52 30 4.41 4.32 8.12 7.92 7.65 7.96 5.20 4.50 8.19
-72 45 00 4.49 4.36 8.33 8,35 6.15 6.43 5.18 4.53 7.51

-70p 8.12 8.12 8.06 8,07 9.36 9.34 4,36 4.41 6,40
-65 8.59 8.59 5.33 5.28 5. FS 6.06 5,09 4.44 6,20
-60 8,56 8,60 5.17 5.14 5.82 5.97 5.01 4.50 5,94
-50 8.51 8.51 5.17 5,10 6.00 6.11 5,19 4.62 5.95
-30 8.63 8.63 5,38 5.24 6.24 6.34 5.07 5,08 6.00

0 8.051 8.05 5.30 5.28 6.19 6,24 5.17 5.23 10,8
30 7.78 7.78 7.80 7.77 6.3.1 6.45 4.93 5,10 10,8
50 7.42 7.42 7.43 7.48 6.42 6,49 4.76 5.12 10.5
60 7.62 7.62 7.23 7.23. 6.11 6.23 4.74 5.12 9.74
65 7.88 7.83 7.00 7.06 6.10 6,30 4,76 5,22 9,60
70 • 4.14 4.04 6.87 6,82 8.95 9.04 9,22 5,24 8.70

72045'00' 4,29 4.08 6,34 6.28 8.41 8.48 5.15 5,93 6.75
72 52 30 4.25 4.16 6.30 6.25 8.26 8.28 4.86 5,89 6.46
73 00 00 4,27 4,23 5.87 5.80 8.17 8.18 4.83 6,59 6.07
73 07 30 4.41 4.29 5,87 5.96 7.00 7.35 5.74 6.74 6.60
73 15 00 4.46 4.39 6.10 5.90 7.05 7,23 5.98 6.68 6.40

Appendix 9

Value of the ratio I
I4 M1

t
t'-20KN Z' '•4O KN Z'-20 xulz' -4O KN 2' -2O KNI Z'°4OKU t'=20 K!1

1 2 3 la I	 2a ( 3a

-73°15'00' 31.9 33.5 38.6 38.1 34,7 32.1 35,9 34.9 32.7
730730 33.1 34.4 35.7 37.4 31.9 31,6 34.5 a1.5 32.9

-73 00 CO 27.7 29.1 36.8 36.9 32.4 31,4 27.9 27.8 35.5
-72 52 30L 27.6 28,6 30.3 30,7 27.4 27.8 27.3 28.2 28.6
-724500 27.5 28.8. 24.8 25.4 23.5 28.7 27,4 27,9 25,1

--700 25.5 26.0 26,4 26,8 26.7 26.6 27,5 28,5 28,8
-65 25.8 26.1 27,9 28.4 28.8 28,6, 28.6 23.3 28,9
-60 25.9 26.5 28,0 27.9 25.7 28.7 27.2 28,1 28.0
-50 25.6 25,9 28.0 28.0 28,3 28.3 28,0 28.6 28.2
--30 25.7 25.8 28,5 28.0 27.9 28.3 28.1 28.9 28.6

0 25.7 26.0 28.0 28.1 28.3 28.2 28.7 28,5 27.2
30 25.7 26.0 27,1 27.2 23.2 28.3 27,6 28,2 26.5
50
60

26.1 26.5 27.2 27.4 28,4 28.3 27.6 28.3 26.6

65
25.9
25.7

26.4 26.7 27.0 28.3 28.5 x7,9 28.3 26,0
26.5 26.9 27.3 28.2 28.1 27.6 28.2 26.2

70 27.0 28.0 26.7 27.3 26.8 26,8 24,3 28.6 25.5

72045'00' 26.8 29.5 26,7 27,1 27.0 26.9 29.9 28.5 27.7
72 52 30 27.7 29.0 30.8 31,1 27.2 27.3 28.1 28.9 27.6
73 00 00 27.7 28.7 31.5 32.1 31.6 31.7 28.1 33.9 27.8
73 07 30 33.1 34,4 32.0 32.6 32.4 32.2 33,8 33.3 34.0
73 15 00 33.8 35,1 31.4 31.2 32.0 32,2 32.1 32.3 32.7
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K. Ya. Kondrat'yev, K. Ye. Yakushevskaya

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE THERMAL RADIATION OF THE

EARTH—ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM IN VARIOUS REGIONS 01 THE SPECTRUM

Quantitative data on the angular distribution of outgoing thermal

radiation in various portions of the spectrum have been lacking in the

literature until very recently. Only in 1962 were studies published

which were devoted to this problem [1 -3] .
The present work is a continuation of theoretical calculations

whose results are given in Ref. [1]. The calculation of the angular

dependence of outgoing radiation has now been extended to the fair infra-

red. (wavelength X > 18 p) and to the still unstudied regions of the at-

mospheric window of 8.70-12.00 p (see Table 1, Portions 10-13). In ad-

dition, for all of the selected portions of the spectrum, the outgoing

radiation intensity was calculated for the winter atmosphere at a lati-

tude of 650 N.L. (earlier, the summer atmosphere at 0 and 65 0 N.L. was

examined).

As before, the outgoing radiation intensity was calculated graphi-

cally by Edans of radiation nomograms. The absorption characteristics

of longwave radiation used in calculations for spectral regions 1-9 are

given in Ref. [1] .

The transmission function for the far infrared region, 18-40 µ,

was determined as follows:

K
pia-40=I prPA+
	

(1'
8=1

where P18-40 is the transmission function in the spectral :'..nterval of

18-40 µ, P3 is the transmission function in portion J of the spectral

region of 18 -40 p, p; is the fraction of radiation of the absolute
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Table 1
Spectral Intervals Considered

Number Spectral Limits of Principal,
of interval spectral radiation^-

spectral considered interval, absorbing
portion 0 gases

0-°D H2O , CO2

10. 55-1 j..Ol H2O
4.88-8.7o H2O

12-18 CO  , H2O

9.01-10.29 03, H2O
3 .494 - 6.579 t- 20
41.67-45.45 H2O
5.00-5.05 H2O

17-F`-18.52 H2O
18-40 H2O

40-120 H2O

8.70-9.01 H2O

10.29-12.00 H2O

1 Integrated i°adiation
2 Portion in the atmospheric window
3 bsorption band of water vapor, 6.3

is

4 Absorption band of carbon dia','.,ide,
15 w

5 Absorption band of ozone, 996 µ
6 Portion of very strong absorption
? Portion of very strong absorption
8 Portion of weak absorption
9 Portion of weak absorption

10 Region of the absorption band of
water vapor, 80 µ

11 egion of the absorption band of
water vapor, 80 p

12 ortion in
lortion

the atmospheric r indoor
13 in the atmospheric window

black body corresponding to portion j (relative to the total radiation

energy in the interval of 18-4o Via).

The transmission function P  was calculated from the formula

j	 . (V 2 at>	 r

where O(y)	 e-V?,dy is the error probability integral, j is the

generalized absorption . coefficient in portion j, and w is the effective

content of water vapor in centimeters of precipitated eater.

The transmission function in the still farther infrared region of

the spectrum, 40-120 µ, was calculated with a formula similar to (1)

( the summation was carried out over eight spectral intervals) .
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The values of Z 1 were taken in accordance with the data of G.

Yamamoto and G. Onishi [41 and pertain to a, temperature of 260 0 K (aver-

age temperature for the t =.)mperature range existing in the atmosphere) .

An exact comparison of the values of T^ employed with the generalized

absorption coefficients given in the recent paper of D. York, G. Yama-

moto and D. Lienesh [5) which are in agreement with the latest investi-

gations of K. Palmer [61 is fairly difficult, since the values of Z in

Refs. [41 and 151 are given for different spectral intervals. It may be

stated however, that the discrepancy between the data of Refs. [41 and

151 is not large enough to have any substantial influence on the value

of the transmission function in the spectral regions under consideration.

In the po .etions of the atmospheric window of 3 . 70x•9.01 and 10.29-

12.00 p, use was made of the exponential transmission law with an absorp-

tion coefficient K = 0.15 cm 2/g, based on the average values of the ab-

sorption coefficients of water vapor obtained in Ref. 171.

As before, the effective content of water vapor w, carbon dioxide

u and ozone m along the path of the ray s in a spherical atmosphere was

calculated by means of the following formula:

l

Wp'(g) (s) ds.	 (3)

1i = S Pr (S) per) dg ,	 (4)
0

a
(Xistry - Pte, O 1 0̂

"2 ds '	
(5) ^►

Here fw' pu , Pm are the density of water vapor, carbon dioxide and

ozone, respectively, p is the pressure and p0 is the normal pressure

(1013 mb).. In the case of absorption by water vapor and carbon dioxide,

the upper boundary of the radiating, atmosphere was considered to be at
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%u altitude of about 39 km, and in the case of absorption by ozone, at

an altitude of 50 km. Numerical integration in formulas (3) — (5) was

performed by the trapezoidal method for a 27- and 88 layer atmosphere,

respectively.

In order to obtain the angular dependence of the intensity of out-

going radiation for the case of a dry and cold atmosphere (winter,

65 0 N.L.), use was made of average (for the given latitude and season)

vertical distributions of the temperature and humidity in the troposphere

taken from the work of D. London [8]. In the stratosphere, the average

temperatures were taken from the work of R. Murgatroyd [9) . However,

the mean seasonal and mean latitudinal distributions of the characteristics

of the water content of air in the stratosphere are lacking in the litera-

ture, as . a result of the scarcity and indeterminacy of the data on the

humidity in the upper layers. In the calculations for cp = 650 N.L. (win-

ter), the same .linear profile log q was used in stratosphere (q is the

specific humidity) as in the case where cp = 650 N.L. (summer),

Ig q = — 2 9667 + 0,055562,	 (6)

if 12 s z :9 39 km. In formula (6), the quantity q is expressed in g/kg,

and tt v height z in km.

The adopted pro `ile of the specific humidity is close to the verti-

cal distribution q obtainr d by E. Barret, L. Herndon and H. Carter (see

Ref. [10]) by means of two summer balloon flights, and reflects an in-

crease in specific humidity with increasing altitude in the stratosphere.

As was shown by one flight made by these investigators, in winter, the

tendency of q to increase does n%t oc,,u.r . However, in all three cases

(summer and winter), the specific 	 the 10-30 km layer was be-

tween 0.01 and 0.1 g/kg. For thl{s	 ve thought it possible noi.

to change the stratospheric profile of q in passing from summer	 ;. _atjr,
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particularly since according to the latest data [111 , the increase in

specific humidity with increasing altitude in the stratosphere may be

observed not only during summer but also during winter. It should be

noted that the vertical distribution of specific humidity at altitudes

of 12 < z < 31 km adopted in calculations for 650 h.L. was found to be

comparatively close to the first standard mean annual profile of the

specific humidity recently plotted by M. Gutnick [12) for middle lati.

tudes ( cp a 450 N.L.).

In calculations for 650 N.L. (winter) , the volume concentration of

carbon dioxide, as in the case of other stratifications of the atmosphere

(see Ref. [l]), is equal to 0.03%. The ozone concentration in the winter

atmosphere at a..latitude of 650 N.L. was determined from the winter-spring

data of K. Ramanthan and R. Kulkarni [13] (during that time of year, the

atmosphere is richer in ozone than during the other seasons) .

The angular distributions of the outgoing radiation intensity U(4)

given in the present work were obtained for a point located at an alti-

tude of 300 km.

The conversion to the angular distribution U(71h ) at a point located

at the same latitude but at a different level h may be achieved by means

of the relation

U (8) = U(86)	 (7)

with

sirs 8. ^_.__	
h 

sty a :	 (8)
f

where R is the radius of the earth (R = 6,371 km).

Strictly upeaking, such a conversion is valid only when the angular

distribution of the outgoing radiation is independent of the azimuth.

Since our calculations were made for a sphericallyquasi-symmetrical



atmosphere (see Ref. [1]), the conversion from U(4) to CU"'h) is possible.

Table 2 lists values of the outgoing radiation intensity in the

vertical direction for the winter atmosphere at 650 N.L. for nine por-

tions of the spectrum (in the case of a cloudless atmosphere, in order

to obtain the absolute intensities for other zenithal angles, it is

necessary to turn to relative intensities of the outgoing radiation,

given in Figs. 3 and 4). Tha curves U(4) in these portions of the spec-

trum for two other stratifications of the atmosphere have been examined

earlier (see Ref. [11). Figs. 1 and 2 show the angular distributions

U(^) for the new spectral intervals 10-14 for three stratifications of

the atmosphere. A supplement to Table 2 and the figures are Tables 3-7,

which make it possible to characterize clearly the variability of the

outgoing radiation as a function of the conditions of cloudiness and

stratification of the atmosphere.

Table 2
Intensity of outgoing radiation (w/cm2 ster) in the vertical

direction for the winter atmosphere at latitude 650 N.L.

Number of speck:ee,1
portion	

I Clear sky	
ht 3 km	 ht a 9 km

/ 6.43 - 10-3 6.22 • 10-3 4.20 • 10-

2 1.Q9 • 10
-1

1.84'• 10
-' s.85 • 10-3

3 5.42 • 10- 5.04 • 10-4 2.23 • 10-

6 1.64 • 10-3 1.58 • 10-3 1.14	 . 10-3

S 4.16 • 10'6 3.84 • 10-4 l.g'^
10-4

6 4.15 • 10-6 4.15 • 10-6 3.43 - 10-6

f 8.30 • 10-3 8.30 • 10-5 8.03 • 10 --s

d 2.05 • 10-4 1.80 • •10-6 4.33 • 10-'

g 1.75 • 10
-4

1.68 • 10-4 1.12 • 10-4

1. The numbering of the spectral portions in the text and figures cor-
responds to that used in the tables. Asterisks in the tables designate
^rtions in which the radiation intensity was not calculated directly bat
by summing up the intensities in the spectral intervals comprising the
wavelength interval considered.
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-4 show the values o f = 
Uo--U'

Tables 3	
UU9)' _0 

for two zenith angles. 0

and 70°. Here U0 and U9 are the intensities of outgoing radiation for

a clear ,sky and continuous cloudiness with a height of the upper boundary

ht : 9 km. The intensity of the outgoing radiation of a cloudy sky with
1

hi = 9 km for 4= 0 is considered equivalent to the value of the infra-

red darkening towards the limb of the atmosphere for a high cloudiness.

It is obvious that the smaller A as compared to unity, the more homogene-

ous is the angular distribution of outgoing radiation under conditions

of partial cloudiness, and the less important is the masking of the in-

frayed darkening towards the limb of the atmosphere with-.n the confines

of the planet's disk. Tables 3-4 are a continuation of Table 1, taken

from Ref. [1] .

Table 3

Values of A. U° -U9 for winter atmosphere at latitude 63° N.L.
UU-SUZ 0

Number of Number of
spectral 6=00 •-70° spectral =00 =70°
portion portion

1,25
0.560 0.4440,07 0 0,278 0.171

d 1.43 1,05 11 0.0244 0.0101
0.350
1.10

0,313
0.754

12
13

1.68
1.20

1.65
1.186 0.210 0.0111 14• 1,30 1.13

7 0,0277 0,002 1S0 0.543 01399
8 3.73 2,80 16' 0.486 0.358

Note. The limits of spectral intervals 14,15 and 16 are the fol-
lowing: 8.70-12.0; 4.88-40.0; 4.88-120 p.

Table 4
Values of A- UO--U9' in spectral portions 10-16 for summer

tU_)#=o
atmosphere at latitudes 0 and 65° N.L.

Number of 0°	 700

spectralsp ectrai
portion	 4 - O° 14 = 00 

If - 
650 N. l..

I 0.149 0.245 0.058 0.123
0.0(!09 0.003 0 0.0002

12 2.03 2.47 1.48 2,12
14, 1.44 1,72 1.03 1.50
150 1.56 1.73 O.C39 1.33
180 • 0.623 0.69- 0.340 0.451

0.578 0.631 0.313 0.407
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Table 5 gives values of B=U°Vo for summer at two ' zenith angles,

0 and 700 . Here U© is the intensity of the outgoing radiation at the

equatorial latitude, U65 is the intensity of the outgoing radiation at

the latitude of 65 0 N.L. Ratio B characterizes the latitudinal vari-

ability of the outgoing radiation. Table 5 supplements Table 2, borrow-

ed from Ref. Cl] ..

The calculations of U($) which were carried out make it possible to

calculate B only for summer conditions. However, if it is assumed that

the angular

summer aqua

( the annual

al latitude

of U(41) can

F	 by Table 6.

distribution of the outgoing radiation calculated for the

torial atmosphere remains the samc in the course of the year

fluctuations of the temperature and humidity at the equatori-

are small), an approximate value of the latitudinal variations

also be obtained for the winter (see Table 6). As was shown

in most portions of the spectrum this value exceeds the cor-

responding variation of U(4) in summer by a factor of 2 or more. The

differences 1.0	 65U -	 for winter conditions cre commensurate with the de-

crease in the outgoing radiation intensity caused by the appearance of

high cloudiness, or even surpass it.

p
Table 5

Values of B. U°-VG3 for the summer in spectral portions 10-16
f V°

Number of ; 0= 74°

spectral
portionClear  sky

_

hr =- 3 KU h, = 9 KK Clear	 kea	 sky ht = 3 KM hg an 9 KK

10 0.012 0.024 01087 --0.038 -0.033 01020
11 --0,032 --0.082 -0.074 --0.152 -0.152 --0.152
12 0.245 0.2GS 0.329 •0.154 0.230 0.328
!3 0.197

'
0.218 0.280 0.111 0.179 0.277

lie 0,228 0,236 0.270 0.124 0.181 0.224
15* 0.103 0.121 0.144 0,015 0.010 009
16' 0.038 0.110 0.127 0.005 0.029 0.051
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Values of B - - ^ --
ti65 

for winter	
Table 6

U

Number of	 0^^	 6"70°
spectral
portion	 Clear sk^ Si =3 KM h, .9 KM	 Clear sky A, ° 3 KM III - 9 KM

1 0.293

1

0.266 0.349 0,233 0,224 0.267
2 0.536 0.462 0.470 0.460 0.442 0,470
d 0.476 0,468 0,551 0.340 0.370 0.493
4 0.296 0.285 0.269 0.191 0.203 0,225
5 0,600 0.538 0,505 0.533 0.513 0.489
6 0.165 0.165 0.307 01019 01019 0.0025

0.025 0.025 0.451 -0.012 -0.012 -0,009
8 0.583 0,60.5 0.719 0.436 0,477 0,695
9 0.201 0,272 0.282 0.125 0.141 0,274
10 0.120 0.132 0,211 0.066 0.070 0,154
11 0.411 0.011 0,432 -0,016 -0.016 -0,05
12 0,592 0.521 0.5:10 0,493 0.490 0,529
/3 0,513 0.444 0,456 0.413 0.419 0.455
140 0,554 0.485 0,477 0,461 0.452 0,477
15' 0.351 0.316 0.316 0.253 0.253 0.274
16' 0.334 0,299 0.293 0.237 0.237 0.252

Table 7 shows the values of C - U^ for 650 N.L. (U is the in-Us 	s
tensity of outgoing radiation in summer and w is the intensity of out-

going radiation in winter). Ratio C serves as a measure of the seasonal

variability of the outgoing radiation at the latitude of 650 N.L.

In studying Tables 5-7, however, we should remember that in the ab-

sense of latitudinal and seasonal distributions of humidity in the strato-

sphere, the quantities B and C characterize the latitudinal and seasonal

variability U(4) in a somewhat arbitrary manner. This applies particular-
1ly to portions of intense absorption and also all the portions if U(#) 	 a

is examined-at large zenith angles. The. arbitrariness of the characteris-

tics of the seasonal and latitudinal variability obtained for the angular

distributions of the outgoing radiation also follows from the fact that

the quantities B and C were calculated for a clear sky and - model condi-

tions of continuous cloudiness, and not for the mean seasonal distribu-

tions of cloudiness at the latitudes considered. For this reason, the

data given in Tables 5- 7 are in many cases merely indicate a possible

stratificational variability U(-^) .
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Table 7
U

Values of C =for 65° N.L.
Us

Number of I	 +'00	 0"70'
spectral ^----
portion	 fear sky I h r - 3 KM hg - 9 KM	 Clear sky h, - 3 KM h, .. 9 KU

1 0,219 0,176 0,175 0,197 0.172 0,180
2 0,404 0,300 0,260 0,369 0.296 0,260
3 0,379 0,333 0.336 0,319 0.325 0,352
4 0.261 0.225 0.208 0,238 0,234 0,246
5 0.461 0,374 0,336 0,459 0,418 0,432
6 0.350 0,350 0,434 0,509 0,509 0,514
7 0.060 0.080 0,095 0,124 0,124 0.126
8 0,516 ¢,470 0,452 0,328 0,362 0,448
9
10

0,171 0.160 0,164 0,100 0.107 0.165
0,112 0,111 0,136 0,099 0.100 0,137

11 0.0853 0,0853 0,0995 0,118 0,118 0,127
12 0,460 0,351 0,299 0,406 0,339 0,299
13 0,391 0,294 0,24E 0,344 0.284 9,246
140 0.467 0,363 0.338 0,526 0, 4(i 0,425
15' 0,273 0,222 0.200 0,242 0,222 0.221
1& 0,262 0,213 0,190 0,233 0,214 0,212

The combination of Tables 3-7 and 1-2, taken from Ref. [1], shows

that within the confines of the planet's disk in the far infrared, 18-40

µ, the variability of the outgoing radiation as a function of the con-

ditions of cloudiness and stratification of the atmosphere is much less

than the corresponding variability of the outgoing radiation in the broad

absorption bands located in the range of A < 18 µ, particularly in the

portions of weak absorption. Even in its radiation sensitivity to clouds

and the stratification of the atmosphere, the 15 µ absorption band of

carbo" dioxide (12-18 µ) considerably exceeds the spectral interval of

18-40 p. In the wavelength range of 18-40 µ, the quantity

A 1 <0,28 (A	 WO- 
89)o

_o ) ,l
and

A240,17 A, _ (Uo-U9)$=
(U9)#=O

whereas in the spectral interval of 12-18 ps Al :9 0.55, A2 :50.30. The

stratification changes of the outgr^.i.,ig radiation in the 18-40 p interval

amount to no more than 20%. Thus, in the far infrared, 1.8 -40 µ, the
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possible inhomogeneities of the angular distribution of *outgoing radia-

tion within the confines of the planet'a dish-, caused by a partial cloud-

iness and by inhomogeneities in the stratification of the atmosphere,

cannot mask the infrared darkening towards the limb of the atmosphere.

The result obtained is a consequence of an intense absorption in

the spectral region X > 18 µ (a strong rotational band of water vapor is

located here, with an absorption maximum in the vicinity of 80 µ) and

of the weak temperature dependence of the radiation energy of the abso-

lute black body in this wavelength interval. The role of these factors

has been . clearly identified earlier (see Refs. [l,l 1 .] , and an examination

of the spectral regions of identical absorption but located at different

ends of the infrared spectrum (regions 6 and 7, 8 and 9) stimulated the

calculation of the angular distributions of the outgoing radiation in the

intervals of 18-40 and 40-120 µ.

The radiation of the earth—atmosphere system in the spectral ref ion

of 40-120 p is still less sensitive to clouds and stratifications of the

atmosphere than in the range of 18-40 p. In this .region, the outgoing

radiation practically no longer reacts to the appearance of high cloudi-

ness. The indicated properties of the far infrared region of the spec-

trum are particularly manifest against a background of strong dependence

of U0'i on the conditions of the cloudiness and stratification of the

atmosphere in the regions of the atmospheric window (Figs. 1 and 2).

At large zenith angles in intervals 10 and 11, the variability of

the outgoing radiation as a function of the cloudiness conditions is also

small. As regards the dependence of UM on the stratification of th-,.

atmosphere in this region, it is much less in the range of the angles

72°40' . 730 than in many other spectral intervals (these include regions
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the angular distributions of outgoing
radiation intensity in spectral portions 10-14 for
three stratifications of the atmosphere.

so - summer, 00 ; s - summer, 650 N.L..; w - winter, 650 N.L.
I - clear sky; continuous cloudiness; II - upper boundary
h t 3 km; III - ht = 9 km. Arrows on the right indicate
the intensity of outgoing radiation for a cloudless atmos-
phere at angle # = 72045 1 at wil.Lch the limb of the earth
is seen from an altitude of 30 km.

of weak absorption 2, 8, 12-14, absorption bands 3-5, and the region of

strong absorption 6) . However, at 4> 730 the far infrared region of the

spectrum is very sensitive to the stratification of the atmosphere.

In order to further compare the results pertaining to different

portions of the spectrum, we shall turn to the relative intensity of the

outgoing radiation	 6, . Here U(4) is the radiation intensity at aRv
zenith angle	 U(0) is the radiation intensity at -$-= 0. It is evi-

dent from Fig. 3 that in the case of Minter at a latitude of 65 0 N.L.,

an infrared darkening toward the limb of the earth is observed in all

portions of the spectrum, but that this darkening is much smaller in mag-

nitude than the corresponding darkening in the case of summer atmosphere
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at latituies of 0 and 65° N.L. ( cf. Fig. 3 and Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [11).

At large zenith angles, the relative angular distributions of the out-

going radiation for summer and winter conditions at a latitude of 650 N.L.

differ little from one another, with the exception of regions 6 aid 8,

located in the near infrared region of the spectrum ( cf. Fig. 4 with Fig.

6 of Ref. [13).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the angular distributions of outgoing radia-
tion intensity in spectral portions 10-14 for three strati-
fications of the atmosphere in the region of large zenith
angles. For designations of the curves, see Fig. 1.

In the spectral region of 18-40 µ, the coh  i ,,.	 the curve U(a) is
close to the relative angular distribution in t:, absorption band of

carbon dioxide 15 p (12 -. 18 p). I:. is tx , ?., e that the slope of the steep

	

drop of p(, ^') , beginning at ^' > 72°55' in	 rval 10 is somewhat greater
t. 0^

than in the absorption band 4. In the spectral region of 40-120 µ, the
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relative angular distribution of the outgoing radiation almost coincides

with the curve U 0)UA ) in the region of intense absorption 7•

vro} Y	 ?
IN

L,	 r	 r 	 r	 r	 r	 _r _^
O	 AD	 ?D	 d0	 4 _

	
JO	 60	 70 1p'

Fig. 3. Comparison of the relative intensities of outgoing radia-
tion in various portions of the spectrum, cp = 650 N.L.,
winter, clear sky. Horizontal arrows on the right indi-
cate the intensity at 4= 720451.

The relative intensities of the outgoing radiation in portions 12

and 14 of the atmospheric window are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. From Figs.

5 and 6 it is evident that in the atmospheric window of 8.70-12.00 µ'

the radiation of ozone .contributes to an increase in the infrared darken-

ing towards the limb of the earth and slows down the direct darkening i
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Fig. 4. Comparison of relative intensities of outgoing radiation
in various portions of the spectrum in the range of large
zenith angles, cp = 65° N.L. 9 winter, clear sky.

towards the limb of the atmosphere. In the interval of 8.70-12.00 0 as

well as in the region of the 9.6 absorption band of 03 , a slight, broad

peak in the outgoing radiation intensity is observed at large zenith

angles. However, in the absorption band of ozone, this peak is sharper

and occurs at higher values of II(-bU(0) . The maxima in portions 5 and 14

coincide. in summer at latitude 65° N.L. , the relative maximum of radia-

tion intensity is observed at,	 = 73°34 1 . The given zenith angle corre-

sponds to the ray traversing the greatest distance (as compared to the

rays in the other directions) in the layer of maximum ozone concentration
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(hC = 27.3 km) 1 . In summer at a latitude of 0° and in winter at 65° N.L.,

the peak of	 is more pronounced and occurs F► t^ = 73°49' (h	 36 km).0
The latter i. due to the vertical distribution of the temperature: the

relative maximum of the radiation intensity is caused by a layer with a

smaller ozone concentration, but with a higher temperature.

Awl

Fig. 5. Comparison of relative
radiation intensity i:_s
the window of 8.70-1c.1

1. h is the shortest distance from
earthQs surface.

angular distributions of outgoing
portions of the spectrum comprising
)0 µ, clear sky.

the direction of the ray to the
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We shall now examine the problem of the feasibility of using the

transmission radiation function Pgh plotted by F. N. Shekhter 1151 for
calculations of the intensity of the integrated outgoing radiation. This

function does not take into account the absorption of .radiation by ozone.

In addition, in plotting Psh , as wait indicated by the author himself, use

was made of the average dependence between the effective content of water

vapor w and carbon dioxide U by measuring w and U from the earth's our-

face, whereas the calculation o' the outgoing radiation requires tha t., w

and U be measured fro g. t` upper boundary of the atmosphere. It should

also be expected that in the spherical atmosphere at large zenith angles,

the functional relationship between w and U depends not only on the origin

of the measurement, but also on the direction in which the measurement is

performed (in Ref. [15], the dependence U(w) was established for the verti-

cal direction). Finally, the use of the transmission function obtainers

by F. N. Shekhter presupposes the use of a d7.fferent correction for the

pressure in formulas (3) and (4)not 
PP-0)

.

V

In order to elucidate the problem of the significance of the enumer-

ated inaccuracies, it is necessary to compare the integrated outgoing

radiation calculated on the basis of the function Psh with the integrated

radiation calculated in a more rigorous manner. Vor the latter radiation,

we shall use the intensity of the outgoing radiation in the spectral re-

gion of 4.88-120 p, obtained by summing up the radiation intensities in portions

ta'f7; 5 73,, .'J a^ l: In the spectral range of 4.88 -120 p, the overwhelming

proportion of the radiation energy of the absolute black body (about 99%)

lies within the range of atmospheric temperatures, so that a comparison

of Curves 1 and 2 ( Figs. 7 and 8) achieves the stated purpose.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of relative angular distributions of outgoing
radiation intensity in portions of the spectrum comprising
the window of 8.70-12.00 µ,- in the range of large zenith
angles, clear sky.

As is shown by Figs. 7 and 8, the discrepancy between Curves 1 and

2 in the angular interval of 0 . 730 is insignificant. Beginning with

730 (h0 :s 9 km), the difference between the data of curves 0(4) becomes

appreciable, the difference in radiation intensities being several times

greater than the radiation in the absorption band 9.6 of 0 3. This is

true up to a zenith angle t a 73055 1 , and at -^> 73055' the integral

radiation is determined by the radiation of ozone in accordance with the

upper boundary of the radiating atmosphere ( 39 km) adopted for water

vapor. Thus, from this comparison it follows that when h0 = 9 km, the

transmission function obtained by F. N. Shekhter can be used for calcula-

ting the intensity of the integral outgoing radiation.

.0of
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of , the intensity of integral outgoing radiation
by using the transmission function P h(a) with
Lty of outgoing radiation in the spec ral region
(b). For designations of I, II, III, see Fig.

i

	 It should be noted that the transmission function Psh is calculated
	 ti

on the basis of different absorption characteristics of water vapor and

carbon dioxide than those used in our calculations of U(%9'). This fact

may also be one of the causes of the discrepancy between Curves-1 and 2.

For this reason, the above comparison does not reveal the exact magni-

tude of the errors caused by neglecting the influence of ozone and by

the inaccurately established functional dependence U(w) . Mr:reover, it

is natural to assume that a compensation of the latter error by to use

of various absorption characteristics is possible. In any event, the
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surprixI.ngly good agreement in the interval of 0-73o between the angule.r

distributions of the integrated outgoing radiation, which were calculated

by two different methods, indicates that the use of Psh in calculations

of the intensity of the integrated outgoing radiation at h 0 < 9 km re-

sults in inaccuracies which are within the limits of error defined by the

discrepancy of the various data on the absorption of longwave radiation.

In conclusion, we shall examine the results of calculations of U(*•)

obtained in Refs. [2] and C31.

' fI• M •̂ w^tr►,y Ater, ,

0

1.63•N.l.• wi#)fir

- _ -X

iL'4O 30 7J • 10 20 JO' 40' 30' 710 0 /0' tf

Fij;. 8. Comparison of the intensity of integral outgoing radiation
calculated by using the transmission function P h (a) with
the intensity of outgoing radiation in the spectral region
4.88-•120 p (b) at large zenith angles. For arbitrary de-
signations I, II,  III , see Fig. 1.

In the ' work of R. McGee [2), calculations of the intensity .of out-

going radiation were made for a large number of :.arrow spectral portions

in the wavelength interval of 2.7-13.6 p. The calculations were made

for five stratifications of the atmosphere for a clear sky and various

altitudes of the upper boundary of continuous cloudiness: 2 9 6 9 10, and

12.5 km. The calculations were based on a nine-layer model of the
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atmosphere. Of all the results obtained in Ref. 121 9 only the spectrall

and angular distributions of outgoing radiation are given in the spec-

tral region of 7.1-13.6 p for the model of a standard atmosphere ARDC-

1959• The cited data show C strong dependence of U($) or, the conditions

of the cloudiness and also a rapid and pronounced infrared darkening

toward the limb of the atmosphere, which is in agreement with the re-

sults of our calculations in the atmospheric window.

The calculations of R. Hanel, W. Bandeen and B. Conrath [3] were

performed for the following five spectral intervals: 6.33-6.85, 8.9-

10.1, 10.75-11.759 14-16 and 21-125 p, The authors of Ref. [3] used

five models of the atmosphere. In addition to clear-sky conditions, con-

ditions of continuous cloudiness were introduced into all the models, ex-

_ cept the- atmosphere of the desert. The adopted altitude of the upper

cloud boundary was the level of the tropopause, i.e., an altitude of 16.5

km in the case of tropical atmosphere, 12 km for the model of the stand-

and atmosphere ARDC -1959 9 9 km for the summer arctic atmosphere, and 8.5

km for the winter arctic atmosphere. Integration in the !m,1,culation of

the effective content of absorbing substances was performed beginning at

an altitude of 70 km, and the altitude increment was 0.05 km. The cal-

culation of the intensity of outgoing radiation was done graphically-from

radiation nomograms of the same type as ours.

The character of the angular distribution of outgoing radiations ob-

tained by R. Hanel, W. Bandeen and B. Conrath in the spectral intervals

of 6.33-6.85 9 8.9-10.1 and 10.75-11.75 A is similar to the character of

U($) which we calculated for portions 6 9 5 and 2, respectively. The

1. The spectral distributions are given for three sighting directions:
in the direction of the nadir, of the earth's horizon, and in the direc.
tion above the line of the horizon.

i
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Fig. 9. Angular distribution of the intensity of outgoing radiation
in the spectral region of 14-16 p according to the calcula-
tion of R. Hanel, W. Bandeen, and B. Conrath [3].

I - clear sky, II - continuous cloudiness with the upper boundary
at the level of the tropopause, a - arctic summer, b - ARDC-1959,
c - desert, d - tropics, e - arctic winter.

magnitude of the variability of UW as a i`unction of the conditions of

cloudiness and stratification of the atmosphere in the compared portions

is approximately of the same order.

The angular distribution of outgoing radiation in the central por-

tion of the absorption band, 15 µ of 002 , is absent from our calculations,

and for this reason the data of R. Hanel, W. Bandeen and B. Conrath for

the 14-16 p interval are of particular interest and are given in full in

Fig. 9. Here Te of is the effective temperature of the outgoing radiation;

0 corresponds to the direction of the radius vector, i.e., r0 = 0.

It is evident from Fig. 9 that in the spectral interval of 14-16 µ, the

sensitivity of the outgoing radiation to clouds is negligibly small (this

cannot be said of the 12-18 p interval studied in the present work) . How-

ever, the general character of the angular distribution of outgoing radi-

ation is closer to the course of the curve U(-y in the portions of in-

tense absorption by water vapor 6 and 7 than to U(#) in the spectral
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region of 12-18 p (an abrupt decrease in the radiation intensity begins

fairly late beginning at .h0 = 20 km and is preceded by a slight infra-

red lightening) .
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Fig. 10, Angular distribution of outgoing radiation intensity with
the spectral region 21-125 µ based on calculations of R.
Hanes, W. Bandeen and B. Conrath C3a. For comparison, the
curves U(h ) for cp0 = 0  and cp = 65 (winter.) are also
shown in tRie spectral interval 18-120 µ, obtained in the
pi esent work.

I - aw.'1.1err skies; II - continuous cloudiness with upper boundary at
the .level of 9 km; III - continuous cloudix ass with upper boundary
at the level of the tropopause; a - desert, b- arctic summer,
c - tropics, d - arctic wj_^ter.

The angular distributions of the radiation of the earth--atmosphere

system obtained in Ref. 131 for the far infrared, 21-125 µ, are shown

in Fig. 10. Also shown are curves of U(h0) in the interval of 18-120 p

which we calculated for cp = 0  and cp = 65o N.L. (winter) . The radia-

tion intensity in the spectral region of 18-120 p was calculated by sum-

ming up the radiation intensities in spectral portions 10 and 11. Le-

spite somewhat different spectral intervals and models of the atmosphere,

Fig. 10 shows a good agreement between the data of Ref. C3] and our cal-

culations. The eonclu :ion that the outgoing 'radiation is w4akly sensi-

tive to clouds and to the stratification of the atmosphere in t:4ik far
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infrared is fuller confirmed.

The authors express their gratitude to A. D. Poddubik and other

collaborators who carried out the various calculations for the present

wo rk.

Note. We calculated the radiation intensity for the following

zenith angles; 0 9 30 9 50 9 60 9 70 9 71, 7?0 9 72020 1 9 72040 1 , 72045 1 . When

-$ > 72 045 , , the calculations were made on the average with d tiQ = )t' .
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M. S. Malkevich

SOME PROBLEMS OF THE INTERPRETATION OF THE FIELD OF OUTGOING RADIATION OF

THE EARTH I. DETERMINATION OF THE TEMPERATURE OF THE UNDERLYING SURFACE

AND ALTITUDE OF THE UPPER BOUNDARY OF CLOUDS

1. Introduction

The field of outgoing radiation reflected and radiated by the earth

into space in various portions of the spectrum contains some information

on the thermodynamic state of the atmosphere and its structure. By study-

ing the radiation field -characteristics measured by means of artificial

earth satellites or high altitude rockets, one can obtain ii_ ' _ -mation:

1) On the thermal behavior of the atmosphere and underlying surface,

including clouds;

2) On the energy balance of the earth and the space - time distribu-

tion of the sources and outlets of heat;

3) On the nature of the synoptic processes in the atmosphere and the

type of cloud formations;

4) On the distribution in the atmosphere of substances active from

the standpoint of radiation, in particular, on the content of water vapor,

carbon dioxide, ozone and aerosol in the atmosphere.

The extraction of this information involves serious difficulties,

chief of which consist in the following:

1, The earth ' s radiation field is generated under the influence of

various factors, for example, the state of the earth ' s surface, the con-

tent in the atmosphere of substances absorbing and scattering the radi-

ation, the nature of the clouds, the temperature distribution, etc. For

this reason, in order to determine the parameter which is of interest to

us, we must have data on the other factors, or we must choose those
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characteristics of the radiation field in which tale major part is played

by the given factor and where the influence of the otherb is minor. In

thin connection, in elaborating programs for radiation investigations,

it is extremely important to choose correctly a set of the most informa-

tive characteristics of the radiation field and the spectral intervals

providing for the most reliable interpretation of the observational re-

cults.

2. Changes in sum of these factors are sufficiently regular in

character and follow a more or less reliable pattern which can be taken

into consideration ( for example, the radiation properties of continents,

oceans and of the plant cover, the content of oxygen and carbon dioxide

in the atmosphere) . Many factcrs, however, vary strongly in time and

space (for example, clouds, water vapor, aerosol, temperature of the at-

mosphere), and these vari..+tions are random I,- character, so that when

they are taken into consideration .in the interpretation of radiation

measurements., it is necessary to use statY' `.cal methods.
h

0.3 0,4 43 46 4 / 0,6 49 1,0 1,1 1.2;L f^

Fig. 1. Spectral variation of the intensity of solar radiation
(cal/cm2 min ster µ)

1 exoatmospheric solar radiation; 2 - solar radiation at sea
level (g = 600 ); 3 — solar radiation leaving the upper boundary
of the atmosphere	 600; 8 = 0; q = 0.8).
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In developing a method for the interpretation of radiation measure-

ments, it is obviously advisable to simulate radiation fields, taking as

the basis models of the atmosphere and of the underlying surface which

are close to the actual conditions. By using the apparatus of the theory

of radiation transfer in a turbid and thermally stratified atmosphere,

whose model is specified by the vertical distribution of the absorbing

and scattering substances, by the temperature, and other parameters, it

is not difficult to calculate the characteristics of the field of outgo-

ing radiation in the various portions of the specturm (direct problem).

On the basis of the calculated data, the same parameters of the atmos-

phere may be found by solving the reverse problem, then they can be com-

pared with the initial data. This allows the following: a) to calculate

the main possibilities of extracting the necessary information; b) to

elaborate methods of interpretation of the measurement data; c) to esti-

mate the errors made in the determination of the desired quantities, due

to the error of the measurements themselves and to the insufficiency of

information on the other factors.

Some results of the solution of direct problems applicable to investi-

gations of the earth's radiation field from satellites were obtained in

several works C1-51- Examples of the spectral var:iati:on in the intensity

of radiation leaving the upper boundary of the atmosphere are given in

Figs. 1 and 2 (see also [2-51). In addition, results of direct radiation

measurements have already appeared [6-9] which make-it possible on the one

hand to check the calculated data, and on the other, to estimate the ef-

fectiveness of the methods of interpretation.

In the present work, consideration is given to some possibilities of

obtaining geophysical information from thf*s results of measurements of

radiation reflected and radiated by the earth into space in various portions
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Of the spectrum. The first part of the paper suggests methods for de-

termining the temperature of the underlying surface: and the altitude of

clouds from radiation measurements. The second presents a• method of

solving the problem of discrimination of clouds and natural surfaces

know, ice and desert) having the same reflective or radiative charac-

teristics and therefore indistinguishable in certain spectral intervals.

2. Temperature of the underlying surface

u	
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Fig. 2. Spectral variation of the intensities of the radiation
of a black body and of the outgoing radiation in the
"transparency window" of the atmosphere (8 = 0) for
for some latitudinal belts (10 3 cal/cm2 min ster µ).

1 - tropics; 2 - temperate latitudes; 3 - polar latitudes.

From Fig. 2 it follows directly that the temperature of an underly-

ing surface may be obtained most reliably by using radiation in the

spectral interval of 8-12 µ or in its parts. In this interval of the

spectrum, called the "transparency window" of the atmosphere, the out-

going radiation is closest to the radiation of the surface. This is

due to . the fact that the latter radiation is only slightly distorted

in the atmosphere, since the ' 8-12 µ region contains only weak absorp-
tion bands of water vapor and carbon dioxide, which are chiefly
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responsible for the formation of the field of thermal radiation in the

atmosphere. The 9.6 absorption band of ozone, which is located in this

interval, is relatively narrow and cannot appreciably attenuate the

emission of the underlying surface.

The intensity of the radiation Iv (w • , 8) (v is the frequency)
leaving the upper boundary of the atmosphere as defined by the follow-

ing relation:

.(w'.e) = B. (Ti) P, W sec©) P. (m " sec 0) +

+ B. I T(z)1 d JP, I (w` — w) sec eI P. I(m• — m) sec ei . (1)

Here TO is the temperature of the underlying surface; T(z) , w(z) ,

and m(z) are the vertical distributions of the temperature and of the

masses of water vapor and ozone contained in a vertical column of air

starting from the underlying surface (z = w = m = 0) up to level z;

W* = w(w), m• = m( co) are the masses in the entire column of air; Uv(T)

is Planck's function, and P  and Pv ,are transmission functions of grater

vapor and ozone; 0 is the angle between the sighting direction and the

nadir direction (0 = 0) . Let us note that in considering the sphericity

of the atmosphere, the dependence on angle 0 intervenes in a more com-

plex manner, although the form o.f expression (1) is retained. The first

term in (1) describes the attenuation of atmospheric radiation by the

underlying surface, which is assumed to emit as a black body at tempera-

tore T 1 . The second term characterizes the contribution to the out-

going radiation of the self-radiation of the atmosphere, which in some

degree compensates for the attenuation of the radiation of the underly-

ing surfac e.

1. Taking the coefficient of' the emissivity of the underlying surface
dts not present any difficulty and does not appreciably change the form

of formula (1) as long as this parameter, is known. Unfortunately, such
data for natural surfaces are Either almost completely lacking or are
unreliable.
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Thus, owing to the absorption of radiation by water vapor and ozone,

and also because of the self-radiation of these gases in a thermally

stratified atmosphere, the outgoing radiation intensity Iv will differ

from the radiation intensity of the underlying surface B v (T0). Hence,

the so-called equivalent radiation temperature, i .e. , the temperature

of a black body whose intensity is I v (w o o 8), will differ from T0 . How-

ever, for reasons indicated above, this difference in the region of 8-12

V, will be small, and in any event smaller than in the other spectral in-

tervals. The outgoing radiation itself is rather appreciable in this

spectral interval and can be reliably recorded with radiometers (let us

recall that the "transparency window" corresponds to the region of maxi-

mum emission at earth temperatures).

The determination of TO is further facilitated by the fact that

water vapor and ozone are separated in space. Actually, the bulk of

water vapor is concentrated in the troposphere (up to 10-12 km), where

small vertical temperature gradients are also observed, whereas the

bulk of ozone is concentrated in the stratosphere (10-30 km), where the

temperature itself and its gradient are low. For this reason, the con-

tributiora to the outgoing radiation of the self-radiation of the atmos-

phere, the allowance for which causes the greatest difficulty in (1), is

accomplished only by the radiation of water vapor. The contribution of

the self-radiation of the ozoneosphere will be small for understandable

reasons, and it is sufficient to take into consideration only the total

attenuation of the radiation of the underlying surface by ozone. How-

ever, at very low temperatures of the underlying surface, particularly

in the case of high clouds, this contribution will be substantial and

will cause the outgoing radiation to surpass the emission of the under-

lying surface (see below). Concrete calculations of the outgoing
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radiation intensity Iv (w • , A) were carried out for various models of the

atmosphere characterized by averaged latitudinal distributions of the

vertical profiles of temperature and water vapor density. In each lati-

tudinal belt, the entire actual range of variations in the mass c ozone

in the atmosphere was considered. The transmission functions P v (w) were

calculated from the data of [10, 21] on the absorption coefficients of

water vapor, and Pv (m) was calculated from the data of [11] on the ab-

sorption of ozone. The results of calculations of I v in the spectral in-

terval of 7.5-12.5 µ for the tropical, temperate and polar zones are

given in Fig. 2. It is interesting to note that for the polar zone, the

values of Iv obtained in the transparency interval were greater than the

corresponding values of Bv ^T0 This is explained by a fairly deep tem-

perature inversion of the atmosphere existing in the polar regions up

to altitudes of 3-4 km. For this reason, the emission of the warmer

atmosphere layer is sufficient to not only offset the attenuation of

radiation by the cool underlying surface, but also to raise somewhat

the general level of the outgoing radiation. A colder atmospheric layer

located above the inversion emits effectively at the wings of the absorp-

tion bands of water vapor k7-8 p) and carbon dioxide (12-13 µ) , and this

compensation does not take place. The results shown in Fig. 2 were ob-

tained without taking into account the radiation , of the mesosphere. How-

ever, even when the moisture content of the mesosphere, where a deep

temperature inversion also exists, is moderate, a certain contribution

to the outgoing radiation will also be made by the 30-50 km layer.

In th3ls case, when the underlying surface has a very low temperature

(for instance, the upper boundary of high clouds), the contribution of

the emission of the mesosphere will cause the intensity of the outgoing



radiation in the absorption bands of water, carbon dioxide, and ozone

to be higher than the radiation intensity of the surface itself. In the

transparency window, however, this effect naturally will not be observed.

In other words, an inversion variation of the radiation level in the spec-

trum should be observed! a maximum in the absorption bands and a mini-

mum in the transparent intervals (see also the second part of this arti-

cle). It should be noted that under actual conditions, high clouds are

usually insufficiently dense and can transmit the radiation of a warmer

atmosphere located underneath. For this reason, this effect will appar-

ently be observed only in exceptional cases, for example in the case of

heavy thunder clouds with a high upper boundary. It would be interest-

ing to check this conclusion experimentally, since it may serve as a

criterion for detecting thunderstorm clouds.

Thus, differences between I v and Bv(T0) will vary considerably de-

pending upon the variation in the mass of water vapor and the temperature

profile (the actual variations in the mass of ozone are practically not

manifested in the variations of I v . This is clearly demonstrated in Ref.

L4] , in which similar calculations were made for 106 models of the atmos-

phere. This fact makes the determination of TO from the data of radiation

measurements in the "transparency window" very difficult. These diffi-

culties are compounded by the inadequacy of the instruments. For example,

the spectral characteristics of the radiometer ue_ed to measure the radia-

tion in the "transparency window" from the "Tiros" Satellites was such

that an appreciable part of the radiation corresponding to the wings of

the neighboring bands of strong absorption of water vapor and carbon di-

oxide was recorded.

a
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If k  is the spectral sensitivity of the radiometer, the intensity

of the measured radiation is given by the formula:

	

Ii. (m', 8)	 k^ I^	 (w• , 6)dv
	

(2)

(kv ft 0 outside the interval v 1 < v < v2), and v  and v 2 may differ ap-

preciably from the limits of the transparency interval. For example, for

the radiometer of "Tiros", v1 = 700 ca ( 11 = 14.3 0) , v2 = 1400 cm ( 12 =

7,2 W , the values of k  being very small in the vicinity of these limits.

Having determined I6v from the calculations of I v for various models

of the atmosphere, we can, as was done in Ref. [4], derive the relation

between IAv and

Of

	

1,dv,	 (3)

where vI and v- 12 are some effective limits of the spectral interval select-

ed so that the linear dependence

	

^`• ^^
j..	 (4)

exists between I dv and Iiv (k' may be treated as the average transmission

of the instrument). This dependence makes it possible to make the con-

version from the measured intensity I Av to the quantity I iv, , which is

independent of the spectral sensitivity of the radiometer, and the latter

value can be used to determine the temperature of the underlying surface.

In order to solve this problem, in Ref. [4] corrections were calculated

which should be introduced into Inv because of the attenuation of the

radiation of the underlying surface by wat p:• vapor and ozone, and also

because of the self-radiation of the atmosphere.

It was found that the scatter of the corrections was very high. For

this reason, the temperaturk,,,^ °0 is obtained with a high degree of

A
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indeterminacy. This indeterminacy was not eliminated by the fact that

the authors of Ref. [4] used two different relations for the conversion

of IOv to TO for high and low humidity, since the latter .remains unknown

in the "Tiros" experiment. This situation may be improved somewhat, how-

ever, if use is made of the climatic data of the geographical and sea-

sonal distribution of the vertical profiles of temperature and water

vapor, and also data on the deviations of these profiles. In any event,

the mean square deviation from the average profiles will make it possible

to obtain the corresponding error in the determination of T 0 . In addi-

tion, the interpretation of directly measured values of 1 A may be simpli-

fied; namely, relations between I Dv and TO may be derived ( examples of

such a relation for the radiometer of "Tiros" and for filters indicated

in Ref. [12] are given in Fig. 3).

Since our calculations of I Av were based on average profiles T(z)

and w(z), the relations between I dv and TO were found to be completely

regular, but strongly dependent on the spectral sensitivity of the instru-

ment. I f.. is interesting to note that the differences between the radia-

tion temperature and TO (Fig. 3) may attain 20-25o for large masses of

water vapor, and the correction for ozone absorption, 50 . '.:' :'.s is also

confirmed by direct measurement 173*

In using individual temperature and humidity profiles, a scatter of

curves similar to those shown in Fig. 4 is obtained. This scatter is

mainly due to a difference in TO for the -lame w • , or conversely, to a

difference in w• for the same value of T'	 Much of the scatter may be

eliminated by introducing the transmission function

P.. fbo , 8 ._ fa.00.8)
(	 )^	 . (5)
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Fig. 30 Dependence between the temperature of the •underlying
surface and the outgoing radiation intensity in the
atmospheric "transparency window" for the radiometer
of "Tiros" [4]; (I); and for the radiometers of Ref.
C12] (II, III).

1 - equivalent radiation temperature; 2 - true temperature
allowing for absorption by water vapor (without ozone); 3 -
same t but taking into account the absorption by both gases.

v	 i	 ?	 3	 p w

Fig. 4. Effective absorption function A Av on the mass of water
vapor.

1 - -considering the absorption by water vapor and ozone; 2 -
considering the absorption by water vapor alone.
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which characterizes the transformation of the emission of the underlying

surface g allowing for the transmission and self-radiation of the atmos-

phere. It is easy to understand that this function depends weakly on

the spectral sensitivity of the instrument k  and on the temperature of

the underlying surface T0 , since in relation (5), both the numerator and

the denominator depend on these parameters. This is immediately appar-

ent from Fig. 4, which shows the function AAv = 1 - PAv , plotted for the

above-indicated radiometers and for average profiles of T(z) and w(z) as

a function of the ma l.n argument ( mass of water vapor w • ) and for 8 = 0
r.	 n/(the functions A Av or PAv also depend on m • and on the vertical tempera-

ture gradient BT , which may also be treated as parameters).az
The use of fun. cta.ons Ac v or P^v for the determination of TO has a

certain advantage over the relation represented by Fig. 3, since these

functions vary slightly with the variability of such parameters as the

spectral sensitivity of the instrument and the temperature of the under-

lying surface. Furthermore, since the humidity of the atmosphere corre-

lates with the temperature, the increase in the macs of water vapor w•,

which results in ar increased attenuation of the radiation of the under-.
lying surface, will to accompanied by an increase in the contribution of

the self-radiation of the atmosphere, which offsets this attenuation to

a considerable extent. Therefore, it may be expected that the trans-

mission function will be fairly stable in' a statistical sense in relation

to variations of T and w.
N

One can alto find the correction to the "transmission" function Adv

obtained for averaged T(z) and w(z) by expressing it through the pulsa-

tions T' (z) = T(z) - T(z) and w' (z) = w(z) - ;(z).

Actually, writing (1) for T' ( z) and w 1 (z) and averaging over all the

realizations, we obtain
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do.	 op. (m•) -
k--jr—L.- dm WO r,+

dB. (T) d=P, (m• — m)
+	 dT d (m• _ a,): (w•' — w,-)T°dw

(1')

(for simplicity, we set @ = 0 and Pv ,l, i.e., v is outside the band of

ozone).

r

	

Thus.	 ^ 01
, the correction for the "transmission" function 

P= B^^(To)

may be expressed by a mutual correlation function kwT : w ' T' . If kwT >

> 0 9 the first term in equation (1 1 ) is less than zero, the second is

greater than zero, and depending upon their relation, PA v will be greater

or smaller than zero. Having determined kwT for a given geographical

point and time interval ( day, mc .,t'L, season), one can allow for the

pulsations of temperatures and humidity in the transmission function.

Thus, using the functions A &v plotted for the averaged profile T(z)

and w(z) and their pulsations, we can determine TO and the corresponding

error. As is shown by the calculations, the error involved in the use

of average prof^les alone may be appreciable and exceed 5°. If one

Specifies a set of radiation measurements which would permit the deter-

mination of the mass of water vapor w • and ozone m• ( this may be done by

measuring he reflected solar radiation in the absorption bands of water

	

6	 P

vapor in the near infrared and of ozone in the ultraviolet), the error

in the determination of TO will be substantially decreased. A still

more reliable determination of TO may be achieved by determining the
I

temperature profile by means of independent spectral measurements of the

outgciug radiation in the absorption band of carbon dioxide at 15 p, as

was suggested in Ref. [13].

3. Altitude of the Upper Boundary of Clouds

In the case where the underlying surface is a sufficiently dense
1
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cloud optically, the above-described method makez it possible to determine

the temperature of the upper boundary of this cloud 1 0 If the vertical

temperature distribution is known, the altitude of the upper cloud bound-

ary will thus also be determined. It is quite evident that to the above-

described errors in the determination of TO will be added the error due

to the lack of information on the actual (and not average) correspondence

of the determined temperature to a certain altitude z. It should be re-

membered that the vertical temperature profiles may be substantially dif-

ferent both under cloudy and cloudless conditions and for various reali-

zations of cloud formations.

Attempts to determine the altitude of the upper cloud boundary by

means of data on the outgoing radiation in the "transparency window" ob-

tained with the satellite "Tiros-II" and data on the stratification of

the atmosphere in the corresponding regions were undertaken in Refs. [6,

14]. A comparison with the altitudes of clouds obtained by means of aero-

logical data on the vertical distribution of humidity showed [14] that

the differences between the altitudes determined by the two methods amount

to an average of 1 km, but in some cases exceed this value considerably.

The results given in Refs. ' [6 9 14] do not provide a reliable estimate

of the error in the determination of the altitude of the upper cloud bound-

ary, since actual data on the cloud level are lacking. Hose.ver, it is

quite clear that the necessity of using information on the temperature

profile is a serious disadvantage of the proposed method, and one which

cannot be easily eliminated. At the same time, this method has a defi-

nite advantage, since it can be used an the dark side of the earth , and

1. The concept of the upper cloud boundary may be treated only in an ar-
bitrary sense, since the upper boundary of most cloud systems has a com-
plex structure and it can be identified with a horizontal plane only in
certain cases of stratified clouds.
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when information on only one field of outgoing radiation is available,

it is the only possible method. However, on the illuminated side of the

earth, the altitude at the upper cloud boundary may be determined by

other methods (a brief description of these methods is given in Ref. [23)

based on a measurement of the solar radiation reflected off the earth,

in various portions of the spectrum, including the absorption bands of

atmospheric gases, whose concentration varies slightly in time and space

(such gases are oxygen and carbon d r oxide, for example) .

The method involving the use of the absorption bands of gases of

constant concentration consists in the following: if one measures the

radiation reflected from a cloud for a given position of the sun and a

given sighting direction, within and without the absorption band of such

a gas, one can determine the transmission of the atmosphere in this band

as a function of the mass of the absorbing substance contained in a

column of the atmosphere between the cloud and the observer (it is assumed

that the dependence between the transmission and the mass is known).

Since the concentration of the absorbing substance in the atmosphere is

constant, the mass will be a single-valued function of the altitude of

the cloud.

The use of the absorption bands of CO., centered in the infrared

region of the spectrum, is complicated by the fact that they overlap with

the strong absorption bands of water vapor located in the same region,

the concentration of water vapor being subject to considerable variations.

Furthermore, this spectral region corresponds to fairly small values of

solar energy, which complicates the measurements and results in large

errors.

More favorable conditions for the determination of the altitude of

the upper cloud boundary are offered by the absorption band of molecular
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oxygen, 0.762 µ ( ?590-7650 R). The main advantage is the fact that this

band does not overlap with the absorption bands of the other gases. In

this spectral region, there is still much solar energy, and very sensi-

tive receivers exist which make it possible to measure this radiation

with a high degree of accuracy. Unfortunately, the dependence of the

transmission of oxygen in this band on its mass has been insufficiently

studied. For small masses, the absorption coefficient of oxygen at the

center of this band is given in Ref. (15]; it is 0.012-0.018 cm2/g for

an oxygen mass of the order of 2 g/cm2 . If use is made of the solar

spectrograms given in Ref. [16] for five positions of the sun, one can
determine the absorption coefficient for masses of oxygen varying from

200-1000 g/cm2 . In the central portion of the 7590-7650 R band, the ab-

sorption coefficient of oxygen changes from 0.0012 to 0.0010 em /g, and

for the center of the band, from 0.0011 to 0.0013 cm /g, i .e. , one order

of magnitude less than the above-mentioned coefficient for small masses.

A value of the same order is obtained if use is made of the transmission

function o oxygen averaged over the entire band and given in Ref. [17].

Thus, the absorption coefficient of oxygen obtained on the basis of

measurements by spectroscopic instruments of low resolving power are

found.to be dependent on the mass u. When the mass increases by two or-

ders of magnitude, the absorption coefficients decrease by one order,

i.e.,

Hence, for absorption functions for masses of the same order, the

square root law is valid:

(6)
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which also holds for the absorption bands of water vapor I e Let us note

that for large oxygen masses contained in inclined columns of air (large

9's and zenithal distances of the sun s), formulas (6) and (7) will no

longer apply. However, for preliminary evaluations of the possibility

of determining the altitude of clouds by this method, it is not necessary

to use these formulas.

Below we shall see how the altitude of the upper cloud boundary z0

shall be determined if the corresponding measurements of the outgoing

radiation intensity are made in the centers of the absorption band of

oxygen and of the neighboring transparent interval (7350-7450 R). The

intensities in the first and .second regions of the spectrum are given

respectively by the following formulas:

/i (a. Pn; S. t) = 111q,expI—(zu+yn) (sec t+ sec 8)I+/1 .	 (8)
/=(a. m: 8. = 120g2 exp I— ozm (sect+sec 8)I + 12 .	 ( 9)

where Ii are the values of the solar constant in the corresponding por-

tions of the spectrum (i = 1 9 2), Yi 	 the intensities of multiple 	 A

scattered radiation in a layer of air located above the reflective sur-

face; qi is the albedo of the surface; ai is the mass scattering coeffi-

cient; m is the mass of air in the vertical column above the cloud.

Since both spectral intervals lie in a region of fairly weak scat- 	
1

tering of solar radiation in the atmosphere, and are located close to

each other, it may be assumed with a high degree of accuracy that al =

= a2 = a and I (0) = I (0) . As far as the values of Ii and qi are concerned,

it follows from Ref. (18-20] that they may differ strongly within and

without the absorption bands. These differences depend on the ratio

1. V. I. Dianov-Klokov drew the author's attention to the existence of
relations (6) and (7)
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P(u. „t; E; 6) — /r
!z (10)

"

r = 
QQ ̂ ^ 0 = 0.23 is the relative oxygen concentration in air) . For

air, Q a 1 x 10 cm,/g, i.e. r = 0.3. Hence, I 1 is approximately one

order of magnitude smaller than I2 . For clouds, a a 1 9 000 cm2/g and the

ratio r = 0. 9994, so that the ratio of the values of the: albedo 
Ql 

will
q2

be close to unity ( see Ref. [181) 9 although according to other data,

^ for example, Ref. [20)) , ql may be less than q2.

If the cloud reflects the radiation strongly ( large q) , the sun is

located relatively high above the horizon ( small 9), and the sighting

direction does not deviate from the nadir too much, the values of Ii

will be small comparee to the intensity of the direct solar radiation

reflected from the cloud and described by the first terms in (8) and (9) .

For examples for ground level at q = 0.8 and for 9 and C smaller than 600,

the value of Ii does not exceed 15% of the first terms and is considerably

smaller for intermediate and high cloudiness.

When these terms are neglected in (8) and ( 9), an error results in

the relation

of the order of 5-?% in the direction of an increase in the transmission

function. If the difference in albedo in this and the other portion of

the spectrum is neglected, this may also result in approximately the same

error, also in the direction of an increase in P. If the dependence of

the transmission function Ron the mass of oxygen u and also the depend-

ence of the latter on the altitude of the upper cloud boundary z 0 are

Down, a relation between P and z 0 may be derived from which z0 is

readily determined for given values of 0 and C (Fig. 5) . The transmis-

sion function may also be approximated by the exponential function

P (a) == e- !° (so)
	

(11)
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witty'

P(w)

.:BOO

where of = sec S + sec 8 is the air mass ; ac is the absorption coefficient

averaged over the portion of the band, and which in the range of oxygen
i	

masses under consideration (100-1 9 000 g/ cm2 ) is practically independent

of the mass. Hence,

s Ito) .e In f► •	 (12 )

For the earth'. s atmosphere, the dependence of the oxygen mass on

zQ may be represented by the exponential function

X(zJ=a•e-T+.,	 (13)

where u' is the total mass of oxygen in a vertical column of the atmos-

phere, equal to the standard atmosphere, 230 g/ cm2 , Y is a parameter

equal to 0 .134 km-1 for a standard atmosphere and 0 .125 km-1 for an iso-

Fig. 5. Dependence of the transeission function of the atmosphere
in the oxygen band (7590-7650 R) oa the altitude of the
upper cloud boundary at A 0.

1-=0; 2 -= 600 3	 750.

In this case (14)Zee — In t ^, In p,. 
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where s• •woue is the optical thickness of the atmosphere in the region of

the absorption band of oxygen (t • = 0.25). Formula t14) makes it possi-

ble to determine the error in the determination of z p if the transmission

function P is measured with an error AP, or the error due to the above-

mentioned approximation is taken into account. We shall also note that

the oxygen masses may also vary somewhat as a function of the latitude

and season, as follows from the data of aerological soundings (Table 1)•

It is easy to see that

I [ A"*-a20 
BT ^L+fixI in P I -}- t,11 P P 1-
	

(15)

In particular, when Y = 0.125 km-1 and a = 3, the errors in the

determination of z0 will be as follows: fo or p .= i.• 5 % in the range

of altitudes of 0 s z0 = 5 km Az0 = 0.5 1 km, and whenP increases by

a factor of two, the error also increases by a factor of almost two. As

the altitude z0 increases, the altitude Az 0 also increases.

Table 1

Vertical distribution and variability of the oxygen mass

Height of cloud, km

Station	 Date	 0 10,511 ' .0 1 1,512,012.51 3 14 15 16 I 7I8'I9	 10

ARDC-1959

{ 19581
17 V1

2
22

2 VII

12 11
1 VII

Lake Kheysa [? ]	 5 V 1 1
18 X11

Dolgo-
prudnaya

Colombo

Mi rnyy

I=



As a increases, i.e., the zenithal distance of the sun or the sight-

ing angle 9 increases, the error calculated from formula (15) decreases.

However, one should bear in mired that this will be associated with a con-

siderable' increase in errors due to the disregard of the intensity of the

radiation scattered in the atmospheric layer located above the cloud.

Indeed, as 9 and 6 increase, the first terms in (8) and (9) will decrease

and the second one will increase. Differences in the albedo ql and q2

will also increase [20] . For this reason, the use of formulas (11) or

(14) may lead to large errors in the determination of z 0 . In these cases,

a more rigorous consideration of the intensity of scattered radiation is

necessary. This may be done by solving the radiation transfer equation

within and without the absorption band for some range of changes in all

parameters of the problem that is encountered under actual conditions:

q, g, 9 and the aerosol scattering coefficient of the atmosphere. On

the basis of this solution, one can derive a relation between the mass

of oxygen u (or z0 ) and the transmission function (10), which taken into

account the effect of multiple scattering and the difference in albedo.

The determination of the altitude of the upper cloud boundary by

the method considered has a definite advantage over the method based on

the use of the outgoing radiation in the "transparency window," since

no additional data are necessary on the other strongly varying parameters

of the atmosphere. However, it is applicable on?- on the illuminated

side of the earth.. When highly sensitive radiation detectors are avail-

able, it may be hoped that thI s method will be successfully applied when

the clouds are illuminated on the night side by the moon or by an arti-

ficial light source carried by a satellite.
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4. Conclusion

The above results should be regarded only as an illustration of the

proposed methods of determining the temperature of an underlying surface

and the altitude of the upper cloud boundary by means of measurements of

outgoing radiation made from a satellite in selected portions of the

spectrum. In order to develop a method, in the full sense of this word,

which would permit its operative use for the indicated purposes, it is

necessary to carry out the described calculations for actual atmospheric

conditions and to check the results of these calculations experimentally.

However, it is possible to reach several conclusions even at this stage;

these conclusions should be regarded as a substantiation of the necessity

of such work.

1. The temperature of the underlying surface and clouds and the

average error may be determined fz.om the outgoing radiation in the "trans

parency window" with a sufficient degree of reliability if use is made of

climatic data on the vertical profiles of humidity and temperature and if

deviations from these profiles are used. The error in the determination

of the temperature may exceed 5960

,2. If additional information is obtained on the content of water

vapor in the atmosphere, which, may be accomplished by means of independent

radiation measurements from a satellite, this error will be considerably

reduced.

3. The altitude of the upper cloud boundary based on the outgoing

radiation in the "transparency window" and in the absorption band of oxy-

gen is determined with an error of the order of 1 km.

The 'latter method is obviously not reliable, since it does-not require

any additional information. In any event, the combination of this and

the other method makes it possible to raise the reliability of the
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determination of the cloud altitude and probably decrease the error.

In conclusion, the author expresses his gratitude to G. V. Rozenberg,

nbc suggested the use of the absorption band of oxygen for the determi-

nation of the altitude of the upper cloud boundary before the publication

of such suggestions in the foreign literature, and who contributed many

comments during the execution of this work.

The author thanks V. .1. Dianov-Klokov for reviewing many of the re-

cults given in this work, and also K. S. Glazov and Be A. Stoyushchev,

who performed a considerable part of the calculations.
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M. S. Malkevich

SOME ASPECTS OF THE INTERPRETATION OF THE FIELD OF TEE EARTH'S

OUTGOING RADIATION. 11. DISTINCTION OF CLOUDS AGAINST A

BACKGROUND OF NATURAL SURFACES

1. Statement of the Problem

In order to study the nature of cloud formations on a planetary scale

and their relation to the thermodynamic processes in the atmosphere, use

is made at the present time of television pictures of clouds in the vis-

ble region of the spectrum, obtained by means of artificial satellites

on the illuminated side of the earth (see, for example, Refs. [1 9 2]).

These investigations show that the outlines of clouds can be readily de-

tected when the pictures are made against a background of areas of the

earth's surface whose reflecting properties differ sharply from those of

the upper boundary of the cloud cover (ocean, wooded areas) . If, however,

the characteristics of the reflection by the clouds and by the background

are similar (for example, when the background is a snow cover, ice or a

desert), the problem of tracking cloud systems becomes complicated. In

the case of pictures of clouds in the visible region of the . spectrumv

the distinction between the cloud formations and the background may be

accomplished by geographical referencing of the pictures to the area.

The detection of characteristic features of the earth's surface on the

picture (outlines of oceans, seas, lakes and rivers) obviously makes it

possible to distinguish a cloud from the background, since in the case

of cloudiness these outlines will not be visible on television pictures.

This method was used by Fritz [3], who analyzed the television pictures

obtained in April 1960 by the satellite "Tiros-I" over the Alps, the peaks

of which were covered with snow during that period. However, this
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approach does not permit the detection of a cloud above a homogeneous back-

ground.

The same problem arises for pictures of the Earth obtained in the

infrared re,*ion of the spectrum, for example, in the "transparency window"

of the atmosphere (8-12 4). Such measurements must be employed in order

to track cloud formations on the dark side of the earth.

Geographical referencing and the tracking of outlines of character-

istic earth features (coastline, river beds, islands) on infrared pictures

make it possible, as in the visible region . o f the spectrum, to distinguish

clouds by means of their thermal contrast against a background of natural

surfaces which radiate like the clouds. However, if the background is

homogeneous, the detection of clouds is difficult as before.

The problem of distinguishing clouds against a background of natural

surfaces reflecting or radiating the same radiation as the cloud can be

solved by means of additional information on the field of outgoing radia-

tion in the pictured portions of the spectrum , radiation obtained simul-

taneously with television pictures. In Ref. [4], mention was made of the

possibility of using in this problem measurements of the intensity of out-

going radiation in the ultraviolet and infrared portions of the shortwave

regi +n of the spectrum (0.35-1 µ) outside the absorption bands of atmos-

pheric gases. This method, which was recommended by Caulson for use in

determining the altitude of clouds ( see Ref [43) is based on the fact

that the ratio of the intensities of the radiation in the two indicated

portions of the spectrum will vary with the altitude of the reflecting

surface. In particular, for high-altitude clouds reflecting nonselective

ly, this ratio will be close to the ratio of the intensities of the extra-

terrestrial radiation of the sun in the corresponding portions of the
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spectrum, whereas for an underlying surface with the same reflectivity

it may be. substantially different, since the atmosphere scatters ultra-

violet radiation more strongly. than infrared radiation. As was shown in

Ref. [4) 9 under actual conditions, this ratio can be scarcely used for

the determination of cloud altitudes, but it can probably be employed for

distinguishing clouds from the background in qualitative estimates.

We present below still another method of solving the problem under

consideration, applicable to both the illuminated and the dark side of

the earth.

2. Description of the Method

The method is based on a difference in the absorption of radiation

of the clouds and background in an atmospheric layer located at a higher

altitude. This difference is due to the fact that the upper cloud bound-

ary always (perhaps with the.exception of mountainous conditions) lies

considerably above _ground level, and the density of the absorbing sub-

stances decreases rapidly with altitude. Hence, the masses of these sub-

stances, present in a column of air between the upper cloud boundary and

an extraterrestrial observer, will be considerably smaller than above the

earth's surface. For this reason, the solar radiation reflected by the

cloud (or the self-radiation of the cloud) will be absorbed along its

path toward the observer to a lesser extent than the radiation reflected

(or radiated) by the tarth's surface.

In short, the contrasts between radiation in the transparent inter-

vals of the spectrum and in the absorption bands above the cloud will

not be as pronounced as above a background reflecting or radiating the

same radiation as the clouds in the "transparency windows". This is the

fact on which the proposed method of distinction is based. When this

method is used, two situations may arise: 1) The size of the clouds is
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not very large, so that in the course of a brief flight of the satellite,

the instruments record the radiation from both the background and the

clouds (the problem of distinction consists in finding the boundaries

of the cloudiness); 2) The instruments record the radiation from vast

homogeneous areas, and the problem of distinction consists in determining

the nature of the underlying surface.

We shall treat the first of these situations as the simpler one.

Let the background and the object generate the same outgoing radia-

tion in the "transparency windows" of the atmosphere (it is advisable to

get television pictures precisely in these portions of the spectrum).

In other words, the values of the albedo (in the "window" of the short-

wave-region) or of the radiation-equivalent temperatures (in the "window"

of the longwave region) of the cloud and background are equal.

If the outgoing radiation is then measured in the absorption bands

adjoining the transparency intervals or in some parts of these bands,

one of the fof-TVIT'i.ng two cases will arise:

1. The outgoing radiation in the band above the background and ob-

ject is the same. This will mean that either there is no cloud, or that

it is located so low that the selected portion of the band is not suffi-

ciently sensitive to differences in the absorbing masses contained in

the atmospheric column between the objects and the observer. Such a por-

tion, for example, is the central part of the band in which the trans-

mission of the atmosphere changes little with moderate changes of fairly

large masses, but does react strongly to changes in small masses (see the

transmission functions in the central parts of the bands in Fig. 1) .

A second possibility also exists .in this case: both objects are such
I

high clouds that the selected portion of the band does not react to small

I
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Fig. 1. Transmission functions of water vapor and carbon dioxide
in various portions of the spectrum:

H20: 1 - 0.81 p; 2 - 0.93 A; 3 - 6-7 p; 4 - 7-8 µ; 5 - 8-9 p;

CO2 : 6 - 12 -13 µ; 7 - 13-14 µ; 8 - 14-15 µ.

differences of the absorbing masses contained between these clouds and

the observer. This may occur if the peripheral parts of the bands or

their wings are chosen, since the transmission of the atmosphere in

these portions undergoes little change with a change in small masses,

but depends strongly on changes of large masses (Fig. 1). This permits

one to draw the following conclusion, which is important for the practi-

cal application of the proposed method: in order to achieve a reliable

distinction between the background and different cloud levels, one must

combine the measurements of outgoing radiation in several portions of

the absorption bands, since the central parts of the bands permit the

identification of high level clouds, and the peripheral parts, that of

low level clouds.

2. The outgoing radiation in the absorption bands above the back-

ground and the cloud is different. Then, the object above which this
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radiation, and consequently the albedo in the shortwave region of the

spectrum or the equivalent-radiation temperature in the longwave region

will be closer to the corresponding characteristics in the "transparency

windows", will be identified as a cloud or at least as a cloud of higher

level.

In order to establish the true levels of the surfaces being studied,

which is particularly important when the second situation arises, it is

necessary to know the relationships between the transmission of the at-

mosphere in the selected portion of the spectrum and the mass of the ab-

sorbing substance, and also between the mass and the altitude of the

reflecting or radiating surface. The first of these relations are known,

although not reliably enough, but the second ones may be found only for

absorbing substances of constant concentration ( for example, for carbon

dioxide and oxygen). For Mater vapor, however, which varies strongly in

time and space, the dependence of the mass on the altitude cannot be

single-valued, and thus, in order to solve the problem under consideration,

it is advisable to use the absorption bands of gases whose concentration

undergoes little change in the atmosphere.

We shall make two additional remarks:	 tJ1

1. The-method described is applicable to the case of dense clouds	 J

radiating like black bodies.

2. The-scattering of shortwave radiation in the atmosphere and the

self-radiation of the atmosphere will offset the contrasts between the

radiation in the "windows" and in the bands, decreasing the effectiveness

of, the proposed method. Sometimes, for example, in the case of tempera-

ture inversions, an opposite variation of the contrast can even be ob-

served. A certain role can also be played here by the inversion layer
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of the mesosphere at 25-50 km C5J, particularly in the case of high and

cold clouds (see below).

3. Use of Reflected Radiation

The method, considered in Ref. [6], of determining the altitude of

the upper cloud boundary from the data on outgoing radiation in the 0.76

p absorption band of molecular oxygen also solves the problem of dis-

tinguishing the background from the cloud on the illuminated bide of the

earth. Since this method permits the determination of the altitude of

the reflecting surface, it makes it possible to solve the problem in its

entirety, i.e., not only to identify the cloud, but also to determine

its level and hence, to distinguish it from the earth's surface. We shall

not dwell on this method, since it has been discussed in sufficient de-
w
tail in Ref. [6]. We shall only note that in the case of very low cloudi-

ness, the use of this method apparently will not permit a reliable dis-

tinction between a cloud and the background, for the masses of oxygen will

not be markedly different because of the comparatively slow decrease in

the density of oxygen with the altitude. In this case, it is desirable

to use the outgoing radiation in the weak absorption band of water vapor,

located in the near infrared. The density of water vapor decreases rap-

idly enough with the altitude, so that the first two kilometers contain

about 70% of its entire mass. Fig. 2 shows the outgoing radiation in the

absorption bands of oxygen (0.76 p) and water vapor (0.72, 0.81 9 0.93 W

for clouds reflecting nonselectively- and identically and located at dif-

ferent levels. The data of Fig. 2 and Table 1, which lists the values

of the contrast r of the effective albedo (i.e., the total albedo of the

cloud and atmosphere) in band q2 and outside band ql (r = 1 q q
,2 ) 

provide
1

a graphical illustration of the above-described method and indicate the
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possible limits of its applicability. Indeed, it is easy to see that

lop cloudiness can be distinguished more reliably by means of weak ab-

sorption bands, and high cloudiness, by strong ones.

Table 1
Contrast r of the effective clbedo of the underlying

surface and clouds at the upper boundary of the atmosphere

1	 s ew

d11 µ
0 (	 1 3 6 9

0.72-0.74 0.31 0.72 0.03 0 0
0.74-0.76 0.58 0.53 0.45 0.31 0.20
0.79-0.81 0.30 0.20 0 0 0
0.85-0.93 0.86 0.75 0.40 0.25 0.18

^^. Ca J`th, Z Whir .y'fir,^

Fig. 2. Spectral variation of the outgoing radiation
intensity in the near infrared for various
cloud altitudes ( 9 = 600 ; 8 = 0; q = 0.8).

1 - z0 = 0; 2 - z0 = 1 km; 3 - zo = 3 km; 4 - z0 = 6 km;

5 - z0 = 9 km.

The possibility of distinguishing the levels of reflecting surfaces

on the basis of the contrast in albedo in the "transparency window" and

in the spectral interval including the absorption bands of atmospheric

gases is also .confirmed by the data of direct measurements of outgoing
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radiation made by "Tiros-III'" 171 in two spectral intervals: in the region

of 0.50-0.75 µ, which may be regarded as the "transparency window" (al-

though it contains both weak and fairly narrow bands of water val,. . r) and

in the entire shortwave region of 0.2-7 P. which includes strong and

broad bands of water vapor and carbon dioxide ( Table ?) . Let us note

that the contrast in -albedo in any region will be minimized because the

Table 2

Results of measurements of outgoing radiation from the Satellite
"Tiros III"

Radiation Temperatur Spectral Albedo
Temperature contrast interval contrast

Spectral µ

interval 0.5—
10.7510.2+7N

13.5 7— 6 7 k^ albedo

,	
QZ

T' •' Ts 7	 Q2 Q1

Ocean (tropics), To = 300° K
No clouds 261	 264 17	 37 O,Go 0,13 6	 3 0.5
Clouds ( low) 270 255

12-H
240 15 30 0,06 0,11 20 14 0,3

Clouds (nigh) 249	 235 229	 14	 20 0,06 0.023 20	 16 0.2

Dry land (eastern USA), To = 290o K

No clouds 283 266 236 it 30 0,06 0,06 16 10 0,38

Clouds (low) 257 244
1

r29
1

1.3 28 0,05
0.025)

0,11 56 35 0,37
1 0.3

Clouds (high) 239 235 229 6 10 0.01 57 40

Desert (North Africa), To = 315' K
Low humidity . 	 28? 258 23 52	 0.07 0 . 17	 26	 0.13
High humidity 1

.310

284 264 235 20 49	 0,07 0.17	 23	 16	 0.3
Clouds (low ) . 263 261 236 + 7 32 

I	

0.026 0.12	 29	 24	 1 0.17
.

Snow on peaks .	 268 257 228 11 40	 0.040.15	 23	 28	 0Clouds (high)	 242 240 227 2 15	 O.OW O.p6	 33	 30	 0,09
Same at various	

242 231218 I1 24levels	 0.045, 0.10	 43 
1

- 32 	 0.26

L

region of 0.2-7 p also includes a spectral interval where the atmosphere

located above the reflecting surface scatters radiation very strongly.

Therefore, in the problem under consideration, the use of radiation in
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such broad spectral intervals as were used in the radiometers of 4''Tiros"

considerably decreases the effectiveness of the proposed method. However,

the data of "Tiros" illustrate the fundamental principle of the method

and in addition, may be used for the practical distinction of levels of

reflecting surfaces. Let us consider some special cases. For example,

in the area of the Atlantic Ocean, above which the albedo is ql = 6% and

qZ = 3% in the respective spectral intervals, strongly reflecting sur-

faces were observed which, judging from the radiation temperatures T  in

the "transparency window" (270 and 240 0 K), are clouds of two levels.

Their albedo in the spectral region of 0.5-0.75 µ is identical and equal

to 20%. Hence, neither the television pictures of the clouds, which

incidentally were taken by this satellite, nor the measurements of the

albedo in the shortwave "transparency window" will permit a distinction

of their levels. However, the use of even such a broad portion of the

spectrum as 0.2 -7 p immediately detects a contrast (0.2-0.3), which in-

dicates that one of these clouds lies above the other. This is also con-

firmed by the data of measurements in the therinal region of the spectrum,

which will be discussed below. The same conclusion is obtained from an

examination of the values of the albedo in two cases of cloudiness above

dry land (U.S.A.), having an albedo ql = 56-57'/ in the first interval,

and an albedo of 35 and 40% in the second, q2.

It is interesting to mention another case of measurements over Afri-

ca, including measurements over the desert, which, as can be seen from

Table 2, can indeed have the same albedo as a cloud. Let us note that

it is difficult to distinguish a cloud from a desert by comparing the al-

bedo in two shortwave spectral intervals. This is accomplished much more

reliably by comparing the radiation temperatures in the "transparency
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window" of 7.5-13 .5 µ. In this case, two objects were observed whose

albedo ql was 29 and 28% . and the radiation temperatures in the "window'r

of 7.5-13.5 µ were also the same (T1 = 2680 K). In the case of Africa,

such temperatures signify that these objects are other clouds or snow-

covered mountain peaks 1) present in this area. If the albedo in the

broad band of 0.2 -7 µ is compared ( q2 is equal to 24 and 28%), then for

one of the objects the contrast will turn out to be zero (i.e., this is

clearly a cloud above which the water vapor is present in small quantity) ,

and for the second one, 0.17 (i.e., there is a certain quantity of water

vapor present above it) and hence, this object will be found to lie below

the first.

The same also occurs in the ether observed case of high cloudiness

(T = 2420.) with different values of the albedo q1 in the "window" of1	 ^ 

0.5-0.75 µ (43 and 33%) and fairly close values of q2 (32 and 30% respec-

tively). However, when the radiation temperatures in these two cases are

arefully analyzed, in the case of Tl = 2680 one can easily find a con-

tradiction between the contrast of the albedo and the contrast of the

radiation temperatures. In particular, according to the contrast of the

albedo (0.17) the first object with T  = 268 0 K is located below the sec-

ond, and on the basis of the contrast car temperatt ,: res T  - T2 (or T  -

T3), it is located above. Hence it may be concluded that in the two in-

dicated shortwave -)ortions of the spectrum, - the data on the albedo alone

do not permit a reliable distinction between the levels of the reflecting

surfaces. Let us note that this contradic tion may be attributer' to the

possibility of the existence of a horizontal humidity gradient, since the

cited data obtained from "Tiros-III" correspond to points separated by

1. In Table 2 9 this case is arbitrarily termed "Snow on Peaks."
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distances of 300-500 km from one another. When more detailed information

becomes available, this indeterminacy will be eliminated. However, even

in this case, a greater reliability will require additional information

on the outgoing radiation above the objects being studied. As is evident

from the above-cited examples, such information is given by the charac-

teristics of the field of self-radiation of clouds and background.

4. Use of Data on Self-Radiation

i
Data on the field of outgoing radiation in the thermal region of the

spectrum are used not only to improve the reliability of the solution of

the problem of distinction on the illuminated side of the earth, but, in

the framework of radiation investigations, they also constitute the only

possible method of solving this problem under nocturnal conditions.

By using direct calculations of outgoing radiation in the "trans-

parency window" of the atmosphere (8-12 p) and in the absorption band of

water vapor (5-8 p) and carbon dioxide (12-18 p) , it is easy to show

that as the altitude of the radiating surface increases, thART" . rast of

3	 the radiation temperatures corresponding to these spectral intervals will

decreaso. This follows, for example, from Fig. 3, which shows the in-

tensity of the outgoing radiation for an underlying surface and three

levels of clouds radiating like black bodies at the air temperature at

these levels, and from Table 3, which lists the corresponding radiation

temperatures. The designations of the radiation temperatures remain the

same for portions of the "transparency window", 8-9 and 11-12 µ (T1 and
N	 /V
T1 ), for portions of medium transparency 7-8 and 12-13 µ (T2 and T2),

and for the central absorption bands of 6-7 and 13-14 p (T3 and. T3).

As had been postulated, the difference between the radiation tempera-

tures for the "transparency window" and the centers. o f bands decreases
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Fig. 3. Spectral variation of the intensity of radiation
of a black body at the surface temperature of the
cloud (a) and of the outgoing radiation in the
thermal. region of the spectrum (7-32 W for vari-
ous cloud 4 altitudes z  (standard atmosphere) (b).

Table 3
Calculation of radiation temperatures

Spectral interval, p

Temperature	 Contrasts
Surface type	 C	

6-7 -88-9 1 1 2` 1 3 114

	

T0 K	 ^- ^" a" tF„
`" t t:

T, r2 T, T, Ta T3 .t	 f	 f

1. Earth's surface	 288	 250 274 286 284 274 251 38 12 10 332. Clouds ( low) 273	 250 266 273 273 265 249 23 7 8 24
3. Clouds ( medium)	 250	 242 247 247 248 248 238 5 0 0 10
4. Clouds ( high)	 223	 226 226 723 223 218 217 -3 3 5 6

260	 23-3	 253
5. Snow	 258	 244	 258	 14

Cloud

when the altitude of the cloud increases. Furthermore, this difference

changes sign for a high and cold cloudiness, i.e., the atmosphere becomes

warmer in -the centers of the bands in this case. A similar inversion

was observed in the radiation measurements made by Tiros II in the "trans-

parency window" of 7.5-13 p and in the central portion of the absorption
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band of water vapor at 6-6.5 µ ( see Ref. C2]). For example, in measure-

ments over the U.S.A. on 23 November 1960, it was found that above a

dense cloudiness with a fairly high boundary, the radiation temperature

corresponding to the interval of 7.5-13 p reached 207-212 0 K, whereas

the radiation temperature corresponding tc the interval of 6-6.5 µ was

equal to 2320 K above these points, i.e., the "inversion' reached -250.

This inversion is apparently due to the appreciable contribution (against

a background of a cold cloud) of the warm layer of the mesosphere. Since

the optical density of high clouds is usually low, the inversion effect

will apparently be observed infrequently, since the radiation of the

warmer layer below the cloud will be propagated upward. However, in the

case of heavy thunder clouds, the upper boundary of which usually reaches

high altitudes, this effect should be appreciable. Hence, the inversion

effect of outgoing radiation will be used to locate heavy cumulus and

thunder clouds.

A similar calculation was made for a cloud located at a level of 3

km and for a snow cover, the actual temperature of which were close to

each other, and the radiation temperatures in the "transparency window's

were the same (tnis case arises in deep inversions near the ground under

polar conditions). It is easy to see from Table 3 9 ( case 5) that despite

the temperature inversion, which reduces the effectiveness of the pro-

posed method, the difference in the radiation temperatures in the "trans-

parency window" and in the band center for the cloud is found to be con-

siderably smaller than for. snow (by 60).

Thus ,, the following recommendations may be given for distinguishing

a cloud from a background whose radiation temperatures in the "trans-

parency window" are the same:

N
r.

i
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1. If the difference in the radiation temperatures in the "window"

and in the absorption band is different for two objects, the cloud will

be that object for which this difference is less. However, as was in-

dicated above, one should not exclude the possibility that both objects

may be clouds of different levels.

2. If the difference in the indicated radiation temperatures is

found to be the same, this will mean that the radiating boundaries of

both objects are located at the same level. If in addition this differ-

ence is small and, most importantly, undergoes little change when differ-

ent portions of the absorption bands are used, the objects are clouds.

In the opposite case, they are the background, or very low clouds. In

order to illustrate this criterion, we shall turn to Table 2, which lists

the radiation temperatures obtained from observations of outgoing radia-

tion made by "Tiros III" in the "transparency window" of 7.5-13.5 µ and

in the spectral interval of 5.9-6.7 µ (central portion of the absorption

band of water vapor) and 7-32 p (interval which contains almost all of

the energy of the earth's thermal radiation; this interval may be regarded

as the region of medium transparency of the atmosphere). In the first

interval, the putgoing radiation characterized the temperature of the

atmospheric layer near the ground; in the second case, of fairly high

layers; in the third, of medium layers, Table 2 also gives the values

of the temperature of the. underlying surface T0.

Let us examine some specific cases of cloudiness which have already

been analyzed from the standpoint of variations in albedo.

1. Low and high cloudiness above the ocean (T 1 equal to 270 and

249° K respectively) is identified both by means of the albedo and by

means of the difference in radiation temperatures T  - T3 , which for
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high cloudiness, in accordance with the criterion formulated above, was

found to be less (200 ) than for low cloudiness (300).

2. The same applies to cloudiness of two levels above dry land (T1 =

= 257 and 2390 K). It is interesting to note that T 3 above both types

of cloudiness was the same (T 3 = 2290 K), although the corresponding

values of the albedo indicate that above a low cloud there is more water

vapor than above a high cloud. The identical value of T3 apparently means

that above the high cloud as well, the mass of the vapor is sufficiently

high to make the transmission in the central portion of the band fairly

insensitive to changes in mass. At the same time, in the more transparent

region of 7-32 p, the transmission reacts to the difference in the masses

of water vapor above this and the other cloud.

3, Let us note that is analyzing the cloudiness (T l = 2680 K) above

Africa, based on variations in albedo and in the radiation temperatures,.

a contradiction was observed: T3 was found to be greater when the dif-

ference in albedo (29 and 24%) indicated the presence of a certain mass

of water vapor above the cloud, and, conversely, smaller when the albedos

coincided (286), i.e., there is more water vapor above the cloud. If

this is not an error, such differences in T 3 (236 and 2280 K) above the

clouds (and also differences in q, although less pronounced) are due to

a difference in the vertical temperature profiles. In particular, an

inversion may exist above the first of these objects (T 3 = 2360 K, T2 =

= 2610 K) .

The second case of cloudiness above Africa with the same temperature

of T1	2420 K provides a fairly good confirmation of the cloud levels

established above on the basis of the difference in the albedos ql and

q2 . The cloud for which q1 = 0.33 9 q2 = 0.30 was considered to be higher
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than the neighboring cloud (q l = 0.43 9 q2 = 0.32). This also follows

from a comparison of the temperature difference T 1 - T3 (or T1 '0 	 ,

which for the first cloud was 150 (respectively, 20 ) and for the second.

240 (respectively, 11 0 ). The large differences in radiation temperature

and the lower radiation temperature T3 = 2180 of the second cloud indi-

cate that the large mass of water vapor is located above it, and hence,

that the cloud itself is situated underneathl).

5. Conclusions

Some conclusions may be drawn from the above discursion:

1. If the first situation prevailed (broken clouds above a homogene-

ous earth's surface), which can be detected from the variegation of the

field of outgoing radiation of the cloudiness in the absorption bands,

then by comparing the outgoing radiation in the "transparency windows"

and in the absorption bands, one can determine the boundary of the clouds

and also detect clouds of different levels and distinguish them from the

earth's surface; for the latter, the contrast of the albedo or of the

radiation temperatures in the "windows" and in the bands should be a

maxi mum.

2. On the illuminated side of the earth, the indicated problem ad-

mite of a reliable solution owing to the combination of data on the out-

going radiation in the shortwave and longwave regions of the spectrum.

3. When use is made of the field of outgoing radiation in the ab-

sorption bands of atmospheric gases of constant concentration, the problem

of distinguishing and determining the cloud levels can also be solved in

the second situation (the variegation of the field of outgoing radiation

1. Let us note that this conclusion will be inaccurate if an appreciable
horizontal humidity gradient exists in the region under consideration.

1??
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is weakly expressed). To this end, on the illuminated side of the earth,

use should be made of data on the contrast of outgoing radiation in the

absorption bands of oxygen (0.76 p) and the closest "window" (0.74 µ) .

On the dark side, use may be made of the earth's radiation in different

portions of the absorption band of carbon dioxide (12-1 5 p). However,

in the latter case, the problem of distinction is intimately related to

the problem of determining the vertical temperature profile from the out-

going radiation in this band.
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SPECTRAL REFLECTION OF RkDIATION BY CLOUDS

Yt. M. roygel'son

19 Introduction

In order to interpret the optical measurements made by satellites,

particularly to determine the upper boundary of a cloud and to distinguish

clouds of various levels and snow clouds, one needs to know the laws gov-

erning the behavior of radiation reflected and emitted by clouds.

Below is given some information on the ascending radiation at the

upper boundary of a cloud layer, obtained by the author by solving a

mathematical problem on radiation transfer in the absorbing, emitting and

scattering medium constituted by a cloud [1].

In the relation to a horizontal cloud layer, the equation of radia-

tion transfer may be written as follows:

_dh tz• ^)	 ^ tt)COS 9 vz =^ [ 1 -- 4^ (t) I Ba (T) + 4^ X

X f 1, (z. r') Yj% (t, r. r') dw' — 4 (z, r).

Here /, (T. r).is the intensity of radiant energy at level z, is associ-

ated with an optical thickness r ; r is the direction of propagation of

the radiant energy, making an angle 0 with the vertical; * is the azimuth

of the ray r; YA (T. r, e) is the indicatrix of scattering; 4p x (T) is given by

the formula

where a. . A and ar.^+are the coefficients of scattering and absorption of

water drops, calculated per unit volume; , ae. is the volume coefficient

of absorption of water vapor. If Pw( . j and I Pe (Y) are the densities of

water vapor and water in the cloud, then
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r	 _
e..^^t)=s..aP.(T): 	 W =20.AP.(9; ^..^0.) == or. aP.(T)•

where au, X, ow, A and aVI — are coefficients calculated per unit mass.

Tne optical thickness of the cloud ti is related to the quantities

avA; bra an d aw X as follows

The height is measured from the lower boundary of the cloud.

The total optical thickness of the cloud corresponding to z = 00 is

designated below by ro,,% .

The transfer of radiant energy in the cloud is accomplished in dif-

ferent ways in the visible, (0.4 s X0 s 0.72), near infrared (in 0.72 s
Q1µ s 3) and long-wave (3 s Xp s 40) spectral intervals. Thus, in the first,

the major part is played by scattering; in the second, a relatively weak

absorption is added in the bands of water vapor and water; finally, in the

third, one has to take into account the scattering, adsorption and self-

radiation of the cloud.

The author has developed methods of approximate solution of equation

(1) for each of the indicated spectral intervals; these methods are de-

scribed in [1]. Only a few results of the calculations made by each of

these methods are given below.

3. Reflection of light from the upper boundary of a cloud

The angular distribution of the brightness I A, of light reflected by

clouds was calculated in [1] with an error of the order of 10%. In-

dependently, a calculation was made of the flux of reflected light FX,

equal to	 ^s+^
 r
i

(r) stn edad,^,	
(4 )

with an error of 1%, and of the albedo of the cloud A., given by the

fo rmul a
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Fo w the light flux striking the cloud, is represented by

	

Fe. I == aS, cos C e—'2.1, see 
a + Fs. ^► . d.	 (6)

Here nS 1 is the spectral solar constant; C is the zenithal solar

angle; r,	 is the optical thickness of the above-cloud layer; FCjltd is

the flux of s tattered light striking the cloud.

Table 1 gives the average albedo of stratiform clouds St, Sc, systems

Ns--As and individual As layers as -a function of the position of the sun.

In calculating these values, use was made of cloud characteristics given

in Table 2 (see [1]).
i

Table 1

Albedo of Stratified Clouds A%
C°

Cloud Type
30	 SO	 70

st	 59	 63	 69

Ns--As
Sc	 63 -

885	 68	 90
1	 As	 63	 68	 73	 f

Table z

Some Parameters of Stratified Clouds
Cloud Thickness Altitude Scattering optical

of cloud o f upper coefficient thick-Type layer boundary	 1/km ne s
H k	 z km	 y	 oa

St	 0.5	 1 28	 14
Sc	 0.5	 1.5	 40	 .20

	

'Ns--As-? ,S	 3	 26	 65
AS	 1	 u.9	 4--5	 19	 17

The change in the albedo as a function of the optical thickness of

the cloud is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows that the reflectivity of

moderately dense clouds(lro<20) increases quickly with increasing 2' 0 ; the

albedo of dense clouds . (ta>20)is characterized by a reflectivity which
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changes only slightly and does not reach 100% for an actually observed

cloudiness N<60-..70) •

Fig. 1 and Table 1 also show a

slight increase of the albedo accompanying

the descent of the sun.

One should add that in the range of

short-waves (A < 2 p) outside the absorp-

To Lion bands, the albedo is independent of

Fig. 1. Change of albedo
	

the wavelength as a result of the non.
with increasing thickness
of cloud.	 selectivity of scattering of light by

drops .

Thus, the reflectivity of real clouds (with the exception of opti-

cally thin ones) is found t., undergo little change. The behavior of

light fluxes reflected by the cloud, F j is more complex and variable.

This complexity is created by the interaction of the following factors

determining the quantity F X :

1) Different reflectivity of individual clouds;

2) Spectral variation of the attenuation of light in the above-

cloud atmosphere;

3) Changes in the solar energy spectrum;

4) Different attenuation of light along the path leading to clouds

located at different altitudes;

3) 'Change a in the brightness of the scattered light reaching the

cloud as a function of the thickness of the above-cloud layer.

The fluxes of reflected light forming under the influence of the

above factors are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 2.

In calculating the values of F  shown in Table 3 9 use was made of the
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data on the fluxes of directed and scattered solar ra Iiation FCC1 striking
the cloud, borrowed from [2 1(see Table IY and the appendices of [2] pt. 1).

The spectral optical thickness of the above -cloud atmosphere t',2

determined on the basis of the experimental data of Yu. I. Rabinovich C3,4].

The values of 'r.	 corresponding to the heights of the upper boundaries z2

of various forms of clouds indicated in Table 2 are give ►i in Table 4.

Table 3
Flux of Light Reflected r, y . Cloud (w/cm )

^	 ^► µ
Cloud
Type 1- 0.4	 0.475	 0.55	 0.70	 0.4 I 0.475	 0,55 1 

0,70

C ^ 30° C ! 756

St 0,0654 0,0966 0,0894 0,08.47 0.0130 0,020 0,0192 0,0148
Sc 0.0757 0.1128 0.1042 0,0802 0.0149 0.023.3 0,0213 0,0170

Ns — As O.G969 0,1459 0.1338 0.1010 0,0189 0.028 .1 0.0260 0.0210

As 0,0741 0,1099 0.1007 0,0767 0,0159 0.0232 10,0221 0,0214

AS
Ns-Asf^w17,

414r

^^?	 /C
SC e ``

NS -AS

As

a06 j /	 ---- f	 ^St

SC

/	 St

l / ^
I / j

gpyr
Q
' 7 A r
	

e004 O,ti7d Q55	 0.7 Abu
..4 0	 4 5.5 

Fig. 2. Spectra of Fluxes of light reflected by cloud.
1 - reflection without taming into account scattered radiation striking

cloud; 2 - reflection with the latter taken into account.

/83
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Fig. 2 shoes the fluxes of reflected light Fk without allowance for

the scattered radiation striking the cloud, as calculated from the formula

	

Fi ==A 4%  cos ; e— "` ct=•''	 (7)

Curves 2 are the total reflected fluxes Zalculated from formulas (5)

and (6). The figures show the essential part played by the scattered

light in the formation of the fluxes reflected off the cloud, particularly

in the range of short waves at low positions of the sun. Under these con-

ditions, the reflected light "turns blue" because of the scattered atmos-

pheric light striking the cloud. The figures also show that the light

fluxes coming from clouds of different forms do not correspond to the order

of their arrangement in space. Thus, the clouds Ns--As are brighter than

clouds located higher (As). Light fluxes coming from clouds at a lower

level (Sc) and intermediate level (As) are approximately the same.

Table 4
Spectral Optical Thickness of Above-cloud

Atmosphere '^'2 x

Cloud.	 X 0

^

0.4 0.47^5 ^	 0.55 I	 0,7

..o..

1-0.51

.	 1
1 St O.SG 0.33 0,26 0.7

1

1.5

1

Sc 0,34 0,23 0,13
3 Ns — As 0.:39 0.15 0.17 0.10
5 As 0,30 0.21 G,13 0.0

Table 5

Light Fluxes F l .d w/cm2 min at Boundary of Atmosphere

Cloud	 a A

Type	
0.4	 0,475	 ' 0.55	 0.7 1 0,4	 0.475 , 0.55 1 0,4

C - 30°

St
1

0.064 0.089 0.079 0,059
Sc 0.068 O.M

1

0 ,085 0,033

1
Ns—AsAs 0.077 0,107 4;095 0.071

As 0.066 0.093	 . 0.082 0.061

,_6_.

IR

Cam750

0.025 0,037 0.033

1

0.0_95
0.027 0.039 0.035 0.027
0.030 0.0463 0,0-2 0.031
0.027 0.039 0.035 0, Or
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Along its path through the atmosphere, the light reflected off a

cloud is transformed by , the scattering.

Table 5 shows the spectral fluxes coming from clouds of various forms

at the upper boundary of the atmosphere Fljd.

By comparing the corresponding data of Tables 3 and 5; one can evalu-

ate the influence of the haze	 the above-cloud layer. It turns out to

be appreciable, even at small zenithal distances of the sun and in the

long-wave range. The haze may cause the light flux to increase Q sw ?50)

or decrease (C -t%30 0 ) as a result of the interaction of the increase -,4.nd

decrease in the intensity of the scattered light in the turbid layer with

an increase in its turbidity [2,5]: The difference between the spectral

dependence of radiation which has been directly reflected off the cloud

and radiation which has passed through the haze layer is best manifested

by the relative fluxes S F 1 and S F1 d (Fig. 3) . When the sun is high,
X	 t

the following relation is vAlid within a small margin of error

which expresses the behavior of the dotted curves in Fig. 3 Q 300).

The gnantity S F 19d does not vary with the wavelength because of the
1

combination of scattered and reflected radiation. The balancing effect 	 l

of the intensity of scatt y ° red light in the atmosphere for a high degree

of reflection from the underlying layer and s 750 has been analyzed in

detail in [2) and 151.

Thus, within the range of the visible portion of the spectrum, light

traveling from a cloud to high altitu^^ z will change little with the wave-

length $ either because of the	 40' tYae reflecting properties of

the cloud iin the case of high c ,8 `.it; ; n . as a result of the info

the haze (if the cloud is located at a moderate altitude). At 1-a

1I



positions of the sun, a more appreciable spectral variation of the radia..

tion coming from the cloud is observed, but here as weil it is impossible

to establish any characteristic properties which would make it possible

to differentiate between clouds of different levels.

C -'5*

-As
fps	

-

	

_ •30•	 .-Ns-AS	 420

iI
i
i

i
i

i	 St

415
i eNs -AsI^

^--	 2

_,^... St

lop

•	 Q5	
Ns 

•AS	 0,10	 ' ^ ^	 .

'	 SL
4444 4475 0.55	 47A^,,	 Q0504 4475 0.55	

47Al
Fig. 3. Reflected Flux next to the upper boundary of c:.oud

,(2) and at the upper boundary of atmosphere (1).

The angular distri cution of the light reflected off a cloud or the

brightness of a cloud observed in the immediate vicinity of its upper

boundary is shown in Fig. 4. The direction of the sighting is taken with

reference to the solar vertical, and the azimuth f = 0 is attributed to

rays directed toward the sun (with the sun behind the observer).

When this reading system is used, small scattering angles qV are

	

achieved at the azimuth	 1800 with sighting directed at the horizon

and low positions of the sun. Because of the stretched character of the

cloud indicatri xes of scattering, amall angles are associated with large

196
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quantities of scattered energy, and this explains the character of the

curves of Fig. 4: a rapid increase in brightness at i = 1800 with grow-

Ong 8 9 manifested particularly when ( :'700 . Something reminiscent of the

specular effect is observed - a maximum brightness of the reflected light

in the plane of incidence, but not at a reflection angle equal to the

incident angle but in the sighting directions close to the horizon. At

high positions of the sun and also at low positions in the range of * s

x	 135°9 the brightness of the reflected light changes little with the direc-

tion of the sighting, so that to a rough approximation it may be considered

isotropic and related to the flux as follows:

It is also useful to note that the brightness of the reflected light

depends only slightly .on t1he optical thickness of the cloud, as is evident,

for example, from Fig. 5•

^c9.¢1	 e•ao'
' r•70. 'C^ •30	 +^

Q1

t•3o' Too	 e•ao"' q
e•6o'	 a•6d'

o	 e•2o"	 -a 2o'
45	 80 o sS 90 i35 804. •Q	 !35	 IBIJ	

QI

Fig. 4. Angular distribution of 'light reflected by cloud.

It is interesting to elucidate two points: first, to what extent the

characteristics of the angular distribution of the cloud brightness are

altered by the superposition of haze; second, whether the angular distribu-

tions of the brightness of the light reflected off the cloud and snow cover

differ appreciably.

t
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Fig. 5. Brightness of reflected light
versus optical thickness of cloud.

In order to answer the first question, we shall represent the bright-

ness of some surface Observed through a ,layer of haze in the form

!t (e,	 a 
	
+ 11. t (8.	 + 12. a (d• ^')•

	
t8)

The first term in the right-hand member of (8) is the brightness of

the direct light reflected by the surface, allowing for the attenuation in

the haze layer; I 
11 

is the scattered light coming from the underlying

surface; I2 d is the brightness of the haze in the absence of a surface.
•

[2] contains data on the quantity Id and each of the terms of the

sum (8) for the case of an orthotropic 1) underlying surface.

Tabl e 6
Angular Distribution of Brightness of Orthotropic Surface

Observed through a layer of Haze

^° (e, f je- gee y /^. c f2. t /e- •-e %+/X^
!e ae^ o

+f2.s

0
30
60
75

0.19
01 18
0.15
0111.

0,13
0.12
0.13
0.14

0.05
0;07
0.19
0.46

0.24
0.25
0.34
0.57

0.54
0.48
0.38
0.25

Table 6 illustrates these values for=z =0,2; C=75°,V—IGO,A-0,8 + It

takes into account the illumination of the surface by direct solar light

and scattered sky light. If the orthotropic surface is replaced by a

1) The light reflected by an orthotropic surface has a uniform direc -
tional distribution.

19-
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a0	 60 Ise* .

Fig. 6. Angular variation
of brightness.
1 - next to the upper bound-
ary of cloud; 2 - at the
upper boundary of atmosphere
with 'r a 0.2; 3 - same
with	 = 0.69

40f

cloud, it is easy to calculate the first term

in formula (8); the third term remains un-

changed, and only the second term will cause

some difficulty, since its determination

will require a solution of the transport

equation for a non-orthotropic underlying

surface. Such a solution has not yet been

obtained, and for this reason in the case

of the cloud we shall use the values of

Il d borrowed from [2], assuming that the

error is smaller than the values shown in

the last column of Table 6.

The brightness of the cloud observed through a haze and calculated

within this margin of error, I d (8 9 #), is shown in Fig. 6 for two values

of the optical thickness of the above-cloud layer T2 : 0.2(2) and 0.6(3)•

The figure also shows the distribution of the true brightness of the cloud

(1). The figure shows a slight variation of the angular distribution of

the brightness due to the haze, a fact which can be readily accounted for.

Actually, in the case of the haze, the same indicatrix effect is

operative as the one which causes a rapid increase in the brightnes$ of

the cloud with angle 8 when	 = 180
0
 and S = 75°. The difference between
	 i	 I

the slightly stretched indicatrix of the above-cloud layers of the atmos-

phere and the highly stretched indicatrix of the cloud turns out to be

small because of the more pronounced multiple scattering in the cloud.

When T2*= 0,2 the brightness increases more slowly than when 2` 2 = 0.6,

since in the first case amore important part is played by the quantity

Y

Il 9d , which has a uniform angular distribution.	 1
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Fig. 7. Comparison of cloud brightness and snow brightness.

In order to compare; the brightness of a cloud and that of snow, use

is made below of snow brightness measurements made by I. P. Malkov at

the Institute of Atmospheric Physics. In Fig. 7, the solid curves•repre-

sent the calculated angular distribution of light reflected off a cloud

at f = 18o  with an increasing angle of incidence of the parallel beam of

light, while all the remaining curves represent the measured brightness



of snow under these conditions. The figures show a qualitatively identi.

cal behavior of the brightness -- a rotation of the curves with increas.

ing C, i.e., an acceleration of the angular variation of brightness at

t s 180° .

3. Fluxes of infrared radiation reflected by a cloud

The method used in [1] for the calculation of the solar radiation

reflected by a cloud in the range of absorption bands of 0.7 s lµ s 2.5

does not permit the determination of the brightness, but gives only the

fluxes and albedo of the clouds within an error of the order of 10%.

When the absorption is taken into account, the mair parameter of the

problem is the quantity

ss
R^ ^	 - f 1. O r

s.

^^.1 + t 1^1 + a^^0

which in the present work is assumed to be constant.

h 4 b o ^^ O h 0 «d p ^^
O b R o o^ .^ o^ a b^ d o w )u

O' cY d O	 ^.` w ..- w w hi N

0

Fig. 8,- Principal absorption bands of atmospheric
gases in the near infrared.

Fig. 8 (see [61) shows the absorption bands of the earth's atmos-

phere in the near infrared region. Band A belongs to oxygen, w1 a" W,2

to carbon dioxide, and the remaining ones to water vapor. Liquid water

also absorbs in the cloud, and the spectrum of this absorption is shown

in Fig. 9, borrowed from [6].

The scattering in the spectral range under consideration is much

greater than the absor-tion, and the parameter k X, 
is close to unity. An

Iy/
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Fig. 9. Absorption spectrum of liquid water.

idea of the variation of k 1 with the wavelength may be obtained from Table

7. which takes into account only the absorption by aatvx and water vapor.

The table shows the central parts of the water vapor bands, their wings,

and the gaps between the bands (see [11).

Tabl e 7
Spectral Dependence of k. parameter

Al IM
I

Ax t^

1 0.700-0.719 0.999684 9 13 1.030-1.112 0.999333
a	 • 2 0,719-0.721 0.995645 0	 14 1.112-1.148

11.230-1.240

0,981700
3 0.721-0,740 0.999674 15 1,148-1.230 0,998454
4 0.740-0.790 0.999967 16 0.998852

S 0.790-0.814 0,999645
D,8	 6 0, 814-0, 816 0.992209 ( 17 1,240-1.3-21 0.99812.1

7 0.816-0.840 0.999644 ¢ ( 18 1,321-1,44f/  0,940141
8 0.840- 0.860 0.998962 ( 19 1,449-4,.230 0.953792

9 0,86" 915 0.999314
Paz{ 10 0.91.' —0,935 0,981380 20 1.,5-30-1. 755 0,984811

( 11 0.935--0.990 0,998990 Q	 21
(22

1

1,75--1.995 0,897819
12 0.99U---1.030 0.935664 1,965-2.190 0.962316

AA

,0QQ
	 '1KN.t'GO*

1xH r •30*

Q25.r-60^

!25xH.t •30^

_T	 ?	
9	 4	 S•ID(1-ICI

i	 Fig. 10. Spectral variation of k l parameter
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Fig. 10 shows the manner in which the albedo of a cloud changes with

k 1 for different thicknesses of the cloud A in km and at a zenithal solar

distance of C°. The curves of Fig. 10 obviously make it possible to de-

termine the spectral albedo of a thick or thin cloud for a high or low

position of the sun, independently of the nature of the absorbing sub-

stance. For example, one can evaluate the albedo in the bands of CO2 and

02.

It is known [7,8] that the measurement from satellites of the cloud

brightness at the center I 1 and at the wing I 2 of the absorption band of

one of these substances is considered to be a promising method of determin-

ing the altitude of clouds because of the stability of the oxygen and car-

bon dioxide content of the atmosphere.

The idea of the method is simple and enables one to obtain an ele-

mentary formula for the optical thickness at the center of the absorption

band of the respective substance.

sZ=^I + 	 I ?secC n 

with two assumptions: (a) that the brightness of the haze can be neglected,

and (b) that the albedo of the cloud ' at the center and at the wing of the

band is the same. Fig. 10 can be used to determine the validity of the

second assumption.

Let us consider the most interesting oxygen band (see [81) with its

center at A = 0 . 7621;: 'Tnfortunately, this band has been little studied

thus far, and there are only some relatively unreliable data on its prop-

erties [8] , according to which one can write

a== oe I/ `^D
n	 too)

(9)

35-
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where no = 200 .g/cm is the oxygen content of the entire thickness of the

atmosphere, aro : 0.001 cm /g is tha absorption coefficient at A 0.762 ;s

and m : moo If the cloud is homogeneous ant the scattering coefficient is

30 1/km, when Cr : 0.001 4. 0.002 cm /g we obtain the relations between

the albedo at the center of band
{

Al and at the wing A2 shown in Table 8.

Table 8

Albedo of Cloud in the Absorption Band of Oxygen

H a 1 K1 H = 0.25 im

- `aw C-W C-30* I ^aliV

s	 0.001 cx'jq^ A, 0.65 o.78 0,34	 0.550 A2 0.70 0.81 0.38	 0. S,4
AtIA2 0.92 0.96 0.89	 0.95
h % 14 7 19	 8

-• 0.002 cu=ff W A iW 0.58 0.68 0.31	 0.50
A 0.70 0.81 0.38	 0.58

A,15, 0.83 0.84 0.82	 0.86
Ili Ole 15 14 16	 12

The values of STY* constitute the error in the determination of the
R

optical	 ckness of oxygen in the above -cloud atmosphere, assuming that

Al AV The error is calculated from the formula
`	

Al
f	 in A

	
.

at	 t	 (ll ^
G

to

where 't is the optical thickness provided that Al = A2; -V' is the optical

thickness allowing for a difference between A 1 and A2 ; 2'' is the optical

thickness of the entire atmosphere, ec_ual to

N = sec ° sect.	 (l2)
S

It is apparent from t'ormula (11) that the a:.vr decreases with in-

creasing M. but M should not be increased	 uch be zause this causes an

increase in the haze. When M = 3, the values cf aT' shown in Table 8 are

obtained; they show a very appreciable error in the determination of 2'due

('_1_1
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to the neglect of the difference in the reflecting properties of the cloud

at the ce ,lter and wing of the band.

Fig. 41 shows the spectral variation of the albedo of the cloud, ac-

count being taken of-the absorption bands of water vapor and water drop-

lets.

Ai

a op Pe	 w
	 •

Fig.-11. Spectral variation of albedo of clouds. 	 t

4. Reflection and self-radiation of clouds in the far infrared.

In Ell simple expressions were found for the fluxes of long-wave radia-

tion (4 s Ap s 40) passing through a. cloud layer, allowance being made for

absorption by water and water vapor, scattering by water droplets and the

self-radiation of the cloud. On the basis of a comparison with a solution

of this problem ,obtained earlier by K. S. Shifrin [9,10], a more sound

choice of parameters and allowance for the scattering indicatrix were made

in Ell.
Unfortunately, thus far no accurate solution has been obtained for

the indicated problem, and it is impossible to determine the error of our

calculations or those of K. S. Shifrin.

,},r_
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For fluxes of outgoing radiation at the upper boundary of a cloud

of moderate thickness 1) 1 the following expression was obtained in [1]:

Fa ^A^Fo. ^ -E- w(1— A,)P, P, (f)e -^" cw-
^^©'^.	 (13)

Here A 
I is the albedo of the cloud, expressed by the formula

Z P, --(1
A	

—^1)
,^ 

`2 P,+(1 k^)

k I retains its former meaning - ratio of scattering to attenuation; P I is

the parameter of the problem

(15)P, == YTI — 
A'') (4 -,. 

k^Ci)

Cl is the parameter related to the form of the scattering indicatrix
s3	 s

Cl = j Y (T) cos p to f dqp — 1 T (T) cos qp stn jp dQ.

s3 	 .
(16)

In its physical meaning, C l is the re-

sultant flux of scattered radiation arising A,

from a single scattering event, B I(t) is
Planck ' s function of temperature T(t) in

the cloud at the level having an optical

thickness t, FO I is the flux of radiation

striking the cloud from above. If in the

Avicinity of the upper boundary of the

cloud the water content exceeds 0.1 g/m3,

and the temperature gradient does not ex-

ceed 100.-100 m (see [ 11), relation (13)

may be given the form

(17) Fig. 12. Long-wave spectral
albedo of clouds.

1) A cloud which is not too thin, i.e.,.'whose thickness is not translucent
in the visible.

ty 6
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where TO is the temperature of the upper boundary of the cloud.

It is easy to see that expression (13) assumes the same form if the

*mperature inside the cloud remains constant.

In the long-wave range of the spectrum, the cloud (Fig. 12) is often

treated as a black body radiating in accordance with the law

F, = XB, (TO)-
	 (18)

Since a scattering of the long-wave radiation in the clouds should

not be neglected, equality (18) is fundamentally impossible and should be

replaced by relation (17), which shows the fulfillment of Kirchhoff's law

(with the adopted assumptions) in the vicinity of the upper boundary of the

cloud. The deviation of the actual radiation of the cloud from the b=ack

body radiation depends on the magnitude of the albedo AX.

We shall show first of all that the albedo calculated from formula

(14) depends on the water content and temperature of the cloud because of

the quantity kl , equal to

V. I	 _	 f V. I tv	
1r	 r	

(19)

The coefficients of scattering and absorption in the middle member of

the above equality are calculated per unit volume, and those in the right-

hand portion, per unit mass; pr is the water content of the cloud, and

P  its humidity. The latter is assumed to be saturated and hence, depend-

ent on the temperature. From (19) it is apparent that when otW = 0

ks= -̂-- ^-- = const	 (20)
GVt ,%	 °. ,

and thus, in the "windows of transparency" of water vapor, for example, in

the range of 8-12 µ, th_= dependence of the albedo on the water content and

temperature will be slight.

In [1] 9 calculations were made of the average albedo of a cloud in

the wavelength intervals of 4 -8, 8-12, ... , 24-28 p, and in the range of

197
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temperatures of 0 to -10 0 , Humidity of 0.1-0.5 g/m 3 9 and parameter Cl of

0.5-3. An example of the values of A'1 obtained is given in Fig. 12 for

the case pv = 0.2 g/m3 and t = 00 . The albedo increases with increasing

water content, a decrease in temperature and a decrease in C1 ; this cor-

responds to a decrease in the average radius of the drops or an increase

in the wavelength. Within the above-indicated limits of variation in

parameters outside the transparent interval (8-12 p), the albedo does not

exceed 15% 9 and the cloud may be considered to be a black body within

this margin cf error. In the transparent interval, the albedo increases

appreciably, since the absorptive capacity of water vapor and water drop-
f'

lets decreases sharply. Depending upon tie value of C 19 the change in

A l is confined within the following limits:

150/0 < A, < 27010•

The distribution of the drops according to size in real clouds leads

to the values C1 2-2 .4. The values if A X for Cl = 2 are shown in Table

9•

Table 9

Long-Wave Albedo of Clouds
C1 = 2

Pv 1jfU3
P!	 0.1	 0.2	

0.5	
I	

0.1	
0.2	 (	

0.5

	

4--8 t
	 16--20

	

0	 0.06	 0.09	 0.14	 0.05	 0.060.07

	

--10	 0,09	 0.13	 0.17	 0,0	 0.007 ` 0.0d

	

8-12 tt	 24-24 N

	

0	 0.19	 0.19	 0.19	 0.03	 0.05	 0.06

	

-10	 0.19	 0,19	 0.19	 p'05	
0.05	 0.07

.	 0.06	 0,08

	

12-16 ^k	 24--28 ^,t

	

0	 0.07	 0.07	 0.07	 0.02	 0.03	 - 0.05

	

--5	 0.07	 0.07	 0.07	 0.03	 0.04	 0.06

	

-10	 0.07	 0.07	 0.07	 0.03	 0.05	 0.06

	

y$	 •

•



In order to aescribe thin clouds, it is interesting to determine the

free path of radiation R1, i.e., the depth to which the f?.ux penetrating*
into the cloud is attenuated by a factor of ? times. We obtained the fol-

lowing expression for this quantity:

5• Conclusion

In conclusion, it is interesting to formulate the results obtained

and to determine the place occupied by the present work among the investi-

grti,"ens designed to find methods of interpretation of radiation measure-

meats carried out with satellites.

The work does not offer any methods of interpretation. Nevertheless,
the collected data on the radiation properties of clouds may be useful in

developing such methods and make it possible to determine various kinds

of errors and to carry out methodical calculations. They may also be used

in designing apparatus. However, one should allow for a certain conven-

tionality of the data, dine to the difference between the actual atmosphere

and the models used for the calculation, and also to the insufficiency of

data on the optical properties of clouds - their scattering and absorbing

capacity.

The main conclusions, most of them unfortunately negative, are enumer-

ated below.

1. In the visible portion of the spectrum, even for high positions

of the sun and red rays, the scattered light of the haze appreciably alters

the light coming from a cloud.

2. The light of the haze above the clouds is neutral relative to

wavelength, Just as is the albedo of clouds. Therefore, one should not

try to distinguish clouds located at different levels by means of their

spectral brightness alone.

-1--
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3. Clouds located at low levels may be brighter than higher oneo

because of the greater scattering capacity of the former. Therefore, the

possibility of distinguishing cloud levels on the basis of differences in

their brightness is also doubtful.

4. The angular distribution of light reflected off a cloud is rela-

tively uniform, with the exception of the range of azimuthal angles 133° T-

1800 .  In this case, a rapid increase in brightness along the direction

of the horizon is obearvel at low positions of the sun. This characteristic

of the angular distribution can hardly be used for . purposes of interpreta-

tion, since it is characteristic of snow and atmospheric haze.

5. The difference in the albedo at the center and at the wing of the

absorption band may introduce an error of the order of 10-20% into the

determination of the optical thickness of the atmosphere above the cloud.

6. Opaque clouds may be considered black bodies within an error of

5-10% in the spectral intervals 4 s Aµ s 8 and 12 s A& s 40. In the atmos-

pheric window of transparency (8 s )µ s 12), this error amounts to 15-25%.
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0. A. Avaste

METHOD OF CALCULATING THE INTENSITIES AND FLUXES OF OUTGOING RADIATION

IN THE VICINITY OF A SPHERICAL EARTH IN THE INFRARED REGION

OF THE SPECTRUM

1. Intruduction. Statement of the Problem

At the present time, the measurement of outgoing radiation fluxes

o_' the earth—atmosphere system by means of meteorological satellites is

a very pressing problem. Of great importance for the interpretation of

such measurements is the development of simple methods of calculation

of the radiation fluxes.

The purpose of the present work is to derive formulas for the cal-

culation of outgoing radiation (intensities and fluxes) in the near infra-

red, taking the curvature of the earth's surface into account.
f

We shall consider a scattering and absorbing atmosphere illuminated

by parallel. rays of direct solar radiation. The satellite is located at

point PO at altitude H above the earth's surface (Fig. 1), at which the

angle of incidence of the direct solar radiation will be designated by

10 (measured from the outer normal). The change in the position of P is

defined by angular coordinates (&,0), where at is the angle between POP

and the inner normal at point PO , is the azimuth measured from the

plane defined by the normal and the incident solar ray at point PO

(against the sun, 0 = 0; with the sun 0 = n). At point P, the angle of

incidence of direct solar radiation gill be designated by i and the

zenithal angle by A. The earth's radius will be designated by R. and

the central angle by POOP = d.

The scattering and absorption of shortwave radiation (k = 0.29 - 5

µ) takes place mainly -in a relatively thin layer. In the estimation of
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Fritz [1], only 1% of solar energy is absorbed in the layers of the

earth's atmosphere above 30 km. Direct measurements of Miley, et al

[2,3J showed that the intensity of the light scattered at 30 km altitude

amounts to only 2 -3% of the intensity on the earth's surface. It fol-

lows from the above that practically all the processes of conversion of

solar heat in the earth's atmosphere are concentrated in the 0-30 km

layer. All of the atmosphere located higher may be considered optically

void (diathermal) with respect to the conversion of the fluxes in the

near infrared. Since t-he satellite is generally located at an -ltitude

H »30 km, the following problems may be examined to a first approxima-

tion: 1) Calculation of the intensity of outgoing radiation at altitude

Z = 30 km; 2) Consideration of the s^-called dilution (rarefaction) ef-

fect of radiation for the calculation of the ascending flux at the level

of the satellite, i.e., consideration of a, purely geometrical effect due

to a decrease in the solid angle defined by the area of the earth's sur-
♦-,_ —

face visible from the satellite with an increase in the altitude H.

Under average conditions in the atmosphe-P, in the infrared region

of the spectrum, the spectral optical thickness of the atmosphere 	 <

< 0.1 (see Ref. [4J); this means that if we confine ourselves to the con-

sideration of absorption and single scattering, we shall still have a

sufficient accuracy.

Absorption by water vapor and carbon-dioxide is determined by means

of absorption functions obtained from experimental data of Howard, Burch

and Williams [5] and Fowle [6] . The effect of pressure on the absorption

is considered (for more detail, see Ref. [4]).

The concentration of water vapor decreases with the altitude in ac-

cordance with an exponential law (Yamamoto's formi,la 17A. The volume
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Fig. 1. Geometrical parameters of the problem of radiation
transfer for a spherical earth.

concentration of carbon dioxide is constant (0-033%). The virtual tempera-

ture decreases linearly with the altitude. The scattering is due to mole-

cules of air and aerosol. Aerosol and molecular scattering is calculated

by the scheme developed by K. S. Shi Erin and I. N. Ninin [8).

2. rormulas for the Intensity n ,17 Ascending Radiation

In approximating the atmosphere by an eight-layer model, we assume

that the scattering events occur only at the centers of mass of the layers.

The thickness of the layers is selected so that the masses of the individ-

ual layers are the same in the standard radiation model of the atmosphere

which we are using. The boundaries and centers of the layers are taken

from Ref. [4] (Table 1) .

The intensity of direct solar radiation at level C m k (we shall hence-
•

forth designate it by the index k) is

T(7q. .I T xi, co..

t
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Tgib]e 1
Boundaries z  and centers cm •k of layers in the calculation

of single scatterin g.

t t 2	 13 s is 7 a

t! rK 1.12 2.37 3.82 3.52 7.63 10.4 14.8	 48.2

0.55 1.74 3.08 4.65 6.55 8.96 12.4	 19.3

i
where i*— j of (z)dz will be obtained in accordance with Ref. 	 Here 10

is the spectral intensity of extra -atmospheric solar radiation accord-

ing to P:^1f. [91 9 a^(z) is the spectral scattering coefficient, T
s	 ..

and T^Xi.co, ) are, respectively, the transmission functions of water

vapor and carbon dioxide from the boundary of the atmosphere to level k

at an angle of incidence i of the direct solar radiation [4], and mi is

the mass of the atmosphere, which takes into account the length of the

path of the oblique rays

sec 1,	 i f	 (2)

t'rom simple geometrical relations we find that for i > 600

•	 1	 dx

 z 	 +zy_R2sin2l—Rcosij	 (3)
 1 CR

H x^ 
sln?!

where z is the thickness of the scattering layer (z = 30 km) and R is

the earth's radius.

We obtain similar formulas for masses of the atmosphere it the di-

rection-vol . The transmiasion functions may be obtained from formulas (9)

and (10) of Ref. [4] 9 which also gives expressions for the weighted

parameters .x, 	 and xao.

If we conside , a unit volume at level k, then in the direction de-

fined by angle i for single scattering, the energy

e_	 r (7ci. m
• 	O
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is radiated, where'( ( y) is the normalized scattering indicatrix, i.e.,

!X	 (5)

The energy of scattering from a unit volume at level k after attenu. ,

ate on along the path leading to the satellite is represented by the ex-

pression

R	 ^- 2A of	 — 	 sc1^	 Rw^lGe	 T x,, • T(7r,. cm 	 e —* X
e	 e

•	 e
X7 xi. • T fix&. ca	 (6)

We can represent the transmission function by the formula

(7)

where
x^a^ • VW* (nil T M j (PR + e jn .	

(8)

Here wk is the content of water vapor in a vertical column above

level k; 
Pk 

and e  are respectively the total and partial pressure at

level k; n is a constant (for water vapor n 0.3i ; (PR̂ - is a weighted

value obtained from Ref. [4]. From formula ( 8), we obtain

where .44 is a weighted parameter; if the ray travels in a vertical di-

rection from infinity to level k,

x:R1 an Y—w* (PR̂
 
.	 (10)

We obtain similar formulae- for carbon dioxide, but in this case

n r3 0.4. Considering the above, we can write instead of expression (4),

:	 l _:R t"'i + w+) T (
z^^ ^i. w) T

4r oe
(11)
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Since we postulate that the scattering events occurred at the cen-

tern of mass of the selected layers, it is necessary to multiply expres-

sion (11) by the optical thickness of the layer for the direction $,

i.e., by
dtomo =- (to —, T*-1)mo-
	

(12)

The intensity of singly scattered radiation in the direction f at

altitude z = 30 (i.e., above the scattering and absorpticnz layer) is ex-

pressed by

IL	
X

f

(13)
X T (x'i )o.;oJ 9=tma •

Let us consider the albedo of the underlying surface. Assuming that

the surface is orthotropic, we have

T)
!(t, ^• !, ^• A) _ !1 (t• 'o • 8. ^. ^) + lAe ^ •"+ T xo. W X

O
M

X T xo.Co. I	 (14)

where

In order to calculate the illumination in the non-absorbing plane-

parallel atmosphere with a finite optical thickness, V. V. Sobolev [12]

proposed the formula

E =2/	 R (TO. 1) Cos
0 4 +(3—%1 ) vO (1—Ate)	 (16)

Substituting mi for sec i in Sobolev's formula in the expression

for R( ,V i) j we obtain

where we calculate mi from formulas (2) and ( 3) : We obtain constant

of formula (16) 9 characterizing the elongation of the scatterint;
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,.0+f

indicatrix, by means of formula
•

sju (1) sin Y cos 7dj .	 (18)

If we bear in mind that the role of the scattered radiation in the

near infrared is small in the creation of the total illumination on the

earth's surface, we can assume that in the presence of absorption, the

illumination E decreases in proportion to the attenuation of direct

solar radiation by the absorption.

W then obtain, instead of formula (16), the formula

	

=2T (;Ct. o' Txr.co.	 /	 R(-a t) cost	 (19)•	 • 0 4+ (3 -- N) -v 0 — A) ,

•	 o
where T(z,,,,I) and T(

_
z1.co. L) are the transmission functions of water vapor

and carbon dioxide in a layer extending from the upper boundary of the

atmosphere to the earth's surface in the direction i. Taking formulas

(14) and 415) into account, we obtain the formula

	

2a / T^x^^_o^) T (z^^= °do j	 ( 
:

3(S0.) `il 
A) e - ^e'M w o	 ^. #.W	 ^. +.	 4	

(20)

for the outgoing intensity in direction,Q', where the functions T(x,(*i.V)

0_M
E	 and T(zI.O.co.) are defined by formulas ( 7) and (8). The value of I i is

obtained from formula (13).

The dependence of the scattering indicatrix on the wavelength is

obtained from Ref. C81 in the form

where p and - are respectively the Rayleigh - and aerosol "weights,"

which depend on the wavelength, andP (Y) andICa (Y) are, respectively,

the Rayleigh and aerosol scattering indicatrices for wavelength ho For
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wavelength lu

Pa. + /14 == % (y , (22)

=o ^) .

and for wavelength J,

P6 0"11  + 4, -!k-

(22)

(23)

We see that as a increases, the fraction of the aerosol component

increases appreciably, and the elongation of the indicatrix increases
t
r	 correspondingly [10].

, which characterizes the elongation of the indica-For parameter'K1 

trix [see formula ( 18)] , we obtain the expression
s

4
2 x, (7)	 ,	 rb sin 7 cos Id7	 (24)

E

and, considering the elongation of the aerosol indicatrix at wavelength

19 expressed by the formula

3'
x^. a = Z x. (1) sin 7 cos IdT	 (25)

we obtain, from formula (24)

i

Let us note that in the case of a spherical earth, the straight

line POQ is defined by the angle

s.,= aresin R + H	 (27)

As H increases, the a;ea of the earth's surface visible from the

satellite increases rapidly. On this area, we should consider the

change of the angle of incidence of direct solar radiation. The follow-

ing relations exists between the angular coordinates:

cos t = cos to cos b + sin lo sin b cos P,	 (28)

	

4=0-a,	 (29)
R	 R+ H 	 (30

210 2 	 .sla(x--8)
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In addition, as is evident from Fig. 1, instead of the usual rela-

tion

	

COS 7 — — COS $ cas I+ sin 8 Sin ICUs 9	 (31)

we can use the relation

	

COS 7=— COS a COS 10 + sin a sin /a cos P,	 (32)

which relates the angle of scattering Y to the angles 4, i0 , 90

3. Formula for Ascending Radiation Flux at Level of Satellite

We shall derive a formula for the ascending radiation flux at alti-

tude H. A horizontal surface at point PO is traversed by a flux from an

element of solid angle

dFi ==I  cos adw,	 (34)[sic]

where d  = sing da dP. The flux of ascending radiation received by a

wide-angle receiver at level H is given by the formula

• *mu
Ff = 21 dp j Aa. P) cos a sin a da.	 (34)

Here the intensity I(o',O) is calculated from formula (20), and the

relations between the angular parameters are calculated from formulas

(28)-(32). Taking the form of the function I(cY,0) into account, one

can obtain the fluxes F by numerical integration alone, for example by

using Simpson 's formula [111.

In solving certain problems, it is more convenient to perform the

integration with respect to the coordinates (6,8). In this case, dw

will be defined by an area element dS on the surface of a sphere with

radius R + z, i.e-9
-.

dw-
1 ^ ds,	 (33)
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l^

where n is the unit vector of the normal of the area element dS and

L = PP (see Fig. 1) . Considering

R•L ^p cos&	 (36)

and
dS—(R+ z): stn ZAdP,

(37)

we obtain from (33)

dFj ! R Z) cos a cos (2 + b) stn

Introducing the variable

E cos k dE _ — stn Eda,	 (39)

we obtain

L2=(R+H)2+(R+ z)2- 2(R +H) (R +?)t 	(40)

a

Fig. 2. Geometrical parameters of the problem of radiation
transfer with the consideration of the altitude of
the scattering layer z.

Since

Cos (a-f-	 Cos a Cos B—sin a sin 8	 (41)

a
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and (from Fig. 1)
Cosa-- R+y--(R+s)C0Sa

L
=Ina—(R+s)sloa	 (42)

L

we can rewrite formula (38) in the form

dF^ _ — f (R + t )' I R -^- N' — (R -}. s) E I I (R + H) c — (R -{- t) Id"cd^
1(R + H)_2I- (R -I--z);---2   (R + IY) (R -^. ^) E l s -- .
	 (43)  

Furthermore, for the upper limit of the integration with respect

to C we take the value

to=cos n"=, R+ H .
	

(44)

N
Let us note that bmax determines.the position of point Q2 , i.e.,

the point of tangency of the straight line P0Q2 to the sphere of radius

R + z (Fig. 2) .

The formula for the ascending flux at the point of the satellite as-

sumes the form

T
Ifi =-2(R +z.P d'3i 	 HR+HP+(R+ Z)j- 2(R+H)(R + s) 6 12^ 	 (45)

4. Parameters and the Method of Calculation

6e shall note in conclusion that the following physical parameters

are included in the proposed method of calculation:

1) Scattering function 'K X (y) which generally depends on the height

above the earth's surface and on the wavelength (see Ref. [101). we

shall use the indicatrix weighted for the entire layer of the atmosphere

and borrowed from [8] . The values o f K. (y) are cited in tabulated form;

2) Optical thicknesses rk (a), determined in accordance with Ref,

[8];

3) Transmission functions T(x) for the absorption bands of water

^J
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vapor and carbon dioxide, determined in accordance with Ref. [4] ;

4) Total content of water vapor in the atmosphere determined from

several characteristic cases;

5) Content of carbon dioxide, determined by the model of the at-

mosphere adopted in this work and by the condition that the volume con-

centration of CO. is constant (0.033%);

6) Average value of the spectral albedo A l of the underlying sur-

face, taken from the experiment.

In addition, the following geometrical parameters are included in

the proposed method of calculation:

1) Altitude of the satellite H,

2) Earth's radius R,

3) Altitude of the scattering and absorbing layer of air z,

4) Coordinates of the satellite relative to the sun, defined by the

angle of incidence of the direct solar radiation i0,

5) Sighting direction determined by one of the pairs of angles (&qO) ,

(6 9 0) 9 or (ftq). The relations between these angular coordinates are

given by formulas (28)-(32).
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0. A. Avaste

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS OF THE INTENSITY AND FLUXES OF OUTGOING

RADIATION FOR A SPHERICAL EARTH IN THE NEAR INFRARED

1. Introduction. Concrete problem

The article cites the results of calculations made by using the

method presented in Ref. [1]. The symbols used in the latter are em-

ployed.

We shall consider a concrete problem in which the point of observa-

tion above the earth's surface is located at an altitude of 300 km

( earth's radius R = 6 ,371 km) . From formula (27.1) 1 , we shall obtain

the angle defining a cone whose base will be the visible surface of the

earth. In our case, this angle is equal to 720451.

Furthermore (see Fig. 2 of Ref. [1)), we get, for example,

POQ=(H+R) cos a..=1980 KM	 (],)

and

PIQ = MAMas = R 2 — a®a: -= 190$ Iii.
	 (2)

Let us recall that scattering takes place mainly in the 0-30 km

layer. In the method of calculation which we are using, the layer above

the horizon defined  by the angle

As — arc tg Psi ==52'. 	 (3)

is not considered.

In calculating the ascending flux at the level of the satellite,

this omission is obviously acceptable.

Formula ('34.1) for the calculation of the ascending flux at point

PO does not take into account the radiation coming from the solid angle

defined by the rotation of angle Q3 Ql above axis P00. For the concrete
1. References to formulas of Ref. [1] will be designated by the numeral
1 following the number of the formula.
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y	 case above ( Q30Q1 s6na:- 8n.s t "53'. Q14-2s-98 KM) , the intensity I(Q3) ^s

1
w I(Ql ), i.e., we shall take the intensity at point Ql instead of the

intensity at point Q3 in an interpretation in accordance with formula

(34.1).

We a-hall briefly discuss the parameters of the concrete problem.

Appendix 1 gives values of the parameters X.k) and XCO )" 	 for various
2

layers (see Ref. [1]) and various contents of water vapor w. In the cal-

culation of XCO , the volume concentration of carbon dioxide was 0 .033%.

The parameter5 X (k)w and X 00 2(k) are used for calculating the transmission

function from formulas (13.1 i and (20.1) . The method of calculating the

transmission function is given in Ref. [2] , where the following was ob-

tained:

7- 	 xVjj = T (i'w") T (zgo")	 (4)

and
r (7?))	

fie)

Table 1 gives the parameters a w , bw, aC0 
2 9 COb	 , based on the data

of Ref. [2] and the spectral intensitie, of extra-atmospheric solar

radiation given by Johnson 13).

We see from this table that the calculations were carried out in

weak bands of water vapor (0.7; 0.8 p) , in the strong band of water vapor

y outside the bands (0.762, 0 .85, 1.68 p) , and also in the bands of

carbon dioxide (1.4, 1.6, 2.7 0- We shall note that the 1 .4 and 2.7

bands of 002 overlap, respectively, with the strong bands of water vapor

T and X.

The remaining parameters of the method of calculation are given in

the tables of the appendix.
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Table 1

Extra-atmospheric spectral intex: aities of direct solar radiation in mcal
em .12 win -1N 1. and parameters aw , b0 $ a(X)

2 , b00 2 
of formula (5)

1 µ 0^ Name of band 70. ^

1SrA

°^

0

5^

160,5

scot

1

bco.

co0.74 0.735--0.715 H2O (0 ,7
0.762
0.82

0.759--0,765
0.79-0.84 H2O (0,8

1764
1537

11438

1
0

CO

142.8
1
1

00
CO

0,85 0.84-0.86 1 ao I co
1.31 1.25-1.38 H•10 (T) 567 0.878 7.15 1 co
1,44 1,38.-1.50 HjO (W) CO2 (1.4 10 437 0.878 7.15 9.8.103
1.60 1,54 --1,67 Cos (1.6 'M 316 1 CO 0	 . 9.5.103
1.68 lt67 --1,70 270 1 CO 1 00
2.75 2463 --2.87 H2O (X) CO, (2.7 ^P) 53 0.927 3.00 0,940 80

Remarks:

1. The interval 0 .735-0. 745 µ constitutes the 0.7 µ w ing of the
water vapor band. According to Fowle [4], the limits of this band are
0.70-0.74 P.

2. The interval 1.25-1.38 µ constitutes the wing of the T band of
eater vapor. In Ref. [5], the limits of the T band are 1.25-1.54 µ.

3. In the portion of the 1.6 00 band, there is no absorption by
water vapor. The limits of the 1.6 C62 band are 1.53-1.67 µ according
to Ref. 151.

Appendix 2 gives normalized scattering indicatrixes -K,(Y) calculated

from formula (21.1) using data of Ref. [6] . The values of YC a (Y) were

taken in accordance with the parameters:

to(Aa) =0,2;	 V=50' xu,
so (X©) - 0,3; V=20  x u,
to(hj-0,5;	 V-10 KN.

Here V is the horizontal visibility range. The values of )C 1(Y) for

any scattering angle Y = y(i0 , as 0) were determined by the root-mean-

square interpolation of the data of Appendix 2 with the "Ural-1" elec-

tronic computer.

Appendix 3 gives the relative spectral optical thicknesses of the

Rayleigh and aerosol components for the value ` . (k) = 0 .2; 0.3; 0.59

calculated- from fe,F,rula (23.1).
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Appendix 4 gives the values of the parameter ')Cl calculated fram

formulas (18.1). (25.1) ,, and the optical thicknesses 2'1(z) at altitudes

z equal to 0, 5 .52 9 7.63 , and 10.4 km, calculated from the data of Ref.

[6]

Here ar = 0.125 km 1 , and from Ref. [6], we obtain

=0,633 icu-I 	 where	 to(X)=0,2; V=50 icu,
=0,898 ICU —,	 where	 tO())=0,3; V=20 scat,r
=0,936 uH' i	 where	 %04=0,5; V=10 nu.

The values of p and q are given in Appendix 3. Appendix 4 gives

values of ' l̂(z) corresponding to the selected altitude of the upper cloud

boundary. The altitudes z, equal to 5.52, 7. 63 and 10 . 4 km, are the

boundaries of the atmospheric model employed [ll. Let us note that ac-

cording to various authors [7], the upper boundary of fleece clouds (Cu,

Gong.) at middle latitudes are located in most cases at altitudes ex-

ceeding 3.5 km. The upper boundary of cumulolimbus clouds (Cb) reaches

an altitude of 9 -11 km 171. According to the data of A. N. Baranov [8),

the upper boundary of frontal. clouds on the European territory of the

USSR has an annual variation z = 10.2-11.2 km, and, according to the

many measurements of E. G. Zak [9] , the altitude of the upper cloud bound-

ary varies between , 6.5 and 14 km. The highest recurrence (23%) corres-

ponds to the 9.0 -9.9 interval, and 63% of the 8 9 179 cases considered

are distributed at altitudes of 8.0 -10:9 km. Thus, the selected alti-

tudes z (5.52, 7.63 9 10.4 km) characterize the possible locations of the

upper cloud boundary.

2. Ratio of Scattered to Reflected Radiation

The role of scattered atmospheric radiation in the ascending flux

of the visible region n f the spectrum (0.40-0.80 p) is discussed in
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detail in Ref. [10]. In this work it was found that even in the visible

region of the spectrum, the variability of the albedo of the reflecting

surfaces has a much lesser influence on the variations of the angular

and spatial distribution of the outgoing radiation than the variability

of the optical properties of the atmosphere. In the near infrared, at

A l z 0.1 9 we find that in formula (20.1)

11. '01,	 (7)
for angles a not too close to the horizon. Here

1n =	 !oT (xi^+'. o)) T (zi:
k
i, co.^	

R (to, t) cos t 	— tomb .	 (8 )s	 4-x-(3--:^ so (1 A)

Table 2 gives ratios of the fraction of singly scattered radiation

I1 to the reflected radiation IA for - ( AO )	 0.3, w = 2.0 cm, X = 0.82 µ.

i	 As 1 increases, the role of scattered radiation diminishes rapidly, since

the optical thickness decreases in accordance with formula (23.1).
I

aThe increase in the ratio I1 when a 72045 , is due mainly to a
A

decrease in IA . The scattered radiation IA in the infrared region of

the spectrum has, when compared to I A at A Z0.1, appreciable values only

in the case where the whole atmospheric layer at the horizon scatters

(cx > 600 ). We see from Table 2 that the scattering can be neglected in

the above-cloud layer (I I 5 0.0l61 A).

To a first approximation, expression (7) is proportional to the al-

bedo. For this reason, it is very important to know representative

values-of the spectral albedo for average conditions. A survey and

analysis of the available data on the spectral albedo in the near infra-

red is given in Ref. [ll], which also provides average values of A X for

the plant cover, snow, clouds and sea. These values of A X were used in

the present. work ( see A, pendix 5) . It should be noted at this point

that the values of A X borrowed from Ref. [ll] are only tentative: they
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Table 2

Ratio of singly scattered  radiation I 1 to reflected radiation IA calculated
from formulas (20.1) and (8) for r0 (XO ) a 0.3; w = 2.0 cm; X e 0.82 µ;

ip = 0' and i. 300

In — 0' 10;— 30°

s ^

0--180' 0' 30' I	 6(P 90'	 120'	 I	 150°	 1€0P

{ Grass, z-0. A, M0.46
W 0.013 0.045 0,045 0,045 0,045 0,435 0,0-45 0,045

30' 0,017 0,047 0,0:7 0.018 0.050 0,05-4 0,057 0.059
60' O.CD 0,113 0,119 0.110 0,105 0.106 0,112 0,116
70' 0.224 0,393 0.439 0,362 0,319 0.344 0,310 0.315

Cloods, s-5.52 xm. fh OX0,55

0° O ' Oo •-2 0, 00'2 0.002 0.002 0. CO2 O,Ct`2 0. CO2 0. CO2
30' 0,02 0,002 0.00.2 0,03 0.003 0,CO3 0,03 0,CO3
60' 001 0.005 0.005 0.00.1 0,005 0,005 O,CO5 0,05
70' 0.011 0.011 0,016 0,013 0,011 0.011 0,011 0.011

C/v4tA, t -7.63 KM. A't —0.55

0' 0.W2 0.002 0.002 0,002 0.002 3,002 0,002 0,042
30' 0,002 0,002 0,00'2 0,002 0,002 0,002 0.CA2 0.002
60' 0,003 0,044 0.001 0,041 004 0,003 0.044 0.041
70' 0,00- 0,010 0,011 0,009 0,003 0,003 0,008 0,008

: Clo UJS, Z— 10.4  KW A, x 0,55

W 0.041 0,001 0.001 0,001 0.001	 1 0,00i 0.001 0,001
30' 0,001 0,001 0,001 0.001 0,001 0,401 O,CO1 0'(02
60' 0.00'2 0,003 0.003 0.043 0,003 0,003 O,C0.3 O.CO3
70' 0.005 0,007 0;003 0,006 0. 04,5 0.005 O.CO5 0.00,5

do not allow for the non-orthotropic nature of real surfaces, do not take

into account the seasonal changes in spectral albedo, etc. Furthermore,

because of the lack of data, Ref. (.11] does not give any values for the

spectral albedo of desert areas, which are important in the calculation

of the radiation regime of the earth--atmosphere system. Hence, a fur-

they refinement of data on the spectral albedo becomes an unavoidable

problem. Its solution requires direct spectral measurements above nat-

ural surfaces (under field conditions) in various climatic zones.

-"of
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3. Angular Distribution of the Intensities of Outgoing Radiation
The angular distribution of intensities for A X = 0 is determined by

the zenithal angle of the sum, the scattering indicatrix, the optical

thickness of the atmosphere, and the absorption in the bands of water

vapor and carbon dioxide. Whereas in the near infrared A 4 > 0.1, the

angular distribution of the intensity of outgoing radiation is mainly

determined by the zenithal angle of the sum f 0 , the spectral albedo 419

and the absorption in the bands of water vapor and CO2.

A general idea of t-he distribution of the intensity of the outgoing

radiation can be obtained from Figs. 1-6, which show the isophotes of

the relative intense.,.- .i:s at i0 a 300 ; V (a0 ) = 0.3; w = 2.0 cm for h =

= 1.31 µ ( the band 'Y of water vapor) and 4 = 1.68 p ( outside the band).

We shall note that the intensities are distributed symmetrically relative

to the solar vertical. For this reason, Figs. 1-6 show only the region

0 < %ax < 72045
# , 0 < 9 < n. We shall recall that the azimuth against

the sun is 0 = 0, and with the sun, p = n.

As is evident from Figs. 1- 6 9 the absorption not only decreases the

?	 intensities but also causes a qualitative change in the distribution of

the isophotes of the relative intensities. Absolute' values of the in-

tensities are given in Figs. 1 -6 for the point at the nadir I N in mcal.

m 2 min-1 µ 1 ster 
1. 

The dependence on the sighting angle cx is illus-

trated more graphically in Fig. 7, which shows-cases of X = 0.74-9.68 p

for various underlying surfaces at io = 0; 0 0,0 ) = 0.3; w = 2.0 cm.

Values of I(a) are given in relative units in the figure. Absolute

values of the intensities will be obtained by multiplying the values of

I by the ratios 
IO2Il 

(see Tables 1 and 3) . From Fig 	 it is evident
I 
	 g

that in the absorption bands, as the sighting angle cx increases, the
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intensity decreases faster than in the portions outside the bands. A de-

crease in intensity outside the bands occurs only close to the horizon,

i.e.,  At a	 7204 5' . Furthermore, it is clear that when A i = ,0 ( curve

6 of Fig. 7), the intensities I increase with rising a, so that the opti-

cal thickness along the path of the ray increases as the horizon is ap-

proached.

The following conclusions can be reached on the basis of Figs. 1-7:

1. When A X = 0 1 the increase in intensity at the horizon (due to

the increase in the optical thickness along the path of the ray) is

greater without than within the absorption bands.

2. The distribution of intensities for an albedo of the underlying

surface A^ = 0 is determined by the angle of incidence of solar ray i0,

the scattering indicatrix, and the increase in optical thickness in the

direction of the horizon. For example, for i0 = 300 and A^ = 0 in the

region of a = 20 40° and S = 0°, a weak minimum is observed for all

the wavelengths which we studied. This minimum is preserved at A^ : 0.027

(see Fig. 3).

3. When z = 0 and A X Z 0.1, the distribution of the intensities of

ascending radiation in the near infrared is determined by the radiation

reflected off the earth ' s surface. At a sufficiently high A., the

brightness in the direction of the horizon decreases (darkening of the

edge of the visible disk of the earth).

4. When 10 = 300 and A^ a . 0.1, for all of the wavelengths which we

studied, the maximum in the intensity distribution was observed around

the angles a = 20 30°,	 = 180°. At i0 = 600 , such a maximum is ob-	 1

served at a = 60°, 	 = 180°. Obviously, the reason for this is the fact

that in these regions (a, R) the conditions of illumination of the
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O

- 	71=0,85
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underlying surface will be best and the greatest contribution is made by

the scattered radiation.

O;fS	 ^_ •̂S^ ``
	

A= 08

0* to	 ^?
•

4

O

Fig. 7. Variation of the intensity of ascending
radiation (relative units) as a function
of the sighting angle a at i0 = 00 9 H =
300 km.

1 - Upper cloud boundary z = 10.4; 2 - clouds, z =
7.6 km; 3 - clouds, z = 5.5 km; 4 - underlying
surface is grass; 5 - underlying surface is snow;
6 - albedo of the underlying surface A 1 0 at
z = 0.

As 10 increases, the map of the distribution of the intensity iso-

photes changes because of a change in the scattering angles Y and in

the ratios I1. For example, at i = 60 °, on the side opposite the sun
IA 	0

(8 : 0°), a small intensity maximum is sometimes observed for large a's.

At 10 > 72045', a portion of the earth not illuminated by direct solar
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radiation is observed in the field of view of the wide -angle receiver.

The decrease in intensity at the nadir associated with the increase of

the zenithal angle of the sun i 0 is given in Table 3-
i

Tabl e 3

Intensity of outgoing radiation I  mcal cm-2 min-1 0-1 ster 1 at
the nadir at various zenithal angles of the sun i0

10 Grass I S
Clouds

Sea	 I 	 s= 0
s M 5,52 KU Is--7.63 KU s - 10.4 Kx

8	 0.82 H^(1)-0,2; m	 0.5 cy

300 191 229 230 232 6,76
60 96 106 131 L33 133 5.16
90 2.48 2.48 0.66 0.47 0.32 2.48

{
to 040.3;w-2.0cy

0 182 198 262 265 267 7.56
30 156 169 226 229 231 6.74
60 85.1 92.2 130 132 133 5.42
90 2.04 2.04 0.46 0.34 0.24 2,04

so Po) -- 0.5; m - 3.0 cm

0 159 15.5 260	 264 266 6.84
30 134 13.4 22'5	 228 230 6.14
60 70.8 8.86 129	 131 133 5.1.3
90 1.52 1.52 0.34	 0.24 0.17 1,52

so (lo) - 0.2
0 210 197 255 255 256 8.53
30 180 169 220 221 221 6.11
60 102 95.5 127 127 128 4.70
90 2.45 2.45 0.57 0.39 0,26 2,45

so()4--0.3
0 191 186 17.6 255 255 256 •7,10
30 170 159 15.3 720 221 221 6.36
60 94.5 88,8 10,1 127 127 128 5.20
90 2.23 2.23 2.23 0.46 0.29 0,20 2,23

%00-0.5 
0 177 166 15.8. 254 255 255 6.56
30 150 141 13,8 220 221 221 5.93
60 80.9 76.0 9.22 127 127 127 5.07
90 1.63 1,63 1.63 0.29 .0.20 0,14 1.63

k = 1.31 1u

to Po) -0.2;w-0.5cm
0 37.6 11.0 75.9 82.1 87.3 1.07

F	 30 31.6 9.08 65.3 70.8 75.4 0.71
60 16.3 4.62 36.4 40.0 43.1 0.55
90 0.12 0.12 0.048 0.030 0.018 0.12
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4

Clouds
ip rasa Snow Sea ______^

—0. se0
s-3.5 2  Kv s -7,6 ,4 Ku

y (^) — 0,3; m — 2,0 cm
0
30

21,1
17,6

6,13
5.12 64.1 24,0 82,9 0,57

60
90

8,45
0,08

2,57
0,08

54.9
29.9

63.6
35,4

71,5
40,5

0,50
0.40

0.024 0,017 0,013 0,08

y (iV,) •- 0,5; w — 3,0 cm

0 16,5 1 43 60,0. 71,0 81,1 0,47
30 13,6 1.21 51,1 61,0 70,0 0,41
60 6,25 0.70 27,6 33.6 39.5 0,35
90 . 0.07 0.07 0.018 0.012 01009 0.07

1-1.68 ^'
^o (lo) — Q.2

0 29,6 10,5 29,2 29.2 29.2 0,63
30
60

25.5
14,6

8.99
5.21

25.3
14.6

25.3
14.6

25.4
14,6
0.004' 11

0.41
0,34

90 0.77 0,27 0.017 0.007 0,27

*i (la) — 0.3

0 28.7 10.1 2.59 29.2 29,2 29.2 0,51

30 24.7 8.75 2.26 25,3 25.3 25,3 0.46
. 60 14.1 5.07 1.42 14.6 14,6 14.6 0,42

90 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.009 0,004 0.002 0,31

*o (10) — 0,5

0 77,1 9.55 2.46 29.2 29,2 29.2 0.50
30 x3.3 8,24 2,14 25.3 25.3 25.3 0,46

60 13.0 4.72 :,38 14.6 14.6 14.6 0,46

90 0.27 0.27 0,27 0.007 0,003 00002 0.27

It is apparent from Table 3 that as '20(X0) changes from 0.2 to 0.59

the value of I  above the clouds (z Z 5.5 km) changes relatively little,

since the role of scattered radiation in the above cloud layer is a

minor one. At A l = 0; z = 0; 10 = 0; X = 0.85 p and IH decreases by

23% as V_ (XO ) increases from 0 . 2 to 0 . 5. This effect isexplained by

the interaction of two factors acting in opposite directions.

1. As 0̂ ( Xo ) increases, the indicatrix )(1(y) is more elongated,

and the back-scattered energy decreases. From Appendix 2 we find when

11 0.85 µ, the value of x( 180°) decreases 2.7 times ( from 0.960 to

0.262), with an increase J.,n - O ( Xo) from 0.2 to 0.50
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2. As the amount of the scattering substance, i.e., the optical

thickness 20 (x0 ) increases, the scattered radiation increases. As is

evident from the 4bove example, the effect of an increase in the elonga-

tiar of the scattering indicatrix surpasses the effect of an increase in

the amount of the scattering substance.
i

}

	

	 In the presence of a reflecting surface, the value of I also de-

creases with increasing V X0 ), bince the attenuation of solar radiation
c

in the atmosphere increases before and after reflection.

4. Albedo of the Earth—Atmosphere System

The effect of an atmospheric layer on the albedo may be evaluated

as follows. We calculate the albedo A l of an orthotropic surface located

outside the atmosphere and designate by IN the intensity of the radia-
1

tion reflected in the direction a ► = S = 0 by the earth—atmosphere system.

We then obtain

(9)

where E0 is the extra-atmospheric illumination

4.a cos 1.-	 (10)

For the albedo of the earth--atmosphere system, we obtain

^ 	 fi. i cos to
	

(11)

the results of the calculations are v4 ven in Table 4.

Al depends only slightly on i0 Comparing the values of A l and

A 1 (Appendix 5) , we see that outside the absorption bands, the influence

of the atmosphere on the albedo of the underlying surface will be in-

significant. In the absorption bands, the atmosphere decreases the

albedo substantially. In the spectral region under consideration, the
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Table 4

Albedo of the earth-atmosphere system A X for various
underlying surfaces

Clouds
1 Grass	 Snow	 Sea	 A, - 0.

Iz - 6.52 KU IZ - 7.63 KU Is-10.4 Ku s-0

to - OP. i0 (ao)-0.2; w -0.5 cu

0.82 0.42 0.45 0.51 0.54 0.55 0,019
0.85 0.4.6 0.43 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.019
1.31 0.21 0.06 0.42 0.45 0,48 0,006
1.68 0.35 0.12 0.34 0.34 0.34 0,007

10	 00; vo	 - 0.3; m - 2,0 cu

0.82 0.37 0.41 0,035 0.51 0.54 0.55 0,015
0.85 0.43 0.41 0,038 0.56 0.56 0,5s 0.016
1.31 0.12 0.03 0,C08 0.35 0.41 0.46 0.003
1.68 0.35 0,12 0.030 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.006

10 - 30°; t0 (Xo) - 0,3; m - 2.0 cu

0.62 0.37 0.40 0.035 0,51 0.54 0.55 0.018
0.85 0.43 0,40 0 OM 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.016
1.31 0.11 0.03 C," 0.35 0.41 0,46 0.003
1.68 0.35 0.12 0.030 0.34 0.34 0.34 O.GX

10 -60°; %(4)-0.3; m-2.0 cu

0.82 0.35 0.40 0,040 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.022
0.85 0.41 0.39 0.044 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.023
1.31 0.09 0,03 0.008 0.33 0.39 0,45 0.004
1.68 0.35 0.12 0.033 0.34 0.34 0.34 01009

10 -0P; s0 (10)-0.5; m-3.0 ca

0.82 0.33 0.36 0.032 0.53 0,54 0,55 0,014
0.85 0,39 0,38. 0.035 0.55 0.56

1

0.56 0.014
1.31 0,09 0.03 O,CO3 0,33 0.39 0.45 0.003
1.68 0.35 0.12 0,029 0.34 0,34 0.34 0.045

atmosphere itself reflects back less than 2% of the incident flux.

5. Spectral Fluxes Reflected off the Earth-Atmosphere System

For a plane-parallel model of the atmosphere, the flux of ascending

radiation is obtained from the formula

FI^2 `dp
i

 ,. /coszsinotda,	 (12)
i 
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and for a spherical model, the flux is calculated from formula (45.1).

Comparing formulas (12) and (34.1) 9 we see that a consideration of the

dilution (rarefaction) of the radiation leads to p change from the upper

limit of integration n12 to the quantity 
txmax [see formulas (27.1)]. At

values o► < 600 , the intensities I(o ► , 0) differ only slightly from the

intensities for the plane-parallel model of the atmosphere. Allowance

for the curvature of the atmosphere leads to considerable changes in the

field of the intensities at the horizon only, and this confirms the con-

clusion arrived at in Ref. [10]. At moderately low positions of the

sun and sighting directions distant from the horizontal one, at H <

< 1,000 km, one can make use with sufficient accuracy, of the results

of calculations made for the plane-parallel model of the atmosphere.

However, a calculation of the flux of outgoing radiation received

by the wide-angle receiver at the altitude of the satellite makes it

necessary to take into account the curvature of the atmosphere, particu-

larly for an inhomogeneous underlying surface, since the albedo depends

on the angular coordinates (o► , B).

Table 5 gives several data from the calculation of fluxes of out-

going radiation received by the wide-angle receiver at altitude H = 300

km. The angular aperture of the radiation receiver should be equal to

201 
max 1

45035 1 - The calculation of Ft by means of formula (45.1) were

made with a certain error due to the inaccuracy involved in taking ire %o

account the scattering layer z. In changing from the parameter C to

angle o► , considering formulas (29.1) , (30-1),  ( 39.1), we shall obtain

g(or, A) instead of. sin or cos a in formula (45-1). The function g(a, H)

is , given in Fig. 8. Possible errors due to the inaccuracy of the func-

tion g(as H) do not exceed the accuracy of the numerical integration
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Table 5

Spectral fluxes (mcal cm 2 min -1 µ-1 ) reflected by the earth--atmos-
phere system at distance H = 300 km from the earth's surface for

O ( WO ) = 0.3; w = 2.0 cm, w^	 = 264 atm cm ( volume concentration of
002 . 0.03390 for various underlrring surfaces.

Clouds A	 0.Tl Grass Snow -
_

-	 - z •• 0z - 5.52 KW z	 7,63 icu z - 10.4 Kx

4 -00 

0.82 466 506 738 752 760 29.8
0.85. 497 485 724 725 729 28.7
1.31 50.2 15.1 174 204 233 2.12
1.68 75.0 28. 2 83.4 83.5 83.5 2.18

4 - 300
0.82 402 436 639 650 657 30.1
0.85 443 418 625 629 630 29,2
1.31 42.4 13.0 149 175 201 2.13

1.44 (CO2)'	 145 56.7 388 311 312 14.2
1.44 MO2 , m)	 23.3 8.87 127 154 179 2.03

1.60 63.3 23.9 105 106 106 2.87
1.68 67.8 24.8 72.3 72.3 72.3 2.45
2.75 0.0880 0.0401 0.0606 0.0948 0.149 0.0082

to - 60°

0.82 232 250 277 292 360 33.3
0.85 261 246 272 285 347 32.5
1.31 21.6 7.11 81.8 98.3 108 2.30
1.68 39.8 15.6 37.9 38.0 40.2 3.05

• to - 90s

0.82 5.20 5.35 6.68 6.81 6.93 3.44
0.85 6.04 5.85 6.70 6.63 6.66 3.68
1.31 0.255 0.199 1.07 1.41 1.83 0.179
1.63 1.02 0.588 0.808 0.748 0.754 0.423

1.	 Only the absorption by carbon dioxide is considered.

performed (2-5%) .

In the calculations made in Table 5 1 the spectral albedos were taken

from Appendix 5. Considering that at altitudes z z 5.5 km the role of

scattered radiation is minor and that the radiation I A. reflected by the

clouds-atmosphere system is proportional to A), to a first approximation
N

[see formula--(8)], we can, for any alb edo of the clouds A ^, readily cal-

culate F
T 

from the approximate formula
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low

F^ (A, ) - .1 F, (Aj, (13)

where A l are the values of the cloud albedo taken . r,m Appendix 5, and

F,. (A X ) are the ascending fluxes of the clouds--atmosphere system at

altitude A = 300 km based on Table 5.

The fluxes determined by means of receivers with a small angular

aperture ( for example, t = &x	 1	 20 = 0.017453 0 .034906 rad.)

can be calculated from the formula
AF= Aa, Pjn(o,	 (14)

where
dm.-, aca

(15)

Here a is in radians, for & = l0 Aw = 9.5695 x 10-4 ster.

6. Determination of the Altitude of the Upper Cloud Boundary

A very important problem is the determination of the altitude of

the upper. boundary of the clouds observed from the satellite. In solv-

ing this problem, use. can obviously be , made of measurements of the in-

tensity of outgoing radiation in the ultraviolet and near infrared [143 *

It is assumed that in the ultraviolet, because of the quasi -Rayleigh

scattering of the atmospheric layer above the clouds, the intensity of

the outgoing radiation will depend substantially on the thickness of

this layer, and hence on the location of the upper cloud boundary. M.

S. Malkevich [10] showed that the turbidity of the atmosphere affects

not only the dependence of the optical thickness on the altitude, but

also the scattering indicatrix. For this reason, an interpretation of

the measurements in the ultraviolet for the purpose of determining the

altitude of the upper cloud boundary involves serious difficulties.

We shall discuss the possibility of determining the altitude of the

upper cloud boundary from the outgoing intensities in the absorption
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Fig. 8. The function g(cr, H) at H = 300 km. The
dashed line is a plot of gl (cv) = sin ct •
cos cre

bands of the near infrared. Hanel [151 recommends that the absorption

intensity of x:02 be measured in the 2.0 0 band and outside this band.

The volume concentration of CO 2 may be considered constant. The radia-

tion absorbed in the above-cloud layer determines unequivocally the al-

titude of the upper cloud boundary. Measurements outside the band are

used to eliminate the nonselective attenuation ( by scattering). Yama-

moto and Wark [16] did not consider the use of the 2.0 p band advisable,

since it overlaps with the fl band of water vapor and furthermore, the

intensity of the extra-atmospheric solar radiation is low in this band.

According to Johnson 131, IO 9 k equals 155 mcal cm-2 min-1 µ-1 at A =

2.0 p. The authors of Ref. [16, 171 suggest that in the determination

of the upper cloud boundary, the 0.76 0 2 band should be used for the

following reasons:

1. The 0.76 02 band is stronger than the above-discussed CO2 band.

2. The 0.76 02 does not overlap with other bands, and the reference

region, i.,e., the region without absorption, is located next , to somewhat

smaller X values.

3. They intensity of the spectral extra-atmospheric solar radiation

is sufficiently high for this band.
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49 Photoelectric receivers of high sensitivity are available foy

this spectral region.

5. The 02 content of the atmosphere remains unchanged. However,

the 0.76 02 band has been insufficiently studied, and the determination

of the altitude of the upper cloud boundary by using the absorption bands

of COZ is of some interest. It is more convenient to use the 1.6 CO2

band, since in this case IO Ix is greater than in the 2.0 CO 2 band, and

the 1.6 CO 2 band in the portion X = 1.54 1. 67 µ does not overlap with

the bands of water vapor. The reference portion, i .e, , the portion with-

out absorption, is located next to X = 1.67 ; 1.70 µ.

As was mentioned above, there are as yet no sufficiently reliable

data on the spectral albedo of the clouds in the near infrared. In order

to eliminate the effect of the albedo, we shall consider the quantity

f = A^, where	 = 1.60 µ, X2 = 1.68 µ (see Fig. 9) . We find that for

the point at the nadir, cr = 9 0 at i0 = 0; f depends slightly on z.

The use of the curve i0 = 900 is not advisable, because the intensities

are weak and the measurement errors substantial.

^;to

f=6	 ^=q0°

Q4t?	 `	
B	

.

Fig. 9. Dependence of f on the altitude of the upper
cloud boundary z for a zenithal angle of the
sun f0 equal to 0, 60 and 900 (A^ is the
spectral albedo of the clouds, I is the in;-
tensity of outgoing radiation, Y is the scat-
tering angle).
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Fig. 10. Dependence of a on the altitude of the upper
cloud boundary at a zenithal angle of the
sun i0 equal to 0, 30, 60 and 900.

The dependence of the quantity

!A.	 1	 /,,	 1

A== % -A4— — ,OA Ak OL, =1,60 : 12 =1,68 dui j	 (16)

on the altitude of the upper cloud boundary is more pronounced (see Fig.

10), where IOIX is the spectral intensity of the extra-atmospheric solar

radiation. From Fig. 10 we see that to a first approximation 0 depends

linearly on z. It is more convenient to perform the measurements at

10 = Oo.

It follows from the above that by using measurements within and

without the 1.6 CO 2 band, it is possible to determine the altitude of

the , upper cloud boundary completely if the spectral albedos of the cloud

are known.,

7. Conclusion

Results of measurements of intensities of outgoing shortwave radia-

tion by "Tiros-II" and "Tiros-III" satellites 118-23J and balloons [24-

253 give more variegated pictures of the distribution of isophotes than

the calculated data. A preliminary comparison was found to be particu-

larly qualitative, since the intensities measured by "Tiros-II" and

"Tiros-III" were distributed over relatively wide regions of the spectrum:
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0.55-0. ?5 µ ( spectral region of the "Vidicon" television camera) and 0.2-

6 µ ( shortwave radiation) . The measurements [24, 25] were made in the

spectral regions of 1-2, 2 -3 and 3-5 y,. In comparing the results for

300 km altitude with balloon measurements at 26 km altitude, it is neces-

sary to bear in mind that the sighting angles of a given point on the

earth's surface are different ( except the point a ► = 0) . For example,

when H = 26 km, at the horizon ot
max 

= 84048 1 , and when H = 300 km, Amax =

= 72045'. The general laws governing the distribution of the intensitieni

of outgoing radiation, obtained in the present work, are confirmed by

experimental investigations [18-25]o The variegation of the experimen-

tally obtained maps of intensity isophot es is explained by the variability

of the albedo of the underlying surface. In addition, in, Refs. [21, 221

it was shown that the observational data of "Tiros-II" did not always pro-

vide sufficiently reliable values of the albedo of the system earth's

surface--atmosphere in the 2 -3 and 3-5 p regions, the measured intensi-

ties were too low, and for this reason no definite conclusions could be

drawn concerning their distribution.

The author is deeply indebted to K. Ya. Kondrat'yev and K. S. Shifrin

for many important suggestions offered during the execution of this work.
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s Kr
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APPENDIX 2

Spectral scattering indicatrixesWx(y) for various optical thicknesses

To ( ;Lo)

I _	 4 J.t

T	 0.74	 0.762 ^- 0.52	 0.55 
I 

1.31	 1.60 I 1.63	 2.45

'o00-0.2. 1'-50ICU

..r0S

0 7.91 8.06
10 5.66 5.76
20 3.51 3.56
30 2.39 2.42
40 1.66 1.67

50 1.23 1.23
60 0.946 0.947
70 0.764 0,766
60 0.646 0.645
90 0.561. 0".557
100 0.550 0.546
110 0.550 0.514
120 0.557 0.579
130 0.613 0.6N
140 0.661 0.632

150 0.742 •0.139
160 0.84 0,835
170 0.911 0.423
180 1.01 1.00

0	 -11.5	 11.6
10 8.12 S.21
20 5.15 5.20
30 3.07 3.09
40 1.98 1.99

50 r .33 1.3.1
60 0.99 0.93-6
70, 0.667 0.653
80 0,524 0.520
90 0.438. 0.43#

6.47 8.59 9.75
6.03 6.11 6.56
3.70 3.74 4.12
2.49 2.52 2.71
1.40 1.70 1.79

1.24 1.25 1.23
0.947 0.944 0.949
0.761 0.759 0.747
0.634 0.634 0.612
0.545 0.542 0.5U7

0.331 0.327 0.4S7
0.535 0.530 0.450
0.557 0.550 0.467
0.5:0 0.372 , 0.492
0.619 0,609 0.514

0.702 0.692 0.559
0,799 0.753 0.656
0.693 O.W 0.7S6
0.969 0.960 0.872
%CA = 0,3: v - 20 xX

12.0 12.1 13.0
8.44 8.51 9.12
5.33 5.37 5.71
3.15 3.17 3.33
2.02 2.03 2.10

1.33 1.34 1,37
0.926 0.925 0.9250.659 0.656 0.6410.511 0.549 0,485
0.423 0.419 0,391
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120 0.250 0.244 0,231 0.227 0.196 0,191 0.189 0,185
130 0.248 0.242 0.227 0.222 0.185 0.179 0.167 0.172
140 0.262 0,251 0.237 0.232 0.189 0.182 0.181 0.174

150 0.274 0.266 0.247 0,241 0.192 0.185 0.183 0,•177
160 0.2866 0,278 0.257 0,250 0,199 0,190 0,188 0,181
170 0.296 0,287 0,264 0.254 0,204 0,195 0.193 0.185
180 0.301 0.292 1	 0.269 0.262 0.208 0.198 0.196 -	 0.188

APPENDIX 3

Rayleigh 
0

and aerosol SL spectral relative optical thicknesses.

A

to (4) a 0.2 % (ko) ° 0,3 %00- 0.5  

• P 4 P 9 P A-
so % % s0 sQ %G

0.55 0.476 0,524 0.317 0.683 0.190 0.810
0.74 0.272 0.728 0.160 0.840 0.088 0.912
0.762 0.255 0.745 0.148 0,852 O,G81 '0.919
0.82 0.208 0.792 0.119 8.881 0,064 0,936
0.85 0.191 0,81;6 0.110 0.890 0.059 0,941
1.31 00-2 0.938 0.033 O.SS7 0.017 0,933
1.60
1.68

0,0.36 0,964 0.018
0.015

0.382
0.935

0.010
0.003

04,20
0.(218 0.972 0.592

2.75 0.010 0.9w 0.004 O.M 0,002 0.M
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APPENDIX 4

Parameters 1C1 and optical thicknesses t, 
z 

for various turbidities

s-0	 s-5.52Kw ^ s-7.63 Kx I z - 10.4 xx

'4(4)- 0 .2. V-50K x

e,

0,74 0,43 03069 0.0109 0.011,31 0,0t7^2
0,762 0.45 0,1015 0.0153 0.01057 0.0015
0,82 1,00 0.06183 0.0114 O.007 69 0. W-5
0.83 1,02	 • 0,0441 0.0103 0.00652 0.01)154
1.31 1.19 0.0489 0.00279 0.00147 0.01104
1.60 1.22 0.0374 0.00176 0.000S4 O.W);1
1.68 1.23 0.03.13 0.00156 O.000G 3 0.0(jLW

a(l0)-0.3. V-20KM
0.74 1.43 0.1812 0.0136 0.01136 O.W,;ii
0.762 1,50 0,1736 0,0140 0,01012 0.017, 005
0.82 I.S. 0.1555 0.0103 0,00723 0.0054
0.85 1.56 0.145.3 0,00911 0.00633 0,0044•5
1.31 1.70 0039 0,00206 0.00122 0.000;0
1,60 1.73 0.0717 0,00116 0.00059 0.0fx137
1.68 1,73 0,0%0 0.00099 0.00017 O.OW.N

'a (10) - 0.5.	 V - 10 KU

0.74 1.91 0.3294 0.01634 0.01143 0,00792
0,762 1.92 0.31F50 0.0!463 0,01019 0,007W5
0,82 1.93 0.2905 0,0103.3 0.00733 O.Wtp;
0.85 1.96 0.275.3 0.00967 0.00649 O,OJ;-;►',
1.31 2.05 0.1729 0.00242 0.00125 0.006SO
1.60 2.07 0,1405 0.00146 0,00062 0.00037
1.68 2.07 0.1330 0.00127 0.030,-"11 0.0001-119

APPENDIX 5

Spectral albedo of vegetation ( for Ref. [12 3 1), snow ( Ref. [123)9

clouds (Ref. 1131). and reflection coefficients of water 
1 in

the near infrared
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M. E. Shvets, B. E. Shneyerov, L. F. Koloskova

USE OF RESULTS OF RADIATION MEASUREMENTS FROM SATELLITES IN THE

MODEL OF LARGE-SCALE ATMOSPHERIC MOTIONS

Radiative heating or cooling involving the influx of heat due to

turbulent heat conduction and the materialization of the latent heat of

condensation plays an important part in the development of atmospheric

movements. Calculations by D. E. Martin [8] have shown that a further

improvement of the methods of weather forecasting unquestionably requires

the consideration of nonadiabatic effects in the prediction methods. To

this end, : :owever, it is necessary to have detailed information on the

space-time distribution of the sources and sinks of heat. Because of

the extreme complexity of this problem, it is desirable first of all to

study the influence of the influx of heat averaged over the entire thick-

ness of the atmosphere on large scale motions. Data obtained by means

of weather satellites 17, 91 make it possible to find the value of this

influx directly.

As the initial system o f equations for the problem, we shall choose

the equation of transfer of the velocity vortex, taking into account the

forces of turbulent friction
d„ (^ + 1)	 g2 a rK z 12 _ 1 yW

dt	 p^ d: 1 P d:	 d.	 tl) .

and the equation of the influx of heat

d.r	 c2 ..	 g

Here f! is the vertical component of the relative velocity vortex,

1 is the coriolis parameter, g is the acceleration due to gravity, K is
IN

the coefficient of turbulent viscosity, p is the density of air, T is

the absolute temperature, R is the gas constant, c2 = 
-tea Y)R2T

6
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Y and y  are the actual and dry -adiabatic vertical temperature gradients,

C  is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure, p is the

pressure, p0 is the standard pressure at sea level,  and S a P—.
d	 p0

In both equations, the symbol dt designates the individual time de-

rivative on a horizontal plane, and w = dt is the analog of vertical

velocity in the system of coordinates x, y, C l to

The first term on the right side of equation (2) describes the in-

flux of heat into a unit mass of air due to turbulent and radiant heat

exchange, and	 is the influx of heat due to the latent heat of condensa-
p

tion . If D designates the turbulent heat flux, B and A the thermal radia-

tion fluxes directed upward and downward, respectively, and FM and F(2)

the ascending and descending fluxes of shortwave radiation, then

Q=D+A--B+P--FPi. 	 (3)
For the boundary conditions along the vertical, we shall assume that

w = 0 at ( = 0- and ( = 1
	

(4)

In order to pass. from heat influxes to fluxes in the given model,

we take into consideration a system of equations averaged vertically.

Thus, by integrating equation (1) with respect to ( from 0 to 1 and per-

forming an approximate calculation of the friction near the ground in

accordance with A. F. Dubuque [2], we fAtain, assuming (4)'

d"(U
dt

+1) +K=2 =0.	 (5)

Here Ko ss 7K Kh is the value of the coefficient of turbulent

viscosity at the upper boundary of the lowest subl.ayr, Ag is the geo-
_ t

strophic vortex at sea level, and h( N ) s ^( ) A. 	 [sic]

The vertical velocity w is determined from equation (1)

^.^ 1 rd" (Q + 1) _ X2 Kp=
_T •1 t	 2	 (6)o
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Hence,
KPH aQ .., I01K.U.

C

Substituting (6) into (2), averaging the equation obtained over the

entire thickness of the atmosphere, and combining with equation (6), we

obtain
92 KF2 09

dt	 K ^^ +-:2-,	 d; = t pb (Q. _ Q.) .{,,.

	

Pi 	
U

	

i	 pi

Here cQ = 1 + lnC, L is the latent heat of condensation, and r is

the amount of precipitation.

mayR= Kp2d2As is shown by the calculations, the quantity ^ 	 ^^	 y be ne g-

lected as compared to K•ng.

The integral is
1

KPs du	 Kp2
SZ
 ---

Q d ( KP2
C Jr.	 Z	 d• ` z

But K^ Q o= p , and since 
p==CRT17 

v. , we have

R 1=s(K+CadK^.
We shall assume that above the lowest ,sublayer h, the turbulence

coefficient has a constant value equal to K h ; then

i ^^r 1 Ktftff+2Offl-l	 !

Setting K  xts 10 m2/sec, we find that
•	 s

4K*2S (1 ) > ^ Cp ^̂

We now adopt the condition of thermotropicity of the atmosphere [103

(although this is not mandatory in this method)

VT (X' Y. t,t) = F(;) oT (z. Y, l),	 C8)

where Vis the gradient operator on the plane. The function F(O may

be determined by a statistical treatment of the observational material.
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According to L. Berkofsky [6], we can write approximately F(C) = 2C.

By using the equation of statics

T Tt dC (9)

it is easy to obtain the following relations by means of (8) :

(.10)I

	

where ,0. 1 _ FM d;.	 We not e that F = 1 and

If we assume the motion to be quasi -geostrophic, then on the basis

of the above we obtain
F-

d'(s+15— 	^ +(H, t oN + 1)+ gzz CT ,dt 1.1

	

d„ (Q + 1)	 ! R2 T 11 _ (T. 	 R`^ 	 + CT • i o t^', +l 8	 `

+ (H_

The symbols A and ( a, b) designate as usual the Laplace operator on

the plane and .the Jacobian.

Collecting the results obtained, we finally arrive at the following

system of equations of the model

d OH ar + (H_, / dy +1, + gU2 OF,
	 T +

^e — ^ ►^^^` .^ *^ ^T, .^ o^ + ^T, ;off + 1^ + ^^t, ; e r^ —

(h(, Y) -	 r®N- s A 7', =	 (Qo ^ Q^) -^'	 i	 (12 )
t `

The methods for solving this system of equations are known (see

Ref. [2]).

We shall now discuss the right side of equation (12).

The quantity QC represents the radiation balance of the system

earth's surface—atmosphere, which can be calculated directly from the
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measurement data of the stitellite.

For forecasting purposes, this quantity is calculated from the known

formula

Qo = So 0 — r) -- Be.	
(13)

where So is the . flux of solar rQ ;nation reaching the upper boundary of

the atmosphere, r is the albedo of the system earth's surface--atmosphere,

and BO is the outgoing thermal radiation of the earth and atmosphere.

According to (3), the following expression may be obtained for Ql:

Q,=(1— a)S—EvW-A	 (14)

Here a is the albedo of the underlying surface, S is the flux of

total radiation , Eeff is the effective radiation of the earth's surface,

and D is the turbulent heat - flux on the earth's surface.

The first two terms on the right side of (14) as well as B D and r

in formula (13) are calculated from the data of vertical sounding of the

atmosphere, which in principle may be accomplished by means of weather

satellites. The calculation of the turbulent heat flux involves the

temperature of the underlying surface, for which, in the case of ocean

regions, one can use the mean. monthly temperatures of the ocean's sur-

face recorded over many years. In calculating Ql for dry land conditions,

it is desirable to use the equation for the heat balance of the underly-

ing surface

-D + (1 - COS - Eeff ` G + LE, (15)

where G is the heat flux into the ground and E is the evaporation rate.

We thus obtain, instead of (14),

Ql = G + LE.	 (16)

If we use data on the radiation temperature of the surface of the

ground Tg obtained from the satellite measurements, the heat flux into
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the ground may be calculated from the following formula (31:
i

cP% r rq dtG^	 J	 7
ET- _ • di' 7 (17)

Here c, p, and X are, respectively, the specific heat capacity,

density and coefficient of thermal conductivity of the ground. For win-

ter-conditions and in regions where the evaporation is slight, we ob-

tain Q1 --ts G. For these regions, the flux G may be found by means of

equation (15) if data on the temperature of the ground are lacking. As

we know, the turbulent heat flux is a function of the wind velocity u

and temperature di fferen ce T -- T  [4] . In turn T  is determined via

the flux G, according to (17), as follows:

T 	 (18)
9t YZET

Substituting (18) into (15), we obtain an integral equation which

gi,res the heat flux into the ground for a given radiation balance and

air temperature
tt  	 i

D T --	 ^r J ^" dt t ; a -}- G = (1-- aj S — EQ	 (19)

•

Finally, in calculations of the condensation influxes of heat, one

must first use factual data on the amount of precipitation.

The proposed method may be used for forecasting purposes if it is

made to include a moisture transfer equation for precalculating fields

-of humidity, cloudiness and precipitation.

As an illustration of the proposed method, three daily forecasts

for the middle of January 1960 were calculated with a digital -computer.

The problem was solved for a rectangular grid area of 23 x 17 nodes with

300 km spacings along the horizontal. N. I. Bulayev ' s method [1]i was
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used to solve equations (11) and (12) for the quantities at and at. The

time interval chosen for finding I and T was 1.5 hours. H was taken as

the altitude of the isobaric surface of 500 mb, and T was identified as

the average temperature at the 500-1,000 mb layer.

The quantity Ql entering into the right-hand side of equation (12)

[see (16)] was assumed to be equal to zero in view of the relatively low

values of the heat fluxes into the ground and of the evaporation in win-

ter. The condensation influxes of heat were not considered either. The

fields of the radiation fluxes QO were calculated beforehand from factual

data for 03 and 15 hr Moscow time, and were introduced into the operative

memory every eight time intervals, which corresponded to the replacement

of the time-continuous function Q  by a step function. The technique of

the calculations of QO is described in Ref. 151. -

The results of one of the forecasts of H and T are shown in Fig. la,

lb, lc and 2a, 2b, and 2c. For comparison, a forecast without considera-

tion of QO was made ''.n all three cases. The data obtained are collected

in the following table

Model
H T

r t r t

Nonadiabatic o.87 o.61 0.72 o-.68
Adiabatic 0.87 0.61 0.71 0.86
Nonadiabatic 0.64 1.20 0.62 0090
Adiabatic 0.64 1.19 0.62 1.00
Nonadiabatic 0.92 o.42 0.83 0.54
Adiabatic 0.90 o.43 o.8o o.69

Forecast

From 1 -13 ' to 1-14

From 1-14 to 1-15

From 1-15 . to 1-16

In this table, r is the correlation coefficient and a is the rela-

tive error pertaining to the region marked on the figures. The esti-

mates given on the line marked "Nonadiabatic" for each of the cases cor-

respond to the allowance for QO in the computational method, and those
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Fig. la. Initial field A at 03 hours on 15 January 1960.

Fig. lb. Actual field H at 03 hours on 16 January 1960.
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given on the litre marked "Adiabatic" correspond to the forecast made with-

out taking Q0 into account. The data obtained show that the allowance

for nonadiabatic factors improves the prediction of the temperature IF

(this has a particularly pronounced effect on the decrease of the rela-

tive error) ; as far as the contribution of these factors to the change

of the average altitudes per day is ^oncerned, it is a minor one. There

is no doubt, however, that this contribution increases appreciably when

the forecast period is increased to 2-3 days or more.

In conclusion, the authors express their deep appreciation to N. P.

Shchukina for her participation in setting up the program and carrying

out the calculations on the digital computer.
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M. I. Yudin, N. P. Yesakova, V. B. Afanas'yeva

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE PROGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF

INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM WEATHER SATELLITES

1. It is known that the main purpose of weather satellites is to

obtain information on the distribution of clouds and radiation fluxes

over the entire globe. Also of great importance is the possibility of

using satellites for observations of glaciation and boundaries of the

snow cover. At the present time, data on these hydrometeorological

elements are practically not used at all for purposes of long-range

weather forecasting. As a rule, in synoptic, statistical and hydro-

meteorological .forecasting methods, the initial data used are merely

certain characteristics of atmospheric circulation.

In our opinion, a successful development of long-range forecasts

makes it absolutely necessary to consider the global characteristics of

the state of the underlying surface and cloud distribution. Sufficient-

ly complete data on these hydrometeorological elements can be obtained

only by means of a system of weather satellites. However, it is possi-

ble even now to obtain some characteristics of the distribution of these

elements on territory covered by regular hydrometeorological observations.

We undertook the task of developing first of all the methods of describ-

ing anomalies of the cloud cover, radiation balance of the underlying;

surface, boundaries of the snow cover, and glaciation for the purpose o-4`

subsequently using these characteristics in long-range forecasting.

The prognostic value of the above characteristics may be verified

by statistical methods. To this end, statistical relations were estab-

lished between anomalies of the cloud cover, radiation balance, bound-

aries of the snow cover, glaciation, and the characteristics of future
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weather (temperature and precipitaticn). "A the same time, the relations

between certain direct characteristics of atmospheric circulation ) and

future weather were subjected to the same type of analysis.

The method and main conclusions of the performed investigate on are

deucribed , below.

2. In order to characterize the anomali , ►s of cloudiness, boundaries

of the snow cover, glaciation and radiation balance, we used the mean

ten-day values of these quant]-ties for the period of September-November

1948-1957. These values were charted, and the parameters characterizing

the fields of the individual elements were then determined.

We shall dwell very briefly on the technique of plotting the charts

and on the description of the anomalies.

Snow boundaries. In order to plot the maps of the ,snow cover, about

300 stations over the territory of the USSR were selected. On the basis

of data from these station, the dumber of days during which a snow cover

was present, in each of the ten-day periods included in these months was

calculated for the months of September, October, November and December.

The data from each of the selected stations were then plotted on blanks,

and maps of the number of days with the presence of a snow cever for each

ten-day period were thus plotted-. Isolinzs showing the number of days

with snow within a given ten-day period were drawn on these maps. The

isoline 0 bounds the territory free of snow cover, and the isoline 10 is

the boundary of a stable snow cover. ''he plotted maps indicate with suf-

ficient clarity the successive displacements of the boundary of the stable

snow cover Usoline 10), generally in a direction from the northeast to

1.. The contrasting of circulatory and noncirculatory characteristics of
the state of the atitosphere is very arbitrary: For instance, the cloudi-
ness is closely related.to the characteristic-s of cyclonicity, i.e., to
circulatory factors. The term "direct circulatory . characteristics" as
used here refers to those characteristics which can be calculated direct-
ly from the fi eld of isohypses.
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the southwest from October to December. After a series of methodical

treatments, the parameter characterizing the boundaries of the snow cover

which was selected was the latitude cp C of the isoline 5 ( five days with

snow) as a function of the longitude a and of time. Subsequent values

of epc (a, t) during a given calendar ten-day period were averaged over

the nine-year period, and deviations of the snow-cover boundary from the

averages thus obtained were considered.

Radiation balance of the underlying surface. In the last few years,

some definite results have been obtained at the Main Geophysical Observa-

tory in the development of climatological methods of calculating the com-
i

ponents of '-the radiation balance.

The technique of the calculation of average monthly values of the

radiation balance is described in the articles of M. I. Budyko, T. G.

Berlyand, L. I. Zubenok 1339 M. I. Budyko and N. A. Yefimova, and V. V.

Mukhenberg, and L. A. Strokina [4]. We attempted to use the same technique

to calculate the values of the radiation balance for shorter time intervals.

To this end, ten-day values of a series of points in the USSR wire compared

with data of actual observations during the period of the IGY.

The relative error constituted by the error of calculation and obser-

vational errors was found to be of the order of 15%. To a first approxi-

mation, this makes it possible to use the method of calculation of M. I.

Budyko and other authors for determining the values of the radiation bal-

ance and their deviations (radiosonde) from climatic averages (in practice,

averages for the nine years were used) . The values of the anomalies of

the radiation balance were determined for each nodal point of the grid

o
shown in Fig. 1. The latitude spacing of the grid is equal to 3 , and the

longitude spacing, to 5
0

.
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Glaciation. Ten-day maps of the glaciation for the navigational

period were plotted at the Arctic and Antarctic Institute. We made use

of these maps in our calculations. The average spatial values of the

ice cover were calculated in points for northern seas (Barents and Karsk)

and their deviations (L) from averages for the nine -year period were cal-

culated.

Cloudiness. In order to bring out the fundamental relationships in

the dis tribution of the ten -day values of the total cloudiness, we plotted

maps of its mean ten-day values for the fall months of 1 948-1957. For

comparison of the cloudiness maps, use was made of tables TM-1 for the

300 stations in the USSR. The mean ten-day values of the total cloudi-

ness were calculated in points and were then plotted on maps and used for

the determination of cloudiness anomalies ( Cl) at individual nodal points

of the grid of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1.	 forecasting gradient.
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3. To describe the state of the atmospheric circulation, the param-

eters which had been studied earlier were c!iosen: zonal index I used in
z

the work of Ye. N. Blinova [1], the meridional index I  contributed by

M. 1. Yudin and A. A. Rozhdestvenskiy [6), the hydrodynamic indices I3

and I2 [6], proportional to the circulation of the velocity along the two

closed circuits shown in Fig. 1. Among these parameters, only the values

of the zonal index were taken from Ref. [2J, while the remaining three in-

dices were calculated in the Department of Dynamic Meteorology of the Main

Geophysical Observatory. Further averaging over ten-day periods and de-

termination of the anomalies were carried out in the same manner as for

the characteristics indicated in section 2.

The system of parameters discussed is supplemented by mean ten-day

values of the temperature T and precipitation r. These values were de-

termined from ten-day maps plotted in the Department of Long-Range Fore-

casting of the Central Forecasting Institute for each nodal point of the

grid shown in Fig. 1.

4. The next stage of the work consisted in establishing synchronous

statistical relations between the ten parameters considered above, and

also asynchronous "prognostic" relations. In the derivation of the latter,

the ten parameters considered were correlated with the temperature and

precipitation of the following ten-day period.

The computations of the correlation coefficients were made with the

"Ural-1" electronic computer. To this end, a special program was set up

which allowed for the fact that the various parameters are expressed in

different ways. Some of them (IZ , Im , I1 , I2 ,. L) are characterized by

one number for each ten-day period, the values of ro c depend on the longi-

tude, and the remaining parameters are different at every nodal*poin.t.

i
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In cases where we were dealing with such variable parameters, they were

taken in the same nodes of the grid (while cp c was taken on the meridian

passing through the nodal point under consideration). Most of the re-

sults of the calculation were presented in the form of maps on which the

values of the correlation coefficients were plotted. In all, 66 such

maps were plotted.
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Fig. 2. Map of correlation between snow cover boundary and
future temperature.

In a whole series of cases, relationships were observed which were

characterized by fairly high correlation coefficients and had the same

unchanging sign over the entire territory considered.

We shall dwell briefly on a few prognostic relations. We note first

of all that the selected parameters generally give more information for

predicting the temperature than does the precipitation. Thus, there are

fairly close relations between the indices cpct Il , L, I m , I z and the future

temperature. As an example, we present the maps for the correlation of the

quantities cps, - T with a shi f t of one ten -day period ( Fig. 2).
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The values of the coefficients of the correlation of temperature Kith,

cloudiness ( Fig. 3a) and radiation bounds (Fig. 3b) were found to be rela-

tively small, but fairly stable over the entire territory. Therefore, it

is not very improbable that these relations were obtained as a result of

random coincidences.
i

The absence of prognostic relations in a number of cases is fairly

apparent from the plotted maps. As an example, we give a map of the cor-

relation'between I2 and the future temperature (Fig. 4).

Relatively close relations with the future precipitation was given

by three prognostics - Cl, I  and I 1 (Fig. 5) .

If we proceed from the simplest estimate of the root -mean-square er-

ror of the correlation coefficient based on the .formula

A

and assume that the Coefficients exceeding 3eR are sufficiently reliable,

then for n _ 56 we shall obtain the condition that the correlation may be

^o
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Fig. 4. Map of correlation between circulatory velocity I2
and future temperalk.ures.
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considered to be not random in the form

R>	 0.4.

On this basis, we selected only those prognostics which give suffi-

ciently reliable correlations. Curves of the distribution of the corre-

lation coefficient were determined for these prognostics. In other words,

the recurrence periods of the values of the correlation coefficients ex-

seeding certain values were determined for this territory. These periods

are listed in Table 1.

An inspection of Table 1 leads to two basic conclusions:

1. The proposed method made it possible to establish a series of

parameters for the state of the atmosphere and of the underlying surface

which are related fairly closely to the characteristics of the future wea-

ther ten days in advance.

2. Most of the parameters pertain to those elements which cannot be

determined globally without observations from weather satellites. This

emphasizes the great importance of satellite observations for purposes of

long-range forecasting.
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Table 1

1_R >0.4 ( R>0.5 1 R>0.6 R>0,7

e - T 0.50 0.36 0.25 0.1
-- T 0.38 '-0,24 0.12 0.04
-- T 0.27 0.15 0.08 0.01

6 - T 0.39 0.17 0.04 0
z T 0.35 0.07 0 0

T 0.34 0.10 0 0
-- T 0.33 0.07 0 0

I^ ---r 0.29 0.12 .0,06 0
/z-

411-° r
0.46
0.94

0.25
0.88

0.1
0.63

0.01
0.26
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Sh. A. Musayelyan, A. Z. Chekidra

NUMERICAL INTERPRETATION OF INFORMATION ON CLOUDINESS

RECEIVED FROM WEATHER SATELLITES

The nature of atmospheric processes is such that a change in one of

the characteristics of the condition of the atmosphere causes a change in

all the others. This property is particularly reflected in a closed sys-

tem of differential equations - equations of hydrothermodynamics 9 trans-

fer of radiant energy, and state and turbulent diffusion. The close

interrelationship of the characteristics of the condition of the atmos-

phere and their interdependence determine the nature of the development

of atmospheric processes, in particular the process of formation, de .olop-

ment and breakdown of cloudiness. If only because the formation of a

cloud is the result of changes in the fields of vertical currents, tempera-

ture, humidity, pressure-and other meteorological elements, it may be re-

garded as very complex hydrothermodynamic process. Changes in all of

these fields have of course different effects on- the process of cloud forma-

tion .

In the present work, it is assumed that the most important role in the

process of cloud formation is played by ascending vertical currents, and

that in descending motions, no new cloud is formed, and those clouds which

are already present must disappear. It should be noted that the process

of cloud formation, like many other meteorological phenomena, is to some

extent characterized by the property "inertia." Actually, this assumption

is used by all researchers who correlate the calculated or predicted

fields of vertical motions with the fields of cloudiness or precipitation.

Whereas up to the present time the long-existing problem has been to

determine the field of cloudiness from the field of vertical motions, the
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opposite problem has now arisen - the determir,.ation of the field of verti-

cal currents from the field of cloudiness. This new problem has arisen

because of the appearance of weather satellites, whose principal informa-

tion, in addition to information on the radiation cnarac'. eristics, is

information on the state of the cloud cover of the earth, which must be

applied in practice and with maximum benefit in the meteorologist's work.
r
J

photographs of cloud systems made by satellites make it possible to
i

determine the structure and size of various cloud formations and their

characteristic features in various synoptic situations. Such information

is particularly valuable when obtained a'or regions where meteorological

observations are very rare.

Many meteorologists are concerned with the synoptic interpretation o6

information on cloud systems which is obtained from satellites. In the

final analysis, this interpretation amounts to a visual inspection of the

field of cloudiness and to the introduction of corrections ( which are

someti.mes essential) into the weather map, particularly in those regions
t

where the ground information is insignificant or completely lacking:
3

From numerical forecasts, it is necessary to obtain a quantitative,

not qualitative, interpretation of the information pertaining to cloud-

iness. The present work offers a method of determining the fields of

vertical currents from the distribution of cloudiness.

Let us assume that the fields of the total amount of cloudiness and

vertical currents are given over the northti ,n hemisphere, respectively,

by functions S(cp, X, t) And W(cps A 9 t) ' i i- the latitude of the location,

A, is the longitude, and t is they time)	 Generally speaking, all these

functions depend strongly on the	 etude. However, we shall consider a

case in which the field of the v,;Y•: inal currents is given at a certain
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standard level (for example, 500 mb), and the function S(rfq A 9 t) describes

the total amount of cloudiness, i.e., represents the function "integrated

over the altitude." It is assumed that all functions satisfy the Dirichlet

conditions.

We shall further consider the discreet values of the functions S(cp,

11 9 t) and W(cp, Xq t) with respect to cp and t, i . e., the functions S(cpi , X,

t) and W ( (Pi , A, t i ), where i = 1, 2 9 ..., n; j = 1 9 2, ..., k, which means

that these functions are given at certain definite latitudes and instants

of time.

To simplify the notation, we introduce the following symbols:

We represent the functions S J M and W J M in the form of a Fourier

series:
O

$j(1) = Zo +	 (S^ cos m.). + S;J. sin RA);	 (2a)
w=t

WJ QL)= 
W8

0 +	 cos m).+ Wtm sin m),).	 (gib)

where
.s

S1 c =
s	

^^ l`•) Cos /it) &ti
—s
s	 (3a)

S;-j S; 0)sin!n),A
—s

Wi o _ s s

J w-,/ O.) CA.s

Win
s

WJ, (1) cos mI A
^s

.

Win= s
s	 s

f Wi, (l) sin mk A	 (3b)
•s
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According to the adopted assumption on the relation between the

fields of cloudiness and the vertical currents, we shall assume that the

Fourier coefficients Wi m and Si m and also Wim and S I J are related by a

linear dependence of the form

WO a, S M + blia 1	
4

WZ = a'̂  5ZO + b'A

The numbers aim' bim' aim and bim will be referred to as the coef^-

$	 ficients of linear relation between the Fourier coefficients of the fields

{	 of vertical currents and cloudiness.

Since 3n the case under consideration all the latitudes are equiva-

lent, and both expressions ( 4) are similar, we shall continue all subse•.

quent arguments with reference to the linear dependence between the

Fourier coefficients for cosines at any one latitude. Bearing this in

mind, we rewrite the first of relations (4) for each wave number r,(m

= 1 9 2 9 ..., P) in the form of the system

W;^ = at S1 - b^
W2 a2

i

W = aR S. +

1

Considering that the functions WJM and SR X) and hence the Fourier

coefficients as being given, and using the method of least squares, we

find the- characteristic values of the coefficients of the 'linear relation

am and b  from system (5) for each recorded wave number m. This actually

means that a system of the form of (5) for each wave number m is replaced

by a single relation s

^WJ„ a. S.1  'I" ba •

where

(6)
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t (Win -- WO) (SIM — 3M)

an = 	 &	 _
(S;, '3w)

1=t

a.
(7)

WO	 4Y!!
:t

w

e

Applying similar arguments to the second of expressions (4) , we find

the relations for the Fourier coefficients for sinuses:

W j = a:, S'l + b:, •

whe re-	 A

Q ^r /•t K
-5Fw) (SZ—.3 )

w

1^t ^a'

t	 (9)

t•

m=1 9 2, so * ,P
Having the values of am , bm , am and b®, precalculated from formulas

(7) and (9) for each latitude cpi (i = 1 9 2, ..., n), one can calculate the

field of vertical currents from a given field. To this end it is neces-

sary to use successively formulas (3a), (6) and (8), and (2b).

The success of the method herein described of determining the field

of vertical currents from the field of cloud:i.ness will depend not only on

the essence of the method itself but also on the quality and quantity of

the initial data from which the characteristic values of the coefficients

of the linear relations are calculated.

In the numerical exper?.went which was carried out, the initial

used were calculated fields of diagnostic vertical currents and the

amount of total cloudiness in points for July 1962. All of the initial
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material pertains to the period of aP;rological observations of 03 hours,,

The fields of vertical. currents were calculated at the level AT 500

by the two-level linear scheme for the entire northern hemisphere elabo-

rated and programmed by G. P. Kurbatkin [1]. In the numerical experiment

described, use was made of a grade grid with the dimensions M = 50 and

AX = 100 , and, since the values of the vertical velocities were calculated

at the nodes of such a grid, no additional treatment of the fields of

vertical currents, was performed.

Data on the tot -01 amount of cloudiness were taken directly from daily

meteorological telegrams and were mapped. During the mapping, these data

were throughly checked for the purpose of detecting and discarding con-

tradictory data. In order to record data at the nodes of the adopted

grade grid, the maps of the total amount of cloudiness were analyzed by

drawl,ng isolines of equal quantity of cloudiness at 3-point intervals.

In this part, the analysis of information on cloudiness has a partic-

ularly subjective character. Generally, an analysis of the amount of

cloudiness is a difficult and complex task, particularly in a numerical

experiment.

The necessary information was obtained from maps processed in this

fashion and representing the total amount of cloudiness at the nodes of

the grid. It should be noted that the dimensions of the adopted grade

grid were not able to reflect certain features of the field of cloudiness;

certain details may disappear from the field of view: cloud masses whose

dimensions are smaller than the spacing of the grid, narrow bands, etc.

This of course has a negative effect on the results of the calculations.

On the other hand, there are vast uninhabited and water areas for which

information on cloudiness as well as other meteorological elements cannot
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sufficiently describe the condition of the cloudiness, and hence, the

analysis is performed very roughly and its results may turn out to be

far removed from the actual conditions.

I
'	 r

R* .

Fig. IA. Photograph of cloudiness obtained from satellite
on 19 May 1960.

Even over well-illuminated regions, the analysis of the amount of

cloudiness suffers considerably from subjectivity. This is evident from

an analysis of the cloudiness of an occluded cyclone p erformed by the

prognosticator (Fig. 1B). Only photographs of this cloudiness from a

satellite (Fig. 1A) enabled the prognosticator in his analysis to reflect

a picture of the field of cloudiness which was more or less similar to

the actual one.

We shall note in passing that the spiral structure of the cloudiness

has suggested that the isobars in such cyclones should have a peculiar

shape reflecting the structure of the cloudiness. Bearing this in mind,

4

I.
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we performed a detailed isobaric analysis of such cyclones (the isobars

were drawn every 2 mb), and also an analysis of the cloudiness. We found

that the closed isobars in the region of such cyclones contain alternating

bands forming troughs and crests. Cloud bands are associated with the

troughs, and gaps or bands of minimum cloudiness are associated with the

crests (Fig. 1Bb).

A detailed analysis of the combined maps of the total amount of cloudi-

ness showed that broad masses of large horizontal dimensions undergo little

change in time and have a more organized character in regions of large

mountainous systems. In carrying out the calculations, only the following

values of the indices were used; j = 1 9 2 1	 31; 1 = 1, 2 9 ..., 16;

m = 1 9 2 9 ... , 18. The choice of the values of index j was determined by

the number of days in the month. The choice of a monthly interval was

desirable in order to reflect the characteristics of a given season. The

choice of the values of- i (which corresponds to an interval of 5° along

the meridian) is sufficient for describing the fields. As far as the

choice of the values of m is concerned, the accuracy of representation of

fields of total cloudiness was first checked by l& harmonics. The results

of this representation confirm the choice of the number of harmonics, and

hence, make it possible to use ready program units, (Fourier series ex-

pansidns and restoration) set up by G.. P.. Kurbatkin.

Further, an analysis of the Fourier coefficients was performed for the

initial fields of vertical currents and cloudiness in order to check the

basic assumption of the method concerning a linear relation between the

coefficients of the two fields. The analysis was carried out by plotting

the points in the plane WmSm. As is evident from Fig. k, the distribution

of the points has a tendency to be -stretched by a narrow band along a
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Fig. 1B. Maps of pressure fields and cloudiness at 03 hours-
on 19 May 1960.

a - analyzed by prognosticator; b - analyzed by using photo-
graphy (Fig. 1A) .
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Fig. 2. Graphs of relation between Fourier coefficients for
cosines U = i t 6, 12) for fields of cloudiness and
vertical currents.

straight line, i.e., in general, despite a certain scatter of the points,

the linear relation approximately describes the dependence between the

Fourier coefficients of the fields of cloudiness and vertical currents.

Thus, in calculating the characteristic values of the coefficients of

linear relations l the initial data used were data on the total amount of

cloudiness in points, taken from maps at the nodes of a grade grid with

the dimensions AG = 5o and 6a = loo for July 1962 at an observational

time of 03 hours, and also data on vertical currents calculated at the

same nodes of the grid for the corresponding period. Since calculated

characteristic values of the coefficients of the relation were available

for all the harmonics at all the latitudes, the fields of the vertical

currents for July were calculated from the field of cloudiness.

An analysis of the results was performed in order to elucidate the

correspondence between the regions of positive vertical currents and the

cloud masses, and the correspondence between regions of negative currents

and the absence of cloudiness or a limited cloudiness. Most of the
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Fig. 3. Maps of total amount of cloudiness (a) , vertical cur-
rents calculatel, from the field of cloudiness (b) and
from G. P. Kur'batkin's scheme for 03 hours on 1 July
1962 (c) the marked areas Correspond to ascending
vertical currents and to a cloudiness of over 6 points.
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attention was concentrated of well-illuminated regions.

Fig. 3 shows the maps of the total amount of cloudiness at 03.hours

on 1 July 1962 and vertical curves calculated frzm the field of cloudiness.

A comparison of these maps indicates a satisfactory reflection of the field

of cloudiness in the field of vertical currents. In particular, large

cloud masses above the territory of western Europe, a substantial portion

of the European territory of the USSR west of the Urals, above the vast

territory of Siberia, in the areas of Chukotka and Kamchatka and above

the North American continent correspond 'to areas of ascending fluxes. A

lack of correspondence can be observed only in the details. Furthermore,

the orientation of cloud systems and cloudless regions is clearly reflected

in the field of vertical currents. Such an agreement is characteristic of

all the examples for July. This figure also shows a map of vertical cur-

rents calculated by the method of G. P. Kurbatkin.
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In older to elucidate the possibility, of applying the relation coef-

ficients calculated from the data for July to the neighboring months of

the summer season, an experiment was performed which involved the -calcula-

tion of the fields of vertical currents from the cloudiness for individual

days of June and August. Results shown in Figs. 4 ana 5 indicate the

feasibility of a successful application of these coefficients to the neigh-

boring months of the season.

The field of vertical currents calculated from the c,l.','Adiness for G3

hours on 10 June 1962 (Fig. 4) corresponds fully to the field of cloudi-

ness. Above the European territory of the Soviet Union, cloud masses of

large dimensions were located from which an elongated band of cloud masses

extended across the northern Urals and into the region of Novosibirsk.

Two more similar bands joined this region From the east and south. All of

these, and also the cloud masses located in the form of a band from the

Caucasus region across the Caspian and Aral Sea into western Siberia,

bounding the cloudless region of southern Urals and western Kazakhstan

from the south and southeast, were reflected in the field of vertical cur-

rents.

A similar correspondence was also obtained above the North American

continent and Greenland. The distribution of the cloud masses for 03 hours

on 20 August 1962 was reflected very clearly in the field of vertical cur-

rents calculated from the cloudiness (Fig. 5) . On the map of cloudiness

one can distinguish the principal masses of cloudiness in the form of bands

oriented in a more or less meridional direction over the Eurasian continent

and in the latitudinal direction over the North American continent. Three

such bards can be distinguished over the Eurasian continent: one over the

European territory of the USSR; the second in the Yenisei River Basin and
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on across-the Altai Mountains and the Tibet Highlands to the south, where

the cloud masses extend over a vast territory and lose their meridional

orientation; the third in the region of the Far East and the Maritime

Territory. Two such oands can be distinguished over the North American

continent. One runs along the northern shores of the continent, and the.

second, from the area of New York westward up to the mountain ranges, then

on to the northwest and into an area between latitudes of 50 and 550•

The calculated field of vertical currents corresponds to the distribu-

tion of the-cloud masses.

On the basis of the analysis of the results obtained, 'one can conclude

that the principal cloud masses are in reliable agreement with the field

of vertical currents calculated from the field of cloudiness by means of

the method proposed. Fine cloud systems or gaps, narrow bands, etc., are

not reflected in basic detail. In order to bring them out, it is necessary

to take a finer grade grid, at least along the circle of altitude.

Particular attention should be focused on the fact that the coefficients

of ,linear relation were calculated from the field of cloudiness, information

on which was very scarce for vast uninhabited and water spaces, and its

analysis suffered a great deal from subjectivity.

Information from satellites will fill this gap to a considerable extent.

On the other hand, these data make it possible to define the values of the

linear relation; this is a necessity at the present time.

In addition to a series of calculations for the entire northern hemis-

phere, individual examples of which were demonstrated in checking the ap-

plicability of the method, an attempt was also made to perform the calcula-

tions for a limited territory. This was dictated by the necessity of using

data on cloudiness obtained from satellites. To this end, a sample
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Fig. 4. Maps of total amount of cloudiness (a) and vertical
currents calculated from the field of cloudiness
for 03 hours on 10 June 1962 (b).
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Fig. 5. Maps of total amount of cloudiness (a) and vertical
currents calculated from the field of cloudiness
for 03 hours on 20 August 1962 (b),,
The marked areas correspond to ascending vertical
currents and to a cloudiness of over 6 paints.
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Fig. 6. Maps of interpreted photograph obtained on 20 May
1960, and of vertical currents calculated from
cloudiness ( a) , and of the corresponding field
AT 500 and vertical currents calculated by G. P.
Kurbatkin's scheme (b).

photograph from the "Tiro ► -I" satellite was selected which showed the

cloudiness extending over the northern portion of the Pacific Ocean and

adjoining the territory of the MA. The photographs of the cloudiness

were interpreted (Fig. 6) and a calculation of the vertical velocities

was made on the basis of these data. It should be noted that the analysis
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of cloudiness in this region based on the data of ground and ship observa-

tions differs appreciably from the analysis performed on the basis of the

photographs. The results of the calculations are given in Fig. 6; they

confirm the possibility of applying the method to a limited territory. In

addition, the method has proven applicable to the interpolation of data on

cloudiness obtained from satellites.

In conclusion, the authors wish to express their appreciation to the

candidate of physical and mathematical sciences G. P. Kurbatkin for sup-

plying individual units of ready programs, D. M. S onechkin for interpreting

the photographs of cloudiness obtained from the satellite, and V. M. Karpov,

M. 1. Shareyko and R. N. Razorenov for preparing and processing the data.
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Sh. A. Yusayelyan

CERTAIN PROBLEMS DEALING WITH I= YtJtIERICAL INTEBP.MTATION
OF CLOUD INF0:41ATION RECEIVED FB:uLt AVIFICIAL EAN1 1.1 SA.TrLLITES

Introduction

Study fl7 demonstrated a method of makin, a quantitative interpretation

of cloud information as received from an artificial earth satellite (AEC). It

was shown that at each latitude the following relationships held true between

the Fourier coefficients of cloud fields and ve,,Aical currents j

W.. (6) = a. (a) Sm (15) + ba (0)
	

(1)

Here, Sm; m l and i7m, 
Wm? 

are the Fourier coefficients of the m-th order

for aloud fields and vertical currents respectively. In this, the constants

am, bm, as,', and b^' were computed by the method of least sgaares in accordance

with observation data for the month of July 1962. The computations showed that

these constants can be used not only for the month of July, but also for other

months during the warm half o: the year. At any rate, computations on verti-

cal currents of a" cloud field for June and August of 196 2, as vrel l as for slay

of 1960 gave completely satisfying results.

Analysis of a large number of aloud charts demonstrated , 	 that large

scale aloud fields have a definite conservative property and change very little

from day to day, although the aloud cover may undergo considerable changes in

specific points for short periods of time.

Since it is possible to compute diagnostic, vertical currents by this

method, the question arises about their utilization.

Sy way of application of this method, let us consider the problem of de-

terminin,7 the geopotential field of cloud distribution.
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1. Detemninin; the Current Function Field by Cloud Distribution.

The problem of determining the field of vertical currents by a geopoten-

tial field has already become a classic. Settim, up the proble ►r1 in this man-

ner was occasioned by the fact that the vertical velocity is not measured by

Instruments and the meteorologists were therefore forced to compute it by the

geopotential, which le measurable. 3owiver, because artificial earth satel-

litea can nav provide sufficiently representative and detailed information

about earth cloud, cover with the aid of which it is possible to determine the

distribution oe vertical currents, we are confronted with the reverse problem --

the problem of finding the geopotential field by the distribution of vertical

currents.

Assume that we have given the function S( 8 ,	 , to t), which des-

Bribes the cloud field in space and tir.ie, and that it is required to determine

the geopotential field h( 9 , X , Z. t). Since the :unotion S( 8 , A , z,
t) is given, the field of vertical currents is oomputed in ao ,00rdance with the

above-desoribed method. Thus, the problem boils down, to establishing the re-

lationship between the geopotential field and the distribution of vertical our-

rent a.I

As a 'basic equation, let us consider the linearized relationship of the

zonal flux of the equation of vorticity expressed as follows:

r
oa ' + a (2) as + 2 (z + 	 °"W coy a car	

(1.1)
r

Here,	 (8, X. Y. t) ' and a''(8. X. 1._ t ) are the deviations fron the zonal

value of the function of current and vertical velocity, respectively, cat (z)

1. After this article was prepared for publication, there appeared the work
by E. N. Blinova, corresponding member of the USSB Academy of Sciences, in
which consideration is given to the more general problem of determining the
current function field by distribution of vertical movements and temperatures
41 21•
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Is the index of circulation o: the atmosphere, W is the angular s peed of

the earths rotation, t is the time, X is the geographic longitude,

is the supplement to the latitude, p ( z) is the density which to a furotion

of the altitude, and a is the mean radius of the earth.

Equation ( 1.1) will be resolved given the following initial conditions:

ti = 0 V —V(0) is a predetermined ,unction.

For purposes of simplicity we will designate the right portion of the

equation (1.1) as f ( 8 , 	 , z, t) and introduce the time spaoin-	 t

such as to fulfill the following approximate relationships [3j7:

dr	 ar	 ^di & I	 2

^{	 d ft ^ ► -^- ^f0► . P) + J(0)
	 (1, 2 )

2 . f = 2

in which the sign (0) is usod to designate the values of the functions oon-

sidered at the initial inoment, and (1) issued to designate these functions at

the end of the fir at spacin; with respect to time.

Taking into account (1.2), equation (1.1) can be rewritten as follows:

00 + oar d d' tq	 t11
do	 _

	

2 d -^- wol	 j•^tO► _ ar ^^^^°►
A2 da	 «

_ ^ 
der°► + W (f

 (l) + f 1(o))1 ....	
(1.3 )

dx	 2 

In this equation the value a is negliGible in comparison with W

all functions in the right portion are deemed known, and lfl (1) is the un-

known function.

Ne represent the functions under consideration as follows:

ft°,	 Re
w

I
•

I ^oRe' rep► 	
(cos Q)

ftn == Re
w A

f. e-1M '1P: (cos 8)

(1.4)
,eta	 Re ne-"`" P: (cos 8) .

.=in =s
Re

w
^^

A
^,

Als^116dssl
^ e- ^^,^P. (cos 8)
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in which •
+^fOA^

^j	 f
A 
s 

`OA + s Q0 A'

/ A
—,

f^A +^fIIA
(1.5)

and Pn is ade.ed *through the Leoendre polJnomial.

From equation ( 1.3) it follows, taking into a000 ,ur. relationships (1.4)

and (1 . 5), that the unknown coefficients	 Via# and * y j are deter-p ined from

the f oll amirg linear al ;ehrai c system:

n (n +1) ',--` .1 n(n+ y )—w^mat Y^ =n(n-f' 1) oA—

[ l 
n (n + — w] mit o +? (^^o^ + fm

[ 1 n (n -^-1) — w^ m%t rt A — n (n -{-1) ^j R = — n (n; -^- 1 ) Vu—

Whence.	 (2  n (n + ^) " tol nZI " + 2 (
.11;1"n

J^
 A IMS))

[ 2	 1)

a 	 w	 =

7 ^! '+ a — w	 ! ^OA

2	 n(n + 1)]/llal^

[YO	 M_

+
 I
H--	 2M2(U)2 2

2.

2n n -^ 1) 1 -^- 
a	 w	 s m

s s 
s (fu10 + fi ) +

(	
[ 2 -- a (e +, 1) ]	 ( )

a	 (at)^
2 Pn (n —+[) m 2

A(R
+ 1) 

(1+ 2 n(n
+i)1lmt(U)z ! fo^u

J

'[

a	 r	 '
-2 	 71—) 1

1+ {[ 2 n jn+1)] m }
t	 w	 !
z ^R(n +,)]real 

.t,•^_

'+11
L a	 w	 2 TO A

2 ^a(n-}-1),mat

a at w	 V;n+A") —
2n (n + 1) 1 -1- [ 2 --- R (n +• 1)] n:2 (U)2

[ 
2z
 -- R (R +1)] m 

2	 r ^r	 • rR l

R (R +1) 1+ r s	 w	
!nt ,t 

(four+fl;:. j ... .

L 2 — a (n + 1)1 2 (^ )^

(1.6)

(1.7)
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These formulas are a solution of this problem posed.

It should be noted that the factors with ^a, pia , ^ fw, -^- f i ^ and

(f;: + f;m)	 in formulas (1.7) are proper fractions. In order to make conputa-

tions in accordance with the oyster, proposed, it is essential to have informa-

tion about the initial di stributi Qn of curd nt functions and about the cloud

condition at moment t o , as well as information about the cloud cover at moment

to 4- &t. If such data are available,	 t .	 and	 y►: can be determined bar

formulas (1.7), and the function it(t) can be determined by the fourth formula

Of (1.4).

Now, instead of relationships (1.2) we take into consideration tie follow-

ing =

^&V

(1.8 )
d{	 a x(2) + ,{fin	 f(2) +( n

and get equation

d •̂ (2) + 	 a(3j -i,^^,t*(=' _,.•^^ _ eat a^ ( ' )	, ^}^(, ►T	 d^	 1

-{-	
(f

12) + f ^^^ ....	
(1.9 )

The right portion of this equation contains only known functions.

The unknown function1`!^^'^ is determined in exactly the same manner as

	

Y from equation (1.3). After determining Y (IL),wefind y (3) , and	 J
so one

1

2. Determining :X(°)

As a first step we propose the following less strict but simpler method

of calculation to determine '1Y (0) To be sure, this method of determining the

field of the current :unctions will describe the real picture only in a general

way, but as preliminary calculations have demonstrated, it can be used as ini-
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We have already indicated that large -scal p cloud fields have a certain

conservative aspeot j they chance very little over a 24-hour period. If w^

take into account such large-scale cloud fields and the oasi c pattorns asso-

ciated with them and disregard the rapidly movin,; small-scale formations, we

can consider the process as approximating a stationary condition.

If this is so, we can propose, by way of a first experiment, that the re-

lationship between the current function and the vertical speed in the initial

moment can be given by the eruati en for vorticity, which is written as follows,

	

s d dYtoj + 2  + w) 0(0) _ " 4 A , ==^o,	 2wa? cos e d P m	 (2 , l )dA	 dx	 dl	 ^'	 r	 dz '

If we introduce the following into the function under consideration
N

^^ 1 fO)dz

	

H	 "
where H is the height of the tropopausa, then (2.9) C5127 will appear as fol-

Iowa ;
H r

o d sY -}- 2 (s -}- tuj 	—	 ^^Y _ ?c' cos e d P m dz ...	 (2.2 )
d1^	 dx	 o=	 H	 "'

dz

Function Y , which is a mean current function for the entire thickness

of the troposphere, is assumed to apply to level AT 500"

The relationship to z of function w is given in accordance with the para-

bolic law;

W (09 It Ze 1)= ^z
 --- r2 wC p (9,

av	 avl
(2.3)

ere; zav is the height of the so-called mean level of the atmosphere,

wav is the vertical velocity at this level. From formula ( 2.3) it follows

that the vertical velocity attains its maximum at altitude a = zav•

If, in addition, we assume that

_i (2.4)
r	 ^.

PoP	 Z^ TR=' ^1 -- T^	 .
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( Qo and T are the density and temperature at sea level respectively, V is

the verti sal temperature gradient,	 is the acoe? ei•at ,ion of gravity, a is the

gas constant), the integral in the right portion of the equation is computed

and this equation will appear as follows;

s = + 2 (2 -^- w) d 42 e.^^^ rw'Jvcos e,	 ( 2.5)

iu which

In curputin ,; the inte,r.al referred to, the following values of constants

were used. s lom/sec.,	 s 5.10"3 deorees/meter, ?I 	 104 r!, To _ 25000

tav = 5.I0^ m, and a ' 287 m2/seo 4 degree.

If the function wav cos B	 i^-, presentad as a series in accordance with

Legendre polynomials

wav cos S== 2 v (w^ cos inl + w, O sin nil) P. (eOS 8).
(2.6 )

&=1n=1

and seek a solution of equation ( 2.5) in the form
•	 A

s=	 Y (M. cos Mx + 1: stn m).) P; (cos 0). (2.7)
Aa^A<ss^

then
M	 n (n + 1) — 2 I w'	 v ns (n + 1 )2 w__ r	 M

Y a(n.f.1)_.Zh+ ^ M(n+1)'I-!.-
J (2.8)

r	 M[ r n(n+1)- 21 "'„ + a?^ n2(n + 1)2m^"'w—^
0 [:fn (n + 1) — 2 2+ ^i	 M(n+1)4

in which
w; = 2 S [a., (0) S. (0) + b„ (®)l PR (cos 9) sin 0 d8

d (2.9)s

w, a, 2 S [aw (0) SM (0) + bL (9)1 pa (cos 0) sin 0 d0
f

1
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Normulas (2.7) - (?,.9) make it possible to determine by the cloud field

the field of the current function Y (0). and, therefore, the geopoter tial field,

because if Sm(8) and" S'M(©) are known, then we can determine from formulas

(1) and (2.8) tie,, z, and	 respectively, and the field of to',:

ourrent function is computed by (2.7)0

3. Samples of Computation.

In accordance with the theory presented in the foregoing, the problem is

prograrLTed so that .-rhea cloud information in the northern hemi sphere is fed

into the machine as initial data, one immediately gets the geopotential field

for these regions.

We offer two examples computed by stagess first, the distribution of ver-

tical currents was computed by cloud fields on a high-speed computer, and then

the geopotential _°Ids were computed on an ordinary arithmomleter accordin; to

formulas (2.7) - (2.8).

We shall consider each of these examples separately.

Given in Fig. 1 12/ is a picture of cloud vortexes in a family of cyclones

located over the Facifio Ocean and North America photographed by satellite

Tiros-I on 20 ?.`,ay 1350, and the corresponding chant of ground pressures with

'the system of atmospheric fronts (the light ^iackground corresponds to solid

cloud cover.).

Shown in Fig. 2a are the deviations Pror., zonal heights of the isobaric

surface .4`500 computed from the cloud field.

In computing the geopotential h by the stream function, the following well-

known approxir.tion relationship was used

where 1	 is the Coriolus parameter .=,:.s a function of the latitude. In ad-

dition, the following values of constants were used: v - 3.105 M21see.0
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s 7929.10-5 sec. -1 ,a : 6.37.106 ICI,	 w = 0.021. ( The values of w

here and further on are taken Prom materials available in the long-range fore-

cast section of VA* Ts GUG4 = ain Administration of the Hydrometeorological

Service of the USS^.).

fit.	 ^	 â/yJ•	 ^ ^ j ^•'

Fig. la. .Vanily of cloud vortexes photographed from satellite Tiros-I
on 20 May 1960 over the northern part of the Pacific Ocean, Canada, and

northwestern United States j,J.

	

tW r
te:	 + ^^ ` , 'J ^.. .•,•'...	 r•I
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ri\ 	 L►.^	 ^	 ^	 'ir•	 \ i^
^.;.

Fig. lb. Chart o,:` ;.; ound pressures on 20 May 1960.
Light areas -- solid of ar ca st; dark areas -- no clouds AS 7

Since extensive cloud fields have a certain conservative aspect, the com-

puted chart (Fig. 2a) can be compared with the actual chart JU500 for 0300

hours on 20 May 1960.

Such a comparison shows a definite resemblance between the tyro charts,

the only difference beln- that the cyclone, whose center on -the actual chart

is at coordinates 540 Latitude South, 142 0 Longitude East, appeared to be

shifted markedly toward the southeast. This wac apparently due to the follow-

ing. First, from the actual ground chart it is apparent that the information
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about the clouds in the area oV the cyclone was not complete	 all data for

the area north of the cyclono center were missing. Secondly, and this is im-

portant, in the high pressure ridge area over the western coast of the =- A

solid overcast was noted. Together with the solid overcast area located in

the :orward portion of the cyclone under consideration it constituted a sort

of single cloud field.1

Thirdly, in the rear of the cyclone there was predominantly good weather

w1th few clouds.

ids

GD

IL

Fig • ^"	
A- —A Pi —1 A ^P t -n —4 nf 4 o% vi n4' A FP	 Fwn►r 4nnn1 vn I Tina

ti•	 WW1L&jJ1AVO^i li Qi4 Vi ^a+iiW Li Vi.i a7 w ri+500 +c v.0 a^vi^a..^. •.,..r •+v w7

8	 yto?Sb^
'EO	 bd.
	 540

H

sto 

335	 I

? B	^ 	 TS^yI	
j

H	 0 /	 4`	 i

^	 O

'—	 B

^.r

. 2b. actual chart for a, at 03007 hour9 	 fty 60.
v vv

4;

• In the next 12 hours the cyclone was observed to move southeast at about
km/hr..	 290
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The second and third causes may be studied in detail alter a 1Rrge number

of examples have been computed and thoroughly analyzed.

Using similar reasoning one miht explain the fact that the cyclone, whose

center on the actual chart AT500 has its coordinates at 47 0 latitude South and

1800 Longitude East, is also shifted tovmrd the east.

We will now consider a second example.

Shown in Fiz. 3a is the field of deviation From zonal values of heig:its

of isobaric surface AT5 000 computed From the actual distribution of cloud cover

for 0300 hours 6 July 1082, throughout the entire northern hemisphere. Fig.

3b shows the actual chart of 1T54p for this same time. In the computations

w 0.019.

Fig. 3a. Computed field of deviations AT-500 from the zonal values
for 0300 hours on 6 July 1962.

The results of computations :'or the lower latitudes south cf 30 0 Lati-

tude South) should be examined rather critically, becaur a these ragi. ons had
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Fig. 3b. Actual chart ri500 for 0300 hours on 6 July 1962.

Fig. 3a. Ttalue of cloud cover taken in geographio grid node
from chart of total  cloud cover for 0300 hours 6 July 1962.
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insufficient data on cloud cover. One should be especially critical of the

numerical values of the coupling coefficient. All that has been said per-

twins also to the polar regions.

If we now compare the computed eopotential wield with the actual chart,

we will find that above the eastern regions of North America the results of

computation proved very poor. On , the actual chart above these rogiors there

is found a dee p cyclone with many olosed isohypses, whereas on the computed

chart above these areas there was obtained a hij;h pressure region with a north-

oriented narrow ridge. Thus, above these regions the results of computation

proved directly opposite to the actual pictur3 oic the isohypse field. The rea-

son for this will become clear if we refer to Fig. 3e on which are shown the

values of the actual cloud conditions . photo T̂raphed on a geographic grid; these

are the values on which the computations were made. From this chart it appears

that directly over the regions mentioned there is some insignificant cloud

cover, the zone of minimrr^ clouds being, extended in a northerly direction as

a narrow band. "tie should also take into aecwnt the Pact that in computing

the geopotential field use was made of a di:lerent geographic grid whose

longitude nodes were spaced 15 0 (this was dictated by the fact that the geo-

potential field was computed manually at the NIIAK factory, where similar oom-

putations are made on just such a grid).

The computed field of absolute topography over all of Europe a trees gener-

ally with the actual chart, although the cyclone with its center ove • southern

Scandinavia was extended in latitude because ae the zone of solid clouds over

Belorussia, and the depressions over Baykal and Kamchatka are shift ed tov-ard

the south. Further,, if the results of computations were far from realistic on

the poorly scanned eastern regions of the Pacific Ocean, the general picture

of the areas of the United States and Canada between 130 0 Longitude and 900 West

was grasped.
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Thus, an analysis of the oomnutationR made demonstrates that the proposed

method can be used for computir.Z the initial fields of absolute topography

by cloud distribution.
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L. T. Matveyev

METHOD OF COMPUTING THE Ai,ri uw ?, OF THE UPPER SOUNDA17f OF
CLOUDS AID RNUIETMENTS FOR ACCUTACY IN DETERMINING

IMFRAWD RADIATION FLUXES WITH SATELLITES

The launching of weather satellites opens up broad possibilities for

developing some new methods of diagnosing the predictiro. individual mete-

orological elements, phenomena,, and, in the final analysis, the weather as

a whole. Cloud cover is one of these phenomena. It has a considerably greater

effect on the thermic changes of the atmosphere and the earth's surface and,

therefore, on the field of winds and pressures because they depend on the dia-

tributi on of temperature in space and its changes in time.

Cloud cover is an atmospheric element which can be observed with equip-

meat mounted in,a satellite in a most complete and reliable manner.

In order to make use of the data which can be obtained from a satellite,

It is necessary to develop a theory tying in cloud cover parameters (as well

as other atmospheric elements) with those magnitudes about which information

is received from satellites.

In this article there has been developed a theory for determining the up-

per limit of clouds. E,y means of it we can resolve two basic problems applied

to satellites:

a) we can fomulate the requirements to be set forth concerning accuracies

in measuring infrared radiation fluxes which come from the atmosphere and are

registered in the Breather satellite j

b) we can develop a method of using one of the most important magnitudes

about which information can be obtained only with a satellite -- the integral

(total) flux of infrared radiation given off by the earth t s surface and atmos-

phere.

In some previous wprs by the author J,q there was developed a sufficiently
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general method of analysis of a system of equations for tho transfer of

humidity and heat in a turbulent atmosphere. That method allows one to study

the process of cloud evolution and formation. trace the distribution of tem-

perature, humidity and water content by altitude, as well as to note changes

in the boundary of oloud cover in time in a general (non-stationary) case.

However, concrete computations by a complete systera of equations is possible

only with electronic computers.

In this article the author will restrict himself to a sufficiently de-

tailed review of special, but in practice exceptionally important, instance --

the quasi-stationary distribution of cloua characteristics. Compared with pre-

vious studies, this work contains an element of generalization: it takes into

account the effect of falling droplets affected by the force of gravity, and,

ghat is especially important from the standpoint of utilisation of data re-

ceived from satellites, it takes into account the influence of radiating heat

currents on the forrsation of clouds (primarily in the upper boundary).

1. Equation for moisture balance in a oloud. Velocit
0ou a eme s a	 Now paused ere

y of fall of

The transfer and redistribution of moisture in the atmosphere (in all of

its phases) is mathematically described by the following differential equation

and partial derivatess

as	 as	 as	 as	 a	 as	 r,QR .
P dt ^- P(At ax "^ a ay, + P'a' dz = a: Pk ar -' as	 (1)

Here, a is the specific moisture content of a aloud, i.e., the mass of

water vapor, drops of ester and drystal ice in a unit mass of air; u, v, and

w are the projections of the regulated speed of transfer of air mass on the

rectangular axes x, y, and z respectively (the axes x and y are horizontal]

axis s is directed vertically upward); t is time; k is the coefficient of tur-

bulence (with dimensionality cm 2 aeo-1)s P is the air density; and qk is

the flow of water droplets and Lao crystals due to the force of gravity

(g/om2 sea).	 }
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the speed of transfer. Then u ;)' 0, v ; 0, do < 0, and, consequently,M

,OK

In equation (1) all the components in the left portion have the same or-

der of magnitude. However. members	 pW	 and
"todz +	

have^ ŝ
y^

opposite signs in the overwhelming majority of oases. Actually, from synoptic

tests it is well known that in the advection of the more, moist air (as a rule,

more warm air) when the component F(a Ls + v 
ys^ 

is less than zerol , the

moisture oontent-of the air at fixed paints in space increases with time

(p de 0)	 . And inversely, in the advection of less moist air (as a rule,

more cold air) when the component p(udr +vds 	 is greater than zero, the

moisture content of the air at points with fixed coordinates decreases with
I ds	 as

time '^1' dt <O)	 . • Thus, components	 P Wt	 and pCu_ -^- Y ) , being

of the same order of magnitude but opposite in sign, will in summary give a

value which is considerably less (at least by one order) than the third component

In the left portion of the equation (1). Because of this, in solving the prob-

Isms we can write down equation (1) in a first approximation as follows:

^L ! ds_. .._ ,W ds	 dQ R _. 0.

ds p ds' p ds	 ds	 (2)

We shall call this the balance of moisture in the cloud equation.

It should be emphasized that disregarding the advection of moisture in

passing over from (1) to (2) does not by azW means lessen its role in the pro-
1

case of cloud formation and production of precipitation. It follows from the

foregoing considerations that local changes in moisture content are determined

to a marked degree by advection (horizontal transfer of moisturo ) j this was

demonstrated from the quantitative standpoint for the first time by E. K.

Fedorov and E. F. Mamina J1.7. However,	 distribution of moisture verti-

cally, which governs the distribution of water and the position of cloud boun-

daries, is determined mainly by turbulence exchange regulated by vertical

1.	 We can become convinced of this most simply if the axis x is directed along

as +° aye°'
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ourrents and moisture currents under the influence of gravity.

The physical essence of the moisture balance equation is as foll". ne

The first two components take into account the influx of water vapor and

cloud elements (droplets of ester and ice crystals) to a unit volume of air

under the influence of a turbulent exchange and regulated vertical currents.

In this, basing ourselves on previous studies, we feel that drops of ester

and ice crystals are completely evicted by turbulent particles (this was re-

flected in the fact that the ooefficitzt of turbulence is the same for crater

vapor and drops of water). However, within the limits of a turbulent particle

the droplets have their own speed of motion due to the force of gravity. This

effect is described from the quantitative aspect by the lst component in aqua-

tion (2).

We shall pause, first of all, to get the relationships for the flow Qk.

If v(r) stands for the speed of fall of drops of radius r, and f(r) is the

function of distribution of drops by their dimensions, then, due to the falling

of drops of radius r through 1 om2 of horizontal area per second there passes

a mass of water equal to:

n f (r) da • 3 ape3v (r)•	 M

where n is the total number of drops and " crystals in 1 cm3 of cloud air f Pk

In the density of ester droplets or crystals of ice. Summating the last ex-

pression for all radii, we get a formula for the flow of crater droplets and

crystals of ice

m
QS — 3 an p,t

 Of (r) v (r) dr	 (3)	 I1
(streams directed upymrd are deemed positive). On the other hand, we can set

down the following relationship for the specific ester content of a cloud a

(the mass of ester droplets and ice crystals in one gram of air):
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s t -- q, = i ! 3 Wpe3 '(r)dr^i
in which qm is the maximum specific humidity;	 Is the number of droplets

and crystals of ice in 1 gra& of air.

From equations (3) and (4) it follows that

	

Qa — P (8 -M) .	
(6)

In which v is the weighted mean velocity of fall of cloud elements.

r3l (r) v (r) dr

J r3J (r) dr

Taking into account relationship (5) the equation for moisture balance

in a cloud may be rewritten in the following form:

dds	 d (pms)	 dp v (s— qm)
ds CkP dr ) — Qs - `f'	 ds	 = 0.

2. Suspended mean velocity of fall of cloud elements.

Since velocity v is of interest not only in connection with the solu-

tion of the problem under consideration, we shall pause to make a- , somewhat de

tailed analysis of it. The velocity of fall of pater droplets in the air does 	
JJ

;tot, in oonti'ast with solid particles, increase without limit with increased

sixef rather, it strives toward a certain finite value because of the flatten-

ing of the droplets. An analysis of experimental materials, the most oomplwtie

of which were the data presented by Gunn and Kinzer Z10,7, showed that the re-

lationship of the velocity of fall of droplets to the radius can be approximated

to a satisfactory degree of accuracy by the following formula:

v(r) =v.,	 exp(-- ar)J.	 ^..

(4)

(7)
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The wirastants veo and a being determined by the method of least squares,

were equal to as . 995 an/ sea. t a a 12 • 10-4 1" -1. Fig. 1 shows to what

extent formula (8) agrees with the test data of Gunn and Kinzer. In accordance

with this dra=wing, which was computed with the aid of formula ( 8), the velocity

of tall of droplets is somewhat high (compared with experimental results) for

small values of r, and somewhat too low for large radius values of droplets.

In computing the suspended mean velocity v the errors in computation v(r) --

since they are of different sign -- will compensate for one another to a cer-

tain extent and, therefore, the velocity v computed by formula (6) will be

closer to the actual than velocity v(r) determined by formula (8) will be to

the experimental.

Formula (6) includes, in addition to v(r), the function for distribution

of droplets by dimensions. Best in agreement with test data, as shown by re-

cent studies, is the normal-logarithmic formula proposed by A. A. Kolmogorov.

However, in utilizing this Formula computation of v by relationship (6) can

be made only through-numerical integration. Therefore, we tools for the funo-

ti on f(r) the formula

br

w

which is known as gamma distribution. Here, rm is the radius of droplets at

which f(r) attains a maximums b is- a parameter determined from experimental

data= r (b + 1) is the gamma function.

Formula (9) was widely used in recent years by P. V. Diyachenko Z478

K. S. Shifrin Z,^, Li ?d. Levin Z6,7 and others in studying thq mi.crophysical

properties of clouds. In a special case (when b a 2)

Its) 402 eap
C! . ).	 (lo)w
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w -= v„ 1 -- (2 + ar,)6

(11)

A. Kh. Khrgian and I. P. Mazin 47.11 demonstrated that computations by

this formula agree s&tisfactorily with experimental data. Considerable devia.

tions of formula (10) from Kolmogorov'a distribution are observed only at small

and large values of r where f(r) is extremely inaignific$nt.

Fig. 1. Relationship of velocity of fall of water droplets to radius.
1. experimental date. 2. computed data

Substituting in (6) the functions f(r) and v(r) determined by formulas

(8) and (10) and integrating we get

The values of the mean suspended velocity for various rm are as follows:

rm /A	 .	 5 10 15 20 50 100 200 500 1000
v ciA/aec . . . . . .16 34 52 72 161 292 480 790 935

The radius 
rnt 

in turn depends on the water content of a cloud or the in-

tensity. of precipitation.

3. Distribution of moisture content and cloud water by altitudo.

We will solve equation (7) for a layer of atmosphere containsd between the

lower and upper boundaries of a cloud. Integrating (7) with respect to z we gat

i
i
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4 —(w-9)s—t/q,= e,•	
(12)

In which el is the constant of integration.

To get the second integral we establish, beforehand, the relationship of

qm to z. With this airy in view we make use of a known formula relating q m to

the maximum elasticity E of water vapor,

4. 0.622
(13)

and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation

(_XR_p(_7j_k
L 	 1	 1	 14E^^sexp 	— -^.-)). 	( )

in which Ek is the saturation vapor pressure at temperature T  of the lower

boundary of the ,clouds L is the specific heat of vaporization; A8 P a 00111

cal/gram-degree. If we use the barometric formula

p =p& eXp l-- 
BZ	 (lb )

RTs '
.	 I

and consider the temperature inside the cloud a linear function of the alti-

tudel
T=Ts+YZ' (16)

we then, arrive at the following relationship of qm to z:

C. (z) = 4• exp C— a	 (17)

In the last formulas ' is the vertical gradient of temperature in the

cloud; g is the acceleration of gravity; R is the specific gas constant of the

air ( ti 287 m 2/seo2 degree); qk is the maximum specific humidity at the

lower boundary of the cloud from which, as one can readily see in (16), we can
I. The method developed by the author Z2-,3-7 makes it possible to determine the
temperature inside the cloud on the basis of solving an equation obtained from
equations of heat influx and moisture transfer. Haaever, we get rather cum-
bersome fo-rmulas as a result. Since the basic purpose of this article is to
get relationships applicable in practice we shall consider only the simplest
case (thoroughly in accord with test data) -- the linear relationship of T to
Z*
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compute altitude zj B is the parameter whose length is related with V and

Tk by the relationships
"^.	 LT	 g 1

AR TJ RTC 
1

(16)

In all subsequent discussions this parameter plays an exclusively impor-

tant role. Its values are given in Table 1.

Although, generally speaking, the values k, w and i, which are pert of

the left portion of the differential equation ( 12), are variables depending

on the height, nevertheless, due to the present state of our knowledge of

clouds it is not possible to establish this relationship in any concrete form.

The simplest and at the same time most sensible assumption which can be made

In such oases is the independence of these values to altitude. If we under-

stand k, w, and v to be certain mean values for the entire oloud then, using

known methods we find a solution to equation (12), with %(s), determined by

formula (27). in the full ovi ng form:

s(z) = cz exp° k z -- e'„ -- Dq& exp C--
V	

B } ,	 19
(m-^

Table 1
Values of 2.310 10 -3 B(m )

r Degrees/10011

is 1 0.2 ` - 013 ' 0.4 1 0.5 , 0.6 ' 0.7 ` 0,8 1 0,9 1 1'.0

-70 20.5 9.11 5.85 4.32 3.42 2.83 2.41 2.10 1.86
-60 25 10 10.5

1

6,68 4.89

1

3.861 3.18 2.71 2,35 2.09
--50 30.7 12.2 7.59 5.52 4.33 3.57 "3.03 2.63 2,33
-40 33.1 14.1 8.61 6.21 4.85 3.93 3.31 2.93 2.59
--330 48.5 If j3 9.77 6,93 5.43 4.45 3.76 3.26 2.83
--20 62,2 13.9 11.1 7.65 6.03 4.55 4.18 3.62 3.19
--10 85.3 21.8 12;5 8.77 6.75 5.49 4.62 COO 3.52

0 - 25,2 14.1 9.77 7.48 6.0 5.09 4.39 3.86
10 -- 29.2 15.8 10.9 8,25 6,67 5,59 4.81 4.2.2
20 - 34.0 17.3 12.1 9.13 7.34 6.14 5.27 4,62
30 - 39,7 20,0 13.4 10.1 8:05 6,71 5.76 5.05
40 -- 46,1 22.4 14.8 11.0 8.79 7.31 6,25 5,50

In which o2 is the second constant of integration, and D is a dimensionless

parameter related to k, w, v and H by the relationship
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D aes	 d^^ —V + B)• (20)

Together with the cloud, we will consider a layer of the atmosphere in-

closed between the upper limit of the cloud (we will designate it as t*) and

the tropopause (level of minimal temperature) whose height will be desigm ►ted

No The humidity balance equation for this layer appears as follows:

drQq	 Q (pmq)
(tpdz 	 dz } — Qz

(21)

where q is the speoific humidity of the air. Solution of this equation ap-

pears as
.

(22)

where w t and k t are the mean values of the vertical velocity and coefficient

of turbulence in the layer between z * and H; c3 and o4 are the constants of

integration. The constants ol , 028 03 , and o4 , which are part of (19) and

(22). will be determined fray the following  boundary conditions:

a) on the lower bounda;W • of the cloud there is a known intensity of pro-

oipitation. Designating the latter by the letter I, on the basis of (b) we

get	
P (V W)($

in this, we take into account the faat that the droplets fall, with respect

to a fixed level (e.g., earth t s surface) at a speed of v - w (the velocity w

In considered positive when the air moves upward); they fall with a speed of

v due to the force of gravity and are raised (or lovrarod) at a speed of w with

the air. Inserting s here according to (19) and qa according to (17) we find

Fez h... 	 (D + 1);	 (23)	 i
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b) on the upper boundary of cloud z * the water equivalence disappears

(	 s 0). Since, according to (4)	 . a • qm, then on the basis of (17)

and (19) we get

e2 exp W--d to — s1 .. — 4s(D + I ) exp( O =0:	 (24)

o) the specific humidity on the lower boundary of the second layer (be-

tween z* and H) is equal, apparently, to the maximum specific humidity on the

level of the upper boundary of the cloud. Making use of (22) and (17) we find

e4 -- ft == 4• exp t-- e )	
(2s)

d) the specific humidity on the trcpopause level is, in consequence of

the very low temperature, close to zeros q 0 at z - H. Formula (22) gives

e4 exp ` R, (H — z*)	 _q_._ 0.	 (26)

Conditions "a* to "d" and the relationships (23) - (26) resulting from

them are sufficient to determine the four constants of integration if we know

the height of the upper boundary of cloud cover z *. However, there is pre-

eently no method of determining z*. One of the problems in this project in to

work out a method of computing the height of the upper boundary of cloud cover.

With this aim in view, along with conditions "a^' - Nd"', we will formulate con-

ditions which express the balance (preservation) of heat and humidity when the

upper boundary of the cloud formation shifts. Thecae latter conditions were

widely employed in solving problems of ground freezing, or in the hardening of

any other body,when we deal.with a moveable boundary that divides the hard and

liquid phases of a body. Conditions on moveable boundaries applicable to

clouds were first formulated by M. E. Shvets 4r9,7.

we will designate through v* the velocity of movement of the upper boun-

dary of a cloud relative to tho earth's surface. Since the cloud elements are

in motion together with the air (at a speed of w), the upper boundary will
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`l	 is=20 - o (29)

_10of-
f

shift vertically with respect to the air a distance equal to v* - w per unit

of time. The vertical column with a transverse section of 1 cm 2 and a height

of v* - w is filled with drops of water the total mass of which is equal to

0 (9* - m),	 (27)

where, as was true above. S is the specific water equivalence of the clouds

and	 P is the density of the air. These drops have a dual origin: some

of them are formed anew due to the condensation of water vapor whose mass is

equal to the difference of the incoming ( from the cloud) and departing streams

of vapor

Pk 
dq,^	

Pk dqds ,iss• _ — Cr	 dt. ♦ o' (28)

and the other part is brought in by the turbulent flour of droplets from the

aloud

Comparing expression (27) to the sum of (28) and (29) we get an equation

for the balance of moisture on the upper boundary of the oloud

^(^;^W)^ 
CPk ddZ 

is=s' _0 + P̂k ds,s=s• +o lPk a ^:=s•_o'	
(30)

The equation for heat balance with s 2 z * is obtained on the basis of

the following considerations. With the condensation of water vapor, the mass

of which is determined by expression (28), there is given off a mass of heat

equal to the product

L [_ (Pk 
dds ^s^ — o + tPk

dil

 ̂ s )O + o '

where L is the specific heat of vaporization. In addition, a mass of heat

equal to	 --(copk;:
4 .89-9

enters from the bottom ( from the cloud) un-
t  

der the influence of the turbulent exchange in the volume of air under considera-

tion. The heat loss through the upper boundary of the volume is made up of the
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ellC dz )s• 0 — (±--dt )s' - 0 _ L 	 — 7) '{ f .

i

(33)

-1#W

turbulent f lowa	 and the flow of the effective radiation_(i ds):-r+•

F from the upper boundary, of the aloud formation. Comparing the heat oeming

In with that being given off we get an equation for heat balance on the upper

boundary of the cloud

dz`^	 Pk ddz _ + (Pk, Qs 1	 -- COPS 1

31(C. A	 ( ) +dz 1r-o
In this equation e is the potential temperature whose gradient, as we

know, can be presented in the following form

— d	 T (i — Ta)^ Y -- 7a 	(32)

(fa -- is the dry adiabatic gradient).

Squations (30) and (31) are the mathematioal formulation of those missing

conditions which are necessary for determining the height of the upper boundary

of cloud cover z * which are part of conditions •a ," - '"d", as well as the speed

of motion of the upper boundary v * which appears upon their withdraml.

Equation (31), taking into account relationship (32), can be rewritten as

where ^^ and	 are the vertical gradients of the temperature above the
F

cloud and in the cloud respectively;	 Lek	 Equations (30) and (33) are

a summation of conditions previonsly, formulated by U. E. Shvets, when he ao-

counted for radiation and the transfer of droplets by a turbulent flow.

Without stopping to determine the constants of integration from relation-

ships (23) (26) we will cite the final formulas for the distribution of the

specific moisture content in a aloud

r

	

!	 + qe (0+I)
S (:) =	 v_

t m exp 
(*

zI
	

jexp (jz) --- exp (rz')} —

q^t (D + 1) exp t—e
	 t

	

1— e: (*	 (exp (-jz) —1 j — q,, D 
exp `-- B 1p ^'
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and the speeifto humidity in the layer between the cloud and the tropopause

^(z)	
exp`—

	 en [VO— zon-- exp1l!'tN —t' )1

where the following designations are introduced

,^ .	 ^,	 ,.^	 (36)

In finding the derivatives of z with respect to qfrom ( 17) and with re-

speot to q from (35), and inserting thew in the heat balance equation (33) we

get the following relationship for determining the altitude L * of the upper

boundary of cloud cover=

s' N;'N eip C H B,
`	 v	 .	 NT
• Nr1-- r + B 

exp H B) = 4A1 (7 — 7) + 4t .HA
(37)

Z *
 , is a function of four dimensionless parameters :

8 . ' Nq. (Y' — Y) and I9s '.
We use formula (37) for solving two problems. On the one hand, we will

formulate the requirements which must be required for accuracy in the measure-

meat of infrared radiation currents coming from clouds and registered by the

satellite. On the other hand, with known values of flo g (measured by meteoro-

logical satellites) we can use it for determining the height of the upper

boundary of clouds.

4. Accuracy in measuring infrared ray (long wave) radiation	
tfluxes with a satellite	 t

In order to get a formula of the value of error in determining the height

of the upper boundary of clouds we take the differential from the left and

right sides of formula (37), regarding. as variables the height of the upper

boundary z * and the radiation flaw F. We will note beforehand that the first

component in the left portion (37) can be somewivi.t simplified. Since the in-

dex of the exponent	 t)'H C 1— O	 is considerably less than unity, we
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Can expand in a series

retaining in it only the first two components, Taking this into account,

formula (37) will appear as follows

B-- 1 1 r exP C— B SAN (7^ _ Y) + LP

Hr
 9& 38

	

H	 (38)

Awing taken the differential from the right and left portions of the

last formula rre get
As*

 
exo j— B

) [ B — HN Z. -1- :
N̂'^, — LP Sit AF'	 (39)

where. & F is the Error in determining the infrared radiation current which

produces a correa ondi errorp	 p	 ng	 Q,z in computing the altitude of the upper

boundary of the cloud cover.

If formula (39) is rewritten as
Q

RD AF	 ht 1 	 'T^'	 s^ ^
k ss• 

D "" '1 J'S
 + o exp 

C-- N [3,'	 (40)

It will become clear that the value of relationship 	 A;	 is a function of

four values:	 ; s_'; $	 wasand 	 (here,	 oaaP4R	 is the absolute

humidity of the air at the level of the lower boundary of the cloud, depend-

ing only on the temperature at this level),.

The recur- of computing= r and then A F at a given 11► z * by

formula (40) and with the aid of Table 1 are given for several oases in Table 20

Tabl e 2

Permissible error in determining the integral flow of infrared
radiation from the upper boundary of clouds

J' degree k m/ AP 4F oal/OM26in
100 m tk * m sea H a " Az 	 cal/ atz

cm3min Az* = 260 m

	

0.6	 0	 5000	 50	 9 000	 2.16.10-7	 0.0054

	

0.8	 --20 12000	 50	 4 000	 2.20.10''	 0.0056

	

0.4	 10	 1000	 50	 10 000	 1.50.10-'	 0.0038
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The cited examples of computation cover practically all possible oases

whioh might be encountered in actual conditions of the atmosphe o. Both on

the basis of these examples and on a number of others we came to the oonolu-

lion that the permissible error in determining the integral flow of infrared

radiation from the upper boundary of a cloud Wiould not exceed 0.005 eal/am^nin.

(with a given accuracy in determining the height of the upper boundary of 250

meters). The relative error in determining the flux F at different valuers of

the temperature t * of the upper boundary of cloud cover should not exceed the

f of 1 owi ng values s
N..... . -.W —200 00
I.f	 .

2.2	 1.6	 1.1

We analyzed more oo=on in3tances when the parameter iq H= !.^N is not

a small value, i.e., when the vertical speed is great, Having taken the dif-

ferential from the left and right parts of formula (37) we get in this case

I +	 exp j'H (I

+ A exp	 AB
^1—ezP3K(1-- 	 l

Analysis and results of computation by this formula demonstrate that an

Increase in the vertical speed causes an increase in the dimensionless magni-

Ke aF
tude	 '-1^skAz•	 This, in turn, means that on increasing the'vertical

velocity (more specifically parameter WH) the permissible error of measure-

ment of current increases, to be sure, by an insignificant amount. Thus; the.

above-cited estimates of error in measurement of -the current F are suitable .

also for instances of large values of vertical speed (at considerable vertical

speeds with an accepted error in the measurement of the current F, e.g., of

0.005 cal/cm2min., the height of the upper boundary of clouds will be deter-

mined with greater accuracy than 250 m). Thus, it can be confirmed that the

relative error in. determining the current of 1 - 2% will give an error in

computing the height of the upper aloud boundary of not over 250 meterss under

all conditions observed in the atmosphere.
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However, formula (37) includes not only the radiation flux F. but also a

number of other valuee. Standard values can be used for certain of them (H,k).

Information about the oth6rs (primrily, the vertical gradient of temperature

V ) should be obtained from satellites or ground means of sounding the at-

mosphere. Analysis of formula (37) demonstrated that due to the errors in de-

termination of all c►ther parameters the error in computing z * also amounts to

about 250 meters. The overall error in computing the height of the upper cloud

boundary by the method proposed, given information about the flow of radiation,

is, therefore, about 500 meters.

Thus far, it bas been possible to make checks of the method on materials

which contained no data about radiation flux. The recurrence n of errors

in computing z + by data from one excerpt (including 94 instances) is-given in

Table 3.

;fable  3

• Recurrence n of errors in computing the height of the
upper cloud boundary

btu u . . . . 0-300 304-510 504-1000 IWO--20W >220W
17 .......	 35	 ' 17	 27	 11	 10

According to the data in this table the error in computing z * in the ab-

sence of informations about the radiation flux from the upper boundary of

clouds does not exceed 1000 m in 79% of the cases. The analysis in this ar-

tiole enables us to conclude that the information we used from a satellite

enables us to decrease the error in oomputing, the upper boundary of clouds by

at least one-half.

b. Method of computing, the altitude of the upper cloud
boundary using satellite data

Since one of the pressing problems at the present time is determining the

complex of measuring equipment to be installed in a meteorological satellite



8=8(x,  Y. Z. t)•

and working out the requirements for accuracy, we can limit ourselves only

to brief remarks about the use of data obtained through a satellite for the

purpose of computing the upper cloud boundary. We will first note that equa-

tion (1% and similar equations obtained in studies /2,3/ for the function

H—O+ Q. where 9 is the potential temperature and q is the specific

humidity, can be used effectively for forecasting the cloudy zones. With this

aim in view we use the electronic computer to determine, using equation (1),

the specific moisture content

i = i (x. Y. Z. 0•	 (42)

From the known fields of temperature and pressure we compute the field

of maximum specific humidity

4w (To A = cu (x• Y. Z. 4.
	 (43)

Comparing fields (43) and (42) enables us to oonclude as to the presence

or abs6noe of clouds: when s > qm (T,p) we get clouds, and when s < gm(T,p)

there is an absence of clouds, or the clouds are breaking up. This system is

presently applied in forecasting using computers.

We note that in realizing the method worked out by the author /2-,31., no

difficulties associated with the "difference of two large values* arise since

the problem is only one of whether clouds are forming or are absent (an answer

to this question is given in the systems worked out by other authors). But the

method developed in Zi-, 7 enables us to go one step further compared to all the

other methods: it enables us .also to forecast the field of a cloud water equiva-

lenoe

j

This last question is simply not raised (and it cannot be raised) in

studies the basis . of which is, for example, ' the . equation of transfer of a defi-

cit dew point.
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It goes without saying that the forecast of such a "thin" value like water

equivalence is already fraught with a oonsiderably greater number of difficul-

ties than the prognosis of the simple fact of aloud formation.

In this article we have restricted ourselves to a detailed analysis of the

profile of water equivalence in a quasi -stationary case, assuming a known tem-

perature distribution. Formula (32) enables us to compute the distribution of

the sjx- aific moisture content s and the specific water equivalence S with a

height, assuming that the thermodynamic parameters of the aloud and the height

of its upper boundary are known. The latter is computed if there are data on

the flow of radiation F with formula (36)0
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I. L. Kagan and K. Ya. yinnikov

PROBLEMS OF VAP?ING RADIATION 1JEASUMIENTS OF
WEATHER SATELLITES

Maps of radiation fields in the upper boundary of the atmosphere /7-57

can be obtained operationally by working out measurement data obtained fray

weather satellites on electronic zomputers along with other materials.

As shown in ZZ,37 forecasting, centers are interested in their operational

work, in information about fields of integral, long-wave, outgoing radiation

`Mchodyashego izluoheniy!7 in the "transparency window* region of the atmos-

phere (8 - 12	 ), as well as reflected solar radiation. Integral long-crave

radiation characterizes the thermal state of the tropospheric layer above the

clouds.

The temperature of radiation in the "transparency window" region is close

to the temperature of the underlying surface (if dense clouds are present, the

upper edge of the clouds serves as the underlying surface). The reflected

solar radiation gives some idea about the refloating capacity of the ground-

atmosphere system.

These data may be used for an analysis of cloud systems, fora study of

the state of the earth ' s surface ( snow cover, ice conditions, eto.) and for

many other purposes.

Compiling operational charts of outgoing radiation for other portions of

the spectrum is hardly expedient because the methods of using them in fore-

casting are not yet clear.

At present, there have been developed methods for the automatic oanpila-

tion of charts of weather fields usir electronic computers L7,4,!7. Modern

mapping devices are capable in principle not only of constructing fields of

inclines but also of entering the necessary inscriptions and markings.

In this article, consideration is given to certain questions arising in

mapping the data of radiation measurements by weather satellites.
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Very important in solving the problem at hand is the selection of a

suitable mapping basis. A natural requirement in this is a minimal distor-

tion of the fields described and the greatest possible comparability of ra-

diation charts with those of other meteorological elements at the disposal of

forecasters. It is apparent that the selection of a mapping base depends.

primarily, on which territories of the earth's surface are subject to ex-

posure, and this in turn is determined to a considerable degree by the orbit

of the weather satellite. If the orbiting plane of the satellite is inclined

to the equatorial plane by not more than 30 0, and if it is under 1,000 km

above the earth, radiation measurements can be made of an area on both sides

of the equator to latitudes of 45-50 degrees. Mercator projection-type charts

are most convenient to use in getting the results of measurements over this

territory.

If the orbit is inclined at greater angles, data maybe obtained from

higher latitudes. In the case of polar and quasi-polar orbits it is possible

to include polar regions, including both poles. For mapping the results of
so

measurements in these regions, the Moroator projection is not suitable due to

the rather marked distortions which such a projection makes of these areas.

Here, the most appropriate are polar stereographic projection charts. Two

charts of the hemispheres in this projection can represent the results of

measurements of the entire world area and they are convenient to use in study-

ing processes occurring in one or the other hemisphere. Hovrever, in studying

processes that occur in the equatorial region, the use of such charts is dif-

ficult because it is then necessary to consider two different charts, which,

in addition, give maximum distortions in this area. Therefore, even if there

are polar satellites it is desirable, in a study of processes in the equatorial

tone, to soar this territory on Veroator charlas additionally. One of the ad-

vantages of using both types of charts is that all the foreoasting stations in
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our country make up their bario topographical charts and, in many oases, ground

synoptic charts on similar projections. This facilitates making comparisons

of radiation fields with fields of other meteorological elements and conduet-

ing a joint analysis.

The more important criteria which should be taken into account in select-

ing chart scales are the requirements for retaining in them the maximum amount

of synoptic, meaningful information and convenience in using them. It is ap-

parent that small-scale charts are not suitable because it will eventually be-

come necessary to omit a number of isolines, thereby losing a portion of the

information. Charts o^ very large scale are rather cumbersome and inoonveni-

eat. For example, a 1:10,000,000 (scale along the 60th parallel of latitude)

of a polar stereographio hemisphere should be printed on a blank shoot ap-

proximately 240 cm on a side. Charts of this size are difficult to use oper-

ationally.

On the other hand, increasing the scale makes it possible to increase the

scope of synoptically significant information only within certain limits. Fur-

then increasing the soi.:e with a corresponding increase in detail may result

In overloading the chart with small -scale features a.boub the radiation field.

These small-scale peculiarities are of little interest in an analysis of the

processes taking place over the entire hemisphere. Moreover, they may be with-

out any physical meaning in that they do not describe the real fields of measurgd

elements, but only "'noises• in the metering system.

The most convenient charts to use are those of the 1:30,000,000 scale.

Such charts are widely used in weather forecasting= this facilitates making com-

parisons of fields of radiation with the fields of other meteorological ele-

meats. d comparatively small format of the blanks is most convenient for map-

ping work. For example, a polar stereographic chart of the hemisphere (form

uM-6) is placed on a blank with dimensions 80 x 80 am.
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Depending on the possibilities for adapting mapping devices to electronic

computers, as well as to apparatus for facsimile communication. charts may be

drawn and transmitted either in their entirety or by sections= these are sub-

sequently pasted together by the users.

In the first launohings of meteorological satellites, when it is unneces-

eery to chart the measurement data & several satellites, it might be desirable

to prepare complete charts of the hemisphere. Actually, in such oases a chart

80 x 80 am wi 11. have one-half of a convolution in the form of a band 10-15 cm

wide, i.e., the capacity of the recording device will be inefficiently used.

At this stage it is more desirable to subject small p,;-rtions of each convolu-

tion to mapping. If the measurement data are entered on a separate chart --

measurements made on one-fourth of a convolution	 it is sufficient to use

40 x.40 acs dimensions in the 1:30,,000,,000 scale for the plotting boards of the

charting .ievice and facsimile apparatus. It is more convenient in practice to

lengthen somewhat one of the sides of the plotting board (e.g.. up to 60 CM)

to insure a certain overlap of charts. Selection of comparatively small dimen-

sions of plotting boards for the mapping device makes it possible considerably

to simplify, its design and operation.

In the program of the electronic computer, account should be taken of

the fact that the coordinates on the plotting board of the charting device are

not identically tied in with the geographic coordinates, as would be the case

in making charts of entire hemispheres, but depend on the territory scanned.

In some instances it may be possible to draw the geographic bases (a coordinate.

grid, basic contours of continents, eto.) directly by the charting device. In

other instances it may be more convenient to use blanks prepared beforehand,

blanks which are essentially cut-outs from basic chart blanks. The select 4n

of one kind of blank or another should be determined by the predicted orbit

and the area to be scanned. To each such blank in the charting program there
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oorrespond constants in formulas for conversion from geographic coordinates to

"plotting board" coordinates.

By way of example let us consider horn we can make a system of cutouts for

a meteorological satellite traveling in a circular orbit inclined to the aqua-

torial plane at an angle of 65 0 at a height of 600 km above the earth's surf,--,e.

It is easy to get a formula describing the change in geographic 000rdin-

ates of a subsatellite spot as it travels in orbit:

sin f= sin 8 sin W,	 X10
tg (1 + 21) = cos a tg Wt;

where tf is the latitude. S is the angle of inclination of the orbit,

to is the angle speed of rotation of the satellite about the earth, t is the

time elapsing after crossing the equator, ^ is the longitude, _CL is the

angular speed of rotation of the earth about its axis.

As shown by the experience of processing the results of measurements by

American meteorological satellites, the data on outgoing radiation at nadir

sighting angles in excess of 600 are very inaccurate. Therefore, it is de-

sirable to restrict one's self to measurement data at-nadir angles of less

than 600 9 In such case, when the satellite travels in its orbit the data

about a band approximately 2,500 km wide are subject to processing and mapping,

This band is described on a chart of the northern hemisphere (Fig. 1). For

convenience, selection was made of an orbit with node at 00 meridian (the node

is the point of intersection of a projection of the satellite trajectory with

the equator).

From the chart of the northern hemisphere there should be prepared 14

blanks of outoutsj 12 of these are used when the lower and temperate latitudes

are subjected to scanning. These cutouts are made as follows, The middle

line, parallel to the long side of a rectangle (50 cm), is coincided with a

meridian that is a multiplo of 800, and one of the short sides (40 am) is
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disposed along a tangent to the equator at the point of intersection with this

meridian (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Region scanned during the motion of a meteoro-
logical satellite over the northern hemisphere in a circu-

lar orbit and altitude of 600 km.

Selection of the cutout is determined by the longitude of the angular

point.(depending on its longitude, selection is made of a cutout which oor-

responds closest to a multiple of 300).

Two cutouts from charts of the northern hemisphere are obtained if we

place the center of the rectangle at the pole and dispose the long side paral-

lel to the 0 and 900 meridians. They are used for scanning the temperate and

high latitudes. In practice, the selection of one of these cutouts is doter-

mined by which of the meridians (0 or 900) is closest to the node point.

If we take the direction of the axes of the plotting board system of

coordinates such as described in Fig. 2 and denote through mo o, and yo the

lengths of the sides of the rectangle, we can readily get formulas for con-

verting geographic coordinates to plotting board coordinates AA

x 2 + 1.866 RM tg (14- -	 sin (I -- lo).
(2)

y = y' -1;866 RM tg (14- -z cos (1-- loo).
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where R is the radius of the earth, Y is the main scale (along the 600 parallel),

0 and y' are certain constants. For the first twelve blanks of cutouts

A* an (n— ^^ where n = 1, 2,	 ., 12 is the number of cutout, and y'
1,666 We For the 13th and 14th cutouts	

0 
is equal to 00 and 900, respec-

tively, and y' a y In a like manner 14 cutouts are prepared and used from a

full blank of a chart of the southern hemisphere.
ISO

0	 X+ z

Fig. 2. Diagram for preparing cutouts from a chart of tho hemisphere.

t

Fig. 3. Diagram for preparing cutouts from a Mercator projection chart.

Eight cutouts are prepared from a Mercator projection. For this purpose

the middle line of a rectangle is made to coincide with the equator, and th-s

short side with the meridian of longitude; this is a multiple of 45 0 (Fig. 3.)*

The practical selection of one of the eight cutouts obtained is governed by

noting to which cutout ooater the node is disposed the closest. In that case,

the formulas for converting from geographic coordinates of a point to plotting

board coordinates appear at follows:
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X F s e — RO M29 log Ig (10,0 — Z •
y .^"cos 'tom— 

lt)•
	 (3)

where	 Vo"22W, a+" 4 (m —1). m =1.2 . 3, .... 8.

Thus, in the case under consideration, it is possible, in order to show

the results of measuring radiation currents on an artificial satellite, to

use a aysten of previously prepared 36 cutouts of basic chart blanks.

The units of value of outgoing radiation, which are entered on the chart,

can be different for differing spectral intervals. The values of currents of

long-wave radiation may be presented in energy units (e.g. wt/)/:2 or cal/=2

min) and in effective temperatures of radiation. The energy units are con-

venient in number forecasts and balanced oomputations. For mapping purpo:39s,

when the greatest clarity is required, it is desirable to use effective tem-

peratures. daps of effective temperatures for various spectral intervals

can give a more or less clear .1dea about the fields of temperature in the dif-

ferent atmospheric layers.

The results of measurement of reflected solar radiation can best be rep-

resented as a chart of albedo values of an earth-atmosphere system rather

than as a map of absolute values of radiation currents. The former is com-

puted by the following formulas

R	 (4)T^ 
9cosz •

where r is the value of the ground-atmosphere oVstem albedo, R is the flux

of short wave outgoing radiation, 1  is the solar constant, z is the zenith

angle of the sun at a given point at the instant of measurement. The albedo

value is determined in large measure by the state of the atmosphere and under-

lying surface and depends little on the latitude of the area and the sums al-

titude. This considerably simplifies analysis Rand interpretation of charts.

Let us consider the question of the discreteness of drawing an isoline.
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The maximum interval possible between isolines of a charted rAgnitude is

determined by the probable range of its change. It is apparent that at least

four or five ieolines should be laid out in this rar_ge. Otherwise, the charts

Will contain a minimum of information and there will be little sense in making

them. If the probable range of temperature change in the ground layer is

about 1000 0 the interval between isotherms on the chart should not be over	 • 1

20-250 9 On the other hand, the minimal interval possible is determined ty the

aocuracy of measurement of the equipment used.

It is obviously senseless 'to draw isolines at intervals less than the

mean value of a probable error of measurement. An attempt to plot isolines

as densely as this would result in the appearance of a number of fictitious

isolines about random emerging measurement data. In tracing isolines on an

uneven field of measurement data, even an interval equal to a doubled random

error is underestimated. Actually, assuming a normal distribution of errors,

we oan expect that in 5% of the measurements the value obtained will very from

the real value by more than double the value of the mean square error. Con-

sequently, up to 9% of the points of measurement in this case can be given off

by individual and fictitious isolines. This, of course, would make reading

the chart very difficult, The great amount of detail shown on the field would

be fictitious.

Systematic errors in the neasurfng system can distort the absolute valuer

of the magnitude charted even in processing, but they have comparatively 1fjAtj,w
1

effect on the configuration of the isolines on the chart. In this sense i't 1 4

e'ear that the possibility of systematic errors occurring is not very great

In determining the discreteness of drawing isolines.

It is a known fact that the accuracy with whict measurements can be trans-

mitted frcm a weather satellite to ground points of communications is determined
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by the capabilities of the metering and telemetering systems. The latter does

not insure the transmission of any data whatever obtained from measurement but

only of a limited number of fixed values. As a result, the possible differences

between the real measured values and those obtained at the ground points may

attain half an interval between adjacent fixed values of the telemetering ays-

tem. As a rule, these intervals are so computed as to be not less than double

the mean square error of measurement. ZRking this fact into account, this in-

terval can be accepted as a minimal allowable interval between isolines. This

In possible when, in an analy-sis of a field that is subjected to measurement

there is a smoothing out effect, even though minimal.

On the basis of the foregoing, as well as from the experience of analyzing

radiation charts C4	 it seems desirable to dr-.,w isolines of the off ective

temperature in the area of the atmosphere t s "transparency window" 8-12

every 50. The isolines of effective temperature for integral radiation are

plotted every 20 (this corresponds approximately to 10 v/n 2 in energy units),

and isolines on a ground-atmosphere system albedo chart are drawn through

tenths of units.

Some difficulties may arise in representing areas of increased gradients

and discontinuities of radiation fields in the process of charting. Such

areas may occur along the coast, along the boundaries of packed snow fields,

as well as on the uouwdaries of cloud systems. An excessively dense field of

isolines may complicate the operation of a :charting ,device (great waste of

machine time, merging of isolines, eto.). These difficulties could be avoided

If,, upon analysis, the isolines are plotted taking. into a0cowAt the gradient

of the magnitude charted. If the gradient does not exceed a certain fixed

value the isolines are drawn in succession. If the gradients are large a

series of isolines may be omitted. It should be borne in mind, however, that

thinning out the field in this mam,, er has definite shortcomings * Chief of
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them is the ambiguous coureotion between the density of inclines and the

gradient of magnitude measured.

Conolusiors

i. jL. W way of a charting base in depicting radiation fields, it is de-

sirable, in'the case of satellites with a small orbital inclination, to use

Mercator projection charts. For satellites with a greater inclination of the

plane of the orbit to the equatorial plane stereographie polar projection

charts should be used for the northern and southern hemispheres. Alo .,r with

this, the measurement data of the equatorial zone to about 45 0 of latitude

can be duplicated on a Mercator chart.

2. The optimum scale for charts of radiation fields is 1:30, 000, 000.

3. Where a small dimensioned plotting board is employed in a charting

device, use a system of blanks, which are cutouts of basic charts, in a man.

nor similar to that shown in the exa,nple.

4. Isolines on charts are plotted for the values of charted .elements

and multiples as follawa s

a. 50 for charts of the effective temperature of outgoing radiation

er-adiatsiyg in the area of the atmosphetre t s 'window of transparency".

be 20 .°or charts of the effective temperature of integral outgoing

long wave radiation (which corresponds to an interval of 10 wtf62 using enemy

units)*

o, a tenth part of a unit for albedo 'charts of a ground-atmosphere sys-

tem.
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L. S. Gandin and V. P. Boltenkov

METHODS OF AN OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF ACTINOMETBIC
INFOWATION P20M METEOh'OLOGICAL SATELLIT%S

1. General Considerations

Actinometric information coning in from meteorological satellites is

-very broad in scope. As a result, analysis of spatial distribution of radia-

tion magnitudes and manually entering such data on charts and drawing iso-

lines is extremely difficult if not impossible. Insofer as the prooessirg of

actinometrio information is concerned we can only speak about fully automated

procedures for making up the charts, ite., an objective analysis.

American investigators j] have used two meth, ds for an objoetive analysis

of aetinometrio information from meteorological satellites. The first method

is for getting large -scale fields of radiation currents. This method is ex-

traordinarily simple; it consists in averaging out all data for points lying

within each node of a square grid with an interval L̀sh%7 of about 350 km.

From the data of a single orbit with this method, we get values only in a few

of the 1977 points which fill the hemi spher e.P fhe second method of analysis

used by the Americans is for getting small-scale distributions of radiation

data. The analysis is made for grid nodes also consisting of 1977 points in
1

a similes grid for the hemisphere but having one-fifth as many intervals.

There are several variations for arranging this small grid in accordance with

the various kinds of possible satellite orbits.

The method of analysi s for this grid differs only slightly from the usual

method of analysis of meteorological fields accepted in forecasting work in

the USA jf and is,, in effect, a modification of a method proposed by the

Swedish scientists, Bergthorason and Doos 13'. This method consists of the

successive introduction of corrections in a cert ain preliminary field. The

results of a linear extrapolation of observation data are the corrections
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entered in the node of a regular grid and are introduced with weights that

are greater the less is the distance between the point to which the observa-

tion is referred.and the grid node. $y way of a preliminary field in this

case we use the results of the application of the first ,r.ethod.

Using the results of an objective analysis of radiation fields we make up

their charts with the aid of a digital planetary press ^Vsifrcvaya planetarnaya

pechaty or by plotting the curves automatically. An assembly of such charts

constructed on the basis of data from the "Tiros II" satellite is contained in

a catalog AV.

In study A,7 there was a comparison made of the various methods of inter-

potation in conformance with the height of the isobaric surfaces (geopoten-

tial), and it was shown that the greatest accuracy was insured by the system

of -so called optimal interpolation, based on the use of Information about the

statistical structure of the field analyzed. We can also assume that it is

the same may with respect to the majority of usual meteorological elements.

However, the fields of actinometrio characteristics measured in weather

satellites have a number of peculiarities which should be borne in mind in

consider!, - the methods of analyzing them chiectively.

The first peculiarity of these fields consists in the fact that they form

bands of measurements which are very densely saturated with data. In contrast

to usual aerological measurements which have intervals of from 300 to 400 km

between adjacent points of observation, even in regions with dense networks

of stations, the distance between adjacent points "seen* from a 	 may

be 30 km and even less. Also, it is known that with a dense network of data

all intelligent methods of interpolation insure approximately the same accuracy

12^. Therefore, the interpolation within zones, e.g., for making charts of

isolines of radiation fluxes or radiation temperatures can be performed by any

formal method.
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A second peculiarity of aotinanetric data from artificial satellites con-

sists in the fact that, if one or several satellites are functioning near bands

filled with data, there are vast intermediate r';iors which lack this inforrna-

tion, Interpolation in such areas according to data obtained from the zones

of observation is a considerably more difficult task than interpolation within

the zone. To resolve this problem, there is every reason to recommend the

method of optimal interpolation.

Finally, the third pculiarity of actinometrio information obtained from

satellites is the fact that it contains characteristics which are not used

directly in numerical forecasts of meteorological fields.. Along with this,

the information about radiation fluxes racy be used in restoring the tempera-

tune fields, since it is apparent that between the fields of temperature and

radiation currents there should be a close relationship. Along with the ae-

tinometrie measurements from the satellite it is desirable to utilize tempera-

tore data obtained through the usual radio rondo observations.

The problem of reconstructing the temperature fields from aotincmetric

information from a satellite and radiosonde data can best be resolved by using

optimal interpolation. For this purpose it is necessary to know the correla-

tion function of temperature, the correlation function of radiation fluxes,

and the mutual correlation Function which describes the statistical relation-

ship between the temperature -and radiation fluxes. Described in the next para-

graph is a method of optimal interpretation of several fields, and in parts 3

and 4 there are some data on correlation functions of radiation fluxes from

weather satellite data, and information about the rrutual correlation function

of "radiation fluxes -- temperature'. Reference L J has inf ormation about the

spatial correlation functions cS temperature.

I

t
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29 Optimal Interpolation by Data About Several
MeteoFC-100-rical Fielas

Let it be necessary to find the value of several meteorological elements

f o at point ro according to known values of elements f 1, f a,	 fk, .

f° at points ri and element £1 is known at points !', r=, ..., ij,..... rl-; element

t 2 is kaovrjs a ; points r , tz, ..., r,, ... r=te etc; element fk is ger-erally known

at points ij Y-1. 2...., n h ).	 The value of element fk at point ri will

be designated as fk

J; = r R9.	 (1)	 .

In this, we only know about point ri that with the s

are different, With different k certain of the points rI
f  may differ from all elements fk (k : 1, 2, . . . , s),

%me k all Pointe r--*

may coincide. Element

and it may coincide

with one of tI em, Likewise. point ro may coincide with one of the pointed. .

We will present the unknown value

	

A == fo (768	 (2)

In tre form of a linear combination of all known values

. t I&
!o ^ I 'Y Pa !; :	 (3)

where pi are the weight factors which are not yet determined.

The mean square error of representation (8) is. equal to

	

, N+	 _

E= o — V L Pi fi	 (4)

where the line represents averaging understood in the statibtical sense. Inas-

much as such an averaging can be presented with summation, formula (4) can be

written as

i Rt	 s •! •[

E=( ) z -- 2	 ,^ Pi fi +	 ^ ^ Pi P%fi ^'	 (b)
A=11=1	 s= t 1=1 i_i j_ l
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Without lessaning the generality, we can say that the mean values of all

the elements considered at all points are equal to zero

A* == 0.	 (6)

This means that instea d of the actual values of nagnitudes under eonsidera-

Lion, the deviations from the mean value ( norm) figure for each given point

throughout. In practice, this boils dawn to the fact that before beginning the

interpolation it is nevessary -to compute the value of the norm Barn each ob-

served value of a meteorological element, and after r.akirg the interpolation

to add to the resulting value of deviation 'rom the norm the corresponding value

of the norm. It goes without saying that all this presupposes a knowledge of

the norms of the meteorological elements under consideration.

On the strength of equation ( 6) the mean products on the right side of

formula (5) are the values of the mutual correlation functions which describe

the statistical relationship between the measured values of the meteorological

elements at the different points:

to 
At V / s 0^ r0^ r1 — in0/

	
(7)

/is
 f^ mu ^^	 = inRt	( )

where m is -the correlation function of the measured valLvs. Since measurements

are subject to error, the correlation function of the measured values, generally

speaking, differs from the correlation function of the actual values. Moreover,

if we assume that the errors of measurement of different elements do not cor-

relate with one another nor with the true values of elements, and that the errors

of measurement at the various points are also not correlated then we have a

simple relationship as
sop

u ma av a![ 02 •

where m is the correlation function of the measured values = m is the correla-

tion Function of the real values; Pik is the mean square error in measuring
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element fk at the point r; aj is the Kronecker symbol t

1 OW4,fl, a = P

a'p=_ {0 when a # P

Substitutirg ( 7), (8), and (9) it, (b) we get

E mOO _' 2	 P" mui + .^+	 W	 Pi Pj1ntf+	 (10)

	

i=t tat	 •=t t.t ^.t=t

	

+	 P;)?
tol I=1

We pass over to formula ( 10) to the dirmnsionless magnitudes and sub-

stitute

	

E=VMM4	 (113

^U ^ 
^^t m%r µ ^ ^	 12

a= = Mok R •
is	 At Tit	 (13)

According to formula (13) the magnitude ^ik is the mean square error of

measuremert of element fk *at pointli referred to the dispersion of thie ele-

ment at this point. Ile shall term the magnitudei the measure of error

of observation. Correspondingly, the quantity f' is a measure of error in in-

terpolation, i.e., the ratio of the mean square error of interpolation to dis

persion of the unknown value of element fo at point ro. Finally, uJ
.
	is

the value of the standardized correlation function of elements f  and f l for

Points ri andli respectively or, in other words, the 'coefficient of correla-

tion between the value of element fk at point ri and the value of element fl

at point r*
After substituting formulas ( 11), (12), and (13). in expression (10) it

becomes converted into the following:
•

s,^1 2	 P	 PO 1 +	 (14)
tta t t= l	 X00

'^' ^
s a •te •^ s j mti mil/ st	 t •s

	
s Min,

l̂ t̂ ^ t	 ^^	 t tr^tt:t ^ t) n, o t
r" _
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It is convenient to introduce instead ad' the weights pi the values

Oil R

	

;^
W 

p^,	 (1b)

because, as a result, expression ( 14) will be simplified and become

s .:) — 2	 At 9i uo i +	
v, 9

t 9! N j -^	 A^ 9i '^i'	
(16 )

81=11=1

We shall now require that the measure of error in interpolation 4F be

vinimal with respect to all values qi. This reduces to a WBtem of linear equa-

tions

^1/=1

	 +'^ =wci•	
(17)

It is easy to see that the number of equations (17) and the number of

unknown q  coincides.. or
8

N= I n.,	 (16).=t
i.e., with the total eunount of data for interpolation. It can also be shown

that the determinant of system ( 17) differs from zero so that it has a solu-

tion -- only one solution. Finally, it can readily be seen that this solution

actually corresponds to the minimum of aagntude IC and not to a stationary

point of another kind.

After finding value (17) we can then compute the weight pi by formula

(lb )' if ire know the fields of di s per si of of all elements used in the computa-

tion. Foll(nvina this, we can perform the interpolation by formula (3).

It is more logical, hwiever, to proceed in a different manner, namely,

to replace p, in formula (3) by qi with the aid of relationship (15). Then,

instead of formula (3) we get

^ AR

^ ĵ oo .. _
	 9t	 Rs 	 (19 )

Y OSS	 s = t t^ i	 "stt
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Formula (19) shtws that the magnitudes qi and pi can be considered as

Interpolation weights, but in oontrast- to pi the values of qi represent the

weights for interpolation not of absolute values of deviation cf elements

from norms, but the relative deviations -- in fractions of the mean square

variability of each element at each point.

Thus, the solution of the problem h yils down to f`i rding the weights qi

with the aid of the solution of system N linear alj;ebraic equations. (1?) with

the subsequent interpolation by formula (19).

3. Correlation Functions of Radiation Fluxes

From a discussion of the preceding paragraph, it follows that, to make an

analysis of temperature fields with actinometrie information from a satellites

it is necessary to have information about the correlation functions of tempera-

tore and radiation fluxes. More correctly, it is necessary to know the auto

correlation function of temperature of radiation fluxes and the mutual oorrela-

tion function describing the statistical relation between the temperature and

radiation fluxes.

The wito-correlation functions of temperature were studied in detail in

reference A11 The information in this study was wholly adequate for our pur-

poses, Therefre, our task consisted only in studying the two remaining kinds

of correlation functions..

To get these functions, it is important to have information about the ra-

diation currents. In. principle, it does not matter how this information is

obtained -- from measurement data of weather satellites or by other means.

However, at the present time we do not have data oh the comparison of radiation

currents obtained by satellites and determined by independent methods using a

large amount of materials. Hence, thare is no guarantee that the correlation

function .for values of radiation fluxes computed, say, from data on the vertical

temperature sounding of the atmosphere will be close to the correlation function
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for values of radiation fluxes based on data fro g, satellites. In addition

the amount of information on radiation fluxes computed by indirect methods is

still insufficient to make a study of the statistical structure of such fluxes.

Therefore, the deoi lion was made to use data frow a ctinometrio observations

from satellites.

By w!4y of such data at out disposal we simply had the fields of radiation

fluxes from observations of the U. S. satellite '"Tiros-II", which were listed

in the catalog 45. These data have a number of shortcomings, as far as our

task was concerned, and this fact has to be takn into account in analysing the

results obtained.

First, the oatalo; ,^SJ did not list the original data, but the results of

an analysis) i.e.,. interpr10;ions of values of radiation fluxes in the nodes

of square grids i5nel kvadratnoy setki7. Accordingly, in processing the date.,

we get correlation functions or analyzed values which may be somewhat different

than the oorrelation functions of the original observed values.

Second, the ea :slog t547 does not contain any data about temperature fields

at fixed isobaric surfaces, hence we were forced to derive such data from other

sources, to wit, from the observation tables of radio sounding stations. I;

goes without saying that in this there were no data of observation synchronised

with measurements from the satellite. Hence, we had to assume as approximations

the synchronized observations which were not over 90-100 minutes apart. The , 	 r
error of this approximation could also have had an effect on the computed cor-

rel azion functions.

In addition, the need to use values which were only approximations of the

synchronized values resulted in a marked deez ds ttf the total amount of infor-

motion for the study of mutual correlations compared with the total amount of

material for studying correlation 	 of temperature and radiation fluxes

individually.
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In order to have comparative data on the different characteristics of a

structure, the correlation functions of radiant currents and correlation

functions of tempera •,;ure were computed on the same materials which were used

for determining the mutual correlation functions. The total amount of data

for computing each of the functions was approximately one-tenth as great as

the amount ota wiAich was based the information on correlation functions of

temperature cited in reference

mT 'k^r^s i
so r

ao

.......... 	 3

^O

o	 4700	 lo6PO----3aoo p •^

Fig. 1. Auto-correlation functions of air temperature for various levels.

1 -- ground, 2 -- 500 mb, 3 -- 300 mb, 4 -- 100 mb.

Such an amoun:, of initial information cannot be considered adequate and

therefore the results listed in the following should be regarded only as pre-

liminary evaluations. Along with this, the comparison of oorrelation func-

tions of temperature (Fig. 1) with functions obtained in study /i,7, show that

for the lower levels where the data on the temperature are quite accurate and

the amount of information not too small the results are close to one another.

Qiven . in Fig. 2 are the auto -correlation functions of radiation currents

-- an integral long wave current (8-30 ^4 ) and a current in the interval of

waves corresponding to the "window of transparency'" of water vapor (8-12 )^
A 

),
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as well as the mutual correlation function describing the relationship of the

integral radiation to the radiation in the window of transparency. This re-

lationship proved very significant -- the coefficient of correlation between

the two fluxes is as high as 0.94. It should be emphasized that in the in-

terests of using actinometric information obtained from satellites in an ob-

jective analysis of a temperature field this factor plays a negative role. It

Indicates that when using, say, information about integral radiation the infor-

nation on radiation in the window of transparency contains virtually no sup-

plemental data.

Characteristic of all curves in Fig. 2 is a sharp '*slope" in the area of

low values for distance r approximately to a distance of the order of 1000 -

1500 kan. These areas of lowered values of correlation functions hardly exist

in reality. More probably, they are due to errors in measurements, i.e., to

errors of "tying in", that is, in determining the coordinates of points "visible"

to the equipment in a satellite.

As we know, the U. S. "Tiros'" satellites have no fixed orientation relative

to the earth and they maintain a fixed position of the axis in space. The

satellite rotates about its saris, and the visual beam of the actinometric ap-

paratus describes an angle of 45 0 with the axis of rotation. In consequence

of this, the visible point describes a complex trajectory, the position of

this point for certain moments of measurement being determined by interpola-

tion. Of course, all this leads to errors in tying-in the actinometrio data

which, according to the American authors, is an average of 300 - 500 km,

It is easy to understand that the errors of tying- gin lead not only to

random but also to syst ematic errors in distance values between points. Speci -

fically, the less the mean value of the measured distance compared with the

tying-in error, the more probable it is that the actual mean distance sub-

stantially exceeds the mean of the measured distances. Therefore, the ordinates
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actually correspond, in the case of low values of abscissas in Fig. 2, to the

considerably greater values of the abscissas. This does not pertain to the

zero abscissa, i.e., to the dispersion of each of the fluxes and to the coef-

ficient of rrelation between them since in these cases we are actually deal-

each tiara, with the same point, i.e., the distance is actually equal to

zero, regardless of the tying-in error,.

it ^c•

i

. 
» ?3

'^S
\^

o	 1000	 2000	 3000 p RM

Fig. 2. Auto -correlation and mutual correlation function of fluxes of
long wave radiation for various portions of the spectrum.

1 -- 8-30 r, 2 -- 8-12p # 2 -- 8-30-8-12 e

The conclusions about the effect of tying-in errors is also supported

from a consideration of Fig. 3 on which are given the mutual correlation funo-

tioks of temperature and radiation fluxes. This figure calls our attention

to the low coefficients of correlation between the temperature and each of

the radiant fluxes. The smallness of these coefficients can partially be at-

tributed to the effect of non-synchronized observations of the temperature and
i

radiant fluxes. More importantly, the relationship between the temperature

and radiant fluxes should be differer •, depending on the cloud cover. Actu-

ally, both the integral radiation and the flux in the transparency window
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should, in the case of a cloudless sky, correlate better with the temperature

of the underlying surface; and if clouds prevail they should correlate with

the temperature on the surface, close to the upper boundary of cloud cover.

However, since the amount of initial information was small, we had to refrain

from dividing it on the basis of cloud cover. As a result, there was a les-

sened correlation between the radiation fluxes and the temperature.

As 

r^^- ,..
.•
/^

0	 -L	
1 1 — N

	

,goo	 110100	 31000 . p K
i

i/

. ............ S
de	 ----

Fig. 3. Standardized mutual correlation functions of radiation fluxes
on the 8-30	 section of the spectrum and air temperatures at

diff Brent levels.

(See Fig. 1 for conventional markings)

However, even the mutual correlation functions,, apart from everythirs else,

are clearly distorted due to tying-in errors. This is seen from the fact that

in the case of distances of the order of 1,000 km these functions change the

sign of curves, just like the auto-correlation functions do for radiant fluxes.

In the next section, we present an evaluation of the effect of tying-in

errors on correlation functions. On the basis of these estimates attempts were

made to correct the data received.
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4. The Influence of Errors in Determining the Coordinates

of Points on the Values of Correlation Functions

In this next probl%jm, let there be two points, the distance between thew

being a, and let the position Of each of the points be known with au error

whose probability is subject to the normal law on the plane

(20)
J (x. Y) = hs'F t

with the same dispersion d 2 of errors for the positions of both points.

Find the mean aqua- , --,j distance A between the points, taking these errors into

account.

Assuming for definiteness that the points under consideration without er-

ror have	 coordinates (- 	 0) and ( S. 0), we get the formula

0
Az	 1(x-x'Y+(Y—Y')21 f(X— 2 . Y)f(x'+	 (21)

+ -L .  Y')dxdydx'dy'

or after replacing the variables of integration

(22)

Ifff
	 °	 23As R=	 (us-I- y2)f,u 

_	 + +(14'. ^')dradvdra'dv'.	 ( )

- e

Substituting in this expression f(x,y) from ( 20) and making the replace-

meat
V	 s'	 v'

i == sS .jib to-. Y? = q^ 	 = 9^: 2,	 (24)

we get
^

c 	•
A= d2 Sf f J (s= + 0) e- t, P)• O- e - e - v'' dq dq' ds di. 	 (25)

The squares in expression (25) are easily replaced on the basis of rela-

ti onship
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fs=e t.-e^• ds =y7 (y'  +P').

which results in a simple final formula

At _ 4*1 (1 4- P)
or on the basis of (24)

A a a' + 43l.
(26)

In a similar manner we can find the mean square distance when there are

errors in determining the position of only one of two points. Then, for A2

we get expression

At 1 f (.0. -YJf(x—a• Y)dxdy,	 (27)
- w

from which, after squaring, we get the simple formula

A an ViT - 20:.	 (28)

In accordance with formulas (26) and ( 28) the mean distance we.th errors

in determining the position of points is greater, and it cannot be less than

2 6 with errors in tying-in both points, and 1"2 o when there are errors

in tying-in one point.

If the value 6; -- the mean square error of tying -in -- is known, the

graph of a correlation function can be easily reconstructed using formulas

(26) and (28). Formula (26) must be used with respect to the auto -correlation

functions of radiation fluxes and mutual correlation functions of the integral

current and the current in the transparency window for all distances a, except

zero distance. Formula ( 28) should be used with respect to the mutual corre-

lation functions that tie in the radiation fluxes with the temperature, because

a tying-in error is peculiar only to actinometric info :mation, =bile th ,9 tying-

in of temperature information may be considered accurate.
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The use of formulas ( 26) and ( 28) boils down. to the fact that the abscissa

a of each point of the curve is replaced by the vulue A with an invariable

ordinate. In practice this substitution should be made up to comparatively

large distances of a, beginning with which it changes results insignificantly.

A curve corrected in this manner differs From the original one in two re-

spects. First, it is smoother with lessen changes in curvature. Second, the

area of short distances appears on it to be completely unscanned tsvesh-

chennoyh. To get same idea about the behavior of the correlation function at

these short distances, all we need do is extrapolate or interpolate. For cor-

relation functions of radiation fluxes, there are known values at zero distance

and hence interpolation is possible; this gives us some idea about the probable

appearance of these functions at short distances. As far as the mutual corre-

lation functions which describe the relationship of radiation fluxes and tem-

perature are concerned, we can merely extrapolate 'these functions in the

direction of the short distances. Of course, such an e4trapolation is not very

reliable, but neverthe.Iess it can offer us an approximate idea about the order

of 'magnitude of mutual correlation functions of short distances which might

arise if there were no tying -,in errors.

In actual practice, the matter becomes somewhat co,nplicated by the fact

that we have only a rough estimate of the mean square error of tying-in G^ .	 r
Hence, our computations were made using several values of 46 , analyzing

the while as to the amount of "improvement" in the curves after inserting the

appropriate corrections.

As a result of these corrections, which are essentially an indirect es-

timate of the value d , it was established that	 e : 500 km should be

accepted.

Shown in Fig. 4 iLre certain corrected correlation functions using the

method indicated. The short distance portions of these functions, obtained
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through interpolation or extrapolation, are indicated by broken lines.
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Fig. 4. Corrected standard auto-correlation and mutual correlation
functions of radiation fluxes and air temperature.

I-- I.(^ 8-30, ^8-30, f )j 2-- M (08-30,
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;of. 009	
Qt. (	 0f . 100' P ).

As we can see from the graphs of mutual correlation functions, the intro-

duction of corrections results in a marked increase in cori y ation between the

temperature and radiation fluxes. We can therefore assume that if there are

no great errors in tying-in,the greatest values of these coefficients would

increase approximately from 0,50 to 0.70.
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V. L. Gayevskiy and Y.:. T. FAbinovich

CALCUI. ,ATING THE INFLUENCE OF THE ATMOSPHERE ON THE RESULTS
OF MFASUREMENT OF RADIATION TES nRATURES OF Tn

EARTH'S SULFACE OBTAINED FROM ARTIFICIAL
EARTH SATELLITES

1. Some Data oa the State of the Problem.

The main drawback in the method of determining radiation temperatures

of the surface according to data obtained from the measurement of its own

radiation is the difficulty in making a reliable calculation of the effect of

the atmosphere on the transfer of radiation from the earths surface to the

instrumant.

As we know,; absorption by the atmosphere of the earth's thermal radia-

tion in the 4 to 40 /
	

sector of the spectrum -- the earth t s radiation un-

der natural conditions is pra ^tically restricted to this .- and the inherent

radiation of the atmosphere have a sharply expressed colectivity. To measure

the radiation temperature of the surface, it is vary important to select that

portion of the spectrum in which the influence of the atmosphere on the trans.

for of radiation would not be very considerable.

Analysis of spectral transmission by the atmosphere of infrared radiation

shows that the best sector of the spectrum for measuring radiation tempera-

tures is one that is about 0.1 1A wide with a wave length of 11 	 in which

absorption by the atmosphere is virtually absent, and scatter effect is negl+-

gibly small. However, at the present time we still have not designed equip-

ment that operates well on aircraft.

Another sector of the spectrum which is used for measuring radiation tem-

perature-- ^r, 2, 3, 47 lies within the limits of 8 - 12	 , its which there

is a happy combination of a comparatively slight absorption of water vapor and

maximum surface radiation at temperatures from 220 to 3200. At the same time

Deirmend jfan L37 demonstrated, while studying the influence of radiation seat-

i	 ter by aerosols in the atmosphere in the 8 - 12 / sector of the e pr°otrum, that

this attanuuti on is less by an order Chen the , of luenco of absorption and
II 	
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radiation of water vapor for the wave lengths in question. The presence of

narrow and creak CO 2 absorption bands has no marked influence on the overall

magnitude of transmission in this range of wave lengths.

In measuring the radiation temperature from a satellite a certain influ-

once on the transfer of radiation may be exerted by a narrow, sufficiently

strong ozone band of absorption with a maximum at 9.6 
/ . 

As shown in

references r,	 the maximum error in determining the radiation temperature

of the surface which can be introduced, disregarding the influenos mf ozone,

Is about b o j this is approximately one-fifth as great as the maximum error due

to disregarding the influence of water vapor. Tire influence of ozono can be

eliminated in practice if we select a spectral range from 10 to 12 1 A  the

energy of measurement will hereby be decreased somewhat ( about one-half).

If the change in stratification of the ozone layer dons not exercise a

considerable effect on the absorption of radiation from the surface of the

earth, then the change in the distribution of water vapor and temperature in

the atmosphere plays an important role in the mechanism of radiation transfer

A - ly. According to data provided by Greenfield and Kellog 4dq^, depending

on the stratification of the atmosphere in the overall radiation flux enter-

ing the boundary of the atmosphere, radiation from earth may be from 2/3 to

1/3 of the total amount. This means that in order to insure the accuracy as-

sential for practical purposes in determining the radiation temperature of the

surface, it is necessary reliably to take into account the influence of the

temperature on the transfer of radiation.

The influence of atmospheric water vapor and ozone on the transfer of

escaping earth radiation in the 8-12 J^A sector of the apsctrum is considered

in studies /x,77" with the object of increasing the accuracy in determining the

surface temperature according to measurement data from the satellite.

bark, Iamamoto and Lienesh [747 	 the transfer of earth surface

radiation with 106 samples of atmosphere with various contents and distribution
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of water vapor and air temperature, and at different intensities of earth

radiation. On the basis of the data they obtained they made a graph of cor-

rections which are to be used in the measurement data from the satellite in

order to get the real temperature of the surface. The results of their compu-

tations indicate that depending on the stratification of the atmosphere the

errors in measuring the temperature from the satellite can attain large val ue s-

In order to decrease this error, the authors suggested using corrections based

on the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere separately for stratifications

with high and lcw atmospheric water content. The test they made demonstrated

that the error of individual measurements is as much as 100. The error intro-

duced in measuring the surface temperature by a layer of ozone was determined

by the authors from computation data based on 40 models of ozone stratifica-

tion. The maximum error on the influence of the ozone layer in determining

the temperature of the surface is about 5 00 Unfortunately, in their published

work the authors did not indicate the amount of water vapor that .pertains to

corrections for high and low contents o' water vapor, which, as properly pointed

out by M. S. Malkevich ZJ, injects some uncertainty in getting the surface
temperature.

In the stud of M. S. Malkevich jr6a7 computations were made of escaping

radiation for latitudinal distributions of vertical temperature and humidity

profiles. On the basis of these computations, they constructed a graph of	 J
corrections which should be injected into the measurement data from the satel-

lite to determine the surface temperature. The correction due to the influence

of water vapor may amount to 25 0. As Malkevich demonstrates, the introduction

of 'these corrections makes it possible to evaluate the temperature of the

earth's surface with an error which may exceed 5 0. The method of computing cor-

rections proposed by the author may give an accuracy of the order of 5 0 in

determining the mean surface temperature of large territories when mean values

f



of stratification for a given area. For comparatively small sections the er-

rors in determining surface temperatures should be greater than those indicated

by the author because the deviations from mean values of stratification for a

given instance may be considerable and their precise determination extremely

difficult. Thus, improving the accuracy of a single determination of surface

temperature by the radiation method is an extremely difficult task. In addi-

tion, the absence of experimental data about the influence of atmospheric stratt-

fication on the transfer of the earth's radiation complicates considerably any

further work on enhancing the accuracy of determining surface temperatures by

this method.

In the A. I. Vcykova Main Geophysical Observatory measurements were made

in 1961-1962 of the radiation temperature of natural surfaces from an aircraft;

the results obtained may be used for a more accurate determination of the in-

fluence of the atmosphere.

2. Brief Description of an Instrument for Measuring Radiation
Temperatures of the Earth's Surface From an Aircraft

In kespirg with the accepted method we developed a mock-up of an instru-

meat for measuring radiation temperatures of various underlying surfaces. The

basis of it was a compensating system with registration on parer of measured

values. By way of a recording instrument we used an EPP-09 electronic potenti-

ometer. A radiation thermo-element (RTE), type TK x 1.5, serves as the radia-

tion receiver.

The overall block diagram of the apparatus, explaining the compensating•

method of measurement is shown in Fig. 1. The signal from the thereto-element

is Fed to the compensating-balancing circuit. Potentiometer Rl balances the'

sensitivity of the thermo-element platforms. Resistances % and R5 make up

the divider to feed a constant compensating voltage with hand-set zero point.

A similar divider, R4 - 8b, in the other circuit of the thermo-element serves
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as auto-compensation= this is achieved by feeding a compensating voltage from

the rheoohord of electron potentiometer SPP-09.

The alternating current pre-amplifier with vibrator converter at the in-

put and synchronous detector at the output insure pre-amplification of the

radiation thereto-element signal. The amplified and detected signal goes to

the input of BPP-09. Since the system of adjustment also includba a pre-

amplifier, changing the gain In certain limits does not affect the outpu t., value

registered by the instrument.

The power unit contains the PO-300 motor alternator (120 v 50 cycles) for

feeding the EPP-09 and motor-generator RUN-11 for feeding the tube plates of

the pre-amplifier.

Also included in the apparatus set is the power urAt for heating and con-

trolling the temperature of the thermo-element, which insures maintaining a

constant temperature in the thermo-element housing.

In order to have uninterrupted recording of radiation fluxes and to gradu-

ate the instrument iL absolute units, it is necessary during the operation to

maintain the temperature of the thereto-element constant. This is the most com-

plex problem if we take into account the fact that in making measurements from

an aircraft at various heights the temperature of the surrounding air undergoes

marked changes. However, temperature variations in the thermo-element housing

within the limits of even several tenths of a degree does not insure sufficient

stability of operation. It is essential to have a higher uniformity of the

temperature field within the thereto-element housing. Completod measurements

have shown that discontinuities in the temperature field inside a housing which

are less than 0,001 0, cause a cons _derable drift in the zero position of"the

instrument; this makes it impossible to give prolonged, uninterrupted registra-

tions of radiation fluxes*

To insure uniformity -of temperature in the housing and in the temperature
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field the thermo-element is placed in a heated housing with good thermal inaula-

tion and a large-sized thermal conductor made of red copper ore. The heating

is controlled by manually controlling the temperatures the temperature is

measured by a resistance thermometer of copper wire.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of apparatus.

A schematic diagram of the thermocouple unit system is shown in Fig. 2.

Thermocouple II is contained inside a copper heat conductor 4 consisting of

two detachable parts secured by threaded collars 6. Sealed into the body of

the thermal conductor are two resistance thermometers. The red copper ore adap-

ter 3, inside of which filters 15 and the valve flap are contained, is secured

to the thermal conductor on the input opening aide of the thermocouple. The

combination filter consists of two round plates with a diameter of 10 mm. The

internal plate is made of fluorite (CaF2) 1 mm thick, and the external one is

made of indium antimonide (InSb) that is 0.2 mm thick. This combination in-

nurse separating out a spectrum.  from 7.5 to 12.0 1A 	 The spectral charao-

teristies of a light filter are ahown in Fig. 3. Between the output opening

of the thermocouple housing and the light filter there is a flap; the zero posi-

tion of the instrument is set here. The interior surface of the flap that faces

the thermocouple is covered with a sooty composition, while the external surface
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is meticulously polished. Between the flap and housing there is a good thermal

contact on a large surface= this makes it possible to receive a temperature equal

to that of the thermocouple.

The thermal conductor with thermo-element and the cap for the flap and

filters is placed inside the heater which is made in the form of an aluminum

cylinder 12. Placed on the outside of the cylinder is heating coil 14, covered

by a layer of asbestos insulation and fiber glass. Inside the heater there is

an index 2 and look ring 7 to lock the thermocouple in position. The heater is

set in a tube of polychlorvinyl 5 covered on the ends by glass textolite. Set

on the upper flange 7 are two jointas one 9 for cutting in the thermocouple,

and the other 10 for cutting in the heater coil, the thermoregulator pickup,

and the resistance thermometers.

The thermocouple joint has hopper, gold plated contacts. The leads from

the thermocouple are weld connected with the joint, and the hose is connected

with copper screws. Such a design makes it possible to reduce to a minimum the

obence appearance of parasitic thermo emf at the contacts. To improve the thermal

insulation, the measuring head is proteoted from the outside by a cotton quilted

hood.

The thermo-element visual field angle for radiation coming in from the

measured surface is limited by the opening in the cap for the filters and flap.

Since the receiver area of the thermo-element is rectangular in form (3 x 105

mm) the visual field of the thereto-element is likewise non-symmetrical.* The

linear visual field angle on the short side of the platform is 23 0. The thermo-

element is so constructed that its visual field is not obscured by elements of

construction which have a temperature that differs from the temperature of the

thermo-element.

The entire apparatus is disposed on two tables which are secured to the

decking of the aircraft passenger onmpartment. The measuring head with thermo-

element is installed -at the low point of the fuselage. Disposed on the first
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Fig. 2. ,Block diagram of a thereto-element.

table are the amplifier units, the compensator, and the EPP-09 electronic poten-

viosmeter. On the lower shelves of this table are contained the amplifier power

unit and the HUN-11 dynamotor, as well as the container with spare parts and

tools. On the second table we find the panel with control instruments and

fuses for connecting all units that are fed by the aircraft power system.

Here, we find the apparatus for control and measurement of the temperature

of the measuring head. On the layer shelf there is PO-300 converter and ferro-

resonance stabilizer, ST-250, mounted on shock absorbers. The whole set weighs

about 250 kg.

Absolute calibration of the instrument can be done according to the den-

city of the radiation flux from the surface or power brightness, as well as
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according to the absolute temperatures of this surface. The latter occurs

only if the surface that is being measured is a black body. For surfaces

whose coefficient of radiation is not . .fqual to unity, this temperature will

differ from the actual temperature, and it is usually defined as the "radiation

temperature of a measured surface.*' It should be noted that •both kinds of

calibration are absolute, and a simple conversion from the one to the other is

possiole if the coefficient of surface radiation according to which the cali-

bration was made is known, or if this surface is a black body.

The absolute calibration of a radiometer was made on a black body, the

scale aC the instrument being temperature calibrated. Since the method of

measurement, as will be seen in the following,  consists of giving a signal at

the output of the instrument in the form of a difference between the tempera-

ture of the measured surface the inherent temperature of the thermo-element,

we select the latter temperature for the zero position of the scale. In this

case the reading on-the scale of the output instrument (EPP-09) gives the

direct radiation temperature of the measured surface'or the absolute tempera-

tore for the black body.

9V
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Fig. 3. Spectral characteristics of a light filter.

In calibrating the instrument -- and this is true in other measurements

with this instrument -- the assumption was that the temperature of the thereto-

element housing, the sealed compensating platform, the flap covering the measured

flux, and the light filter remains the same and constant during the calibration
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process. This is insured by the construction of the measuring head and is do-

termined by checking the convergence of repeated calibrations.

We will determine the basic relationship which describes the operation of

the instrument. When the flap is closed the equation for the heat balance in

a measuring head of a radiometer appears as

as T: + WO — as* 70 = 0,

In which To is the temperature of the thermo-element and flap s w is the

solid angle of the instrument, F is the coefficient of radiation of the

platform, a is the total radiating surface of the platform, w  is the energy

arriving at the platform from the entire solid angle except the operating angle,

e) is the Boltsman t s constant.

It is assumed here,that the coefficient of radiation of all aides of the

platform is the same. If this assumption is not wade the last member of the

equation changes. If we now open the flap and direct the instrument toward

the black body with temperature T l, this equation will appear as follows

ON7 + mo — 8$7 (?o + .ST )' -- s aT — 0,

where T1 is the temperature of the calibrated black body, O T z Tl - To is

the overheating or cooling of the platform under the influence of incoming

radiation, IC is the coefficient of heat conductivity of the holders on which

the receiving platform is suspended.

The first member of the equation determines the flux from the black body

in the solid angle W , the second membe.- determines the flux from the thereto.

element housing in all the remaining angles, the third member determines the

Inherent flux of the platform, and, finally, the-last member determines the

heat loss of the platform due to the heat conductivity of the holders.

Taking into account the fact that the platform is not excessively overheated

during the measuring process, inasmuch as the greatest difference in temperature
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of the the rmo-element and the measured surface is 20 0 within the limits of the

instrument scale, we get the follo=ring ai'ter conversions

AT " (r —740)
4sssve + %

This equation enables us to find the amount of overheating of the receiv-

ing platform of the thermo-element resulting from the effect of the radiation

being measured.

The output value of the instrument is determined by the following expres-

sion=

dT,

where k is the transmitting characteristic of the system, It is the specific

omf of the tho mocouple of the thermo-element.

Substituting A T in the expression for uout	 we get

vile	 4cs,r + x

In order further to convert the equation it is necessary to assume that,

the losses due to radiation in the thermo-element are equal to the losses due

to thermal conductivity, i.e..

4&sz To -- x.

Ordinarily, in designing thermo-elements this condition is observed. Then,

taking into account the previo%jly accepted assumption about the small differ-

once in T  and T0, we get, after conversion

meat ^_ *I - ss (T, _'TO).

From the expression derived, we can make two important conclusions:

1. The output value is linearly related to the difference in temperature

between the thermo-element and the surface measured.I

1. The divergence of the scale from the linear due to the light filter is
not considered here.
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2. The output value depends on the temperature of the thermo-element, i.e.,

the calibration should be done for each value of the inherent temperature of

the measuring head.

It is now necessary to evalua'4e the discriminating capacity of the ap-

paratus and the accuracy of meae.uements.

By discriminating capacity, we mean the dimensions of the smallest our-

face whose temperature differs from that of the surrounding background by the

value A T. The utter can be recorded by a radiometer with a given preoi-

$ion. The value of the discriminating capacity is a function of many variable

parameters. First of all, it will depend on the geometric characteristics of

the apparatuss the measuring head of the instrument, the height and air speed

of the aircraft, the sighting angle of the radiometer, as well as the time con-

&taut of the apparatus, i.e., the speed of measurement and calibration of the

flux. Finally, the discriminating capacity depends on the nature of the spa-

tial distribution of the temperature of the underlying surface that is being

studied.

The following initial data may be accepted in making computations of the

discriminating capacity:

1. Altitude of flight H 5,000 meters.

2.. Velocity of aircraft V a 200 kmfhr s 56 m/sec.

3. Viewing field angle of 200

4. Time constant of thermo-element	 0.2 sea.

5. Time for adjusting the entire EPP-09 scale ?"p • 1.0 sec.

6. 200 instrument scale (the difference between the surface temperature

and that of the thermo-element.)

The time constant of the entire system is determined by the time constant

of the thereto-element since it is the system element having the greatest inertia

(without taking into a ±nnunt the time of adjusting EPP-09). In order reliably
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to reproduce a signal the time of its aotioa, on the u7stem should be not less

than 5 T . In that vase the error in reproducing the signal amplitude will

be 097%. During the time of the non-stationary pruoess t s 1 second, the ap-

paratus will record the mean temperature of the surface with dimensions

o=2H tg Z , b-2H tg 7 +V	 or 1760 x 2320 no

On thn other hand, during the time of the non-stationary process t 2 1

sea the carriage of the potentiometer may run through the entire scale, i.e.,

It may record a change in temperature equal to 200. In order that the error

in determining the temperature may not contain an additional component due to

the discriminating capacity being over 0.7%, the maximum difference between

the temperatures of the surface with minimal dimensions s and the surrounding

background should not exceed 200.

It is now necessary to evaluate the greatest theoretical accuracy of

measurement in calibrating the instrument according to a black body, whose

temperature is known within an accuracy of 0.10.

Given a mean coefficient of amplification, the threshold of response uth

with an error of less than 0.5%, is 0.5 • 10" 7 volts. The input signals

0.5 . 10'7 volts are worked out by the system with ern error that in-

creases rapidly in measure as the signal is decreased. The activating thre-

shold of the system is 5 • 10'9 volts.

In using a calibration with a scale of 20 0, the variation of the potenti-

ometer carriage by one graduation is u l a 0.625 • 10'7 volts/graduation, the

variation over the whole scale ua : 6295 • 10-7 volts or UT 2 0.625 . 10'7 • 5

:.125 x 10'7 volts/degree.

Taking into account the threshold value of the signal we can determine the

least difference in temperature between the thermo-element and the calibrating

body which the instrument will register

eT "--A 0.5 - 10-7    =0,15°.t,	 3.125.10-
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The total absolute error in determining the radiation temperature will

still have erro'.•s in measuring the temperatures of the black body and the

measuring head.

0T = D Ttti -}-11T 6 ^-}-ATE el. -= 0.15 + 0.1 + 0,15 = -±- 0,4'.

The relative error correspondiLg to it will be equal to

s^ fp= -#- 0.4. Ott — ± 2010-

The relative error of measurement, when the difference in temperature

between the tnermo-element and the black body is 5 0, will be equal to

0,4^ ^; ± 8%,

Thus, in order to insure a theoretical accuracy of measurement of not

over i 10% it is necessary to have a difference in temperatures between the

thermo-element and the measured surface of not less than 4o.

Heal errors of measurement in the summer may differ from the computed er-

rors due to possible temperature non-uniformities in the temperatures of the

thermo-element housing, the flap, and the filter. The values of the real

errors of measurement may be estimated by comparing the data of aircraft

measurements and the data of ground measurements of temperature for water sur-

faces which approximate the black body in their properties.

The measurement of the radiation temperature of a water surface was made

over the Caspian Sea in the region of NeftyanWye Kamni a distance of 50 km

from the coast, and for comparison we used the water temperature measurement

data of the Main Meteorological Station at Neftyannyye Kamni.

Given in Table 1 are the results of trator temparature measurements tst

and radiation temperature measurements trad' as well as the absolute errors

A t (all in oC). According to the table the greatest value of absolute

error does not exceed 2.3 0, and the mean error for all 33 oases of measurement

is 09850 9 The results of .comparison support the correctness of the above.

produced estimates of measurement accuracy.
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Table 1

r.'	 i
r St	 rid ^', ^'sr I	 traq I	 e° r'st ifad( e';

15,5 16.2 0,7 21.4 20,2 1.2 16,0 14.6 1.4
16.0 16;3

1

0.3 22.8 72.0 0.8 16,0 13.7 2.3
16.5 16.1 0.4 22.5 22.9 0.4 16,0 14.7 1.3
15.5 16.0 0.5 23.6 24.0 0.4 16.1 15.5 0.6
16.9 17.9 1.0 23,6 24,4 0.8 16,1 15,8 0,3
17.0 16.4 0.6 22,8 24.5 1.7 16.5 17.7 1.2
17.0 18,0 1.0 22.8 24.4 1,6 16,0 17.0 1.0
17.5 17.8 0.3 23.0 24,5 1,5 16.0 16.4 0.4
21.0 20.8 0.2 24,0 22,3 1.7 16.0 16.2 0.2
21.4 21.8 0.4 24.0 23.7 0.3 16.0 17.0 1.0
21.0 20.7 0.3 24,0 24,3 0,3 16.5 16.9 0.4
72.0 20.4 1.6

3. 2esults of Measurements and Practical Racommendations

Measurements o<`,' radiation temperatures were conducted above the grater

surface in the areas of the Caspian Sea, Gulf of Finland, and the White Sea,

and over snow surfaces in parts of Leningrad Oblast at altitudes of 100, 2000

400, 600, 600, 1000, t500, 4000, and 6000 meters. Simultaneously with measure-

ments of radiation temperature recordings were made in the aircraft of the

temperature and humidity of the air by aircraft meteorograph, and measurements

were made of the temperatures of the water surface and the snow cover,, Since

the radiating capacities of the water surface and snow cover were close to
1

unity in the 8 - 12 Ix section of the spectrum /I1,127, we can compare the

radiation temperature measurement data from direct measurements.

A total of 73 series of observations during different seasons of the year

and with different; stratifications of the atmosphere were made during the

period in question. The measurements were carried out with the water vapor

content at from 0.2 to 3.6 cm of precipitated grater and a surface temperature

of from -27 to 260.

The correction for the influence of stratification in measuring the sur-

face temperature was determined as the difference between the real temparart > re

of the surface and that measured by the radiation method.

Typical profiles of stratification of the atmosphere and radiation tempera

tore are shown in Figs. 4 0 6, and 6; we can judge from those as to the influence
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of stratification on the accuracy of measuring the radiation temperature. As

we can see from the drawings, the profile of changes in the radiation tempera-

ture with height depends both on the distribution of water vapor with altitude

and on the temperature profile. The-maximum difference between the measured

temperature and the actual temperature was 15 0 with a water vapor content of

396 am of precipitated water and a surface temperature of 20 0. The oorreo-

tions we obtained take into account not only the influence of the water vapor

and the air temperature, but also other factors like, for example, aerosols,

the inacourracies in computations on the radiation capacity of the surface and

others. Hence, the corrections to the computations ^J, which were determined

mainly by the distribution oZ water vapor and the temperature, are somewhat

high.

Let us consider the effect of the isothermic and inversion types of

stratification on the accuracy of measurements of radiation temperatures. With

an isothermic profile of air temperature and a normal distribution of water

vapor with altitude, the radiation temperature is virtually equal to the tempera-

Lure of the surface at all levels of the isothermic profile. Changes in the

amount of water vapor in the atmosphere in this kind of stratification have no

noticeable effect on the transfer of outgoing radiation.
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With an inversion whicn goes up to 3 km, the correction for the effect

of the atmospheric layer between the surface and the instrument changes in

sign and the size of the correction is a function of the change in water vapor

content. Inversions up to 1 lam in altitude decrease the correction but they

do not result in changes of sign to the correction.

The negative correction with inversion reached -4 0. In the majority of

oases this correction is equal to -2 0. In winter inversions (with negative

ground surface temperatures);it is 1 - 20.

PV/61	 ►n61
t cod	 tut«•
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10	 10 t' _ 0	 /

cm of precipitated water

I. M.?

Fig. 5

Shown in Fig. 7 are the differences between radiation temperature and the,

actual temperature of the surface for all series of observations excepting the

inversion types with negative correction. The data presented in the graph make

it possible to determine the existing relationship of the size of the correc-

tion to the amount of Prater vapor in the atmosphere. Hence, a change in water

vapor content of 1 om of precipitated water results in a change to the oor-

rection by an average 5 0 with a surface temperature of 260 and by 30 with a

•	 surface temperature of 150.

The lines in Fig. 7 show the mean values of corrections to the following

values of water vapor in the atmosphere: 0.5, 1.0 8 2.0, and 3.0 cm of precipi-

tated water. Utilizing the corrections for the indicated gradations of
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precipitated water in the atmosphere, the maximum error in determining the

real temperature will not exceed -1 2.6°. Shown here is a curve of correc-

tions which we derived from study 1,7 computed for an instrument with which we

made the present study.

To take into account the influence of the ozone layer on the measurement

of the surface radiation temperature we used the corrections cited in references

0,7,87'. Because in the case of small values of ground surface radiation this

correction is considerably smaller than the correction caused by the effect of

stratification, the correction indicated can be disregarded with negative

temperatures of-ground surface.

Fig. 8 shows the total correction for the influence of the water vapor

and ozone which should be introduced with the measurement data from the satei-

lite to determine the real radiation temperature of the surface..

The amount of water vapor in the atmosphere necessary as an input parameter

is determined from the synoptic data on air temperature and humidity or from

the data of isobaric surface charts made approximately at the same time as

those recorded by a weather satellite. Computations on the amount of precipi-

tated water in the atmosphere are made on the basis of empirical formulas of
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Hakoreako. If the reliability in determining the amount of Crater vapor in

the atmosphere is not under 50%, the error of a single temperature determina-

tion will not exceed 40.

of

!0	 t0	 -10	 O	 CID	 20	 30	 *0°PT

Fig. 7. Differences between the radiation temperature and the surface
temperature for all series of observations.

^t

X5
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U
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Fig. 8. Graph for determining the actual surface
radiation temperature.

In addition to determining the influence of stratification on the ac-

curacy of measuring the radiation temperature, measurements ►ere made of the

radiation temperature of certain types of surfaces, and a comparison was made

36,2
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with surface temperature data obtained at meteorological stations. The re-

cults of comparisons are shown in Table 2.

The radiation temperature was determined on an area 200 to 300 ton in ex-

tent. The mean values of radiation temperature differ from the data of meteo-

rological stations by not over 1.60 .	 Individual measurements in station areas

differ by not more than 70 . These data show that the radiating capacity of

the majority of natural surfaces is close to unity. In averaging out for the

area the differences between the real and radiation temperature are quite

small.

Table 2
October 1962

to
	 f tmax I t=°^n I real

Coniferous forest. . 12.2 16.2 9.3 --
Alma-Ata - Tashkent. 26.4 28.0 25.2 2708
Krasnovodsk -Tashauz. 25.1 32.3 204 26.0
Gur lyev - Volgograd.'14.3 17 . 5 11.2 12.0
Moskva - Leningrad . 12.2 -	 13 .0 1005 1311
Water .	 . .	 . .	 .. 21.7 22.3 21.5 22.0
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D. P. Kozyrev

MULTIPLE JIINCTION RADIATION THERAOELEMENTS FOR MEASURING
NIGH POWER RADIATIONS FROM HALF SPACE IN THE
O.S - 2.5 AND 2.5 - 40 MICRON SPECTRAL SEGIONS

1. At the present time there are so many projects devoted to the theory

and design of radiation thermoelements (r.t.e.) as to give one the idea that

the development of some new system is virtually impossible. However, some

very complex problems have been created by modern science and technology

whose solution is not possible by the already existing thermoelements. In

this connection, it is necessary to review all available materials on thermo-

elements, primarily to consider the basic formulas that characterize r.t.e.

parameters and their relationship to the structural and operational data with-

out going into a more detailed analysis of the operation of an r.t.e., for

example, as considered in references J,27.

If we designate as E the power radiance (watt/cm2) of the receiving plat-

form sj 1 and q as the length (cm) and cross section (amt ) of the different
wires soldered to s and forming an active ('"hot") soldered joint.; 	 11 11 iz • as

the coefficients of thermal conductivity (wt/cm. degree) of the hires= b as

the integral coefficient of absorption of the r.t.e. surface for radiations

striking it, then we can use the following formula to indicate the peer balance

of this r.t.e, in a high vacuum

6ES = `(0 + O^) s + (X, + I') 
-L] 

T,
	 (1)

in which T : T - To is the so-called excessive temperature of the hot

soldered joint, i.e., the excess of its temperature T over the temperature To .

of the surrounding medium; 01 + Ol expresses the poorer loss from 1 cm2 of

surface for back radiation when T= lo.

At comparatively small values of T' which are ordinarily found in

radiation thermoelements and which do not exceed 5 - 1009 the following is
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the accepted assumption in computations dealing with radiation thermoelements

01 +0? -4749 C,(s, + c2)- 6 . 10-4 watts/cm2/degree

If the coefficients of the total radiation of the front and rear sides of the

receiving surface give a total of c1+e2--b ,9+0.1 — 1.

However, bearing in mind that the r.t.ee in this study is subjected to

powerful irradiation, it is desirable immediately to direct our attention to

the magnitude of error occurring in a computation of the r.t.e. sensitivity

If we replace the exact value of loss from 1 om2

[Ci (To + w — C87401 ($I + 62)

by an approximate value

(O, + Oz)t =4 749 C,(= l + az)t.

Upon representing the error of the approxtmat@4 expression in the form

4To C, (sr -f-sj)s =-^- T$ -} 41,s =-(O`+Oz)'a'
•	 u

we will readily see that then To =	 =0,033 we have a comparatively small

relatives error a	 0.05 or 5%, However, when ro =	 = 0,132	 we get

4^ = 0.2, i.e., by replacing 'the exact expression of losses (01+02) t 0 +a)

by the approximated expression (o,+o,) T. we decrease the losses in the com-

putation for back radiation by 20%9 In Gill's study jJ there are given some

graphic relationships of of to T and O1 + 02 to To.
0

Designating the thermo "T in v/degree by p and bearing in mind equation

(1) we get an expression for the emf in the circuit of the opened thermoelement

s = F
IT =	

6ESP

(D/ + Os) s + 0. 1 + A3) q
whence for the specific sensitivity e l (v/wt) we find

aP	 6Ps'
coi +o^)s +(^^ +^z) q _ coy+oz)s(1+x) • 	 (2)
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where the coefficient	
- -	 '! characterises the relationship between

k.. (Oi) s	 P

the Losses of the thermojunction on the run-off of heat to the cross-arms

and to the back radiation of the receiving surface.

The inertness of action by the r. t.e. is determined from the equation for

ohange in excess temperature d Z' during the time interval dts

6Es dl =[(O, + Oz) s + (). s -{- ).^) 4 
J 

alt + s ecd d" dl,

where d is the thickness of the surface s in am, and o and S are the

thermal capacity (joules/gram degree) and the specific weight (gr/cm 3 ) of

surface material.

From the equation obtained,

is	 (Oi+00s+ 0, + ).z)	 _ bEs
W + s Ace	 t i Ace 0

we find	
(a + Q.) •+ N+A&t M=	 ♦Es

(01 +al) s+ (11 +12)

whence for the time constant 
T0.63 

we have

(01+02)8+01+12) 4	 (3)
CIA

Since the specific sensitivity E  and the time constant T0.63 Preserve

their values for the multiple junction r.t.e. consisting of n series-oonnected

single junction radiation thermoelements, we can write down the set of formulas

for the basic parameters of an n-junction r.t.e. as follasrss

s"
	

(Ott Oz) (1+k)
_	 tad	 taA ^,

4s.=nrEsa'; t=	 ^(0s+02)(1+k)
—a F1+Pz	 n(l+P2)0 +4)

^—	 '	 k (01 +02)s r"
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where Rn is the total resistance of all n junctions of the r.t.e., and p l and

P2 represent the specific electrical resistances (ohm cm) of the materials in

the wires of the r.t.e. For the alloys, chro;mel and kopel f , which are fre-

quently used in constructing r.t.eo we have, in consequence of their good in-

herent mechanical properties 4nd rather high thereto emf at T o _ 29&K: p

65 0 10-6 v/degree=	 Ili -12 a0.4 wt/cm degree f P,+P.,-1.19.10-4	 ohm am.

By using silver here as a material for the receiving platform we can say

that o a Z 2.45 joules/cm3 degree (for the copper alloy and Dutch gold,

oftentimes used c 6 a 3.4 joules/cm3 degree). If, in addition, we assume

that b a 0.9 then the formulae (4) for the r.t.e. of chrcmel and kopel t will

appear an followa

s ^^ d_
s (i +k)

T..sa°41601+k

an nE i'^^	 (5)

s=15001+k

R. = 0,078n
It seems that the simple relations (5) thus produced would be adequate

to depict the characteristics of multi-junotion r.t.e. and to discuss the

trends in design. As we can see, the main parameter in all the formulas was

the coefficient k, which determines the relationship between the junction

losses to heat radiation along wires and for back radiation. Assuming k = 1,

i.e., that these losses are equal, we get the optimum effect of the r.t.eo in

the outer circuit if the resistance of the lattRr will be equal to the re-

sistance of the r.t.e. The receiving platfo.. d of one junction is a part of

values	 Ef and % and has no effect on TO. 63, E n, and	 It- 0 Since the

effectiveness of an r.t.e. in practical use is expressed by the electromotive

force generated by all o its thermocouples, we should direct our attention
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to the direct proportionality of	 C n to the number of junctions n and to

the independence of E to the receiving surface of one junction. However,
n

upon increasing n to raise P n, it should be borne in mind that according

to (5) the resistance Rn also grows linearly with n.

All the work done thus far on the theory and design of r. t. eo are

directed toward producing an r.t.e e for situations in which the incoming rtdia-

tion flux is small. Therefore, the task of producing an r.t .e. system such as

would function from the action upon it of the inherent radiation from the

earth's surface or the direct radiation of the sun seems at first glance to be

quite simple, but actually it is quite complicated due to the many strict re-

quirements imposed upon such a radiation thermoelement. The following are

the basic requirements according to which the r.t.e. was developed.

1. E : 1 small calorie/min e=2 : 0.07 wt/cm2 j Eo : 0.14 wb/cm2

2. 0 ¢ 2n.

39 0.3 )v < )`c < 2.5^ 1 2.5 < X, < 40^

4. To :^_ coast f	 Q To . 100 degree/10 min.

6. T0063 < 3.800.

6. Compensating,

T. precise calibration.
I

Each of these requirements appeared complicated either because of its

uniqueness in the practical development of an r.t.e. or from the quantitative 	 J
t

point of- view. Lioreover, particularly great difficulties were presented by 	 t

the need simultaneously to satisfy all the conditions prevented. For example,

the receiving of radiation by the r.t.e. surface from half space, i.e., from

the solid angle Q =23	 is not of itself unusual, but because of the small

diameter of the receiver (diameter of base < 40 mm) and the rather con-

siderable area of all junctions (8 x 8 mm 2) 0 as well as because the crystal

KRS-5 was used as a material for the input window, undoubtedly complications
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are introduced in the matter or designing an r.t.e. Compensation of the r.t.ee

that is, the presence of two oppositely coupled groups of thermo junctions, is

also a commonly encountered method of r.t.e. design, but here, only one, the

so-called active system, of the functions is subjected to irradiation, while

the other -- the paseive -- system remains unirrsdiated. In connection with

the fact that it is impossible to use movable and even fixed reflectors in

front of the junctions, the r.t.e. being developed should operate immediately

the radiation hits both groups of junctions. The effect on the r.t.ee of a

powerfule current of radiation, up to B o : 0.14 wt/cm2 , called for decreasing

the heat for the cold junctions] the small dimensions of the r.t.e. (diameter

of base	 40 mm and length L < 130 sun) necessitated the use of a tempera-

ture control for the hemispheric input window and a supporting glass plate

carrying the r.t.e. assembly. The small time constant ( < 3 sea) while counter-

acting vibrations also could not easily be made to agree with the requirements

for a rather high sensitivity 0.6 - 1.0 v/wt. Most unusual in the practice

of designing r.t.e. were the above-indicated points about distributing the

effects of the r.t.e. by spectral regions and the independence of the zero

reading to very marked variations in the surrounding temperature ( p T N 14U

degree/10 min). The radiation thermoelement is regarded, because of the

thermic principle of its action, as a typical non-selective receiver of radia-

tion; and the division of its effectiveness into two wave zones -- 0.3 - 2.5^

(radiation of the sun) and 2.5 - 40 	 (inherent radiation of the earth) --

made it neces-wry to do a lot of work in the study and selection of infrared

filters for the input windows of the r.t.e., especially in studying the spec-

tral properties of the coverings of its receiving surfaces. This work, still

in progress, is the essence of the entire problem and is of great general im-

portance. Stabilizing the zero reading when the surrounding temperature varies

1000 in 10 minutes was also not a part of the established idea of insuring
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zero stabilitf in the r.t.e. circuit, because in ordinary experisients the

temperature surrounding it changes only a few degrees over a very long period

Of time. Finally, the last requirement in making the r.t.e, was far from

simple, namely the accurate calibration of sensitivity of the r.t.e. It should

be mentioned that robardless of the long history of development of thermio re-

ceivers and the great accomplishments in design in recent times, the problem

of calibrati"g them has not been thoroughly studied. For example, methodologi-

Gal errors in estimating the parameters of r.t.e. even in generally recognized

work leads to great divergences in values.

Therefore, thus far in studies specially devoted to questions of calibra-

tion of r.t.e. (e.g., /:r-77) the authors are still analyzing methods of Cali-
_

bration. Because much stress was placed in this study on the accuracy of rated

data of radiation thermoelements, we devoted much effort to an analysis of

existing methods of calibration, improving on such methods and ocmpu ing the

vr.lues of errors.

2. in connection with the fact that formulas 1V show the proportionality

of the signal a given at the output of the r.t.e. to the number of junc-

tions n of the r.t.e., and sin ge it was evident that we had to get the greatest

possible value of C , we selected a multiplex jundtion type of design for

the r.t.e. Moreover, having no chance to increase the overall dimensions of

the r.t.e., it became necessary to make its receiving platforms comparatively 	 +

small (2 mn x 2mm) and to increase their number to 16, dividing the surfaces

into two groups of eight; these correspond to two groups of series-connected

and oppositely-coupled junctions to compensate for the effect of variations in

the surrounding temperature.

Selected as thermoelectrical materials, as we have already indicated,

were chromel and kopei l , which were adaptable for simple drawing through dies

and thereby making thin wires that could be soldered. Since the r.t.e. system
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should have a certain rigidity and capacity to withstand vibration, we selected

a wire 70 It in diameter and 4 mm long after some calculations and tests.

The receiving surfaces were first out out of silver foil an ,' were 20 A4 thick;

then we used sheets of a copper alloy of Dutch gold 3 µ thick; and the last

time we used a sheet of highly polished silver 2.5 - 3 A thick. The measure-

meats showed that in order to decrease the losses in back radiation of the rear

side of the receiving surface -- and the front side in one of the designs of

an r.t.e., as we can see from Fig. 1 -- it is essential to polish the silver

surface as highly as possible. Thus, after many experiments and ccmputat^.ons

the basic element in the thermic sensor unit was made in the form of a short,

rigid r . t. e. ofg chromel and ko elp = u-0.0072  _	 • 10-5 CM 2, t-:	 0(!= 0,4 c^►^, q	 4	 3,85	 ^

— 9,6 . 10-s cm), soldered to the center of the square silver surface 2 mm x

2 mm which was about 3 JA thick. The base for the assembly of all 16 junc-

tions was a circular glass plate (diameter 18 mm, 3 mm thick) with 22 molyb-

denum wires (diameter 0.5 mm) soldered into it) which, after straightening and

tinning became the supports for the 32 ends of the wires of all single junction

radiation thermoelements. The supporting points of the polished nickel shield

flanging the system of receiver surfaces and protecting the interior zone of

the r.t.e. against the strong radiations striking it were soldered to the two

molybdenum wires. The glass plate was rigidly secured to four molybdenum cross-

arms of the base with current leads. To control the temperature of the cold

junctions i.e., the temperature of. the plate, there was attached to its lower

side by means of an epoxy resin a platinum wire 20 ^c	 in diameter and 10.5

cm long with a resistance of 20 ohms at a temperature of 200, which is out in

during operation Into the bridge circuit. After the reflecting and absorbing

coatings have been placed on the receiving areas, the support (glas, No. 46)

with the plate mounted on it was placed in a cylindrical vessel (die peter 20 i n,

lenth 80 ma) of No. 46 glass, having at the forward input portion a welded

3?1
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hemispherical oupola-shaped window of ultraviolet glass, the spectral trans-

parency of which is shown in one of the curves of Fig. 2. Although the thermo-

element made thus,'with ultraviolet transmitting glass window (hereinafter

referred to as uviol for the sake of brevity), has no external bonded sections

and is erected on a gelded base, nevertheless, due to the large number of in-

ternal tinned junction points and BF-4 cement in the coverings of the receiving

surfaces it prevents overheating in the furnace during the vacuum pumping pro-

cess. Hence, this type of r.t.e. was ordinarily heated to a temperature of 1200

in two hours during the evacuating process, and toward the end of the vacuum

pumping period a tablet of BATO getter was in,j.;.-ted to insure a high vacuum.

After assembly in a metallic base -- diameter 23.2 mm, length 125 mm -- the

prepared thermoelement was subjected to various measurements and calibration.

The main test for the uviol r.t.eo was, of course, the action of a powerful

radiation flux of the order of E _ 0.07 wtfcm 2 , which corresponds to sunlight.

The effects in the different portions and elements of such an r.t.e. are shown

in Figs. .1 and 3. As we can see, this compensated thermoelement, having eight

blackened and eight white surfaces covered with magnesium oxide, gives off an

electromotive force on the output conductors equal to 0.025 volts (25 mv).

However, due to the gradual increase in the temperature of the glass plate by

8.50 and that of the dome-shaped uviol , window by 12 0, the initial indication

will drop in about 15 minutes by 3 mv. By experimentation and computation it

was found that heating the plate 8.50 should have lowered the emf by 4.8 mv,

but the heating of the window by 12 0 due to the absorption of the radiation

passing through it raises the emf generated by the hot junctions by 1.8 mv;

as a result, the overall emf is lowered 4.8 - 1.8 = 3 mv. The excess tempera-

ture	 of the hot junctions is equal to U.50-in this, as shown by computt%.

tion.
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Fig. 1. Diagrams of various types of radiation thermoelements.
Sp = 16 • 0.04 cm2 ; Rp _ 23 ohms; T0.63 = 2. 3 sec.

Fig. 2. Transmission of KES-5, uvi of (W) and K RS-5 with uvi cl .

The thermoelement designed for recording the inherent radiation of the

earth's surface, i.e., for waves up to 40 / , was equipped with an input

hemispherical window of crystalline material which passed infrared waves; usu-

ally it was of KRS-5, which consists of a mixture of thallium iodide and bro -

mide (T1I 58 .3% and T1Rr 41.7%). Sinoe KRS-5 and other crystals known for

their transparency in the infrared region cannot be fused directly with glass,

it was neces sary to bond the hemispheres of KAS-5 to the glass with an epoxy
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oomposition, using an intermediate cylindrical thin- galled rind of dyural

( a . 23'10"6 degree) for reducing the great difference in the coefficients

of expansion of glass No. 23 ( 0( = 8.9 • 10'6 degree) and KES-5 ( O( •

60 ' 10'6 degree). The use of a bonded window in the system of a vacuum r.t.e.

E-0.07emient

Fig. 3. Thermic and electrical operating characteristics in an
r.t.eo with strong flux (0.07 wt/cm2 ): 8 : 0.64 cm2 ; 8 = 23 ohms;.

u 0.025 volts= in 15 minutes e a 0.022 volts; with t1 T
s. 1000 in 10 min. A £' s 0.45 mv; T junct s • 41.50; `S Tplate
8.50; d Tfilter UV z 1201 4 Tfilter KNS-5 s 100.

gave rise to the possibility of a certain amount of gas leakage out of the

bonding substance with time and called for the introduction into r.t.e. designs

of activated carbon a a getter to maintain the high vacuum. Hence, the glass

vessel for such a thermoelement was of a more complex non-cylindrical form, and

the glass plate with junctions was mounted in a small flask (glass No. 23) with

four individual leads of platinum. Shown in Fig. 1 is a schematic of an r.t.e.

with a KES-5 window, as well as the schematic diagram of a uviol r.t.e.; in

the description of these thermoelements there are notes about the tupes of

craves that affected thew, end.above the r.t.e. there are given the mean values

of the specific sensitivities	 for the individual systems of junctions

(black, white, and glistening), and the overall
v	 for the r.t.e * as a

whole. These values of sensitivity £	 which are in agreement with

37.4
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formulas (4) insofar as the basic characteristios of the r .t.eo are concerned,

were obtained for each type as mean indexes and developed from measurements

made on many samples of r.t.e. units deveioped. Also shorn in the caption of

Fig. 1 are the receiving surface and the resistance and time constant of the

radiation thermoelement. Since the transmission of the window made of KRS-5

described in Fig. 2 begins with 0.6 4,t waves, the measurement of inherent

radiation from the earth's surface with the simultaneous radiation of the

earth by the sun cannot be made by one r .t.eo with a window of KRS -5. 1ge,

therefore, developed a so-called combination r.t.e. shown in Fig. 1, having,

in contrast to the black -white uviol r.t.e., black and shining surfaces and

equipped with an4vher cupola-shaped window of KP.S-5 above the uviol window.

It is cemented with epoxy not to the glass vessel but to the end of the metal-

Ila base. . The combination thermoelement with double windows of K RS-5 and

uviol has an operating waveband of 0.6 - 2.5 ^u	 Recently, in order to shift

the beginning point of transmission into the area of longer waves there were

developed . hemispheres of IKS-1 glass for the combination r.t.e. instead of the

KRS-5 hemispheres for Raves in the 0.8 to 2.5 /
	

region. Thus, instead of

the direct separation of the radiation studied into two bands of waves -- 0.3

- 2.5 .L and 2.5 - 40 ^% -- we can use three r.t.e. (the uviol 4 combina-

tion, and one with window of KES -5), which divide the entire wave band into

three sectors: 0.3 - 2.5; , 0.6 -2.5 1 and 0.6-40, 
t	

i and it is only by a

corresponding reading of the last two r.t . e. that we get a reading for the 2.5 -

40 r interval. Recently, there has been developed the radiation thermo-

element shown in Fig. 1 which has white and shining receiving surfaces and a

window of K FS-5. An r.t . e. of this type with white and shining receiving sur-

faces and window of SRS-5 operates in the 2.5 - 40	 wave region, and to

make separate spectral measurements of the solar and earth flux it is sufficient

to have a set consisting of only two r.t.e., i.e., it is then unnecessary to

have a combination thermoelement. This eliminates the complex process with its
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errors from finding differences in readings. Incidentally, tha first of the

modifications of the new system of r.t.e. shown in Fig. 1, i.e.. a thermoele-

meat with black and white surfaces and a uviol window, is similar in operating

principle to a pyranometer, very commonly used in meteorological practices. ; for

that reason, it is interesting to compare the parameters of these instruments.

Special measurements have shown that with a resistance of 30.7 ohms and an over-

all receiving surface of 9 cm2 (3 x 3 am) i.e., 9/0.64 : 14 times greater than

the area of the r.t.e. shorn in Fig. 1 9 the pyranometer gives, from the effects

of solar radiation (E a 0.07 wt/cm2) and emf	 = 8.45 my from which we get

its specific sensitivity of	 = O.U132 v/watt.

The uviol rotes. (cf. Fig. 1) gives
	

IV o : 22 my and has 6 0 . 0.48

v/wt, which is 36 times greater. Also great was the inertness of action of

the pyranometer - T0.9 r 38 secs. compared with TU.9 : 2.3, TO.63 = 2.3 a 2.5

a 54 seas for the uviol r.t.e.

3. The most difficult task in building an r.t.e., without a doubt, is the

requirement for separate action by the r.t.e. in two spectral regions -- 0.3

- 2.5 1- (the sun), and 2.5 - 40 p (the earth). As we know, there is no
standard, established solution of this problem now either in the way of indi-

cators or existing filters. Even if we could name a photoelemert such as a

germanium photoresistance operating in the band of visible radiations and infra-

red region to about 2 1 , there is, nevertheless, no photoelectrical indi-
cator that operates only in the 2.5 - 40 y` 

band. In addition, photoelements,

which are in principle selective with respect to their spectral sensitivity,

are not suitable for measuring in the case concerned because the spectral com-

position of the inherent flux of the earth may change, depending on the nature

of the underlying surface. Therefore, we must have not only indicators with

strictly divided zones of spectral sensitivity: 0.3 - 2.5 and 2.5 - 40 / , but

also with non-selectiveness within the limits of these wave bands .. Naturally,
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only thermic receivers can satisfy this requirement, but to make demarcations

by individual zones we must have supplemental devices in which filters can be

used. 8o special search is necessary for the 0.3 - 2.5 /A band because uviol

glass (of. Fig. 2) is quite adequate. $owever,for the 2.5 - 40 /A 	 there

is absolutely nothing, and, as we have already indicated, it was necessary to

make a combination r.t.e. to exclude the effects of the 0.6 - 2.b /k

Unfortunately, however, we get a low order of accuracy hereby in the final

totals of measurement. The point is that solar rays in the 0.6 - 2.b /A

have a great amount of power and with this as a background, radiation in the

2.5 - 40 to zone, which corresponds to the inherent flux of the earth, repre-

saute a very insignificant amount.

If we consider the radiation of the sun ( T = 57500 K) and that of the

earth's surface (T - 300 0 K) as coinciding in composition with the radiation

of absolutely black bodies corresponding in temperatures, and if we take into

account the very great difference in these temperatures, then actually in com-

• paring the radiations in the different regions of the spectrum, shown in Table

2, we need concern ourselves only-with the data for T = 5750 0 K, taken from the

tables cited in the monograph by Harrison 1^. As we can see from Table 2, the

power for the 2.5 - 40 yA wave - interval is a very small portion of the sum s

radiation that is refloated by the earth. Using hemispheres of IKS-1 or IKS-2

filters instead of KRS-5 we can decrease the effect of the solar component, but

as we can see . from. the ratios	 and 	 , we still do not get anyQ-6
considerable increase in accuracy of measurements in this. It is only when we

shift the initial point of transmission of the filter to the 1.2 	 wave or

still closer to the 2.5 ^4. wave that we get any noticeable improvement in

precision, because at 1.2 iA
	

in Table 1 we have- _ r X 15.4% . As we

have already shown, filters with so-called."cutting"initial points of trans-

mission do not exist in the Infrared portion of the spectrum, and we can only
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try to make them up from some orystallio materials which transmit the visible

and infrared rays, and thin coverings which hold up the visible and shortwave

infrared wave bands. Recently, successes were achieved in snaking hemispherical

input windows of silver chloride with a deposit on it of tellurium sublimated

in a vacuums as a result, the initial point of transmission was shifted by X x

a 1.2 microns, for which data have been computed as shown in Table 1. Shown

in Fig. 4 are curves of spectral transparency of various coatings for AgCl.

Tuble 1
T • 6760°8

Designation of	 V8.1
spectral region	 Filters	 AX microns	 1.10. " %

AG
A
6
B
r
d
B

AO-A
11 - A
A-5
.4 B
,A-.r
E-A
E--,Q
!1-A

^-6

11-- B

100
37
58
65
80
96.5
99.0
61
59.5
38.5
31.5
16.5
2.52

4.2

6.6

8.0

15.4

0-0.6
0-0.8
0-0.9
0-1.2
0--2.5
0-40.0

KRS-5
	 0.6-40

	

KRS-5 + YB
	 0.6-2.5

LKS-1
	 0.8--2.5

L K5A
	

0.9--2.5

	

AgCI ♦ Te
	 1.2-•2.5

2.R-40.0

Silver chloride and other crystais with coatings on them have long been

studied 19

Thus, the main problem in developing a radiation thermoolement -- making

measurements of a comparatively weak flux in the 2 .5 - 40 ^,^ range of waves

with a powerful radiation present in the form of 0.3 - 20'5 ^,,^, waves -- is not

very accurately resolved in using various filters. Hence, searches were under-

taken and studies made of such coverings of the receiving platforms which aided
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through the principle of reflection in isolating the 2.5 - 40 /,,,t band of

waves from the total radiation striking the r.t.e. Such a project could be

set up because blackening coatings have long been studied fj^, even for the

far infrared portion of the spectrum Zl-1-7, and the only thing necessary was

to use the existing apparatus for measuring the spectral coeffiv,ents of dif-

fuse reflection and begin studying new coatings. In this, the main stress was

placed, naturally, on white, finely -dispersed mater."als because of their non-

susceptibility to the visible and infrared waves and absorption in the more

dis4ant zone of the spectrum. After testing a large number of different sub-

stances, the basic results were formulated in one of the latter works 1190

It appears that magnesium oxide mixed with a binder of 8F-2 cement in the pro-

portion of 10:1 in a dried state and deposited on silver in a layer with a

thickness of the order of 6 mg/cm2 has a very strong absorption action on in-

frayed radiation (Fig. 5) ( up to 90%) -- second to practically no other black-

ening agents -- in the 2.5 - 25 rt band, and it is a good reflector (about

80%) in the 0.3 - 20v r interval ( Fig. 6). However, we should pay special

attention to the need for depositing MgO in a layer sufficiently thick, be-

cause from the curves in Fig. 5 it is apparent that in passing over from a

layer 6.8 mg/cm2 thick to one 3 .2 mg/cm2 thick absorption in the 3.7 and 8 - 14

µ	 wave band decreases markedly. Since the blacking customarily used is

made according to an old method and consists of a mixture of soot and W-2

cement with a weight-thickness of 4 mg/cm 2 , a thickness of 6 mg/cm2 for Mg0

will result in increasing the inertia, but this will not be very considerable

because the silver layer has been decreased to 2.5 microns 110,117. Despite

the difficulties in the technology of depositing a covering of Mg0 on such a

thin layer of silver -- the difficulty lies in having to repeat several opera-

tions of forming a thick layer from a series of thinner layers -- this method

of producing a thermic indicator which acts with sufficient non-selectiveness
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only on waves in the 2.5 - 40 /" interval is, thus far, the only possible

one, ard successfully resolves one of the more complex problems in designing

an r.t.e. The use of KRS-5 for making hemispheric- input windows for these

indicators makes them more reliable and convenient than is tho case with other

crystal materials = this is due to the more effective moisture -proof qualities

Of R RS-5.

tx

1 ? j e S a 7 a 9 to it IRA 

Fig. 4. Transmissivity of f, 6-C1 with various coverings in
they 1.0 * 2490 A range.
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Fig. 5 o
.
 Spectral reflection of coating of MgO in the 1 .0 - 24.0 p range.

No. 12 - 3.0 mg ,/cm2 MgO with BF-2 cement on silver ( 10sl )f No. 5 -
3.2 mg/cm2 MgO with BF-2 cement on Ag ( 10si)j No. 4 - 6.8 mg/cm2

MgO with BF-2 cement on Ag (10sl).
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Fig. 6. Spectral reflegticn of coatings of MgO in the 0.4_ 2.5 / range.
No. 12 - 3.0 mg/cm MgO with BF-2 cement on Ag (10:1)i 	

u
No. 4 -

6.7 mg/cm2 Mgg with EF-2 cement on Ag (10sl); No. 2 - 3.2 mg/
am MgO with BF-2 cement on Ag (10*s1).

49 During the process of designing the radiation thermoelements and just

before they were turned over to be tested, the equipment was subjected to

laboratory investigation in order to make a most careful determination of their

parameters. The spectral sensitivity of all kinds of r.t.e. wag determined

with the infrared spectrometer IKS-12 in which mouochromatized radiation al-

ternately fell either on the basic, standard radiation thermoelement or on the

ona being tested; the latter was set up on the outside of the IKS-12 and was

receiving radiation after its emergence from the side window. Shown in Fig. 7

are the .curves of spectral sensitivity of all three types of radiation thermo-

elements developed, pointing to the non,-selectivity of each of the three r.t. e.

in a specific wave zone.

It should be mentioned that these measurements are quite complex because

in setting up the work for greatest accuracy and precision we had to deal with

two FEOU-18 amplifiers connected to two radiation thermoelements, and in the

more simplified form we occasionally used two highly sensitive galvanometers;
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however, in this, the deviations in the tone of short and slightly longer

waves proved small. The curves shown in Fig. 7 pertain to the overall sur-

faces of receivers of the radiation thermoelements being tested, which de-

termine the magnitude of deviations obtained.

I -- with filter of UV,	 c a 0.475 volts/ watt;
2 -- with filter of $RS-5, F' a 0.41 voltswatt j
3 -- with combination filterf f/0 	 volts/watt.

The proportionality of thermal currents in the radiation thermoelement

circuit when there is a change in the incoming irradiation rate was repeatedly

confirmed in irradiations ranging from 0.07 watt/cm, 2 and lower by using the

method of lattice sets placed it the path of solar rays. Recently, in addi-

tion, some special experiments were carried out in the laboratory in which the

thermoelement was irradiated by a powerful two kilowatt lamp set up at various

distances from the r .t.e. In this experiment, it was assumed that the overall

irradiation rate of the incandescent coil and heated vessel, when provided a

stable supply of power from the network voltage, remains unchanged and hence

the variations in rate of flux striking the receiver vessel can be computed by

the square of the distance law.. Fig. 8 gives the relationships in the uviol

r.t.e. circuit and its specific sensitivity C as a function of large values
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of incasing radiation power changing within the limits of from U to 092

watt s/om2 . As we can see, the value of the thermal current remains linearly

related with the dropping per,er in the entire poorer band extending beyond the

limits of the problem (0.07 - 0 . 14 watt/amt); the specific sensitivity 6

shows a slight decrease (ay 4% within the limits of 0 - O.U7 Watt/cm 2), which

is probably determined by Peltier effect losses and is, in general, close to

the limi -w H)f accuracy set up for the experiment. Thus, on the basis of all

tests made, we can deem as well confirmed the proportionaAI. r of the signals

from the thermoelements being developed to the radiation values striking these

r.t.e.
Since the radiation thermoelements were designed for measuring radiation

f Mixes from half space, it appeared essential to study the relationship of the

sensitivity of an r.t•eo to the angle of incidence of the beams and the extent

to which Lambert's Law was observed in this. Fig. 9 shows some curves result-

ing from measurements of the specific overall sensitivity for a uviol r.t.e.

with black vmd white surfaces and, in addition, the 	 for just the black areas
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alone. As we can see, the departure or results from the cosine law, des-

cribed by broken linos, is very slight, and it is manifested only at large

angles of incidence in the form of a difference 	 to zero at 900 when the

reflection of radiation from the walls of the hemispheric window begins to

have effect. In developing the thermoolemei-ts special attention was directed,

of course, to the vacuum inside their vessels, inasmuch as the sensitivity of
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Fig. 9. Relationship of specific sensitivity Fl of radiation
thermoelement to angle of incidence of rays.

1 - black and white, 2 - black.

the r.t.e. depends on the amount of vacuum. Specially undertaken experiments

to determine the relationship of 	 to the pressure p of the blaok-white and

of the blaok-shining thermoelements to the uvioi window gave results which are

shown as curves in Fig. 10. Moreover, in addition to their general sensitivity,

special tests were made on the 	 for black, white ( Mgq), and shining (Ag)

platforms. As we can see from Fig. 10 0 as well as from figures, the sensitivity

is a function of the pressure only in the interval from 104 to 10-1 Tor-

rioelli vacuum, the	 in a high vacuum exceeding by approximately a factor

of 4.6 the	 at atmospheric pressure, as is the case both with black surfeaes
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and black white surfaces. Although it was confirmed in this manner that a very

high vacuum inside the vessel proper was not required, and that at times some

generation of gas is permissible increasing the pressure almost to 10-3 Torre,

nevertheless, the use of a vacuum regime, regardless of the presence of a get-

ter, always entails the possibility of a variation in pressure and instability
i

In the specifio sensitivity Eb , especially in the case of an r.t .e. with

bonded windows. For that reason, a serious study was made on the possibilities

of filling a tthermoelement with xenon gas instead of evacuating the vessel.

The effect of gas pressure on changes in sensitivity of the r.t.e. can be oom-

puted from the general relationships of the kinetic theory of gases by a for-

mula for the relationship of heat losses W for a gas from a 1 om 2 surface

with an excess temperature of 'r G of this surface with respect to the our-

rounding area

W. r= 3ka . 
1

- 1340. 10-7. 4,18,	 (6)

where k is the Boltsmann's constant, m is the mass of the molecule, c is the

mean square velocity of the molecules, a( is the coefficient of a000mmoda-

tion.
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Fig. 10. Relationship of specific sensitivity 	 of radiation
thermoelement to air pressure.
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Assuming	 Q( ^.

2900K we get

whence for p s 0.5 Torr.

For 1 cm2 area of t

clear that the losses to

005 and	 • lo, at an air temperature of To a

11%1 = 6 • 10- 3p watt/cm2.

we have Rl : 3 • 100'3 watt/am2.

he receiver, i.e., for 2 om2 of its surface, it is

gas will be equal to 11' - 211 . 6 • 10-3 watts/om2 t

this value corresponds not only to p s 0.5 Torr., but also to the total pres-

sure of the atmozohere, because the thermal conductivity of a gas does not

depend on pressure from approximately 095 Torr. In the early part of this

work there were indicated heat losses due to back radiation from 1 cm 2 of the

receiving surface of a radiation thermoelement at L = t o as Ol 4- 02 s

6 • 10-4 watts/om2 degree. It appears that the transition from a vacuum to

atmospheric pressure is accompanied by the addition of ten-fold flog-off of

poorer compared with back radiation. Since the molecular weight of xenon is

131.3 a 4.5 times greater than air; then, obviously we can write

	

Vo i r	 - ®air — 4 5

	

-4- s	 10: WXC	 . .

from which we get

TO 10.

ice'+ ^ -- 4.5 ' 2,2.

i.e., replaoing the high vacuum in the vessel of the r.t.e, with xenon gives

additional losses which exceed by 2.2 the losses in poorer to back radiation.

	

The specific sensitivity	 of	 the radiation thermoelement will not depend

linearly on losses of N because in the thermoelement there are losses of heat

outflow to the traverses along ohromel and kopel t wires] the coefficient k en-

taring into formula (5) is of great importance. However, kncwring W for xenon

we can introduce this value into formula ( 5) and compute all basic parameters

of a thermoelement filled with xenon. Given in Table 2 are the results of

such computations for two r.t.e. with 16 blackened surfaces each with dimen-

sions of 2.2 and 3.3 mm.
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Table 2

..;,W;

s' V /K!
r

s — 2 . 2 YK2 	 Vacuuw . . . . . .	 0.95

	

:;^	 . •	 0.214
t ^- 1.6	 Xe (p—'600	 0.645

s ON 3.3	 r VaCUTA ., .	 . . .	 0,635
t— 4	 .	 0.1
&-0.71	 Xe (p a 600Torr)	 0.37

T0.0 sec.'	 a V I	 %*

2. 4 0.012 41.5
0,54 0,0094 9.4
1.65 0,0293 23.4

3.6 0.063 62
0.57 0.01 10
2.1 0.037 36.4

After such r.t.e. were made, they were subjected to various tests which

confirmed with sufficient accuracy the correctness of the computed values. For

example, for a xenon-filled radiation thermoelement with surfaces 3 • 3 mn we

got	 ^: 0.32 volts watt ( by computation	 0.37 volts/watt), and for an
1

r.t.e with a surface of 2 0 2 mm it was found through experimentation 'i: n
M—

0.5 volt/watt (by computation C /. 0.645 volt/vmtt). The transition from a

vacuum in an r.t.ee to a xenon-filled device is accompanied by a comparatively

low loss in sensitivity and is compensated for by a certain decrease in the

time constant. If the envelope of the r.t.e. contains xenon, it is immaterial

if there is any leakage through the galls of this envelope and from the cement

layer near the window because the pressure of the xenon p ^ 600 Torr o and the

pressure of the gases given off ordinarily does not 'exceed 0.1 Tcrr. There-

fore, such an r.t.eo does not have to be vacuum pumped nor does it require a

getter; it holds its sensitivity very stably, and that is very important in its

operation, External. blowing of the hemispheric input window by sudden blasts

of air, as shown by tests, had absolutely no effect on the sensitivity of the

radiation thermoelement.

5. In discussing the conditions formulated on page M wfj remarked that

in this investigation it was necessary to do much work in analyzing the vari-

ous methods of calibrating r.t.e. and dev eloping new methods for measuring



:ate

their sensitivity and evaluating possible errors herein. As a result, it ap-

peared that a single method of calibration for all types of r.t.eo developed

cannot be used. and the sensitivity can be determined most simpl;,^r and precisely

only for a thermoelement with a window which is transparent for the longer waves,

i.e., one of KRS-5 or some other crystal. In that case a low temperature, ab-

solutely black body (T : 100 200 0) should be used as a standard of beamed

radiation; in recent years, it was rather frequently recommended as a source

of radiation for work dealing with thermic and long wave photoelectric re-

ceivers ^F,77. A classic radiator of this type can be made using either a tube

surrounded by the steam from slowly boiling water or, when higher temperatures

are used, heating this tube with coils of wire with a current of electricity

flowing through them. Schematically represented in Fig. 11 is the disposition

of an absolutely black body and an r.t.e, being calibrated; also, there is

given a formula for evaluating the rate of irradiation flowing to the receiv-

ing platform of the r.t.e. In this method the essential thing is knowing this

power precisely, if in designing an absolutely black body we have observed con-

ditions for an adequate ratio of the cell length to its diameter and if appro-

priate diaphragms are installed in front of the opening of the absolutely black

body ^5,/. Since we ordinarily select a short distance from the absolute black

body to the radiation thermoelement being tested, the absorption of radiation

in the air can be disregarded, particularly since, for example, at T w 100 0	I

the maximum flux is for a wavelength of 8 / , which is in general well trans-

mitted by the atmosphere. However, if necessary, we can introduce corrections

for absorption in the air, making use of studies presently available 21337. By

using formula

W= 5.7. to-12 
(T+h 

T
4 s 7

,c	 is p;	 ( 7 )

we- evaluate the radiation power directed to the receiving platform of the

r.t.e. and not the parer received by the receiver, which will be less than A 	 -
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due to the absorption by the material contained in the input window and in

part, though a small part, reflection by the black surface. But the radiation

thermoelement will be placed in the same conditions with respect to the radia-

tion flux measured by it during the operating process.

^b
	 I

KOS-5	 SP

Sc^,

Fig. 119 Diagram showing disposition of instruments in
calibrating a radiation thermoelement relative

to a cylindrical, absolutely black body.

Since the radiation thermoelement with a window of KRS-5 is designed for

receiving radiation from half space there was a requirement for calibrating it

under the action of a radiation flux coming from a solid angle 2 ?r and not

from a small angle in the above-described situation with an absolutely black

body. We, therefore, set up the arrangement shown in Fig. 12 consisting of a

spherical, high-saouum chamber with a diameter of 300 mm in the lateral cylin-

drical opening of which (diameter - 30 mm) we mounted a radiation thermoelement

with a window of KRS-5f the walls of this opening were surrounded by a conical

vessel for water at a temperature of T z 293 0. The spherical portion of this

device was surrounded by a•tank in which water at a temperature of T s 3330K

was poured in at a specific moment. Since the amount of pourer radiated from

a 1 om2 spherical and absolutely black body is 5.7 ' 1U-12 Ti, then a receiver

of area sn and a temperature of TO will receive an amount of power equal to

	

507 . 10-12 (TI - To) dp and yields a thermo emf of	 in tae process. Hence,

its specific sensitivity will obviously be equal to

s'_	 •	 (8)
5.7 • lo- 12 T4	 4) Sp -To

Due to the high ratio of diameters of the spherical container (diameter

300 mm) and the hemisphere of the r.t.e, input window (diameter 22 mm) we can
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assume that the radiation on the receiving platforms of the r.t.e, comes from

half space. Heat transfer to the window of the r.t.e. by gas molecules is ex-

cluded because the high Taouum pump maintained the pressure inside the sphere

at all times at not more than 10-5 mm of mercury.

PUMP

=V-i•oo^ —	 — _-=_
 -

KRS-S

p - JO 
Tore,	 — -

?5, f0' !T, 'To 1 ^t

Fig. 12. Diagram shoring disposition of instruments in cali-
brating a radiation thermoelement with respect to a

spherical absolutely black body.

1/1	
(watts)	 de-; SMM	 !

Well 914' SP 	 Ls: 0/►!N 	 b
n • .Z U r'hs	 a	 _
d„ • 0214"	 LOA
Rtso -0, Toro

Fig. 15. fohematio diagram showing disposition of instruments
in calibrating a radiation thermoelement with respe:-,t 	 -'

to a lamp with sapphire window.
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The results of measuring the sensitivity E for an r.t.e., with a win-

dour of KRS-5 in a set -up with the usual absolutely black body and spheres

proved to be practically the same at all times. However, whereas the error

of the first method did not exceed 1 - 2% in the second method, due to the

gradual transfer of heat to the water poured into the conical vessel, the ao-

curacy of measurexrents did not exceed 5%.

However strange this may seem, nevertheless it proved considerably more

difficult to determine the sensitivity of the thermoelements with a uviol win-

dow as well as an r.t.e. with KM-5 and uviol. The fact is that it was ab-

solutely impossible to calibrate them according to a low temperature, absolutely

black body due to the non -transparency of uviol glass to waves in excess of 2.5? j

and in principle it was necessary to use an absolutely black body with a tem-

perature of tho order of 3,000oK or higher in order that the greatest part or

the flux of this body be made up of waves shorter than 2.5 Ott. Unfortunately

there is no technically well -developed absolutely black body for temperatures

of T >0 3000oK in laboratories, and for that reason it was necessary to use a

higALy heated ( T ^ 3100oK) tungsten coil mounted inside the evacuated envelope

equipped with a brazed sapphire window (Al 203 ) with a transparency in the irLfra-

red portion of the spectrum up to 6 µ (Fig. 13). The *sapphire" lamp de-

veloped in this manner had a spiral with a power of the order of 6 watts and,

depending on the voltage fed, permitted a temperature zone of 2800 - 3100oK.

To eliminate . the effect of tungsten dusting of the interior surface of the

Al2N the spiral was moved from the window a distance of 5 cm, and, in addition,

it was connected only •for the comparatively short periods of time of measure-

Mont.

In evaluating the radiation power directed to the receiver platform of

the r.t.e. it is essential to introduce a correction. If the power taken by

the spiral from the power supply is UI, only 0.95 UI will be radiated, because

according to calculations, only 5% will €'low to the oross-arms of the spiral
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and flow to the base cf the lamp. After that, it is necessary to take into &0-

count the radiation 'Losses due to reflection from two bounding surfaces of the

sapphire window with an index of refraction of n a 1.75 for wave lengths of

1 t i from this we get a transmissitivity for the ' ,-indow of ko . 1-0.13 c 0.87

from Frenkel's formula: Finally, we should also take into account the presence

in the tungsten spiral emission of a radiation which cannot pass through a

sapphire window (with ^ > 6 p ) or through the input of the r.t.e., i.e.,

for KRS-5 with \ > 0.6 /A , for IKS-1 with X > 098 jk , and for

uvioI with	 > 2.5	 Since the radiation of non-black bodies is al-

ways at a maximum, which is shifted toward the shorter waves, with respect to

the maximum radiation of an absolutely black body at the same temperature, then

the radiation of tungsten at 3100 0K will correspond, from this point of view,

to the radiation of an absolutely black body with a temperature of approximately

32000K, and tungsten at 28UOo will correspond to the radiation of an absolutely

black body at 29U0 oK. The percentile content of power radiated by an absolutely

black body for the different wave regions (0-0.6i 0-2.5 P , etc.) can be

recognized from the tables mentioned in reference /8f, and on the basis of all

these data we can construct Table 4 for computing the coefficients k  which

take into account the disparity in radiation of the tungsten spiral in differ-

ent kinds of . r.t.e. designs. For coefficient k^' 1 in Table 3 we mean

k," -- WO-11 for an absolutely black body at T _ 32UO OK or T • 29000K. By in-Wo-m

traducing all such corrections we can write down the magnitude of the radiation

power directed toward the receiver as
W == 0,95kok, ^ 1 ap,	

(9)

in which U is the drop in voltage on spiral, I , is the current flowing through

the spiral s OL is the distance from the spiral to the reci' ,ver platforms.

In Table 3 the products 0.95 kckl are computed for various types of r.t.e.

and, as-we can see, in certain instances they reach considerable dimensions.
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Table 3

11

~`°6.0^
ka 4.95

k0ka0.5 0.8 12.5

1 T 1926 2560 3300 19 200 /l V O.P.6 0+.71T — 3100'D K . . . .
UV + KRS-5 0.805 0.67

A 6sa[c.le1r 6Jack
boor , 3200 6 IZ kj 0w055 0.175 0.86 0.98 JV + 71 0.635 0.57

KRS-5 0.925 0.765

T -- 2800 ° K . . . . A T 1720 2320 Ve"M 17200 UV 0.82 0.64
UV +KRS -5 0.85 0.7

Abs,;lufely blab
body,, 2900 ° 1C k; 0.03 0.125 :,82 0.98 V V = Z a-1 0,695 0.575

KRS-5 0 .95 0.795

The use of formula (9) presupposes uniformity of distribution of radiation by

the tungsten spiral in the limits of 'solid angle 4 Tr = this is confirmed by

an experimental check with the aid of a photo -element with sealing layer. An

estimate of the accuracy in determining the specific sensitivity of the r.t.e.

with a sapphire lamp can be made taking into account the errors mada only in

measurements of U, I, Z, because the correction coefficients are based on

computations using Plank's formula for an absolutely black body. The dis-

parity in values oe kl to the real situation of the experiz=ent can be due only

to the non-equivalences of.transition from radiation of tungsten at 3100 0K to

the radiation of an absolutely black body at 32UO oK. On the whole, if we

estimate the error at 1% upon introducing the coefficient 0.95, and 2% for

^I _ S' * ;'
	 and consider k  and k  to be precise, we get an overall error for

the method of calibrating receivers with a sapphire lamp not exceeding 3%, i.e.,

practically the same as in the first method with a love temperature, absolutely

black body. However, the introduction of correcting coefficients 0.95, ko,

kl , which attain great values in individual cases, is undoubtedly the weak

point of the method of using sapphire lamps. Of course, uviol and combination

type radiation thermoelements can be calibrated, if meteorological conditions

permit, with solar radiation, using a standard radiometer in the process.
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Y. A. Katulin, M. S. Malkevich, I. P, Malkov,
G. V. Rosenberg, and L. I. Yurkova

AN AIRCRAFT INSTRT19ENT FOR MEASURING RADIATION BALANCE
AND CERTAIN RESULTS OBTAINED IN ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDINGS

A description is offered of an instrument designed for making simul-

taneous measurements of ascending and descending radiation currents it two

intervals of the spectrum: 0.3 - 2.5, and 2 - 40 M , as well as in areas

of the 0.3 - 2 -5 t portion of the spectrum. This makes it possible to ob-

tain separately a balance of short and long wave radiation, as well as a com-

plete radiation balance at any level in the atmosphere.

As a result of aircraft measurements, we obtained some basic rules on

the vertical distribution of rising and descending radiation currents, the al-

bedo and of the balance in two sections of the spectrum. It was established

that radiation heating of the atmosphere is due to a greater extent to aerosol

absorption than to absorption by water vapor. Studies.were also made of radi-

ation characteristics in the presence of clouds.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of radiation balance in a free atmosphere is of great imper -

tance in the solution of many problems in atmospheric physics, especially

problems dealing with the circulation of the atmosphere and weather forecasting.

Thus far, the experimental studies of quantitative variations in radia-

tion balance and its components have been too inadequate. This is due to the

fact that existing actinom, tric apparatus (pyranometers, balance meters /1/)

do not permit us to make reliable simultaneous measurements of short wave

solar. radiations (0.3 2.5 p, ) reflected by the earth, and the . flux of long

wave radiation of earth origin (2.5 - 21;M )lw

1. In the spectral intervals indicat': _ 1P.7i toticaily all the radiant energy
of the sun and earth, respectively,.a . e w r^i.n!d.
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In the laboratory of atmo 4 aerie optics IFA AN SSSR jnstitute of Phy-

sical Analysis, Academy of Sciences, USSPV there was developed a sensitive,

lour -inertia type of apparatus for measuring radiation fluxes in the spectral

Intervals 0.3 - 2.5 and 2 - 4U kt , designed for making measurements from an

aircraft, aerostat or the earth. Structurally, the instrument consists of

two sensing elements and a commutator unLt with amplifier (Fig. l). The sens-

ing units contain three radiation receivers each which make it possible to

measure radiant energy fluxes in the 0.3 - 2.5, 2 - 40 ^µ and in the 0.6 -

2.5 p or the 099 - 2.5 /L` interval in which are concentrated the atmos-

pheric gas absorption bands (water vapor and carbon dioxide). The commutator

unit contains a mechanical commutator for the purpose of interrogating the

signals and amplifier successively.

Fig. 1. General vi.,,t	 instrument.

FAdiation Receivers

Serving as radiation receivers in the instrument are vacuum-type thermo-

elements ( Fig. 2), developed and constructed in the Leningrad Electrotechnical

Institute on the basis of instructions given by the IFA AN SSSR.

The thermoelsments are thermic batteries with a black covering, and they

are oontained in vacuum envelopes. Serving as the input windows of the vessels

are hemispherical filters of KRS-5, uviol glass, and combinations of these.
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The window and the envelope are vacuum connected. TRie temperature of the

housing is controlled by a resistance thermometer connected into the bridge

circuit. A description of the construction, operating characteristics, and

methods of calibration are given in an article by B. P. Kozyrev 12^.

Fig. 2. Adiation Receivers

Commutator

The mechanical commutator consists of a 24 volt d.ce motor which suc-

cessively closes 60 commutator segments. For reliability in commutation,

there are three rows of segments which can be connected in parallel.

Amplifier

The signals from the radiation receivers are amplified by a direct cur-

rent amplifier built on semi-conductors. The electrical circuit of the ampli-

fier is shjwwA in Fig. 3.

The signal is fed to a balanced switch. If there is no signal at the

emitter of triode	 PT3m the potential on collectors 	 PT  and	 P T4 is

equal to zero. When the signal appears on emitter P % there is an un-

balanced voltage on the collectors in the form. of rectangular shaped pulses

which are proportional to the signal voltage. The unbalanced pulses s:=°4 am-

plified by transistors P 102 0 & :?106, and rectified at the output into

d.c. voltages.

The circuit is fed by a d.c. net. The 20-volt direct current is fed to
3
3

the pulse oonverter. The converter consists of a semiconductor pulse generator

of relaxation oscillations.with inductive coupling. The 	 P 101 triodes
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operate on a switchover system, i.e., they are quickly changed over from a out.

off operating rate (the collector currant is close to zero) to saturation

(the voltage of the collector -emitter is close to zero).

Elferr;C -a l Crcu , f o g^►,pll^^t^>,-

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of amplifier.

The core of the transformer Tr2 is made of a material with sharply ex-

pressed saturation induction (permalloy 79 Ned). The shape of pulses of the

collector current and the voltage on the transformer windings is close to

rectangular.

The raitah is built on the two triodes 	 P 102. For normal operation

of the switch tho triodes should be similar] and in coil III of transformer

Tr points 5 and 7 should be symmetrical with respect to point 6.

The first and second stages of amplification are built on a circuit with

a common emitter. The third stage of amplification is built on a common ool-

lector (emitter repeater). The load of the emitter repeater is the primary

winding of transformer Tr 
2 . The two-cycle rectifier is connected into the

secondary winding of the transformer. To fee the triodes of the amplifier,

transformer Tr2 has a winding IV to which is connected a circuit with double

voltage yielding 24 volts of d.o.

The amplifier boosts the signals from the radiation receivers on the

linear portion of 'the curve. The coefficient of amplification has a certain

complex relationship to the temperature of the surrounding medium. To increase

the accuracy of measurement, the instrument circuit is provided with a means
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of checking the zero position and gain of the amplifier before interrogating

each radiation receivers this is done by feeding a zero and standard signal to

its input. All this makes it possible to amplify the radiation receiver sig-

nals with an error of only about 3%. Hence, the maximum error in the measure-

sent of radiation currents with this instrument is between 7 and 10%.

Construction of Instrument

The sensor unit consists of a duralumin cup with three thermoelements

disposed in parallel fashion within it. A sweep of about 18Uo is insured by

the Chermoelements. There is an openinv in the bottom of the cup for securing

the sealed section through which the sensor unit is coupled with the commuta-

tor and amplifier unit.

The small dimensioned amplifier is assembled in the commutator housing in

the free space under the cover, making a single unit with the commutator.

Interrogation of the sensors is done in a vez-y definite sequence. Each

cycle of interrogation includes 37 elements of interrogation (12 amf, 12 cold-

joint resistance thermometers, 12 standard signals, 1 zero signal). The fre-

quency of interrogation is set, depending on the experiment, by feeding a cer-

tain voltage (within permissible limits) to the motor which turns the commuta-

tor rotor. After amplification the signals in the amplifier go to the loop

osbillograph.

Provision is made in the instrument for recording signals without pre-

amplification with sensitive loops or galvanometers.

The sensor units are secured to the aircraft fuselage (one on top and one

on the bottom) using special securing devices designed to keep the thermo-

receiver platforms horizontal in horizontal flight.

w. PR'ELIaMINAHY TESTS OF AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT BN OPERATION AND
METHODS OF MEASURMEW

The great sensitivity of radiation receivers and the presence of very

sensitive loops made it possible to record signals on the loop oscillograph

and galvanometers without preamplifiaation.
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Fc.r radiation receivers we took thermoelements with black covered our-

faces and light filters of uviol glass, KRS-5 crystal, and a combination of

these light filters. These reosivere make it possible to register radiation

currents in the 0.3 - 2.6s 0.6 - 2.51 and 0.6 - 40 /A bands of the spectrum..

In contrast to the calibrations described in Z;, the thermoreoeiver data

were poorer cal ibrated s their indications were compared with the indications of

a hi ia'1 precision actinometer.

The principle of power calibration consists of the following: using

light filters we out out of the solar spectrum that specvv ,al interval of wave

lengths which is transmitted by the thermoelement light filter without distor-

tion. This radiation is directed simultaneously to the thermoelement and the

actinometer. In this case, the radiation of the same spectral composition

falls on the receiving surfaces of both radiation receivers.

The indications of the thermoelements influenced by the incoming radiation

in a given portion of the spectrum were compared with the indications of the

aotinometer affected by the ,same radiation. Varying the intensity of the in-

cident radiation, we can construct a calibration graph. It is assumed in this

that the receiving platforms of the thermoelements and the actinometer are non-

selective. The calibration circuit is shown in Fig. 4. In order to determine

the effect on the calibration of the solar aureole, tubes with diaphragms were

placed on the thermoelements, which produced the same viewing angle with the

actinometer. In this, attention was paid to the fact that the indications of

the thermoelements (as established in reference ^J)̀  had not great relationship

to the radiation incident angles.

3. RESULTS OF INSTRUMENT TESTS

Aircraft tests of the First instrument mockup permitted us to determine

the operation of the equipment under realistic conditions. During a month of

flights the thermoelements proved themselves as being reliable instruments.
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During this periW- they passed the mechanical (vibration, jolts, commotion)

and atmospheric (rain, dust, etc.) tests. However, due to the dissimilar

spectral transmission characteristics of filters of one type on the various

receivers, the interpretation of measures radiation fluxes encountered seri-

ous difficulties. These difficulties were related to the fact that the trans-

mission of the RRS -5 filter does act have a steep drop in the shortwave region

of the spectrum, as a result of which both receivers (0.6 - 2.5 and 0.6 - 40p )

fix the radiation at less than 0.6 µ , but in different proportions. Since

a great amount of solar energy is concentrated in this region, the non-identi oal

portion of the visual flux appeared comparable to and sometimes exceeded the

flux of the inherent radiation ,t the earth. Thus, experience has demonstrated

that in this case, because of the low quality of the filters, the method of

subtracting from the radiation flux measured by a receiver With a KRS-5 filter,

that flux which was measured by a receiver with oombination filters gives in-

admissibly large errors.

As far as an interpretation of the measured fluxes of shortwave radiation

0.3 - 2.5 and 0.6 - 2.5 M, is concerned, there are no partioulur difficulties.

However, in these instances too it is impossible for the same reason to indi-

cate a clear left boundary of the spectral interval in which the radiation flux

is measured by the combination receiver. Consequently, if we are to determine

the radiation flux in the shortest region of the shortimve band 0.3 - 0.6 
/t by

subtracting the fluxes we again get an indeterminacy as to which spectral band

the current should be referred.

The tests conducted have enabled us also to evaluate the errors in.measur-

ing by comparing the measurement data with simultaneous measurements of short-

wave radiation fluxes by pyronameter attached to the side , f the same aircraft.

In Fig. 58 which shows the relationship of the results of measurement by the

two instruments, we got a dispsrsio,,a of data (especially for currents of rising

radiation), but nevertheless there appears to be certain order in this
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram showing the calibration of the instrument.

dispersion. Specifically, for descending fluxes the instrument being tested

gives results which are lower than those made with r, pyrancmeter, and for as-

ocadant fluke: it is higher. It is not difficult to understand that the most

probable reason for these systematic errors is the differing reaction of the

parasitic. radiation of the filter on the magnitude of the signal. The filter

(uviol) for the receiver, which is directed toward the earth t s surface and

whose receiving surface gets little heat due to the small values of ascending

radiation, will be heated because of the absorption of thermal radiation and

will radiate toward the receiving surface. In the receiver facing the sun the

platform is highly heated and emits radiation to tha filter which receives the

weak thermal atmospheric radiation from without. The filter, on the other hand,

radiates energy into space, thereby decreasiug the original signal. In order

to avoid this error, it is necessary to measure the filter temperature.

The method of dividing the radiation spectrum into 0 93 -1 2.5; 0.6 - 2.5;

0* 6 - 40 k( sections leads to great errors in determining the flux of long

wave radiation. Hence, it is necessary to use receivers which measure radiation

in two basic st ators of the spectrum; 0.3 - 2.5 and 2 - 40 /A	 By doing so,

we separate visual, direct, and scattered solar radiation From thermal radia-

tion, And the measurement errors decrease markedly. In addition, the radiation
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effect of the filter is eliminated by constructing a thermoelement with com-

pensating device.
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Fig. S. Relationship of Fl and Fi fluxes measured with a pyranometer
and an RB device.

Fluxes were measured above comparatively uniform surfaces (the sea,

desert, solid overcast) and above horizontally non-uniform surfaces (steppes,

,forest-steppe, broken clouds). The aircraft exposed platforms for four

minutes while as ending and descending at the following altitudes, 0.5; lj 2j

31 4 and 5 km. On each platform the measurements were made at two positions

of the sun relative to the direction of motion of the aircraft: on the right

and left. The results were recorded by galvanometers, fur the most part.

On each platform five readings were made for each psotion of the sun, and

mean values of fluxes determined. In many cases simultaneous observations of

fluxes and basic meteorological elements were made on the ground.

In working out the results we took li cases of vertical soundings four

flights in clear wd»+,her over the ground and two over the ocean= five flights

were made over the ground during cloudy weather. The method of processing

aircraft measurements of radiation fluxes developed by V. G. Kastrov

were used.

J
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4- ZSULT3 OF MF.A3URING RADIATION FLUXES

We shall consider some of the results of aircraft measurements of

fluxes of ascending radiation Fi (0.3 - 2 . 5 r, ) and FZ (0.6 	- 2.5 ^^ at

different levels in the atmosphere.

Because of , the . non-uniformity of the vnderlying surface and atmosphere

and beoause of anisotropy in the field of outgoing radiation there are en-

countered great difficulties in reducing radiation fluxes measured at high al-

titudes to those levels of the atmosphere which are actively involved in the

transformation of radiation energy 117. Pence, determining the underlying laws

relative to changes in fluxes of outgoing radiation with respect to altitude

above various underlying surfaces is one of the important problems in aircraft

soundings of the atmosphere. It should be borne in mind here that we are•in-

terested not only in soundings over a uniform surface -- and this is usually

the case in meteorology -- but-also ever non-uniform reflecting surfaces which

are the more common thing in practice. Of course, in these instances the vari-

ation in ascending radiation fluxes will be determined not only by a change in

the optical parameters of the atmosphere with altitude, but also by changes in

the nature of the underlying surface which come into the receiver field of

vision.
The chance of simultaneously getting radiation fluxes in two portions of

the shortwave region of the spectrum makes it possible theoretically to study

the outgoing radiation in the spectral band where poor absorption and disper-

sion prevail ( 0.3 - 0 .6 
A 

) t and in that spectral area where we find the main

bands of absorption of shortwave radiation by atmospheric gases but where there

is little dispersion of radiation (0.6 - 2.5 .

It should be mentioned that in our case the %.1'.vision of currents ix pro-

visional or conditional in nature 'to a co- twin vxt®nt because the structural

imperfections of the instrument did not V-, ,,getting, good readings of fluxes

in the area of main dispersion= specifically, we cannot establiivh the boundaries
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of the spectral interval to which these fluxes can be ascribed. Hence, all

the following results of measurement enable us to make only qualitative com-

parisons of radiation fluxes and other radiation characteristics of these two

intervals of the spectrum. Readings of radiation flukes Fi and Ft are

within a 10% limit of error of the maximum value.

Shown in Fig. 6 and 7 are examples of the vertical distributiou of fluxes

of departing radiation at two intervals of the spectrum measured above two

types of underlying surface (-earth and sea) in an atmospheric layer up to 5 km

high, which is important in the transformation of radiant energy. These re-

sults pertain to clear weather with rather clear visibility. One of the very

characteristic features of the field of ascending radiation over the earth and

sea consists in that in the first case (the earth) the fluxes F1 and F2 prao-

tidally coincide, and in the second case (the ocean) they differ markedly.

This testifies to the difference in spectral composition of the corresponding

fields of radiation. Above th9^;round ( steppes or deserts), shortwave radia

tion is very slight, while over the Mater it constitutes a considerable portion

of the departing flux.

In the 0.5 - 4 km layer of the atmosphere, the ascending flux is weak

and, generally speaking, it does not change according to any law with altitude,

especially over the grounds at any rate, the variations in fluxes associated

with changes in the nature of the underlying surface exceed considerably the

vertical changes. Such a, vertical motion is apparently characteristic of ra-

diation fluxes over a nou-uniform underlying surface. As we know, in the forma

tion of a radiation field there is a superposition of oppositely acting ef-

foots: on the one hand the flux should increase on account of the radiation

scattered by the increasing layer of atmosphere, and on the other hand, the

flux reflected by the underlying surface will weaken due , to the back scatter

and absorption of radiation in the bands of water vapor, carbon dioxide, and
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aerosolm Even over a uniform, strongly reflecting surface the off eat of each

of the two components can change, and there will be some variation in the as-

oending radiation flux. If the underlying surface is not uniform, however,

there are, at least, small variations near the surface, and this seems to be

the case f rom data obtained.

We will note that the sea is also a non-uniform surface due to the pre-

sence of patohes during a heavy swell. This can explain the ;*light subsidence

of fluxes above the ocean as the aircraft ascends.
sew
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Fig. 6. Vertical distribution of
ascending radiation flux F l for
various instances of measurement

in clear weather - 1961.

D"^•F^ INdCMa

Fig. 7. Vertical distribu ion of
ascending radiation flux F^ for
various instances of measurement

in clear weather - 1961.

A solution of the equations dealing with the transfer of radiation for a

case of pure dispersion above a non-uniform, underlying surface AV shows that

the flux of ascending radiation increases with altitude above sectors with a

weak reflection (low albedo), and subsides above sectors with strong reflec-

tion (great albedo).. Near the division boundary we can observe an increase

as well as a subsidenoo in the flux, depending on the dimensions of the reflect-

ing surfaces which appear in the radiation receiver field of vision. Trith

altitude. the influence of the non-uniform underlying surface levels out and
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the atmosphere begins to be the main element in the further transformation of

radiation. The resulting picture of the verticai distribution of radiation

fluxes would be encouraging if such a course were not interrupted due to

cloudiness and turbidity of the atmospheric layer at altitudes of 3 - b ten.

Testimony of this is the systematic subsidence of radiation fluxes above 4 tan,

i.e., the level of the zero isotherm. If we assume that at this level there

,^	 Is an upper boundary of the steam fog layer, the radiation will weaken, after

passing through that layer, mainly on account of the increasing absorption of

shortwave radiation and the decreasing segment of scattered radiation.

6It"
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Fig. 9. Vertical distribu-
tion of albec!o in different
portions of the spectrum in

clear NTeather.
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The grow ►-r , ; blue of albedo- Al is entered
on the x scale.

The great-jet change in the field of radiation and transformation of radi-
-

ant energy is due to cloud cover A '
 
 Fig. 9 shows, by way of an example, a

case of sounding with. a. clearly outlined layer of clouds about 400 meters thick.

A characteristic feature of this case is the uniformity of the ascending and

descending fluxes under the cloud, and the marked increase about . the cloud; more-

over the ascending flux virtually does not change with altitude. It may be
407
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assumed that above 5 ton the flux of ascending radiation will not change mar-

kedly. This gives us reason to asswue that the flux of shortwave radiation

abate a uniform extended cloud measured from a satellite or rocket can be re .-

duoed to a lower level by mere geometric conversions. Fig. 8 is an example of

the vertical distribution of the balance of shortwave radiation.

The results of measurement of radiation fluxes enables us to obtain a

variation in the albedo of the underlying surface and layer of the atmosphere

above the ocean, dry land, and clouds (Figs. 8 and 9) for the two intervals of

the spectrum (A1 and A.). It is interesting to note that above cloud Al and

A2 they aimost coincide = this testifies to the weak spectral relationship of

radiation reflection in the shortwave region. In that portion of the spectrum

where the water and water absorption bands are concentrated, the reflection

will be dependent on the wavelength, but this part of the radiation in the to-

tai flux will be small.

The subsidence of the albedo with aitituda (Fig. 9) is directly connected

with the weak vertical change ( subsidence) of the ascending radiation flux

which is caused by the previously mentioned effect of absorption of reflected

radiation in the atmosphere. This explains the divergence with the theoretical

calculations for a purely dispersing atmosphere, /V from which it follows that

the total albedo over a poorly reflecting underlying surface (e.g. the ocean)

increases with altitude. It should be menticned that the error in determining

the vertical profile of the albedo will be quite large. A much more reliable

characteristic of reflection of shortwmve radiation is the value of the albodo

averaged out for the entire atmospheric layer.

These values for the two above-indicated intervals of the spectrum and for

several types of reflecting ,surfaces and all^edo at the ground A O are given in

Table 1. A comparison of albedo Al and A2 shows that there As no established

relationship between them. As a rule, A2 < Al above the sea and clouds,
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whereas the opposite is true over deserts. It is easy to see that this is

tied in with the spectral course of the albedo of the underlying surfaces N.
5. SPEED OF RADIATIVE HEATING OF THE ATMOSPHERE

As we know, absorption of solar radiation in the atmosphere results in

heating the air, and this is due to the presence in the atmosphc,- #3 of water

vapor and aerosols.

The speed of radiative heating of she air as determined from experimenta-

Lion is insured by both substances (the values
N
T
) for the two portions of
t

the spectrum are given in Table 1). Since the absorption functions of crater

vapor are sufficiently well known, then, knowing its distribution by height,

we can without difficulty compute the contribution of crater vapor in the balance

of radiation absorbed. Consequently, we can determine the speed of radiative

heating of the atmosphere due to absorption, of radiation by the aerosol, re-

garding the latter as the difference of corresponding magnitudes 10T1

obtained directly from measurements and computations to IT 1
10t H.o

The data of Table 1 indicate that the experimentally obtained values for

the speed of radiative heating exceed the corresponding values of heat caused

by the absorption of radiation by water vapor.

The-mean values of the residual (aerosol) radiative heating for the 0.5 -

5 km layer are given in Table IA. Given in this same table are similar values

obtained from radiative flux measurements made in an aircraft as carried out 	 ^i

by Roach /10f over southern England.

The values of radiative heating for this particular layer of the atmos-

phere in the 0.3 - 2.5 	 region of the spectrum will vary from 0.09 to 0.23
ar 1

degrees/hr, and the average for all flights 	 ; t is 0#13 degrees/hour. This

result agrees well with Roaoh t a data /10/. In the 0.6 - 2.5 /.t region the

radiative heating is somewhat greater, the mean value /o ̂ = for all cases

being 0.16 degree hour.
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It is interesting to note that radiative heating due to absorption of

radiation by aerosol is comparable to, and in a number of instances exceeds,

OFthe corresponding valtaes for grater vapor, C ^t ^t+.o	 being practically con-

stant for all cases of measurement: (L").0-0,04--0,06 degree/hour] according

to I ^	 )H'0 — 0.04.O,Q7 degree/hour j.

Table 1
A. Mean Values According to our Measurements in 1951

31 V11J 2X1 4X1 6 XI	 7 XI ( 13 XI 17 XI 19 XI 20 XI 2.3 XI

CG/.+Jr) F104vlrrb"Jy Clog iCl&,- cier Oe4S clear Cle., clrear

(a-d I $ &i ;,!ea I nAd SQ1 . I ahc

1 d^ jl d eq,r hr_. 0.18 0,09 0,16 0,10 0,23 0,12 0,12 0.11 0,11 0.11

dT ̂ s .r 
jar... — 0,15 0,20 0,12 0,25 0,18 0,16 0.14 0,12 —

a 	
de r./1W

OF H•o	 f
0.04 0,04 0,06 0.06 0,04 0,03 0,41 0.04 0.41 0,01

Al	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 0,34 0,49 0.11 0.23 0,29 0,24 0,08 0.24 0,12 0,24

As	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 0.27 0.42 0.10 0.26 0.25 0,19 0.10 0.20 0.12 0,20

AO	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 0.19 0.22 — 0.24 0.26 0.24 — 0.21 — 0.20

106 k! cu2/ ,̂  . '19 24 37 25 — 48 30 33 23 --

106 kz cu2/5 .. 62 — 35 33 47 28 26 28 19 —

B. Average Measured Values, According to f197, 1959.

21 IV 22 IV 17 VI 19 VI 6 V11 i,: IX 24 Ix 30 1X 5 X
Meah

Vakfz

ar
C
O; ^ 	 ... 0.20 0,11 0,11 0,12 0,09 0,13 0,07

^	

r

0.10 0.14 0.1:?

aT^

dt . ^0 1^ r ̂ ^' ^ • 0,05 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.05 0, 0-' 0.05 0.06 0.05 

Al	 ..	 ..... 0,09 0906 0,01 0.05 3,02 0.0"1 0.05 (0.02) 0,0% , 0.05

A.	 :..	 .	 .
+^la%

0.12 0.09 0.04 —

^

0.03

1

0.11 0.07 0.41 O.Oo 0.07
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Consequently, radiative heating of the 0.5 - 5 km layer is duo, to a

considerable extent, to absorption by aerosol. This conclusion is important

in studies of the heat regime of the atmosphere. Actually, if the aerosol ab-

sorbs the solar radiations so powerfully then it is a great storehouse of heat,

because there is little radiation of aerosol in the long wave region Z-479
Thus, in contrast to water vapor, which produces not only radiative hea,,;ing of

the atmosphere but also radiative cooling, which is approximately equal in

amount, the aerosol is capable of contributing considerably to the atmospheric

heat balance. But since we find a stratified (and generally non-uniforAn) dis-

tribution of the aerosol in the atmosphere, we can assume that the aerosol is

responsible eor heating; individual layers or volumes of air.

The results obtained enable us to evaluate the coefficient of aerosol ab-

sorption ki X*
Since there are layers in the atmosphere with differing turbidity, we get

a rather variegated picture of changes in the coefficient k  with altitude.

Given in Table lA are the mean values of coefficients of dust absorption for

the 0.5 - 5 km layer. The average values for the coefficient k  are of the

order of 30 .10-5 cm2 /gram. This value is comparable to the coefficient of at-

mospheric scatter in the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum.

It is interesting to note that the coefficients of aerosol absorption of

radiation in the 0.6 - 2.5 A interval of the spectrum and throughout the

entire shortwave interval of 0.3 - 2.5 	 were of the same order (of. Table 1).

This testifies to the lack of selectivity in absorption of radiation by an

aerosol.

CONCLUSIONS

The above results of processing aircraft measurements of radiation fluxes

enable us to make a number of conclusions about the radiation characteristics

of the 0.5 - 5 km layer of the atmosphere.

1. Basic underlying laws of the vertical distribution of ascending and
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descending radiation fluxes were obtained. The horizontal heterogeneity of

the underlying and surface and atmosphere (clouds and vaporous layers) has the

greatest influence on fluxes.

2. It was established that in the 0.5 - 5 km layer the radiative heating

in twc portions of the spectrum will vary from 0.1 to 0.2 - 0.25 degree/hour,

and the radiative heating due to water vapor is less by a factor of 2 - 4 than

the total radiative heating, i.e., radiative heating of the layer in question

In due in large degree to aerosol absorption. The aerosol coefficient of ab-

sorption varies rather considerably with altitude but its average for the 0.5 -

5 km layer is of the order of 30 ' 10-5 cm2/gram; this is comparable to the

coefficient of dispersion of the atmosphere in the visible and infrared re-

gions of the spectrum.

3. With clouds present the radiation flu-, albedo, and balance above

the cloud practically do not change.

4. The aircraft version of the instrument with which the data were

measured requires additional refinement in the matter of e:acting and taking

into account thermal interferences of the surrounding medium and filters.

The authors wish to express their gratitude to V. S. Ivanov, E. M. Kozlov,

and Y. P. Trusov for their contribution in building the equipment and in pro-

ceasing the results of the measurements.
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V. L. Gayevskiy and L. N. Guseva

D$TEWINATION OF HEIGHT OF UPFER CLOUD BOUNDARY
USING METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE DATA

If we know the air temperature at the surface of the earth and the ver-

tical gradient of air temperature, then from measurement data of the claw'

radiation temperature it is possible to determine the height, is shown in

reference `2, the height ar the upper boundary of the cloud can be determined
with an accuracy of 0.5 km.

This article considers the problem for a case where we do not hove the ao-

teal vertical gradient of the air temperature (e.g., for the ocean surface

where systematic radio sounding of the atmosphere is not organized; and the

surface temperatures is determined from measurements of radiation temperature

from a satellite or from a syrioptio ohsrt. For this purpose, it is extremely

important to know how reliable is the mear, value of the vertical gradient of

the air temperature in determining the height of the upper boundary of the

cloud.

In this connections the vertical air temperature gradients were computed

for clouds of cortai.n types from atmospheric sti;,{ndings by aircraft. Fig. 1

presents the values of the vertical temperature gradient For an air leyer from

the ground surface to the upper boundary of the cloud. In the drawing the

abscissa is used for the vertical air temperature gradient, and the ordinate

has the altitudes of the upper boundary .of the cloud. A total of 923 cases

were recorded during the period 1956 - 1959 in the. Leningrad area.

Aralysis of the materials obtained shcwa that 80% of h-1 instances of

clouding were concentrated within the limits of 0.4 - 0.75 0 ot° the vertical

temperature gradient. Moreover, a temperature gradient from 0.45 - 0.600

corresponds to As. Ac and Sc type clouds (So for the upper boundary higher than

2 km). In the case of So clouds with the upper boundary being at less than 2

km, the vertical temperature gradient is within the limits of 1 r,74it.4 - 0.850 . In
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the case of No clouds the temperature gradient was from 0.35 to 0.6 0 in 9V/,

of the cases considered. Only in the case of layered clouds does the verti-

cal temperature gradient have a wide range of from 0.9 to -0.10.

The mean value of the vertical air temperature gradient, if there are As.

Ae, Ns, and So clouds, is 550 . The error in determining the height of the up-

per cloud boundary, using the vertical temperature gradient o^ 4.55 0 for

clouds whose upper boundary is 3 km high is 0.5 km. The largest error in de-

termining the height of the upper boundary will be for stratified clouds.

The aircraft measurements of cloud surface temperatures we made using

radiation method indicate that radiative temperatures of cloud surfaces, de-

pending on their density and optical thickness in excess of 400 meters differs

from the temperature of the air by about 3 0 whereas the radiative surface

temperature of clouds with a thickness of less than 200 meters can differ from

the air temperature by 100.

Such great differences in determining the temperature of the surface by

the radiation method restriots the use of the method proposed for , determining

the height of the cloud cover.

Determining the height of the upper boundary of a cloud with the accuracy

indicated is possible for clouds whose thickness is not less than 400 meters.

This type of cloud can be identified through television images of cloud cover

Zi,g. The mean temperature of the surface for computing the height of the up-

per boundary of clouds is determined by measurements of the radiative tempera-

ture from a satellite in cloud breaks or outside the cloud front. As was demon-

strated in studies Z3' the mean radiative temperature at the surface of the

earth is practically equal to the mean temperature obtained for this same svr-

face using weather ptation data.

If necessary, the air temperature at the ground surface for a region in

which we are interested may be obtained from synoptic charts.
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Fig. l° Vertical gradient of an air layer from the ground to the upper
edge of the cloud.

Cited in Table 1 by way of illustration are data for determining the up-

per boundary of a cloud using the method above described. The radiation tempera-

tures of the cloud and earth surfaces were determined from measurement data from

an aircraft for a sector 30 km long.

Table 1
Results of Determining the Cloud Height by the Radiation Method

Cloud height k%diation temperature Cloud height 'thickness
Date (H) in tan Upper boundary Surface (H) in km of cloud,

of cloud (computed) meters

19 X 62 1 1.7 5.4 9.4 0.8 200
19 X 2.2 4.2 9.5 1.0 200
21 X 1.2 4.5 11.0 1.2 400
23 X 1.8 2.9 10.0 1.3 400
23 X 2.2 2.7 9.2 1.2 • 200

127 X 2.7 1.4 16.4 2.7 700
21 X 63 2.0 0.0 12.0 2.2 300
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We also considered another method of determining the neight of the upper

boundary of clouds. In working out this method, we made the basic assumption

that corresponding to each type of cloud there is a definite value for the up-

per boundary, which changes little during the year for a given geographic re-

gion. In determining the type of cloud from television image data (obtained

from meteorological satellites) we can estimate the height of the upper edge

of the cloud. Shown in Table 2 are the mean values of the height of the upper

boundary For As, Ac, So, St and Ns clouds, using materials obtained from air-

craft soundings in the area of Leningrad over a four -year 9riod.

Table 2

Mean Values of the Height of the Upper Edge of Certain Types of Clouds

Type of Spring Summer AA11 Pinter
Cloud Imean ax - ea anixi- 2 can ni- can ,.I- H1-

mum mum mum mum mum mum Mum mum

As 5.5 6.4 4.6 5,5 6.0 5.0 4.2 5.1 3,5 14,7 6,0 4,0Ac
Sc

3.5
2.5

5.5
5.0

2-,6
0,7

3.7
2 1 5

6.0
6.2

2.4
1,0

3,8
2.0

5.0
6,4

2.5
0.8

3,3
1.6

4.6
5,0

2,2
1,3

St
Ns

2,5
4.4

4.6
6.3

0.6
2.0

3.5
3,5

5.0
6.3	 1

!.0
1,6

2,0
4,2

4.5
6,0

0.5
1.7

1.2
3.0

5.5
4.5

1.0
1.0

The mean values of cloud heights for each type of cloud change rather

little from season to season. The.,most stable are the mean values for As

clouds; their extreme variation from the mean is within comparatively narroir

limits.

For 'the other types of clouds the extreme variations from the mean height

of clouds attain greater values (up to 5 km).

The number of cases with a variation from the mean by ± 1 km for this

type of cloud is 50 - 60%.

As we can see, this method does not insure the necessary precision in de-

termining the height of the upper cloud limit. Data on the mean ^-Jtitude of

clouds can be useful in making an analysis of materials on the height of the

upper boundary of clouds obtained by other methods.
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